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Cost Data Regarding the Americans with Disabilities A~t 

At the May, 1988, quarterly meeting of the Council, Dr. 

Lenkowsky and other Council members indicated their desire to 

have more information about the costs and benefits associated 

with the Americans with Disabilities Act. This memorandum 

responds to that request. There was also discussion at the May 

meeting of the possibility of the Council obtaining the services 

of an economist to locate and develop cost data. In the absence 

of such assistance, I have pulled together the data included 

here on my own. 

The available data are certainly far from comprehensive. At 

the time that the original HEW Section 504 regulations were 

being considered in 1976, the Office for Civil Rights of the 

Department of Health, Education, and Welfare commissioned the 
Public Research Institute of Arlington, Virginia to compile a 

detailed report on the costs and benefits of the proposed 

regulations. That report, "Discrimination Against Handicapped 

Persons: The Costs, Benefits and Inflationary Impact of 

Implementing Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 

Covering Recipients of HEW Financial Assistance" presented a 

great quantity of statistical information, charts, tables, and 
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projections regarding the financial implications of the 

nondiscrimination requirements. To date, that report continues 

to be one of the most comprehensive reviews of costs and 

benefits of provisions ~rohibiting discrimination against 

persons with disabiliti~s. A copy of that report is attached ~s 

Exhibit One of this memorandum. 

No comparable study of the costs and benefits of the 

Americans with Disabilities Act has been conducted. Apart from 

the HEW Section 504 report, the available data that I have been 

able to identify are much more piecemeal and sketchy. One of 

the broadest compilations of such information is the section on 

"The Costs and Benefits of Full Participation" that I wrote for 

the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, and which is included in 

its report, Accommodating the Spectrum of Individual Abilities. 

A copy of that section is attached as Exhibit Two. 

Costs and benefits data that influenced the Council's 

deliberations in developing the recommendations in Toward 

Independence are presented in that report and in the detailed 

topic papers included in the Appendix to Toward Independence. 

Other pertinent facts and figures were presented in the 

Council's 1988 report, On the Threshold of Independence. 

Most other sources of fiscal data about discrimination are 

much narrower in focus, tending to deal with a single topic, 

such as bus transportation or costs of adaptability in new 

housing construction. Before describing some such data sources, 

some general observations are in order. 
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I. GENERALLY 

As existing data are reviewed or compiled, and as studies of 

the costs of nondiscrimination requirements are conducted in the 

future, some guiding principles should be borne in mind: 

A. There is great danger of that cost estimates of 

nondiscrimination requirements will be inflated. 

The imposition of nondiscrimination requirements protecting 

persons with disabilities may be associated with unrealistic, 

inflated estimates of their costs, particularly when such cost 

estimates are based upon data developed by an affected 

industry. Such overestimates of costs were a problem that arose 

when the Section 504 regulations were promulgated. In his book, 

From Goodwill to Civil Rights, about the history of section 504, 

Richard Scotch observed that some of the agencies to be covered 

by the regulations "provided extremely high cost estimates 

and then complained that they could not meet the cost of 

compliance" (Id. at p. 118). 

In his floor statement upon the introduction of the ADA, 

Congressman Tony Coelho noted : 

In the past, concerns about cost have been raised as an 

obstacle to our addressing this problem. Estimates of these 

costs are inflated. For example, when the implications of 

section 504 were debated, universities and hospitals claimed 

that nondiscrimination was absolutely beyond their financial 

means. We have now had regulations implementing section 504 

over 10 years. During that time, these institutions have 

not complained of financial difficulties due to 

accommodating the disabled. 
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Such inflations of cost figures under section 504 were a 

problem not only with the universities and hospitals as 

mentioned by Representative Coelho, but were encountered in 

regard to other areas to which section 504 applies, including 

the public transit industry. Some cost e .~timates supplied by 

public transportation agencies in the late 1970s and early 80s 

regarding the expenses involved in providing accessible 

transportation under section 504 were quite high, with the 

result that there was a vociferous debate involving the 

transportation industry, the U.S. Department of Transportation, 

the Congressional Budget Office, and various disability 

activists about the actual costs of providing accessible 

transportation. This debate is described on pp. 79-80 of 

Exhibit Two. 

Sometimes exaggerations of costs of nondiscrimination 

requirements result from misguided fears and lack of knowledge 

about practical options for accommodating the needs of persons 

with disabilities. In introducing the Americans with 

Disabilities Act, Senator Weicker noted that "experience 

suggests that the costs of modifications are usually much less 

than might be feared by those unfamiliar with the issues." Such 

lack of familiarity can result from a limited knowledge of the 

abilities and limitations of persons with disabilities, from a 

lack of awareness of devices and technology that are available, 

or from an insufficient understanding of the nondiscrimination 

requirements themselves. In introducing the ADA, Senator 

Weicker went to some length to explain the accessibility 
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requirements of the bill in concrete terms to allay the 

likelihood of these requirements being misunderstood and 

inflated. But such dangers make it essential to carefully 

scrutinize cost data associated with eliminating discrimination 

against persons with disabilities to assure that they are not 

exaggerated. 

B. In Calculating the Costs Entailed by the Requirements 

of the Americans With Disabilities Act, Expenses Associated with 

Existing Federal, State, and Local Requirements Should Be 

Deducted. 

An important element in developing a realistic estimate of 

the cost implications of the ADA is to attribute to the 

requirements of the bill the costs of only those new or 

additional changes and modifications it entails. From the costs 

of full compliance with the requirements of ADA should be 

subtracted the costs of accommodations and barrier removal 

already required under existing laws, ordinances, building 

codes, and regulations. For example, an accurate determination 

of the costs of making State and local public buildings 

accessible to the extent required by the ADA must take into 

account that many such buildings were constructed with Federal 

financial assistance; consequently, such buildings are already 

required to meet accessibility requirements under Section 504 

and nondiscrimination provisions associated with Federal block 

grants programs and other particular Federal funding programs. 
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Likewise, such buildings may be subject to State and local 

building codes and antidiscrimination requirements. The costs 

of what is already required should be subtracted from the 

estimated expenses of full compliance with the requirements of 

the ADA. 

Similarly, estimates of the costs of eliminating 

discrimination by employers and by public accommodations must 

take into account that most States and many localities already 

have laws and ordinances that prohibit such discrimination. 

Moreover, some employers and places of public accommodation may 

already be subject to nondiscrimination requirements under 

Sections 503 or 504 if they have received Federal grants or 

Federal contracts. Similarly, housing providers, transportation 

companies, and communications agencies subject to the ADA may 

already be covered by a variety of Federal, State, and local 

requirements that prohibit discrimination or establish 

accessibility standards. 

Each of the 50 States and the District of Columbia has one 

or more laws prohibiting discrimination on the basis of handicap 

in employment, public accommodations, or housing. The 

overwhelming majority have some State law requirements in each 

of those three areas. Most also have provisions in their State 

laws establishing architectural accessibility requirements. "A 

Survey of State Laws," along with some more detailed and updated 

information about such laws and building codes, are attached as 

Exhibit Three. 
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To accurately estimate the financial impact of the ADA, 

estimates of the costs of full compliance with its requirements 

should be reduced by subtracting any costs associated with 

comply in':" ,.,i th State and local measures mandating 

nondiscrimination or establishing accessibility standards. And 

the estimates of ADA compliance should also exclude those 

reqtiirements already established under other Federal laws, 

including Sections 502, 503, and 504 of the Rehabilitation Act 

of 1973, the Architectural Barriers Act of 1968. A listing of 

"Handicap Civil Rights Statutes" from the U.S. Commission on 

Civil Rights report, Accommodating the Spectrum of Individual 

Abilities, is attached as Exhibit Four. In short, costs should 

be attributed to the ADA only for new requirements it imposes 

over and above those currently mandated. 
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II. INTRODUCTORY STATEMENTS REGARDING THE ADA 

Some discussion of costs and benefits appeared in the floor 

statements of sponsors of the ADA at the time of its 

introduction in the Senate and house of Representatives. Most 

notable were remarks by Senator Lowell Weicker and 

Representatives Tony Coelho and Major Owens. In his 

introductory statement, Senator Weicker, the ranking minority 

member and former chairman of the Senate Subcommittee on the 

Handicapped, declared: 

Some ma:r feu &hat the bW wUl 
Cl'ft te requirement.I th.at a.re unreal· • 
lltlcall:r npenalve. There a.re 1everaJ 
annvera to queatlona about cost.a. P1nt. 
It mu.t be uked: Bow much II too 
much to paJ for equallty? Can we • 
tal>Uah an acceptable price tac for cl'11 
IUhi..'? Second, el(perience suaesta 
t.h&t the co.ta of modllleattom are 
mua11J much Jal than m!aht be 
lciend bJ tboee unfa.mll1ar wttb UM 
s..uea. Wider doonrt.71 and nmpe are 
not p&rtJcularlJ expemlve. and e.en 
modifJeattona to balhrooma and Uftl 
can be aecured I& nl&ttvelJ mod.Mt 
pricea. And nwu communJcaUon de-
Yices a.re quite reuonable ID cost.. A 
telecommunk:aUona cleYlce for &be 
deal lTDDJ, whkh enable1 deaf 
people to me &he telephone. can be 
purch..ued for about •110. · 

Al we con.alder co.ta. It .. Important 
· to bear lD mlnd \hat tbe Pederal Tu 
Code permit.I buaineaea to take an 
annual deduction of up &o t35,000 for 
expendl.turea ent&Ded ID removm. bar· 
rlera t.o people wtt.h dia&bWUe&. 

A HAl'11a poll of emplo1en found 
·that three out of four manacen Int.er· 
Tiewed believed the averace oosta of 
~ a peraon wttb a dia&bWtJ to be 
about t.he aame u t.b.&t of emplo:rlns a 
nondlsabled peraon. A 1912 ltud7 bJ 
the ~part.ment of !Abor OODCluded 
that aooommodatlns for disabWtJes la 

"'DO bll deal." Thia con!lnna the ape-
riencea of mt.Jor O.B. corporat.lom, 
such u du Pont. wbk:h nport Uiat 
workplace accommodaUona frequent.17 
OOlt Utt.le or DOt.hJns. 

Ukewile, the exPeme ue0et1ted 
with acoeulbWtJ featUJ'9 for DeW 
boumna are relat.lvelJ mWL Zltlmates 
are that. at IDOl'L. such l"f!qulrement.I 
would ent&D lea than I percent of 
CIODlt.ruction costa. Officen of &he N•· 
Uonal A.YoetaUon of Bome Bullden 
bave declared t.b.&t tbeJ eu Wild ID 
web features at ft1T little cmt. And 
IUCh co.ta t.re npecDd • decliDe nen 
fw'tber ooce ~ Mciame unlform 
with.in tbe boualnl ilMlmtz7, 

The requirement.I reprd1nc acceaf. 
bllltJ of new Yehkle1 and rolllns lt.oCk 
of t.n.naportatlon aaendee are not a-
t.ran.rant.. Oft.en tile a..ue rmolY• 
It.elf lDt.o a question of purchu1na 
llilht.17 fewer aioceafble fthJclel 

Yel"IUI a llilbtb' sreater number of ID· 
acceulble ooea. TU.Inc bUM!ll u an Ill· 
ample, althouah cuta can ftl'7, a Uft. 
OD & DeW bw c:urrent.17 cost. allout I 
to t percent. of tbe total price taa. 
Tbua. .f:w tbe a.me ouU&J, a OODlPUlJ' 
can a&Aer' pW'ChUe Cea liCC:le9Sble 
bu.1e1 or 11 bu.- w:Wlou' lift&. 

Perh&pe the mOlt ~ and 
COltl7 modlflcatlom contemplated are 
tho.e uaoelated wttb exi.tlnl JtatJom 
and platlorma of mua tnmlt lntema. 
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••tlon or Cllec:rtm..lnatlon acalnlt per- · 
eons wkb dl&abW'iea are stacrertns. 
Over •o bllHon of our annual Federal 
bud.set are 9Pe•l on dlsabllltJ-nlated 
prOIT&Jn&. DisabDilJ II aecond OnlJ &o 
defense u the laraeat cateaory of Ped· 
eral bad~l erpendJturea. And t5 per-
cent or what we apend on diaabWtJ 
1oea to malnt.alninl people In depend-
ent situations. All taxpayera are \Ill· 

denmtlns t.he lnact.MtJ and wute of 
resoarces or people with diaablUtli!a 
who •e ao\ -permJtted the opportunl· 
'' &o be employed and aell-sufflcient. 
"nle cost& &o our IOclet1 or discrimlna· 
t.lon-ID economk u weD u bwn.anl· 
tarl&n &.e~ much 1Te&ter than 
the cost.a or ellmlnatinr such discrim1· 
IUl&lon. 

In part of his introductory remarks, Congressman Coelho, 

. Majority Whip in the House of Representatives# declared: 

In the put. ~ ltlall ~ have been 
raised • an obsta.:ie lo °" adct'eain; ,_ 
pU»em. Estimate& of ,_. oos1I ... Wleted. 
For~.~ lw ~of MCtion 
504of1w Rehabltilation Ad of 1173 were• 
bated, lrliversities and hospitats cMimed the! 
nondiscrimination ... lbeokltely ~ their 
hndal muns.. We hsY9 now t.:f ~ 
lof-. ~IQ MCtion soc ~ 10,...,... 
°'"1g ht li'M. hM lnstitlltionl tw¥e not 
~ of financ::ial cllficl.ltiel ct.. tD ec-
commodating the w . 

I belie\19 we _. find ht WI the long Ml. 
.-Ong chcrimination w11 ectuall)' · iow. com 
ti) °" IOCi9ty u • ~. ~ disc:nn-
Ntion .. Mpei -~ becaLlse cl9CI imi •tory 
llemn ~ people °" of work. ..,... OLr 

voea nltional pocM:t n °" 1a1 rweriue 
.,., what'a men, twelf berwt'dl peymema. 
Government ltldea ha~ estima19d ht elimi-
nating ~ ~tion ~ w • 
narrow ll*tNm of IDtll ~ ecld sse ~ 
Ion lo ernal Gowmmlnt ............. A ~ 
~ of Tra111pottltiof1 ~ lrdcated 
ht wtttl ~ nnsportation. SSI beMt1t 
sevings ct.. lo h::nul ~it would 
eccount tor 1271 dlion • ~· Statiltica ~ 
cated ht Mdl generated br .,..ling 
hardc=-r> cleairrination ~ ..un men 
l'9n 13 tor ~ 11 eper1l Wt • a r-.tion 
ICancl lo c:uh WI ~ a bit on lw lntegstion. 
end • ~ l9f1t enr.no.d ~. of 
people wtttl clsablitiel. 

And Representative OWens, Chairman of the Subcommittee on Select 

Education, observed: 

the wry exilttnee of .,, 
wehi19C'tural barrier~ a nnl?Qfta-
lion bamer-tht io of a lft~• dis-
c:rVnNticn 

Nol ht IWTIOYal of IUdl berriln has lo bl 
oo.1ty. For eii;ample, lhi America.rw With Dia-
8t>ilitlel Act ~ lo mak• the most 
f'Mc:tia!>ie urVta of nN ~ ~ 
lo ~·'- ~ ~ te.t.rn of 
9daptable ~ means ht they can 
be e&sily rncdfled lo be berrier·frM Arrd the 

a.t? Aa .. .. l500 per nN apartment 
oc:>nS17ucied, and otlMl Ina. the act ai.o ~ 
poses ht new PLblic ac:commodaticn be 
ban'ier·tree-.t a ~ or Ina lhan ~ of 1 
peroent of the cons1ruction COit Arrd a lft on 
a new b..97 Aa llnie u 5 percent of the bus 
cost. or ~ Ina. Not lo mention the uvtrva 
wt'tl F'Miz• from deaaased beneftt eupport 
cost5, • ~ barriers ... and clia-
9bled people ~ ... iYwte procktiYe 
capedty. 
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III. COSTS RELATED TO TRANSPORTATION 

The debates about the C?sts of •ccessibility in public 

transportation have been noted above. A major source of 

additional data became available in December of 1985, when the 

U.S. · Department of Transportation published its "Final 

Regulatory Impact Analysis" for its Section 504 regulation 

applicable to urban mass transit programs. This analysis was 

revised in a final form in May of 1986. While the regulatory 

impact analysis has not been without criticism, it does provide 

a huge quantity of new statistical information about the 

expenses associated with accessible urban mass transportation. 

These include cost figures for fixed-route-accessibility, 

paratransit systems, and user-subsidies for taxis and other 

services. It presents cost data derived from certain transit 

systems selected by the Department of Transportation as case 

study systems. It also presents a comparison of cost estimates 

for accessible transportation in large, medium, and small 

cities. 

While the data are complex and detailed, one of the major 

conclusions of the DOT study was that most urban transit systems 

can be made accessible for less than 3 percent of their annual 

operating costs. A copy of the revised Regulatory Impact 

Analysis issued in May of 1986 is enclosed as Exhibit Five. 

In his introductory statement on the ADA, Representative 

Tony Coelho made the following comment regarding data on the 
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potential benefits of accessible transportation: 

A Department of Transportation study indicated that with 

accessible transportation, SSI benefit savings due to 
increased employment would account for $276 million a year. 

Statistics indicated that funds generated by eliminating 

handicap discrimination would return more than $3 for every 

$1 spent. We as a nation stand ·~o cash in quite a bit on 

the integration, and subsequent enhanced productivity, of 

people with disabilities. 

In accord, Representative Major Owens noted that the 

expenses associated with lifts on buses are "as little as 5 

percent of the bus cost, or even less. Not to mention the 

savings we'll realize from decreased benefit support costs 

In the Senate, Senator Kerry voiced similar sentiments: 
" 

Today the technology exists to fashion the existing transit 

systems with appropriate lifts and seating to accommodate 

those who need it. Trains and buses, particularly newly 
purchased models, are easily equipped. Many States and 

cities are already adopting the policies that are put forth 

in this legislation. As new buses and trains are purchased 

they are equipped with lifts. The added costs are 
relatively small in comparison to the actual gains that are 

made through employment and, more importantly, through 
independence. 
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IV. COSTS RELATED TO HOUSING 

The most comprehensive compilation of da~.a concerr.ing the 

costs and benefits of eliminating discrimination in housing of 

which we are aware continues to be the material collected in the 

section on "Costs and Benefits" in the Housing topic paper of 

the Appendix to Toward Independence. A copy of that section is 

enclosed as Exhibit Six. 

Much of the discussion regarding costs of accessible housing 

has come to center on the "universal features of adaptable 

housing" advocated by the Council in Toward Independence. Such 

an approach to accessibility has been incorporated in the Fair 

Housing Amendments Act bills and in the Americans with 

Disabilities Act. In 1987, the Department of Housing and Urban 

Development issued a report titled Adaptable Housing: Marketing 

Accessible Housing for Everyone. The report examines the 

advantages of the adaptable housing approach over prior attempts 

to establish a certain percentage of completely accessible 

units. The report concludes that the universal features of 

adaptability approach is much more effective and beneficial. As 

to the costs of such adaptability, the report declares that 

"With increased experience wi th the adaptable housing concept 

and growing participation of product manufacturers and better 

market information, the building industry may find that most 

houses can be made accessible at little or no increase in cost." 

(Id. at p. 10) 
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A recent issue of Rehab Brief quoted architect Ron Mace and 

a GAO study regarding the costs of universal features of 

adaptable housing: 

Stories circulate ~~out the thousands of dollars required to· 
make buildings accessible. While this may be true of 
modifying older structures, it is not true when 
accessibility is part of the original design. Mace has been 
quoted as saying the cost can be "zero"; a report from the 
U.S. Government Accounting Office puts the costs at "only 
about one half of one percent." 

("Design for the Life Span of All People? Spotlight on 

Adaptable Housing," Rehab Brief Vol. X, No. 12, p. 2) 

The housing and architecture professions are becoming 

increasingly aware of and accepting of the notion of universal 

features of adaptable design. A January 1987 article in 

Architecture recognized that "there will probably be, in the 

near future, uniform design standards for accessibility in this 

country." In an April, 1988, article in the New York Times, the 

Vice President of the National Association of Home Builders 

(NAHB), Shirley Mcvay Wiseman, was quoted as stating, "We want 

to demonstrate that we can build in adaptability at very little 

cost." NAHB has become a strong supporter of the universal 

features of adaptive design as incorporated in the Fair Housing 

Act Amendments bill. In a letter to Congressional leaders 

considering the bills, NAHB described these provisions as 

assuring "equal opportunity in housing for handicapped 

individuals, while minimizing both construction costs and 

potential issues of marketability." The home builders also 

specifically opposed an amendment that would have substituted a 

requirement of 10 percent fully accessible units for the 
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universal adaptability approach in the bill, saying that the 

former would "result in a higher and more costly standard." A 

copy of the NAHB letter is enclosed as Exhibit seven. 

Members of Congress quoted some estimates regarding the 

costs and benefits of housing adaptability requirements during 

their introductory remarks in regard to the ADA. Representative 

oweris stated: 

The very existence of an architectural barrier ••• 

constitutes discrimination. 
Not that removal of such barriers has to be costly. 

For example, the Americans with Disabilities Act proposes to 

make the most reachable units of new apartment complexes 

incorporate basic universal features of adaptable design 

this means that they can be easily modified to be 

barrier-free. And the cost? As little as $500 per new 

apartment constructed, and often less. 

Representative Coelho declared: 

Adaptive design also makes tremendous economic sense. A new 

adaptable apartment has been shown to cost only about $500 

more to build than one without adaptability features. This 

compares with renovation at a later date which, if it is 

even possible, can cost as much as $15,000. Moreover, 

institutionalization, which is a never-ending expense, is 

vastly more costly, between $40,000 and $75,000 a year. 

In his introductory statement regarding the ADA in the Senate, 

Senator Kennedy quoted the identical statistics regarding the 

costs of adaptable housing. 
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v. COSTS IN OTHER AREAS 

Apart from the foregoing, available information concerning 

the costs and benefits associated with eliminating 

discrimination against people with disabilities as required 

under the ADA is sketchy. Some useful bits and pieces are 

available, but no comprehensive and authoritative studies are 

available on various particular issues. 

In regard to the costs of eliminating discrimination in 

regard to public accommodations, some limited cost estimates are 

available. In his floor statement upon the introduction of the 

ADA, Representative Major Owens declared: "The act also proposes 

that new public accommodations be barrier free -- at a cost of 

less than 1/2 of 1 percent of the construction cost." This 

estimate is consistent with sources quoted in the Appendix to 

Toward Independence, which estimated that accessibility costs on 

a new facility range between one-tenth of one percent to 

one-half of one percent of total construction costs of a new 

building (Appendix, p. F-29). 

In an article in Nation's Restaurant News, the following 

statements were made regarding the impact of ADA on restaurants, 

and the implications of Senator Weicker's statements regarding 

accessibility requirements: 

How much would it cost restaurants to comply with the 
new handi~ap legislation? 

According to Weicker, the expense of modifications is 
usually much less than might be feared by those unfamiliar 
with the issues. 
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"Wider doorways and ramps are not particularly 
expensive," he said, •and even modifications to bathrooms 
and lifts can be secured at relatively modest prices." 

Moreover, existing law allows food-service operators 
and other employers to tax deduct up to $35,000 annually 
toward the cost of remov~ng architectural barriers to the 
disabled. 

Consider, too, the fact that some of that spending is 
sure to be plowed back into the restaurant industry as 
dining out becomes more accessible to the 6 million people 
in the United States who are severely handicapped. For 
example, if only 10 percent of those individuals are 
·encouraged to eat out once a month, that's another $100 
million plus for the food-service industry. 

Moreover, helping the disabled to become more 
self-sufficient would pay dividends for all of us at 
tax-time, according to the bill's backers. 

At the federal level alone, we spend more than $60 
billion a year on disability-related programs and according 
to Weicker, "95 percent of what we spend on disability goes 
to maintaining people in dependent situations." 

"All taxpayers are underwriting the inactivity and 
waste of resources of people with with disabilities who are 
not permitted to be employed and self sufficient," Weicker 
told Congress. 

(Ken Rankin, "New Legislation for Handicapped Draws Bipartisan 

Support," Nation's Restaurant News, May 30, 1988, p. F4) 

A few limited cost estimates have been made in regard to the 

removal of communications barriers. In his opening statement on 

the ADA, Senator Weicker stated that "many communication devices 

are quite reasonable in cost. A telecommunications device for 

the deaf (TDD), which enables deaf people to use the telephone, 

can be purchased for about $150." Estimates of costs of 

captioning films and videotapes are usually less than 1 percent 

of producing the film or tape for a one-half-hour documentary 

(Subcommittee on Hearing Impaired Persons, Interagency Committee 

on Handicapped Research, Memorandum of May 15, 1986), and much 

less for longer products or high budget projects, such as 

Hollywood style movies. 
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We continue to pursue additional data on the costs of 

eliminating discrimination. States with antidiscrimination laws 

prohibiting discrimination on the basis of handicap would seem a 

likely source of information about the costs and benefits of 

such requirements, but little such information has been compiled 

and published. I have been in touch with Mr. Jud Boies, a State 

Architect for the State of California, which has one of the most 

extensive state statutory requirements regarding the removal of 

architectural barriers. Mr. Boies has promised to send me what 

cost information is available, but he indicated that very little 

has been collected or summarized in written form. 

We will continue to seek further information. I hope that 

the data collected here is helpful. 

- 17 -
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I. INTR.QDUCTION . 

The proposed regulation will implement sectlon 504 of the Rehabilitation Ac~ of 

1973, as amended, which reads as follows: · 
~-.. -:- ~ 

No otherwise qualified handicapped individual in ·the United States ••• 

shall, solely by reason of his handicap, ~ excluded from the particJpation 

in, be denied the benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination under ariy - · 

~~ogram or activity receiving Federal financial assistance. -

20319 

Under HEW's guidelines any proposal which will have an impact exceeding $100 mil-

lion hl any one year ls 8ubject to the requirements of Executive Order 11821. Under the 1 

guidelines relating to Inflationary Impact Statements," any such regulation must be care-

fully evaluated ln terms of benefits as well as costs. In addition alternatives to the pro-

posed action. must be rev!ewed. • -

Preliminary analysis indicated the likelihood that the $100 million threshold would 

be crossed and an analysis required. The following analysis, although generally con-

forming to the stated guidelines, has some special features and limitations that should 

be made explicit at the outset. 

Although the analysis attempts to measure cost impacts, it does not link .them to effects 

on inflation. This regulation affects services provided primarily by the public sector, and 

the link between increased cost and inflationary pressure ls not as direct as with regula-

tions that increase unit costs in the .private sector. For example, state and local govern-

ments may choose to cover the increased cost of special education by increasing tax 

revenues, or by reallocating available resources, thus precluding the inflationary pressure 

associated with deficit financing. 

Another special feature is that some of the regulation's requirements duplicate the 

provisiOns of pre-existing federal or state law or court decree. In such instances, the 

effect of the section 504 regulation is to Impose an additional sanction in order to hasten 

·and to help enforce compliance. The policy decision in these cases ls not whether to incur 

a set of costs and benefits, bJt whether or not to increase the rap~dlty with which they 

materialize. Thus where the regulations requirements duplicate or stre~gthen existing 

•oMB has stressed that the statement should document all significant costs and benefits 

even if they do not have any direct links to the prices of goods and services that enter 

into the Consumer_ or Wholesale Price Index. , In these sitUa.tions the Inflationary Impact 

Statement becomes equivalent to the more traditional cost/benefit analy~ls framework 

ln which the focus is much broader than inflation impact - - all effects that impact on 

resource allocation efficiency and the distribution of income, if they are large enough, 

are documented and evaluated in terms of benefits and costs. 

-1-
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mandates, lt wlll not be possible to distinguish separately the costs and benefits of 504 as 

opposed to ·existing regulations and laws. However some part of any projected increases 

in costs (and benefits) should be attributed to these other provisions. Indeed for some of 

the sub-parts perhaps even the major psrt;"Should be attrlhited to them. 

The analysis attempts, for each of the major subparts, to present data and informa-

tion 9n the magnitude of identifiable costs and benefits. The material ls presented in a 

. way that will help the reader evaluate the validity and reliablllty of the estimates. Wher-

ever possible, ranges of estimates are presented that represent extremes of assumptions 

about parameters (e.g., si>ecial education costs per pup~l) that we cannot measure reliably. 

Jn some cases (e.g., employment discrimination) the avallable,.evidence on co~s and bene· 

fits ls very indirect and impressionistic whlle in others (e.g., facility accesslblllty), 

measurement ls more precise. 

- In all cases the evidence on the magnit~de of benefifs ls, at best, bised on scattered 

data sources and studies. Some of the numbers presented are no more than reasoned 

guesses. Two remarks are in order here. First, the fact that certain kinds of benefits 

are difficult to measure (e.g., psychic benefits) ddes not make them any less important. 

Second, we have attempted, wherever possible, to identify sub-groups of recipients based 

on their neediness, e.g., severely and profoundly handicapped children vs. mildly handi-

capped. This will help the reader in striking his own balance on the magnitude of psychic 

benefit,s. 

The evaluation is divided into six sections, five of which correspond to the subparts 

of the proposed regulation: Subpart B, Employment Practices; Subpart C, Program 

Accessibility; Subpart D, Elementary and Secondary Education; Suq>&rt E, Higher Educa-

tion; and Subpart F, Health and Social .Services. A final section summarizes the findings 

of the analyses of the various subparts. · 

The conclusion of the analysts ls that the benefits forthcoming (psychic as well as 

pecuniary) provide a substantial offset to the costs that will be incurred. The costs iri-

volved wlll not be as great as ls widely thought and the compelling situation of some of ' 

tbi handicapped persons involved tips the balance in favor of proceeding with immedi-

ate implementation of the regulation. 

1be details of the regulation, such as wording of key phrases, precise extent of popu -

latlon coverage, etc, are discus~d at various p0ints In the analyses. The major issues 

- are: alternative ways of wording the "reasonable accommodation" provision; determining 

the proper incidence rate for the handicapping condition. "Learning Disabled;" determin-

ing who should bear the non-edlcatlonal costs associated with severely handicapped children 

who require a residential setting; and alternative tlmf..9g and phase in strategies. · 

\ • 
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D. EMPLOYME~ PRACTICE_S (Sli>part B) 

Subpart B prohibits discrimination In employment against handicapped fudividuals • . 
The principles developed under the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Education Amendments 

'of° 1972 were used as a basis for this Subpart. Its provisions are consistent with those"'of 
section 503 of the· Rehabilitation Act which requires federal contractors• to take affirmative 
action In the employment of qualified handicapped pe~~s. 

Although all the provisions of this subpart are aimed at the same objective--assuring 
nondiscriminatory treatment of handicapped worker&~-they differ In one important way • . 
One group relate to the employer's recruitment, selection and promotion procedures and 
practices, while the other relates to the structure of the work situation. ,.,00 requires that 
employers make " ••• reasonable accommodation to the known physical or mental limita-
tions of a handicapped applicant or employee unless the recipient can demonstrate that the 
acc~mmodation would impose an \Dldue hal.'dship to the operation of the recipient's pro-
gram." Reasonable accommodation Includes adjustmeµts like making facWties readily . 
accessible, job restruct_uring, part-time and modified work schedules, acquisition or 
modification of equipment and devices, and other similar aetions. The determination of 
whether an _accommodation will be required (i.e., whether undue hal.'dship exists) will 
be based on such factors as the size and type of the recipients operation and the nature 
and cost of the needed accommodation. · 

The provisions dealing with recruitment, selection and promotion procedures are 
designed to eliminate discriminatory practices without imposing any added cost (with the 
possible exception Qf minor administrative costs) upon recipients. For example, many 
firms and agencies make routine pre-employment inquiries about the mental and physical 
condition of the applicant. The proposed regulation would require that all employment 
application forms state that any handicap-related liiformation requested will noc in itself 
be used as a oosis for denying emplayment. Also any such inquiry must be confined to 
job related matters and information must be kept confidential. 

These provisions will especially aid those with the less visible b.a.Ildicappfng conditions 
(e.g. epilepsy, diabetes, emo~ional problems). Many of these individuals are seriously 
inhibited in their job search because of the fear that they will be summarily rejected if they 
reveal their handicapping condition. For example, a person Wtth epilepsy who could 
qualify for a better job may not apply because a minor accommodation would be required and 

•The proposed regulation will apply to the recipients of HEW grants (as opposed to con-
tracts) who are for the most part public or non-profit organizations (as opposed to 
proprietary firms). However there is an area of overlap with 503 since many univer-
sities receive both grants and contracts from the federal government. 

-3-
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he is afraid to reveal his condition. In this situation the..tndividual's earnings capacity is . 
reduced even though the employer might have been willing to make the required accom-
modation. Thus, the procedural provisions by themselves, even without additional 
reason3ble accommodations, will produce-benefits in the form of increased earnings for 
handicapped . workers. Since the cost imposed on employers by these procedural require-
ments will be neg1:fgibl~, this part of the subpart is clearly highly cost 'effective. 

The reason2.ble accommodation provision also seeks to provide benefits by breaking 
down the employment barriers due to ignorance and stereotyped thinking. It differs from 
the procedural provisions, however, in that it will require employers in some situations 
to incur additional costs at the outset in order for the handicapped worker to be equally 
productive. The phrases "in some situations" and "at the outset" are underlined to stress 

_ that for most combinations of t}rpes of handicapping c~dition and Job category "reasonable 
accommodation" will require either no or only minor outlays. 

For example, it might involve no more than abandoning a misconception such as 
thinking that hiring a per.son with epilepsy will raise accident insurance rates~ And in 
situations where outlays are required it will usually.involve only a minor fnttial Investment 
rather than a major on-going.outlay. For example, this might mean recognizing that the 
traditional job specifications are either outmoded or can be easily adapted to the particular 
type of handicap in question. 

Of course there are some situations where the types of accommodations that would be 
required can become a source of. controversy. These situations are of two kinds. One 
involves disease entities that may or may not be in a stabilized condition. Diabetes and 
cancer are the two important types that occur in practice.• Dispute can arise over what 
the a.Ctual probabilities of re-occUrJ:ence are and we will review the eiperlence under 
section 503 in connection with this issue. 

The other class of situations involves the various kinds of emotionarhandicaps --
. psychotic reaction, depression, anxiety reaction, etc. The emotional handleaps diff~r 

sharply from the physical in how much they can be overcome by simple job restructuring 
and other kinds of minor accommodations._ As shown belovi (appendix A, table 5), the 'effect 
of emOtional handicaps on earnings ls much greater than for many severe types of physical 
disabilities. It -ls not clear whether discrimination by employers ls as major a factor in 
lowering earniQ.gs for the emotionally disturbed group as for the other group .. In any ~se, 

•Interview with Oivid Brigham, Office of Federal Contract Compliance and Pi;-ograms. 

, 

Mr. Brigham provided information from his experience with administering section 503. 
(It should be n'oted that the Office for Civil Rights does not view this j>roblem in terms 
of reaso~ble ·accommodation, b.lt in terms of whetber such a person is qualified for the 
job in question • . The discussion of the problem ls retained here and on page 11, however, 
because .it conforms to the author's analysis of the issue.) 

. . . 
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~ applicability of. most of the. known types of "reasonable accommodation" would appea·r 

~ to be limited for tho~e with emotional handicaps. As experience evolves, the program 

should be closely monitored for guidance on this lsaue.. · 

The reasonable accommodation provision is likely to generate _concern about posslhle . . ;· 

significant cost Increases. Therefore the rest of this section ls primarily devoted to pre.: · 

senting data and survey results on the prol:Bble costs of reasonable aceommOdatiOD. First, 

however, evidence OD pecimJary benefits (attrihltable to the entire suq>art) is also presented. 

It is important to note that the cost of Ina.king buildings. accessible, which ls one im-

portant type of reasonable · accommodation, will be covered below In the analysis of sub-

part c. In balancing costs and benefits for the entire regulation the reader should be 

careful not to double comt the costs of making buildings accessible. The cost of building 

acces~ibility should be added to the non-accessibility costs of all the other subparts and 

then this total cost should be cpmpa.red to the sum of the benefits flowing from each of the 

subparts (again betDg sure not to double CO\Dlt any benefits). · · 

Benefits* 

There will be both psychic and pecuniary benefits from eliminating jci> discrlmt.natfon. 

Both society In genetal and the handicapped worker in particular will obtain s~me psychic : 

benefits from the elimination of employment discrimination. The fact that psychic benefits 

cannot be easily measured objectively does ~ot make them any less significant aµd they 

should be considered when the overall m.lance is struck between costs and benefits. 

Pecuniary benefits accrue in the form of increased earnings and employment _stability 

for the disabled workers which reflects their greater contribution to the Gross National 

Product. 

How great.are these pecuniary benefits likely to be? Given the state of existing 

knowledge, there is no basis for anything more than an· informed guess. We estimated 

(see appendix A) that the regulation might affect about one million disabled workers. We 

also estimated that the annual earnings of partially work disabled males might be as much 

as 18% lower on account of employment discrimination. Combining these t:wo estimates 

yields an estimate of approximately $1 buuon per year in benefits via the higher earnings 

capacity of handicapped workers. If we halve the estimate of the effect of discrimination 

OD earnings (t<;> 93) then the estimate of annual benefits is halved, etc. 

•The benefit estimates are based on estimates of certain parameters that_ were derived 

from a brief analysis of available data on disability status and earnings. See appendix A 

for the details of this survey. 
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Costs Associated with Reasonable Accommodations 

This part of the subpart requires c~e~ed agencies and firms to make reasonable 

outlays on whatever special resources are deeded for full utilization of handicapped 

applicants. As noted Shove, probably the major source of cost increase associated with 

reasonable accommodation in employment--that of making buildings physically accessible--

is covered below as a separate subpart. For most eases the only other types of accommo-

dations that are envisaged are those that involve little more than discarding stereotypes 

about what impact employing handicapped workers will have on the agency or firm. One of 

the most widespread of these myths ls that employing handicapped workers will decrease 

safety performance and increase disability and life insurance rates. A number of studies 

have shown that this ls not the case.• · 

If an agency or firm has never employed a handicapped worker then the chances are It 

has not done any systematic thinking about the task content of Its various job categories.•• 

Jt always appears at first that someone with a dramatic physical handicap (e.g. a totally 

blind person) could not perform the work at the productivity level of a non-handicapped 

person. · However many modern jobs involve primarily mental tasks and once the percent 

of sub-tasks that require the missing physical ability (sight, use of both hands, etc.) falls 

- below a certain percentage, it is possible, and often simple, to restructure the job situation 

so that the handicapped worker can perform equally well. 

Experts in the area of vocational rehabilitation stress a general principal that · ex-

plains some of the surprising patterns in the data on earnings by type and :severity of 

disability.**• The basic .idea is that the variety of job situations in a m~ern economy 

combined with the great variety of forms that physical disabilities talc~ assures that . 

there will be at least a few rewarding and renumerative jobs that can be very easily 

restructured for any physically handicapped individual. Data in appendix A on the em-

ployment of veterans show that there is relatively high earnings and employment panici-

pation among·even v~ry severely handicapped veterans. This is some indirect .evidence 

fo~ the general principal. More direct evidence will now be presented. There have been 

•The results of several surveys are summarized in Sandra Kalenik, "Myths About Hiring 

the Physically Handicapped" Job Safety and Health, Vol. 2 #9, Sep 1974: and in J. Wolfe, 

"Disability is No Handicap for DuPont", The Alliance Review, National Alliance of 

Businessmen,- Winter 73-74. A detailed study of the relationship between job safety in- · 

surance and hiring workers with epilepsy is Eilers and Me~e, The Underwriting and 

Rating of Workmen's Compensation Insurance With Panicular Reference to the Coverage 

of Employees Afflicted With Epilepsy, published by the Epilepsy Foundation, Wash., D.C. 

••This was found by Wilson, et. al., in their survey ~y. ·Wilson, Richards and Berceni; 

.- Disabled Veterans of the Vietnam Era: Employment Problems and Prospects, HumR.Ro · 

_ Technical Report 75-1, Alexandria, Va. Jan 1975. · · · · · · ~ · 

•••At least four individuals made this observation to the author: Mr. Dave Brigham, 

Mr. George Majors, Ms. Anne Beckman, and Mr. Edward Lynch. 
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a number of surveys that document what firms have done to accommodate handicapped 
workers. The initial experience of the Office of Federal Contract Compliance and Programs 
(OFCCP) with enforcing section 503 is also reviewed. Finally we present a detailed docu- · · 
mentatlon of the types of jobs that ha.v~.-~en successfully adapted to accommodate totally · 
blind individlals. · 

(1) Survey Studies . ---
\ 

We present the findings <i. three surveys, one by the Civil Service Commission, 
by the DuPont Company and the one cited above that was \Uldertaken to help d~abled · 
Vietnam veterans with their employment problems.• 

one 

_ The etf ice of Selective Placement of the· Civil Service Commission completed a survey 
in August, 1970, of their placement· of severely handicapped individual.Sin the federal 
govemment. The group studied did not include mildly or mooerately handicapped persons 
but only those persons whose himdieap was. s1.1!ficiently severe to preclude their placement 
through regular competitive service procedures~ The following description of the surveyed 
employees reveals that they constitute the group which ls traditionally the hardest to place 
in employment and the one which Would be expected to create the most seven: problems in 

terms of the cost of accommodation: 

More than one-third of the appointees were deaf or had severe hearing 
( 

losses • . Most of the deaf were also mute. Other disabilities commonly 
noted were blindness, upper and lower body impairments, ·and 
amputations. More than half of the appointees had multiple impairments. 

Nevertheless, very little job restructuring or work-site modification was necessary to 
accommodate the limitations of these employees. In terms of job restructuring, 317 of . 
the 397 persons placed required no accommodation, 62 required some (described l?y the 
respondents as "incidental"), and 18 did not respond. Thus, of the 379 who did respond, 
80. 5% or 4 out of 5 required no job restructuring at all. 

In terms of modification of work sites, 336 persons required no modification, 44 re- .. 
quired some (primarily minor changes, such as adjustment of work benches), and 17 did 
not respond. Thus of the 380 who did respond, 86. 93 or .7 out of 8 required no work site 

· modification. The CSC report ·based on the survey concludes that "contrary to the general 
assumption, the severely handicapped do not usually, or even often, require major alter-
ations in a job situation. When changes _are made, they were such incidental things as 
.installing a wheelchair ramp at a building entrance, rearranging desks and file cabinets to 
improve mobility and accessibility, etc.·~ · -- · 

*The reader is cautioned that these studies may not be representative ot the universe of 
employers that will be covered by the proposed regulation and hence only moderate con-
fidence in their resources is warranted. Note also that these studies deal primarily 
with physically handicapped persons. 
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Another study was conducted at E. I. DuPont de Nemours and Company. The occupa-
tions of the employees studied and the range of their handicaps, as well as the results of 
the study, are described In an article• published In the Alliance Review. Table 1 shaws 
the distribution of handicapped woz:lcel'S" by _type of occupation and disabling condition. The 
relevant findings were that there was no increase In insurance costs and that the physical 
adjustments required were minimal. with moSt of the handicapped workers ·n,qulring no 
special work arrangements at all. In terms of safety, job performance measures, Job 
stabWty and attendance record, the handicapped workers as a group scored higher than 
non-handicapPed workers. · 

Jn the survey of disabled Vietnam era veterans (which Included a large fraction of 
severely disabled veterans) a question was asked each veteran about what special 
accommodations Of any) were made by their emPloyer. Only 113 of the veterans who had 
held a job In 1973 reported that any special accommodation was made at all.•• Table 2 
presents a distribution of the .accommOdatiems reported by type of Special arrangement. 
The authors of the study based on this survey conducted extensive content analysis of all 
the responses they received. They concluded that: 

"As the tables show, most of the special arrangements make mini~.i 
de~s on, or entail minimal costs to the employer ••• even in-cases 
where the employer provided special eq\,lipment the cost seemed to 
be minimal •••••• "**~ . 

(2) OFCCP Experience with Section 503 
OFCCP has the responsibility for enforcing non-cliscriminatory employment of handi-eapped individuals by all employers who receive contracts from the federal government. 

The 503 regulation is similar to subpart B of the proposed regulation except that it also re-
- quires that affirmative action~ ta.ken. It is generally agreedthat affirmative action can 

•wolfe, ''Disability Is No Handicap for DuPont, " 0p; Cit. 
•*This low percentage may not neccessarily be a good sign overall. it might reflect lack 

of effort on the part of some employers as well as lack of necessity; This data set also 
ccmtafns a question on perceived discrimination (see appendix A. table A-9) but" the 
authors did not present any tabulations which crossed the response on the accommodatiori 
question with the peri:eived discrimination re5ponse. If they were ·uncorrelated then the 
low overall percentage who reported receiving any special aceommodation would be un-
ambiguously a ·good thJng. 

••*Wilson, Richards and Bercini. 6p. Cit., p. 156. 

- · ---
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TABLE 1 . 

HANDICAPPED EMPLOYEES OF DUPONT CO. BY OC!CUPATION-
.AND. TYPE OF DISABILITY 

(PERCENT DISTRmUTIONS) 

OC!CUP A TION 

(Total number. ~ • • • • • • 1, 452) 

Professional, Tec'1. & Mgr. • • • • • 23.03 
Craftsmen •• • • • • • • • • • • • 38. 7 

\ . 
Operatives • • • •• ..... • • • • 16.-0 
Clerical & Kindred •••• • • • •• 15.4 
Laborers and Service Wks • ·• • • • · ~ · 6. 8 

100.0 

TYPE OF DISABILITY 
• (Total number. • • • • • • 

Nonparalytic Onheopedic 28.43 
Hean Disease 26.0 
Vision Impairment 19.0 
Amputation 11;.2 

Paralysis 7.3 
Epilepsy 3.8 
Hearing Impairment 2.9 

\ 
Total Deafness .9 
Total Blindness .3 

100.0 

/ 

" 

• i 

• 1, 459*) 

•some employees have more than one handicap. 
Source: Wolfe, "Disability Is _No Handicap for DuPont," Op. Cit. 
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tmply a significantly higher level of extra effo!'t than Implied by the concept of reasonable "" 

-- accommodation. Thus the use of the 503 expei'lence as a guide to what will happen under 

504 is clearly·conservatlve In that 503 .wW,_because of Its affl~lve actl6n provision, 

lead to larger costs than will be necessuy--uiider 504. · . 

Mr. David Brfgh.a.m of OFCCP provided detailed .Information on what the early experi-

ence under 503 has been. Their procedures recommend a sfxty day "cooling of.f" period 

during which a potential complaint is discussed bet!een only the employer and the ~i

capped worker. Mr. Brigham reported that the large majority of complaints have been 

disposed af during this cooling off period without having required any hearings before 

federal officials. A total af 331 complaints have thuS far not been resolved during the 

cooling off period and have reached the ~el af amitratlon before OFCCP officials. · It 

follows therefore that these 331 complaints represent predominantly serious ~ituatians. 

The average situation over all workers who hlitiate complaints will be much less serious 

and costly. . " . 

. TABLE 2 

· CATEGORIES OF SPEGIAL JOB ARRANGEMENTS MADE BY EMPLOYERS, AND 

. PERCENT OF-VETERANS REPORTING ARRANGEMENTS IN EACH CATEGORY• 

Special Job An-angements Percent N 

Flexibility of hours 18 56 

Extra rest breaks 16 49 

Assigned to appropriate job in the first place 16 49 

Regular duties but no lifting 13 40 

Change of duties or transfer of job 10 31 

Special equipment 8 24 ........... 

Work at owii pace 7 22 -

SpecW parking 5 16 
( 

·-; 

Help ftom supervisor or others · 4 12 

Miscellaneous 2 5 

_ - · *Based on a content analysis of 304 randomly selected job arrangements reported by 

disabled veterans in response to the question. "Did your employer make arrangements 

so that you could wark with your disability? (For e.Tample, extra rest periods, sj>ecial 

_parking, special eqt!lpment for doing the work, change of Job duties, help from . 

supervisor)." . · · . . 

Source: Taken from Wilson, Richards and ~rein.I, Op. Cit. p. 155~ ~le V-11. 
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.... 
Mr. B~ said that almost all of the cUmcult eases to date fall Into two categories. · 

One involves dis&bWties caused by disease entlties. that have not o1T-ously stabilized--· -
cancer, diabetes, etc. Here the positiQ? of OFCCP bas been that if the person ls qualified 
at the present time then the burden.of.proof Is ·on the employer toAshow that the costs ot 
the miexpected rec~enge of the ciiSease entity (e.g. costs of providing a new wor~r · · 
with break-in traJning) are so high as to make the accommodation unreasonable. 
~. Bngham noted that the crucial factor in deterri>tnfng whether the cost imposed would 
be unreasonable Is the size of the firm and the prc)portlon of total employment cost that · 
the extra cost .would constitute. /. · · 

The other problem area .are cases associated wfth emotional handicaps. How tQ de-
fine reasonable accommodation In these situations requires difficult judgments. A re-
lated issue ls that of determining whether the complaining person really considered 
himself a handicapped person of jf be Is just using the handicap as a way of saving a job 
that be (she) is being dismissed from on other grounds~ 

(3) Jobs and Accommodations for mind IndividJals• 

Since World War II ~re have been a number of very detailed sur.veys of the employ-
ment situations of totally blind veterans. Many studies of job restructuring aimed at 
opening up jobs for blind people are readily available. 1be most well known judicial 
decision on what constitutes reasonable accommodation also· involves a blind indivichlal. 
Thus, the infonna.tion about adjustments required for people who are totally blind, which 
is a very severe disabWty, can be used to Wustrate in detail what reasonable ~com.mo-

- dation might entail in practice. 

The court case involved a blind teacher in upstate New York. The New York State 
education law contains a regulation that speclflcally forbids school administrators 
.from laying off a teacher who goes blind as long as the handicap does not interfere with 
his ability to teach. In his argument•* the judge reasoned that blindness Jn and of itself 
does not impair the faculties required to be an effective teacher (l.e., .ability to organize 
material for presentation, present it orally before the class, etc.) so that the law required 
that the school system supply the teacher with whatever special resources were necessary 
to carry out the ancillary ftmctions of paper grading, calling on students.. who raise their 
bands, etc. · 

•Mr. George Majors, Office for the Blind and Vlsually Handicapped (HEW), was inter-
viewed in connection with this section. He and bis staff provided the references cited 
herein. 

••sevan vs. N. Y. State Teachers Retirement System, 345 N. Y .s. 2d. 921. 

-11-
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What does the extra cost of employing a blind teacher actually amount to fn practice? 

r Jn the school year 1968-69 there were 334 bllnd teachers working in elementary and 

seconduy schools in the United States.• Dr. Edward Huntington did a study based on , 

questionnaire and personal lnterviews wifh" '80me of these teachers and with the school 

administrators In the systems where they worked.•• He questioned administrators Cll 

eight potential problem areas: lilncbroom supervlBion; &dmJnisterlng tests: 8hlfy hall 

supervision; ~haperoning student activities; use of visual aids; fire drills; keeping written 

%eCOrds; and discipline. For all the categories Dr. Huntington found that· either the 
blind teacher could do what appeared at first to require sight (e...g., lead children out 

of the building at fire drills), or that compensating substitutions could be made between 

the different categories (e.g. taking on more monitoring d~es llke study hall and dances 

instead of hmchroom supervision). Discipline turned out not be the problem that bad been 

expected. However, Dr. Huntington does mention the caveat that there is still some dis-

agreement about the feaslbllit}r of blind teachers In elementary schools. 1be amrunts 

of extra resources that the average blind teacher requires were very mtnor -.- a _braille 

typewriter and a cassette t:M>e recorder for keeping written records and the Occaslonal 

use of an honor student to help. proctor examinations and then read the ~ tnto a tape 

recorder. · 

In sum, _ Dr. HlUltington's analysis suggests that the only area of conttoversy tn de-

ciding what constitutes reasonable accommodations for blind teachers ls the question of 

the age 
1
of the students. Clearly the issues of discipline and effective pedagogy (is It im-

_portant educationally for the teacher to be able to see the young child's reaction?) could 

be-important at the lower elementary grade levels. However, Dr. Huntington's analysis 

also shows that there will be no problems in enforcing reasonable accommodation for blind 

teachers at the secondary and college level. 

Table 3 shows how a sample of totally blind veterans were distrlhlted ~ types of 

- job.••• The very_ uneven distrih.ltion of the totally blind by type of work suggests that 

the enforcem~nt of reasonable accommodation will have to be very flexible - not all jabs 

can be easily adapted to lack of sight although-the range af possibilities that tums up in 

practice is ~Y slll'prising. 
/ · 

*Employment of Qualified Blind Teachers in Teaching Positions in the Public School . . 

. Systems at Both the Elementary and the Secondary Grade Levels, Report Presented by · 

The New York Association for the Blind, 111 East 59th Street, New York, New York 

10022, March 1969. Tables I and n, pp. 50-55. . 

_ · •*l)r. Huntington presents a summary of his findings in Emplayment of Qualified Blind •••• ; 

Ibid, pp 42-45. . . - . 

. ••*Occupations of T..otally Blinded Veterans of World War U and Korea, prepared by the Dept. 

of Veterans Benefits, VA pamphlet 7-10, ya., Washington. D.C., 1956. 
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TABLE 3 

DISTRIBUI'ION OP JOBS OR.338 TOTALLY BLIND 
VETERANS AMONG_DOD PART IV CLASSIFICATIONS 
• (Percent distribution.) 

tn\11 

... \ - . 

Percent · . 

Professional, -Tec?mlcal, and Managerial Work (147) 
Musical work ( 4) 
Literary work (7) 

, Public service work (27) 
Teclmlcal work (17) 

·Managerial work (92) 

Clerical and Sales Work (54) 
Recording work.(4) 
General clerical work (3) 
Public contact-worJc (47) 

Generalpublic contact (15) 
SeWng(32) . 

Service Work (6) 

Farm.ini ( 48) 
General fanning ( 18) 
Animal care (28) . 
Fruit farming and gardening (2) 

Mechanical Work (37) 
-, Machine trades (8) . 

Stone or glass machining (l) 
Mechanical repairing (7) 

Crafts (2~) 
Electrical repairing (8) 
Bench work ( 11) 
Inspecting and testing (2) 
Phtographic work (8) 

Manual work (96) . 
Observational work (5) 
Manipulatlv~ work (70) · 

Benchwork (Assembied and related) ( 45) 
Machine Operating, manipulative (25) 

Elemental work (21) · 

Source:. Occupations of Totally Blinded •• -., Jbid., p. 6 •. 
-13-
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.' 2. 7% 
4.1 

18.3 
11.S 
62.S 

100.0 

1.4% 
S.5 

87.0 
100.0 

37.5% 
58.3 
4.1 

100.0 

21.63 

78.3 
- 100.0 

s.23 
72.9 

21.s 

37.93 

' -13.9 

1.5 
12.3 ·-

9.5 

24.7 

100.0 100.0 
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The study bas,ed on this survey lists in detail the arrangements and accommodations 

· surrounding each of the 388 job situations. It is difficult to summarize this ·material in 

that the specific types of minor deylces, taslc_ ~structurlng-and use af ef.gbted Individuals 

·ts so diverse. In the professional public service and managerlal areas the.part tlme 

assistance af a graduate student (or other eecondary woxker--wlfe, elderly part Ume 

~ker, ete.) ts usually the only extra resource required (when any are required at all). -

In the employment and .clerical field the accommodation usually Involves only mfnor Jd> 

1'eStrUCtUring to :allow the blind clerk or secretaxy to speclalU.e tn those parts of the 

office Information network that do not require tmmedfate sight -- e.g., handUng Infor-

mation .received over the phone and stored in dlctapbones as opposed to processing 

written Information left tn in-boxes that require tmmedtate-response. 

Recent developments in job restructuring teclmology suggest that the-clerical area is 

-going to become a more important &OU1'Ce of employment for blind lndlvidulls.- The 

general area is called "Information Service Processing" and Includes SUCh jabs as social · 

security service represenuitlve, _vehicle dispatchers and starters, estimators and in- . 

vest::igators, etc •• 

Precise Wording of the Reasonable Accommodation Provision. 

Our analysis strongly suggests that in the large majority af cases enfoxcement af 

reasonable accommodation will not result in any significant cost increase for emplOyers. 

However, some af the material covered lndlca.ted that there are situations In which · 

accommodation would, except for very large agencies ahd firms, require significant 

financial outlays, and/or risks and disruptions. This suggests that thought should be given 

to alternative ways of wording the provision. One approach posslble would he to define . 

reasonable accommodation as a percent of some economic factor such as the total wage 

~ or per emJ?loyee costs. No completely satisfactory solution bas yet, however, been 

devised. 

.. 
, · \ 

, *Louis Vi~ Guidelines for the Selection, Training, and Placement af Blind Pers0ns 

in Information Service Expediting, RehabWta.tion Institute, Southern Dllnois University, 

Caxbondale, Dllnols, }l.Dle 1975. 
=-.: . 

· .. 

. ·' 
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m. ;PROGRAM ACCESSIBILITY (Subpart C) 

~ubpart C prohibits the exclusion of qualified handicapped persons by reason of the 

inaccessibility of a recipient's facilities; it applies to all programs and recipients covered 

by tf:ie p~sed regulation. Two-stanaards are estd>Ushed for program accessibility --

one for new constructioD;, and alteration (84. 23), the other for existing buildings (84. 22). 

Under seetion 84. 23, new construction and design must, at a minimum, meet the 

- standards for barrier free construction· established by the .American National Standards 

_ Institute (ANSI). Any alteratron of existing buildings which is undertaken must also con-

form to the ANSI standards if the alteration involves work on a portion of the facility which . • 

is covered by the ANSI standards, such as toilets, elevators, . stairs, and curbs. All 

federal and federally assisted construction is subject to virtually identical requirements 

under the Architectural Barriers Act, P. L. 90-480; ptiblic buiJ4ings are subject to similar 

· req~ments imposed by state law.in forty-eight states. 

· Under section ~~.22 (existing facilities) ea~h program or activity, when vieY.red in its 

entirety, must, within three years of the effective date of the regulation, be physically 

_accessible to handicapped persons. Because of the flexibility allowed by the regulation, 

it is expected that most recipients will be able to achieve compliance by altering, at the· 

very most, only one~third of their existing :9uildmgs. · 

The following presents a range of estimates of the cost of compliance for. existing "-

facilities. Although the estimates lack precision, they do give some idea Of the magnitude 

of the costs which will be incurred. After presenti:rig cost estimates, the sources of bene-

fits are indicated and alternatives are considered. 

Cost Estimates · 

New Construction 

The Office of Facilities, Engineering and Property Management (OFEPM), HEW, 

recommends that for budget pu:rposes the cost of barrier-free construction should be 

estimated at one-half of one percent of the total project cost. Other estimates vary from 

one-tenth to one percent. The most commonly accepted figure ls, however, the one rec-

. ommended by OFEPM. This low percentage Increase, together with the existence of 

partially duplicative state and federal requirements, renders the economic impact of this 

provision insignificant. 

-15-
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Existing Facllitles 
' -

The total estimated cost of altering enough existing facilltles to meet the standard of 

program accessibility ls between $216 - $475 million, or an annualized cost of $50 million.• 

The method of arrlvlng at these ftgure~?o11Q"1s. -

Elementary and Secondary Schools. If all buildings were required to be completely 

accessible, we estimate that $458 - $1, 000 million would be needed (see table 4). However, 

because of the flexibility allowed in attaining compliance it appears reasonable to assume 

that, at most, only one-third of this total would be net:ded -- $151 - $333 million. 

Only about 10% of all elementary and secondary school children are haildicapped** and 

a much smaller percentage (probably not exc~eding 13) have those kinds of physical handi-

caps that require special modifications of buildings. Thus, most recipients should be able 

(by providing the requir:ed transportation) to assign all of their physically handicapped 

children to either new or already accessible existing facilities. For example, even a 

·moderate size local system (say .with only 5 - 10 separate buildings) with no new or already 

accessible buildings, shoUld have to modify Only one or tWo of its buildings. Similar per-

centage factors and reasoning apply also to the schools viewed as employees of _adult 

flandicapped individuals. Thus, the cost estimates based on our assumption of one~third 

appear to be very conservative - i.e. they are ~efinitely upward biased. 

Higher Education. If all bu_ildings of institution·s of higher education were required to 

be completely accessible, we estimate that $198-$432 million would be needed for that -:, ' 

purpose (see table 4). Applying the same yetj conservative oii.e-third as6umption used for 

yl~mentary and secondary schools, the costs would be in the range $65-$142 million.*** 

*The larger figures represent costs that are "one-time outlays" which must be "annu-

alized" before they can be compared with perpetual benefit flows like the increase in 

annual earnings estimated in Section II. "Annualization" invol_ves factor~ like annual 
·maintenance outlays and the rate of return that could be earned if the funds were 
invested elsewhere . · 

·••An analysis of special education proposed by Mr. Howard Bennett (Office of Civil Rights) 

suggests that the proportion may even be lower than 10%. · See Speeial Education, -Office 
. of Civil Rights, March 17, 1975. · · · 
***This does not cover non-degree granting post-secondary schools •. These consist pri-

marily of proprle(ory vocational schools, and hard data on numbers of stildents en-
rolled, etc., is ha.rd to come by. This ommission will add a 1source of downward bias 

- to our estimates but it is mlikely to be larger than the _offsetting upward bias caused by 

our one-third assumption. -

-16-
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TABLE 4 . . 
CALCllLATTONS 9r ESTIMATED COSTS OF REMOVING 
ARCHn'ECTUR.AL llARRIERS IF ALL BUILDINGS WERE 

R~UIREDTO BE ALTERED 

Elementary and Secondary Schools 
. \ 

1. Estimated .value of school prgperty (71-72)a 

2. Low-side estimated percentage cost to remove 
barriers by alterationb 

3. High-side estimated percentage cost to remove 
barriers by alteratfonc 

- 4. Estimated cost of removing barriers by alteration 
if all buildhigs needed alteration .--- (2) x (1) 

I.. . . --- (3) x (1) 

Institutions of Higher Education 

5. Estimated value of school building property 
(71-72)d . 

6. Estimated cost to remove barriers by alteration 
if ill buildings needed alteration --- (2) x (5) 

---(3) x (5) 

Notes and Sources: 

$88. 5 Billion 

. • 517% 

1.13% 

$ .485 Billion 
~ 1. 000 Billion 

$38. 2 Billion 

-
$ .198 Billion 
$ • 432 _Billion 

aObtained from data reported in National Center for Educational Statistics Survey 75-153, 
pp. 72, 38 and 40. The basis of the value reported by schools is the historical cost of the 
original construction plus any improvements made to date. Because of inflation, the 
actual current replac~ment cost of buildings "(and presumably the current cost of modi-
fying them) will exceed their book value with the excess being greater the older the build-
ing and the greater the average rate of inflation since its construction. This will be 
another source of downward bias in our cost estimates. Although it is not possible to 
determine the magnitude of the bias, it also appears likely that it will be outweighed by 
the upward bias contained fn the one-third assumption. · 

~sed on the ~verage of two HEW accessibility projects that were surveyed by GAO. ·see 
p. 89 of "Further Action Needed to Make All Public Buildings Accessible to the Physically 
Handicapped," Comptroller General of the U.S. Based on GAO Report FPCD 76-166, 
July 1975. ,,. 

c , . . 
Same as (b) except that it is the figure reported for an average of seven govermental 
projects surveyed. 

~ES Survey 75-114, p. 102. -17-
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Hospitals and Nursing Facilities. Many of these facilities are already subject_ to the 

ANSI standards through Federal regulation and state laws dealing with access of disabled 

people to public facilities. Because recjp~~!..s who provide health services are accustomed 

to handling clients whose mobility is impaired, it is assumed that their facilities are, for 

· the most part, already accessible. The proposed regulation should not, therefore, impose 

significant additi~al costs on these recipients.• - · · 

Welfare and Rehabilitation Service Buildings. Various regulations (including 45 CFR 

128, to be effective 10/76), as well as general policy, require case workers· to give 

services or determine eligibility wherever necessary. Thus, if the client -or potential 

client is unable to go to the building where the service is perforined, the case worker must 

go to the client's home. Because this approach to creating program aecesslbWty is per- . -

. mitted by the 504 regulation, no significant additional costs will be-incurred by these 

recipients. - ~ · 

Table 5 presents a summary of our estimates of the range of possible cost increments. 

·-
TABLE 5 

' . . 
ESTIMATES OF COST 

INCREMENTS FOR MAKING ALL EXISTING 
F ACILn1ES ACCESSIBLE 

(Millions of do~) 

'fype of facility 

Elementary and Sec~dary School 

Higher education 

Hospital and nursing 

Welfare and rehab service 

Total 

Source: ·See text discussion. 

Low 
side 

151 

65 

0 

0 

216 

. . 

High 
side -

333 

142 
0 

0 

475 ---

•it has not yet been decided whether Individual doctors who are reimbursed \Dlder 

Medicare and/or Medicaid are considered recipients and thus covered by the proposed 

regulation. _liowever, even if they are, it does not appear likely, given the flexibility 

- allowed in attaining compliPnce, that significant costs will be imposed on individual 

participants. Many are located in already acces_sible medical buildings and othe.rs will 

be. able to comply by malcing house calls, _referring to doctors with accessible office 

f~cilities, scheduling physic8lly handicapped patients in groups at accessible facilities, · 

· etc. 
-18-
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Benefits 

Increased building accessibWty will generate benefits in three areas: . (1) reduced . 

costs of providing elementary and secondary education to some bSndicapped ·children; · 

' (2) irlcreased lifetime earning capacity Ot those additional handicapped yo~rs who will 
. 

I . 

now go on to college and (3) the increased earnings capacity of handicapped workers who 

can now ffnd better employment Of their skills fn JObs located in newly accessible bnfldtngs. 

~ 

Each of these areas is also the subject of its own· subpart -- elementary and secondary·.< 

·education (subpart D); higher education· (subpa.it E) and employment {subpart B). 1be total 

amount of benefits for each of these areas wUl be the sum of the ben~ts produced by both 

the physical accessil>Wty provisions of this subpart and the other (non-accessibWty) pro-

:visions of each specific subpart. Thus in subpart B above we estimated that the total 

amount of pecuniary benefits from all the provisions influencing employment dlscrtmtnatton 

. (i.e. procedural provisions, non-accessibWty accommodations and accesslbWty accom-

modations) might be as much as _ $1 billio~ per year. Similarly fn our analyses of subparts 

D and E below we will Include the effects of. both the accessibWty provisions Of this subpart 

and the other non-accessibility provisions of each of those subparts. In the concluding 

·section, the costs of this subpart are added to all the non-accessibWty costs associated 

with the other subparts and this grand total is balanced against the sum of. the benefits of 

all the other subparts. 

Alternatives 

Posslble alternatives range from requiring the immediate modification of.all of the 

recipients' existing facilities to limiting the regulations coverage to new construction. 

The approach finally decided upon, which allows recipients to keep costs minimal by 

using methods other than physical alteration of all hllldlng, was believed to constitute 

the most equitable hllance between the interests of excluded handicapped persons and 

those of recipients. The cost estimates shown above, when combined with evidence 

presented elsewhere on the magnitude of the benefits that will be generated, lends 

support to this decision. ' · 

I 
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JV. ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY EDUCATION (Subpart D) 

Subpart D of the proposed regulation sets forth nondiscrimination requirements appli• . 

cable to recipients which operate preschaol,._el_ementary, secondary, and adult education 

programs. ~der its provisions no handicapped child may be denied a public edueatlon, nor 

may such a child be excluded from the regular education program unless suitable altema -

. ttve education ls provided at public expense. In the latter case, the hlrclen of showing that 

placement outside the regular setting ls in the best interests of the child ls placed upon the 

recipient (sec. 84.35); the child and hls or her parents or guardian may· object to the place- · 

ment and have the right to an impartial hearing 1f they do so (sec. 84.36{e)). If it ts deter-

mined that the child's interests will be best served by placement in a program other than the 

one operated by the recipient, then the recipient must pay full tuition, and, u incurred, any 

room and board, and transportation costs of that placement (sec. 84.34). 

It ls expected that these provisions, together with the standards establlstied tn the regl1-

lation for p~placement evaluation (sec. 84.36{c)), will result in a greater proportion of 

handicapped students being.placed in the regular.school setting. Whether placement ls made 

to regular classes, special classes, or outside the recipient's program, the regulation re-

quires that the education provided be as adequate, in terms of meeting the needs of the handi-

capped child, as is provided to non-handicapped children (s~c. 84.36(a}). 

Other provisions of Suq>art D require public schools to locate handicapped children who 

are noc presently in school (sec. 84~33) and,· within one year of the effective date of the 

regulation, to provide nonacademic and extracurricular services without discrimination on 

the ha-sis of handicap (sec. 84.37). Where applicable, the subpart applies to private as well 

as public schools. 

In order to analyze the effects of this subpart, it ls important to understand the context 

of judicial and legislative developments "in which it will operate. 

Background and Plan of Analysis , 

Table 6 presents data that indicate the broad ootline of trends . in Special ed.Jcation in the 

United States. Since the end of World .War.II there has been a steady up-trend in various in- -

· -..:dicators of the coverage and effectiveness of special edlcatlon, such as in the .proportion of 

1
1 all handicapped childred served, amounts of resoorces spent per sttident, and proportions 

. served IJ1 the le~s restrlctlve type settings. ~se broad trends in am~s and types or re- . 

l soorces both. reflect, and have themselves lnfluen'ced, development's in the courts and the 

State legislatures regarding the legal status of the handicapped child 's right to an equal 

edlcatlon. I -

f 
-1 
' j 

1 

Recent landmark decisions• have made it clear that handicapped childre~ have a con-

stitutional right to public educational resources regardless of their degree of handicap {so 
. . . . . 

. 

•nie two most often cited cases are: Pennsylvania Association for Retarded Children v. 

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, 334 F. Supp. 1257 (E.D. Pa. 1971) ang 343 F. Supp. 279 

- ·(E.D. ~a. 1972): and Mills v. Board·of Ecilcation of District of Columbia, 348. R. Supp. 

866 co.o.c. 1972). 
-20-
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TABLE 6 
1' . 

TRENDS IN SPEc.1AL EDUCATION: NUMBERS OF HANDICAPPED CHILDREN . r · 

SERVED AND THE PERCENT OF ALL HANDICAPPED CHILDREN 
BEING SERVBo•• IN SELECTED• CATEGORIES: 1966-1975 

T)rpe of Handicap . . 
Speech tmpalrment 

Mentally retarded 

•Emotionally disturb$d 

Crippled or other health 

Deaf 

.1966 
Number Of 
children 

989,500 
54Q,100 
87, 900 
69,400 
23,500 ' 

. Per~nt 
of total 

56.3 
46.8 
12.0 
18.4 
47.0 

I 1972-73 
Number of . Percent 
children of total 

1,383,000 76.7 

900,000 80.5 

199,000 19.3 

233,000 I 86.7 
28,000 7l.6 

1974-75••• 
Number of Perce~. 

·children of total 

1, 729, 750 81.0 

1,168, 750 83.0 

215,050 18.0 

219,725 72.0 

32, 725 .. 71.0 
' 

27, 800 11.1 ~5,000 21.4 56,100 18.0 . ~ Hard. of hearing 
I 

Vl~lly h&ndicapped 23,300 46.6 28,000 54.8 36,465 59.0 
; , 

TOf AL 1, 761, 500 40.3 2, 816, 000 61.8 3, 458, 565 78.8 
, • I . , . 

•Two legal handicapping conditions "Leaming Dlsabillties"' and "Multiply Handi~apped" have been left out1 
of the 

trend comparison. Learning disabled ls a relatively recent and controversial Category (it was not used by 

researchers or policy people in 1966) while comparable 1data for the multi-handicapped ar:e just not available· 

for 1966. . . r . . 

••'Jbe age groups covered differs ~lightly across the three time periods. In 74-75 it was 6-19; in 72~73 it 
was 5·17; and in 1966 it was probably 6-19. · 

•••The figu~s for 74·75 are based on very preliminary data and are n<?t as reliable as the figures for the · 

other two years. Figures on the actual distribution of served child.rep by handicapping category .were not 

yet available so they were estlmated by applying the 72-73 percentage distrihltion tactors to ttie 74·75 
total of served school age children 6-19. r · 

Sources: 1966 figures from R. Mackie, Special Eci.lcatlon ln the United States: Statistics 1948-60, ·Teachers 

College Press (New York 1969). Numbers .of served children were oltalned by a direct mall survey . . 

I 
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of all known public and private (day and residential) schools serving handicapped children. Estimates of total 

Incidence that were used were ottalned by combining information from a variety of sources Including State 

Edacatlon Agencies, National Organizations, etc. Estimated Incidence rates used were: St=3.53, MR=2.3%, 

EJ>e2.03, Cr·H=l.53~ 0=.13, HH=.51°' VH=. 13 • 
. ' I 

. 

. 1972·73 figures were reJ)orted In Kakallk, et. al., Services for Handicapped Youth: A Program Overview, 

RAND Corporation (Santa Monica 19?3). Report #R-1220-HEW~ Estimates of the ·total number served taken from 

SEA annual reports submitted to HEW. Estimates of total Incidence based on data from a variety of sources·. 

lilcldence rates used were: SI=3.53, MR=2.33, ED=2.Q%, ,Cr•H=.53, 0=.0751°' HH=.53, VH=.13~-

1974-75 tl8'1res are based on data supplied by the lbreau of Ecllcatlon ot'the_ Handicapped, HEW. Estimates of 

total numh!rs served ol:mlned from SEAs annual reports. Estimates for the total served by handlcapptDg can· 
dttlon 'were otmtDed by distributing the total served (age 6-19) according fo the percem distribution that extSted 

In 72·73. Estimates of total Incidence were.olXalned by combining data from various sources. Incidence rates 

ueed were: SI=3.53, MR=2.33, ED=2.Q%, Cr·H=.5'f0t D=.0753, HH=.53, VH-.13. 

I 
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called "O reject rule") and a'lso that these resources ' shall be in an amount and delivered 

in a setting that will, in totality, provi~ the handicapped child with equa.Leducationaf 

opportunity. 
.,.,;;::-- ~-~- .:-

At the present time, most States have already passed legislation mandating~hat all the _.--

local school systems must _provide sufficient educational resou.i"Ces to all the '1andlcapped 

children in their districts. In addition, the Federal governmem bas just e~cted legisla-

tion that will, over the next few years, significantly increase the share of special educatl0n 

expenditures that the Federal government will pay for. _This legislation {Publlc Law 94-142), 

also requires, as a condition for receipt of Federal aid. that the State provide free and ade-

quate education to all handicapped children. 

Thus, the proposed regulation will not be the sole means of achieving the goal of 

· ~al edicationa.l opportunity for !11 handicapped children. Rather, It will be one of a ._ 

mimfier of powerful forces all advocating approximately the same objective.• The role 

of HEW in enforcing this subpart can, therefore, be viewed as one of hastening and 

helping to enforce full compliance with the goal of equal ecltcatianal opportunity for all 

handicapped children. · · 

This role of hastening compliance ~hould not be considered a relatively unimportant 

one. Experience in the District of Columbia and «her areas which' have been subject to 

court orders suggests that local agencies may take very long periods of time to actually 

comply unless they are faced with strong incentives to do so. Moreover, _State legisla-

tion mandating full coverage is one thing, while actually appropriating the needed funds at 

the State and Local level is quite another. Thus, the potential for the regulation to make 

a significant net contribution is very real.•• · 

We will develop our analysis of the cost and benefits that the regulation will help to 

produce in tterms of various sub-groups of children and situations. Benefits and costs 

associated with each of the sub-groups are of a different character and also differ in the 

degree to which there could be difference_s of opinion as to the balance of costs and bene-

fits. After a summary that brings together all the costs and benefits a brief discussion of 

the costs of alternative phasing in strategies ls p~sented. 

•Sections of Public Law 94-142 cover most of the same ground as &iq,art Dofthe pro-

·posed regulation. The only significant difference is in regard to the coverage of non-

ecbcational costs associated with residency situations. PL 94-142 does not explicitly 

state th8t non-ecltcational costs a.ssociat~d with children in resident schools must be _ 

covered. 
••Also ft should be recognized that hastening of compliance Itself has a cost vis a viS allow:. 

ing a less rapid phase in. PL 94-142 allows states until September 1, 1978 to reach the 

goal of complete coverage of all children between the ages 3-18, and 1980 for children 

3-21. 'The regulation follows the same schecltle, except that there ls no delay for chil-

dren who are within the State's regular school age interval. 
-23-
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&lb-groups of Children ; 

The children affected by this regulation vary along two crucial dimensions: (1) the 

· degree atid type of handicap they have alid __ f~ t~ degree to which there exist effective 

advocates for them in the process of testing and screemng, which in tum ls oiten the 

determinative factor in whether or not they will be classified as handicapped and what 

type of special edlcatlon setting they will end up in. 

For children who have moderate and borderline degrees of handicap and whose 

families provide strong protection against mislatelllng and misassignment, the main 

issue ls that of ottalnlng (in a reasonable time frame) the appropriate amounts of 

additional special edlcatlon resources from the public purse. Parents of handicapped 
, 

chlldren _form a numerical minority in the political arena and even when edlcated and 

highly motivated to help their children cannot always bring the required political _ 

pressure to bear on State and Local legislatures to authorize the amount of tunds 

required. 

At the other extreme are children who have very severe or profound handicaps (e.g., 

a youngster who scores less than 30 on the IQ test) and who, for one reason or another, 

lacks the personal advocate necessary to Insure that they will ol:tain appropriate reslclen-

- tlal care and educational ~ervices. For these children (a much smaller grou.p t~ .the 

first) the issue ls much more basic -- absolutely assuring that this group always ol:tain 

decent and humane residential surroundings as well as access to meanlngful educational 

experiences. 

Finally, there ls a third group of children who range in degree of handicap from being 

on the borderline of needing a residential setting to actually having no real handicap at all, 

a'ld who lack strong parental advocates to prote~t them from mislabeling and mlsassign-

ment arose~ -the system. This group contains large numbers of de facto non-handicapped 

children from disadvantaged backgrounds who have difficulty performing on standardized 

tests and/or have frequent disciplinary episodes. This group shares with the first grbup 

the general problein of ol:tainlng adequate amounts of special education resources. How- _ 

ever for most of these children "(especially those who do not really have handicapping con-

ditions) the major issue is that of mislabeling and misasslgnment. - For them the regulation's. 

detailed die proeess and evaluation provisions (including the requirements of multiphasic 

testing and screening and periodic re-examination) and its emphasis on special edlcation - · 

being delivered in the least restrictive setting possible can be vital. For e~mple, _ it can 

mean the difference between an inappropriate assignment to a residentf.al setting vs. ol:tain-

tng special education in a regular school by spe~dlng part;tlme in ·a special class and part-

time ln a regular class. As shown below there ls evidence that the negative impact of 

inappropriate ~stltutionallzation on a child's subsequent · life chances (including lifetime 

eamlngs capacity) can be dramatic. · 

-24-
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Cost-Ienefit Analysis 

The n~n In. tmurcc of pecuniary costs will be from extending special education services 

to handicapped chlldren who a·re not now receiving any klnd of special edlcation. ·There 

will also be some shifts in the hlrdan.al-..the pecuniary costs of special edlcation that :wlll . 

result from some parents shitting their handicapped children from private prc)grams, . 

where the parents pay part or all o~ the costs, into tblly tbnded pubJjc programs. · 

There are a number of important sources of pecumary benefits. - One ls the reduction 

in costs that will be generated by the r~uirement that handi~pped children receive their 

education in the Least Restrictive Setting (LRS) possible. Another source of cost reduc-_ 

tion will be . in the non edllcational costs of maintaining severely and profundly handicapped 

individuals. The other important source of pecuniary benefits i' the subsequent increase 

in the earnings capacity of bothhandicapped chll4J:'en and the non-handicapped children who · 

escape mis-labeling. Sources of non-pecuniary benefits· are the greater life satisfaction 

ottained by the children as a result of Improved education and the general satisfactian ob".'. 

tained by us all from having helped to Improve greatly the life situation <>! less fo~te 

individuals. -

Details of these costs and benefits are now presented for our three _sub-groups. 
,...,... ' 

' . .,../"' . 
Severely and Profoundly HandicapPed. The two important handicapping categories for 

which this issue is significant are mentally retarded amt emotionally disturbed. Hobbs• 

reports that there currently are about 60, 000 mentally retarded children of school age in 

residential institutions. 1be number of instltutiona,lized emotionally disturbed yowigsters -

is not easy to ascertain rut it is likely to be significantly in excess of the number of insti-

tutionalized mentally retarded children. 1be latest estimates by the lllreau for the Educa-

tion of the Handicapped indicate that as of FY 1974-75 there were about 1 million emotion-

ally disturbed youngsters who were not receiving any special ecilcation resources~ And it 

is probable that some significant proportion of these youngsters wore in some kind of 

residential institution. 

The thrust of the major recent court decisions on the rlglt to ecilcation by the handi-

capped makes it clear that regardless of the natUre or severity of handicap the State ewca-

tion_authorlty ls directly responsible for providing amounts of educational resources that 

a~ appropriate to the child's capacity. nus is sometimes _called the "zero based reject 

policy, " and is one of the objectives that the proposed regulation will seek to promote by 

· adding the weight of its enforcemem potential to the enforcement power of the courts. The 

need for the additional enforcement power appears particularly urgent for this subgroup of 

children, and before presenting the cold facts and figures on costs lt mlgtt be well to point 

out some of the reasons for this special concern • . 
*Nicholas Hobbs, 1be Futures of Children, Q'ossey-Bass, Washington, o.c., 1975) p. 142 
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Students of social programs for the handicapped and other dlaadvamaged groups stress 

t~ lmport.ance of the personal lncentlve1 and attitudes of the admln1strator1 of lnatltutlons 

tn determining the amount• of re1ourcet-and..the quality of treatment actually received by 

disadvantaged clients.• 1be rea1on that if Ii felt urgent to make bte Bducatlon authori-

ties directly responsible for ecllcattni the severely handicapped la that the traditional state 

admfniat~ors of the re1ldentlal lnstttutlons that .erve these children are not as strongly 

motivated toward delivering these types of resources. 'Ibere stW exists some debate aver 

what benefits are actually o!Xalned from education resources ln the case of some very 

severely handicapped children. Tbu1, It la clearly In the best Interests of the chil • 

dren to have an agency that believes In the efficacy of the treatment he the ones who 

are also responslhl.e for lltruggling to o!Dln the funds, hly the resources, have them 
·applied, etc. · · 

1be situations that existed before the couxt rulings In Pennsylvania and the Distrlct of 

Columbia, not two states that · are noted for har1h treatment of the disadvantaged, also 

sharply demonstrate that the fate of these children cannot he left: to the goodwill of Just any 

administrator ln the bte hlreaucracy. In Pennsylvania the officials who are overseeing 

the Implementation of the C.ourt order found that there were abQut 4, 000 school age children 

in the nine State Institutions for the mentally retarded in 1972. Of these abrut 2, 500 were 

not being provided any kind of training or educational services at all. These were all 

children with IQ. s In the severely and profoundly retarded range (IQ less than 30) •. •. Pre-

vious to the court's decision the State welfare authority bad responsibility for the education 

and other needs of all children placed In these Institutions. Since the court decision, which 

placed the authority for the ecllcatlOn of these children with the State Department of Educa-

tion, all have been receiving some form of educational services with ever Increasing per- · 

centages actually being taken to a classroom setting off-grounds.••• 

Assumlilg that we can expect that the key &:ate administrators will be strongly motl • 

vated to deliver resources, the ~xt issue ls what amount of resources will he required? 

&ate specialists ln ecllcatlon of the handicapped were queried as to the cost of providing 
' . 

•Hobbs, Ibid., Chapter 5 • 
••• was found that about 1500 children were .being provided some form of educational 

. . ' 
eervlces. However, tt was also found that these children all had ~·s high ,nough to 

have benefited from special ecllcatton In a non-Institutional setting. This case Is 

discussed again In connection with documenting the 81gnitlcance of the mislabeling 

problem. · 
•••Telephone lmervlew with Dr. Gary 1· Makuch AsslataJJt Commissioner for Special 

Bd.lcatlon, Pennsylftnla Depal't1Dem of Bcllcatlcm, December 2, 1975 • 
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e~cati~ ·~~. ~:~· -Beverely handlcapped _~tifidren In resldentf4l sett~~• ~ - · 

consensus· wa .. -f.. ~n{ Of a.J>rut $5. 000 per student per year. 'J:be word e<hcatlonal ls· 

underlined to ~aa that the. $5. 000 does not cover the cost of normal maintenance (food. 

clothing, · ahelt~:i) .and m:he~ non-edlcatJQ"!'! actlvltles that are required by the lnstltutionaJ .;.· 

17.ed child. ~~ 1-. a ~ that couldaeveiop !mo an Important soorce of controversy. . 

.. : ... ·=~~ ~·· .. ·_ .. ;. ,•· . - . 

~ . . 

. · · 111e propo8ed tegtilatlon as now written states that a free ecllcatlon must be pmided · · 

and will Include f~ic;m·by the State of non-medical care and maintenance (food. clothing. 

etc). Jt is not c~r If it.IS .meant that the State Ecllcatton Agency must hear the~ non- . · 

education c~s ·9i' -~ they can be allocated to any State agency's hldget; just as long as · 

they are F.~~~·:.~5~,J~ ;~ any cost to his tamnr • .. __ . . . ~ · · ·. · 
- · · ·"'- Zt·,..) ~ •.. , ...._ ,,... ...... . . .. . . - . 

. ; .. : ....... ..-...., - ,. ; .. · . . . . . 

Prom the ~'of.View llf tbe chlld,and his family It makes little difference what State 

agency is made tQ ·~tb-the cost as long as It does not have to pay them~ However, from./ . 

~ point of vfew-~of··tnsurmg that ecllcatlonal services ~i> reaching the most helpless and · 

deprived of the 84i?Vereiy .. bandlcapped children (e.g., t.11ose with no family' at all or veey poor 

parents) It may ~ 'wt8e to: require that the State edlcatlon agency only he IJ)&de to pay the _ 

speeial education costs ·assoelated with these children and have the Qate welfare offiee man-

dated to pay any. BOn-eclicai,lonal COstS Incurred OD accoUnt Of their need for a residential 

setting. Thls is_ beCause ~ Whole effort may run the danger of becoming very controversial 

if, because Of Ute way It · IS ·admlnlstered, the State endS up paying the non-education costs of 

handicapped youngsters from non-poor families. If the State welfare agency is le1t with the 

responsibility for these non-education costs then it ls likely that some special means tested 

- formula will he set up under which a more equitable dlstrihltion of the hlrden by income 

- class will develop. 

On the benefit side. there ls the possibility for _both psychic and pecuniary gains~ The 

sources Of the benefits are the Increased capacity for enjoying life on the part of tlte-young-

. ster as well as the. posslbility of recllcing the cost of supporting the yoongster if he can 

learn to care for 'his bodily and personal needs such as dressing himself, feeding himself, 

shopping for hhnaelf, . e~c. .Dita presented by Conley•• suggest that the annual cost of 

maintaining a severely · retarded person, _ over and above the cost of his food, clothing· and 

other normal cmiswn~lon expenditure, was about $3, 500 in 1970. 

*Telephone ,~rvrews With Ms. Luelle Anderson (Virginia Department of Bell cation), 

Mr. james 'Kelm (Maryland State Department of Ecllcatlon) and Dr. Makuch. · 

••Ronald W. Collley, 'Ibe Economics of Mental Retardation, Oolms Hopkins University 

Press·, Jaltiniore and London, 1973) p. 297-298. 
: ~ : . . . ... , _) . . .. : .. : .. 

' · 
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Thia primarily reflects the salaries of the many attendants that-are req°Utred to a18ist 

the eeverely retarded person In taktng care of all b11 basic bodily and peracmal needs. If 

e<ilcatlonal/tralnlng services enable a severely retarded person to do without these attend-

ants, then a cost/benefit ratio of 1 or,re&ter la highly likely. Thus, If •lx years of 

emcatlon/tralnlng are required (at $5, 000 per year) to produce this capabWty, and If the _ 

lndlvldJal lives for more than 15 years der completlilg the tralnlng, then, the ratio of 

discounted benefits ($3, 500 anm111ly) to coats wUJ. 8ta1't to exceed unity, 1f we use a reason-

able range of discount rates.• - . . I 

Can the severely and profoundly -marded he given this capability by receiving ecllcatlon/ 

tralnlng type service as children? Given time limltations a search and survey o~ the child 

. development literature was not teaslhle. Phone. interviews with a mun.ber of State education 

department speclallsts ellctted the oplnlon that.._they can prodlce this effect. 

Children Vulnerable to Mls-Laheltng. 1be major"CUrrent concern of speclalists In the 

area of education of handicapped children is ~ negative effect that the very process of 

labeling and assignment· to ldent1fiahle speclal classes may be having on handicapped chll-

. d:ren. •• This growing concern has resulted In an acceleration of the-"Mainstreaming" 

movement -- j..e., the placing of handicapped children In the absolutely least restrictive 

setting possible. AncXher effect of this concern has been to focus even greater attention on 

the issue of mistaken diagnosis and the resulting compounding negative effect on the child's 
life chances. -

Most of the major crurt decisions have spelled out In detail the type of testing, screen-

ing and mandatory re-examination procedures that must be followed by state school aPniinis-

trators In determining whether a child ls handicapped or not and if so what type and degree 

of severity. The proposed regulation seeks to hasten the achievement of this objective In 

all states· and thus decrease the total amount of mis-diagn~sls and mis-assignment generated 

by the system • 

. *The formula for the present value or' a perpetuity of $(a) per year is 

Presen.t Value = $(a)/i 
I 

where i. is the discount rate. For streams of benefits that continue for more than 15 

years this simple formula gl:ves a good approximation to the exact valu~ which is given by 
-

. n t 
Present Value = $(a) I: 1/(1+1) 

. t=l 

, when n is large. ii is the actual number· of years that the benefit continues. 
••Hobbs, Op. Cit., Almost the entire book.ls devoted to this Issue. 

I 

. - _, 
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Reductions-ln 'mls-dlagnosls and mlsasslgnmeot will yield benefits 'tn the form of _ 

. increased lifetime earnings capacity and Increased life Satlstactlon of the children Involved. 

There will also be benefits In-the form of savings In the · cost of special educattoi1 frOm the . 

incteased amamt of malnstreamlng.-posftive costs Will be generated by the greater amount · 

and qWufty of testing and screening procedures t~ will be required. No attempt ls made - . 

to esttinate these costs •. They do not ~ppear to he of any magnitude that would become op-· -- . 
· presslve to a school system. We do attempt Jiowever to get some idea of the order of mag- -· 

nitude of the benefits (Including the redlctlon In special edl~lon costs). They appear to 

be poteotlally slgn.tficant and they Constitute o:ne lm~rtant offset to the costs generated by 

other parts of this sub~part and other sub-parts of the regulation. · 

- -
A munber C)f facts suggest the widespread existence of mis-diagnosis and mlsasslgn-

ment. One strildng example ls provided by the facts uncovered rn the. landmark Pemisylvania · 

case discussed above. a was found that approximately 37 perceot of the lnstutlonallzed 

population of mentally retarded scbiool age children seared In the' IQ range between 40-7,:>. ' 
- . -

Children who score In this range (and do not have .any other traits that malce the diagnosis --

more complex like having additional types of handicapping conditions) are labeled "Train-~ 

able" or "Edlcahl.e" and are Usually assigned to a ~gular public school-system for some 

forID: of special educa~on treatment to be delivered In a non-residential day school setting. 

Some fraction of these children undouttedly were Institutionalized because they had, in 

addition to a very low IQ score, some compounding disability conditions (e.g., severe lack 

of control of physical movements) so that they were not mislabeled or mlsas·signed • .. How-

ever, people charged with overseeing implementation of the court's order• report that this 

cannot explain all of the ·37 percent; i.e., some of these children were Inappropriately 

assigned to an institutional setting. · -

Other evidence comes from studies done by psychologists concerned with the problem 

of the cultural bias in the standard IQ test and the degree to which this leads to the mis-

labeling of non-handicapped minortty group children. For example Habbs reports on a 

study in which the rate at which persons were being mislabeled as retarded were reduced 

almost 50 perceot when an adaptive behavior test, in additfon to the IQ test, was required. 

Almost all of the children who changed mer from handicapped to non-handicapped status 

were Blacks or Chicano. · · 

There ls also some striking Indirect evidence in connection with the category "Emotion-

ally Disturbed ... Many authorities In the ~Id feel that there ls widespread arose with re-

gard to this category. Children with no emotional disturbance problem hlt who have serious 

•Telephone iuterview with Dr. Miltucb. ' 
••Holt>s, Op. Cit., p. 29-30 
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disclpllnary problems are likely to end up labeled a1 emotionally disturbed.. Perhaps the · 
most widely cited evidence on this phenome~n ls the difference tn Incidence of thll bandl· 
capping condition by sex and age. Chart 1 shows data ottalned from the National Center · 

.for Health &atlstlcs' periodic surv~~h status. Note the slgnltlcantly higher rate 
for boys tn the early years of elementary school which tends to disappear at the latter high 
school grade. Some of the narrowing could be me to selection processes that take 
place with age as more and more of the emotionally disturbed either recover or become 
fnstutlonallzed so that by the senior year of high school only the non-emotionally disturbed 
are left ln school. Although this could probably explain some of the observed narrowing 
between age cohorts, It ls not likely to account for all of It. In part lt reflects mislabeled 
.. bad boys" being unlabeled as they learn with experience to become "good boys." 

The Indirect evl~nce suggests that mislabeling and misasslgnment could be a signifi-
cantly widespread phenomenon. Is there anything more direct we can say on the magnitude 
of benefits? By exactly how much special education outlays will fall is difficult to say, bJt 
1t appears that the savings could be substantial. For example, even U we assume that only 
50,000 children will shill: from residential institutions.to programs ln regular school sys-
tems, an expenditure saving of $150 mlllion per year would result. This assumes that the " 
differential ln educational outlays between a typical residency situation and a typical special 
education program ln a day school setting ls three thousand dollars per .8tudent, per year. ' . Other crude cost saving calculations wlll be made and incorporated ln a summary analysis 
bel~.· -

Empirical evidence on the earnings capacity effects of mislabelillg and mlsasslgnment 
ts scanty, h.tt what exists ls very interesting. There ls one study reported on by Conley .. 
tn which a group of low IQ students'from regular classes (i.e., they were not labeled MR) 
was followed up along with a group of labeled children from both residency and spectal day 
programs. The study reported the following findings. Among those who bad been officially 
labeled MR, labor force participation Increased steadily with IQ level except that among· 

•A detailed study of the cost saving effect of moving to less restrictive aettlngs would 
also have to Include an analysis of the possible sources of increases ln expenditures 
per regular pupil that might take place when large numbers of handicapped children 
are mainstreamed. This effect would rec:bce somewhat the net expenditure savings 
bJt would not eliminate It. Also, som~ attention should be paid to the issue of possible 

. non-~cunlary costs imposed on non-handicapped students cile to mainstreaming handi- . 
capped children. Interviews with lawyers and others specializing ln the.area of bandl- . 
capped children suggest that this ls not an lmportam issue. In practice the mainstreaming 
of han~capped children has not been observed to interfere with the ec:bcati~n ottalned by 
non-handicapped children. . . 

••donly, Op. Cit •. p. 193 
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FIG. 4: COMPARISON BETWEEN GIRLS AND OOYS IDENTIFIED BY 
TiiE SCHOOL AS EMOTIONALLY DISTURBED, BY AGE 

Source of Data: National Cente~ for Health Statistics, Serles 11. #139. 

·20349 

Chart ls taken from Craig and McEachion, The oevelopment and Arialysis of Blse Line 
Olta for the Estimation of Incidence in the Handicapped School Age Population, Stanford 
Research Institute, California, 1975, Study prepared for the Assistant Secretary of 
E<ilcatlon. Office of Edlcatlon HEW. 
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those wlth the highest IQ leVels, partlclpatlon fell below that of the members of the pre-
ceding~ category. However, among those low~ students who bad not been labeled (and· 
who bad IQs about the same level as the. bighest ~ group among the iabeled group) 'labor · 

. 1orce partlclpatlon was the highest of"all.. -

:. Auot~r source _of evidence on the effects of mislabeling and mlsasstinment are the 
numerous studies of subsequent differences between lnstltutlonalized and non-lnstitutlon· 
allzed handicapped people. Both Hobbs and Conley · cite follow-up studies that find that, 
ceterls parlbus, lnstitutionalizatlon prod.lees a variety of negative impacts -- low self 
esteem, excessive dependence, etc. · 

t is difficult to generalize from indirect evidence that. ~s o:tutned in widely differ-
ing surveys etc. Much more time would be required in order to ·do a detalled critique of 
all ~xi sting studies and to even begin quantifying pecuniary benefits. Hobbs, who is a well'-
Jcnown authority in the field and who just completed a comprehensive survey of all aspects 
Qfthis area, concluded very strongly that even what might be called "proper" labeling and 

- ··: categorizing can perma~ntly stigmatize children and can lead to a reduction ln their capac-
ity to enjoy life and earn a living. 

\ ' Handicapped Children in Need of More Resources. As noted above many States have 
alreaqy passed laws requiring that all handicapped children must be served and available 
data on trends show that over time more special. educatio~ resources have been provided 
to the handicapped. 

However, according to estimates of the overall incidence of handicapping. conditions 
various gaps in coverage still exist. Table 7 ;shows the latest estimates of this gap both 
iD. the aggregate and by type of condition. We will use these numbers to make estimates 
of the gross cost increment from extending special educational resources to all uncovered 
children. The possible cost rechlclng effects via mainstreaming and less mislabeling, are 
brought together ln the final section. · The figures in Table 7 have a number of character-

. istics that should be understood before using them to estimate the gross increase in -
expenditures. , / 

. . 

~ Iii each of the handicapping categories the figures for the total number of children 
(served plus unserved) are based on information o:tumed from a variety of sources 

· fncludi.ng. Information from national agencies and organizations, plus state and local 
di.rectors of special edlcation~ For most of~ categories the overall incidence estimates 

. . \ . 

•Jt could be argued that much of the mislabeling effect ls explained by the fact that mis-
labeled children usually are from very deprived family mckgrounds and that tt ls this 
faCtor rather than mislabeling per se that prodlces the observed relation. No available 
Study bad tried to held this factor constant and many investigators ha,ve found a strong · 
correlation between parental apathy and mislabeling. - 1 
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. ' 

TABLE 7 - -- l~ 

... 

-
ESTIMATED NUMB.ER OF HANDICAPPED ·- .. ... - . 

CHILDREN SERVED AN~ UNSERVED BY 

TYPE OF HANDICAP 1974-75 

Type of Handicap Served Unserved · Total 

Total Age·0-19 
.. 

3,947,000 3,939,000 7,886.000 . . -
Total .. 6-19 3,687,000 3,012,000 -6, 699, ~.oo 

---
Total o-s . 260;000 927,00~ 1,187 ,000 -- . 
Speech Impaired· 1,850,000 443,000 : 2,293,000-

I 

Mentally Retarded · 1,250,000 257,000 l ·,507,000 * 
(655,000)* (890,000) 

Learning Disabilities 235,000 1,731,000 1,966,000 
..... ' 

Emotionally Disturbed 230,000 1,080,000 1,310,000 

Crippled & Impaired 235,000 93,000 328,000 -

Deaf 35,000 14 ,000 . 49,000 

Hard of H·earing 60,000 268,000 . 328,000 

Vis~ally Handicapped 39,000 27,000 66,000 
- . 

Multi-Handicapped 13,000 . 27,000 40,000 

-
" 

-- -_ -. 
. Served 

sot . . 
SS 
22·. 

81 

83 * 
(26) 
12 

18 

72 

7-1 

18 

59 

33 

Source: Same as .for Table 6, 74. 75 - figures. The · addi tiona_l 
incidence factors are: -LD•3.0\, Multi-ff: .06\ 

· Note: The same caveats in the note to Tabl~ 6 apply 
here -

*Assumes a !earing disabled incidence rate of 1.0\ rather than 3\. 
_See discussion in text~ 
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from these sources has remained uncomfortably constant since around 1960; I.e., for 
visually handicapped, hard of hearing, speech·lmpared, emotionally disturbed and men~ 

tally retarded, the incidence percentages-~ In FY 75 are the same as those used tn . 
1960. • This could lead to significant error especially for those categories (e.g., emo· 
tionally disturbed) that may have been influenced by de~elopments In psychiatry and p~
school intervention programs during ~he 60's. •• 

The category "learning disabilities" is a relatively new formal label for handicapped 
children. Jt is very controversial among students in the field. Many investigators assert 
that there ls no objective way of ascertaining that a child has a "learning disability" other 
than to point to the results of the supposed handicap -- low grades in school relative to 
expectations, given the child's performance on .IQ and other standardized tests. One 
skeptical researcher concludes that "children who fail in scbool hJt do not fit into other 
special edlcation categories also may be labeled learning disabled_.••• · 

Ano_ther characteristic to note is that, for the most part, the numbers ht _the served 
category include children who are being served by private schools•••• and the numbers 
for the unserved in most of the_ categories (emotionally disturbed however may be an im-
portailt exception) represent children who are enrolled fulltime in regular public school 
classes. For the emotions,lly disturbed, however, they could represent large numbers of 
children in residential institutions who are not receiving any educational services at all. 
(Members of our first group above.) 

In sum, it isUkely that most of the eStimated unserved children shown in Table 7 are , 
moderately to borderline handicapped children, now enrolled in public schools, and spend-
ing their full time in regular classes. They are receiving no attention in a resource room, 
nor are they spending part or all of their day in special classes or ruildlngs. Thus, the 
cost factors with which to multiply the unserved numbers in Table 7 should be ones that 
represent special education for a moderate to mildly handicapped child. 

·~ the notes to Table 6. . 
••Ongoing research at the_ Stanford Research Institute is attempting to explore the use-

fulness of the National Genter for Health Statistics survey for estimating the incidence 
of certain handicapping conditions (see the citation to Cha.rt 1 above). However, there 
are still many unresolved problems with using this survey to ·guide educational policy • 
(as opposed to me_dical care policy). 

· .. •••Hol:Ds, Op. Cit. p. 80-81 . . 
••••Most states now provide some form of partial reimrursemem: to parents who place 

their children in special private schools (or at least- the state will keep records of 
all the hearings that were held in connection with parerits~ desires to go outside the 

:...public system)·. These generate records which each state searches when lt is sub· 
· __ mltting Its ~ual estimates of children being served • . 

. ' 
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. The only available cost factors msed ·on a systematic and identlfiable sample of 

schools were those done by Rossmiller, Hale and Frohreich in their well known 1~69 --

study for the National Education Finance Project.• They present excess cost estimates by 

·type of handicapping category for a sample of "outstanding" school systems, i.e., o~s -· 

which were selected on the msls ota panel of experts saying that they bad exemplary . . 

special edlcatlon programs~ Unfortunately, they did not present any analysis of their-

cost factors by severity of handicap within a type category. However, they did present a 

. detailed narrative discussion of the programs in each of the systems they served and there 

was variation in types of programs offered within a handicapping category. At any rate 

their published data. allow for selecting excess coSt factors along a range from high to low. 

Table 8 contains varlou~ estimates of excess cost multipliers to apply to .the ~mbers 

of unserved handicapped children in Table 7. Although these cost estimates are msed.on 

one of the better known studies in this field, they still suffer from a number of conceptual 

ambiguities that make them difficult for us to utilize. · 

For example, the.authors make clear that they ottalned all ~f the components of their 

per pupil co~ factors on the basis of full-time equivalent average · dally memberships. 

Thus, the .school districts surveyed were asked to allocate a handicapped students' time 

to both regular classes and special classes if, in fact, he did not spend all his time in 

special classes. However, in their summary tables, the authors only report the figures 

that would be applicable for a "full-time" special ecbcatlon student. They do not report 

what fraction of his Orne a typical special education student (In the districts surveyed) 

actually spent in a special education setting. To use their reported excess cost factors 

as they are we would have to assume that our typical unserved handicapped child will 

require a· program delivered entirely in a separate special echlcation se~ing (either in a 

separate classroom in a regular scl)ool building or a separate wilding). We did assume 

this for our "high side" cost factors. For our "low-side" cost factors we assumed that 

the typical unserved student would spend 1/2 of his time In special educational settings and 

1/2 in a regular setting. W~ computed a simple average of the per student cost of a full-

time special education student and that of a regular student that were reported by Rossmiller 

et al.•• 

1bere are a few other serious problems with utilizing the factor·s .reported in the 

.Rossmiller study. The rather high figure they report for physically handicapped prohlbly 

•Rossmiller, Hale and Frohrelch Edlcational Progt'ams for Exceptional Children: 

Resource Configurations and Costs, National Education F~ce Project Special &udy #2 · 

Department of Ecbcational Admlnlstratlon University of Wisconsin, 1970.- Tables show 

Ing the per pupil cost indices . _ 

•*This assumes, inter alia, that there a~ no diseconomies of scale involved as we move 

from a full-time special ecbcatlon mode to a part-time one. 
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'f AB~ 8 

SPECIAL EDUCATION EXCESS COST FACTORS 

IT _HANDICAPPINCf~ciTEGORY 

• · Tne of Handicap Cost Index Amount of Excess 
Cost per pupil. 

Speech lapaired 

Jlentally Retarded 

J.earain1 Disabilities 

llllh 
.cost 
1.2 

. 2.0 

2.1 

2.1 

tow 
cost 

1.1 

1.5 

1.5 
1.9 

riilh tow 
. cost cost 

$200 $100 

11,·ooo $500 

11,10·0 $500 

11,100 $900 . Emotionally Disturbed 

Crippled and Other S.6 • 2.1 $2,600 Sl.300 
. Impaired 

Deaf S.5 2.2 $2,500 S1,200 

2.0 1.5 $1,000 ssoo 
-Dara of Hearin& 

\'lsµally handicapped 

Deaf/Blind or ~ther 

3.0 - 2.0 $2,000 St,ooo 

2. 7. 1.1 $1,700 . $800 
Multi Hand~capped 

•nts is the ratio of the total cost (special education expenditure plus any 

regular education resources) used to educate a handicapped child to the total' 

cost of edlcating a non-handicapped child. 
- . 

••Derived by multiplying the quantity (cost Index -1) by $1, 000. $1, 000 'was 

used as an estimate of the countrywide average expenditure per pupil in regul8.r 

tnBtruction. The National Conference of State Legislatures reported that in 

1975 this figure was $1, 163. See their study of State Special Bdlcation . 

ptnance, p. 8 • 

. Source: 'Ibe cost index ratios are from ~ossmiller, Hale and Frorich, 

Bdlcatlonal Programs for Exceptional Children: Resource 

Configuration and Costs. National Edlcatlon Finance Project, 

(University of Wisconsin, 1970).. The high side ratios are the 

median values of the ratio as ~cross all the · districts in their _ 

sample. This ls ·considerea "high" because of the pro!:able less 

severe nature of the currently not .served group. The· low side 

estimates are explained in the text. 
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contains a structural wilding component that we have already accOunted for in estimating 
the cost of the building accessibility subpart. Another problem ls the relatively ·1ow cost 
factor for the multiple handlcappeq group; This probably reflects ~he particular mix of 
severity levels. among the handicapped that existed ln the surveyed school districts at the 
time of the study. In short, t~ reacJe.r-mtist keep all these shortcomings ln mind tn assess-
ing the validity of our cost estimates. · · ..-· 

Table 9 contains estimates of the gross Increase ln expenditures requlre<i to reach all 
children currently classified as unserved. They range from high to low because of varia-
tion in the cost factors used, because of varying assumptions about the exact number of 
unserved children ~lth learning disabilities, and because of the age range assumed to be 
covered. 

- . 

At one extreme the gross cost increase may only be $1. 3 bllllon dollars per year (or 
48 percent of what we estimated was actually spent on special education resources for· 
covered children ln 1974-75) •• This estimate assumes that the low side cost factors are 
relevant, ·that only school age children are covered and that .a 1 percent incidence figure 
for Leaming Disabled. ts used rather than the current Qfficlal 3 percent figure; At the high 
extreme the gross cost increment ls $4.8 billion dollars per year (or 155 percent of esti-
mated cur:I)!nt expenditures). This estimate assumes that the high side cost factors are 
relevant, that the target age. range ls o.-19 and "that the official 3 percent incidence for 
Leaming Disabled prevalls. • • 

We have ignored the effect of shifts of already served children between partially 
relmhlrsed programs (under which a handicapped chlld attends a private school or Insti-
tution) and ones that will be fully funded by public funds. At this time almost all states 
have some form of partial reimb.lrsement scheme under which parents can olxaln at least 
part of the cost of placing their child in a non-public special education school or lnstitil-
tlon. In some states the parent ls free to choose between "free" public and partially 
reimb.lrsed private (e.g., Ma!fland up until very recently), while in others the partial 

•Whether or not the specialized resources being supplied to already covered children are 
adequate ls also an issue. We have not addressed this because data on actual expendi-
tures in 74-75 are not yet available. If we assume the figures we estimate are in fact 
adequate (which does not appear unreasonable; since we used our "hlgh·slde" cost factors 
to generate them) then. we are underestimating gross cost increments if actual 74-75 
expenditures are below them and overestimating if the reverse ts true. 

••nie high side age range assumption is not consistent with the regulation as written. The 
regulation states that until 1978 the required age range coverage for handicapped cJill :-
dren ls the same as each state requires for its non-handicapped children.. By 1978 the 
required range expands to 3-18 and by 1980 to 3-21. However this extension ls only 
mandatory if the state does not have a specific law prohibiting extension beyond 6-18. 
Also the deft.nltlon of° the category Learning Disabled in the regulation ts very narrow 
and it will probably preclude use of an incidence factor as large as 3%. 
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ESTIMATES OF THE GROSS INCREASE IN EXPENDITURES PROM 
EXTENDING SPECIAL EDUCATION TO ALL UNSERVED CHILDREN 

(In Billions of Dollars per Year and as Percent 
of Existing Special Education Expenditures) 

. : . , 

, H1gh-s1de cost factors Low-side cost factors 
Estimated cost 
for children Learning Learning Learning Learning 

· Age Range already being Disability Disability Disability Disability 

0-19 

6-19 

o-s 

served in 74-75•· IR•3\ IR•l\ .-IR•3\ IR•lt 
' 

' 

$3.1 $4.8/lSSt $3.7/119\ $2.3/74t $1.8/58\ 

$2.9 $3.7/127\ $2.8/97\ $1.8/62\ $1.3/48\ 

.2 $1.1/550\ $0.9/4SOt ·$0.5/250\ . so.4i2oot 
' 

SOURCE: Table ·7 and 8 and see .discussion in the text. 

*These are not baaed .on what schools actually spent on special 
education in FY 75. They were constructed by multiplying the 
number currently served in each category .(Table 7) by the 

,corresponding high aide cost factor in Table 8. 
"\ 
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relmoorsement option ls only allowed when there are no public facilities available (e,g., 

Virginia at the present time). In phone interviews with special education specialists in 

both Virginia and Maryland the latest data on the fraction of all special education that 

came under partial reimbursement Wjl~ ~ttalned. The fraction (for the non-residential,,. 

sector) were very small -- 1.8 percerifrbr Virginia and about 3 percent for Maryland.• · 

(The reimbursement program in Maryland Is slightly more generous than In Virginia.) 

Thti.s the net impact of this omission on our gross cost estimates will not be significant. 

Before we turn to a consolidation of aur cost analy~is for-the· three group~ we will 

briefly comment on the benefits that can be expected from the additional coverage. Up to 

this point we have considered the evidence on the earnings capacity effects of rec:bcing 

mislabeling and misasslgrunent. The same authors who stress the importance of this 

factor (e.g., Hobbs} also emphasize the importance of not going too far in the direction 

of avoiding all labeling. They stress that there are types of children and handicapping . 

conditions that can benefit greatly from the thoughtful application of high quality SJ>E:Cial 

edlcation: programs. 

20357 

Unfortunately for the two most important (in terms of numbers) Categories of unserved 

children - - emotionally disturbed and learning disabled - - no hard evidence on earnings 

capacity effects could be located in a short time frame. Only Jor the mentally reta:rded 
. -. . 

are there readily available findings. . · . . · 

Conley•• reports that shortly after termination from State vocational rehabilitation · 
' 

programs young, mentally retarded adults who have been recorded as "rehabilitated" 

(which means they have successfully completed the training course and have ·been placed 

in a job) were earning hourly rates of pay about equal to that observed among general 

samples of mentally retarded individuals of the same age and severity category. Further, 

Conley believes that "A-priori we woold expect that the average lifetime productivity of 

retarded rehabilita.nts would be less than our estimate for retarded workers generally 

since the very fact of referall for vocational rehabilitation is a manifestation of some voca-

tional difficulties." On this basis Conley••• concluded that vocational rehabilitation 

*Ms. Lucile Anderson, Virginia State Department of Ec:llcation and Mr. James Keim, 

Maryland State Department of Ec:bcation 
••Conley, Op. Cit., pp. 284-289 · ' .-

•••it is important to note that the validity of the direction of the ~clectivity bias that Conley 

assumes is crucial to the credibility of his estimates. To a non-specialist in t}lis area 

. its validity ls not intuitively obvious. Indeed a recent survey of all published benefit / 

cost studies of vocational rehabilitation concludes that it ls not possible to conclude any-

thing (either positive or negative) about the ~arnlngs .effect of vocational rehabilitation 

training. Qohn Noble, "Economic Analysis of Rehabilitation Benefits: Can the 'State 

of the Art' Conclude Anything About Priorities, " Paper Presented at the Annual Meeting 

of the American Association for the Advancement of Science, New York, Jan 26-31, .1975.) 

Overall time constraints prec~uded any additional work on this Issue. 
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training had had an effect on the earnings capacity of the mentally retarded. Ollllng OD hl8 • 
previous work ·relating to all rehabllltants ~h mentally retarded and ether dlsabllng con-
ditions) Conley comes to a "reasoned guess" that about 50 percent of the observed post pro-
gnm earnings of retarded rehabtlltants can_~ attributed to the vocational rehabilitation 

• training. On these assumptions C.onley is -able to show that the dollars spent OD vocational 
rehabilitation tralnlng for mentally retarded young men are all recoiu>ed ln the form of 
increased future _earnlngs. · 

What is the ·significance of this finding? For the category Mentally Retarded (MR) 
alone tt would appear highly relevant. The higher quality MR programs described by 
Rossmiller et. al., all consisted of very up-to-date vocational ed.Jcation training type 
situations. However, for the other two major sources of cost Increase -- emotionally 
disturbed _and learning disabled - - there ls less certainty. The childi'en Involved In these 
categories may have a totally different set of ability /motivation problems than MR chil-
dren do so that the apparent success of special education with -the one group does not imply 
success with the other. However, the data 'Y/e present ln appendix A on the interaction 
between the earnings effect of disability and the level of education attained, suggests that · 
rehabilitation type resources might have large effects on earnings capacity. 

SJmmary and Alternative Phase-In Strategies 

Our analysts has ide~ified two sources of cost increase and one of cost decrease that 
. will be associated with attaining the goal of free, adequate and appropr~te education (in the 
- least restrictive setting p0ssible) for all handicapped children. · 

One source of cost increase involves extending the delivery of some form of education/ 
training services to all severely and profoundly handicapped youngsters (primarily the men-
tally retarded_and the emotionally disturbed'), the so called "0-hlsed reject policy." This 
cost will depend on how many are currently not being served and the educational cost per 
child of delivering the services in an institutional setting. Above we noted that expert 

-:._ oplnlon puts this per pupil cost at about $5, 000 per year. The number of these children 
could range anywhere from 50, 000 to 500, 000 given the vagueness of existing data soorces. 
We separated out this source of cost increase from the main body o~ our cost analysis be-
cause of the obvioos compelling nature of the situation these children are in. Also, we 

· showed that in addition to purely humanitarian benefits it was possible that pecuniary bene-
. fits (In the form of reduced maintenance costs) might be forthcoming if the training resulted 
in increased ability to cope· with the simple tasks of everyday existence: - · 

Tiie other source of cost increase -- extension of free services to all the moderate 
and mlldily handica~d not now being" served ·-- was analyzed -in terms of a few parameters 
and the results summarized In Table _9. The Categories In the Table suggest a number of 
possible areas of policy options -- e.g., the costs of Increasing the age range to cover . 
younger and younger children should be balanced by Increased benefits; coQ.siderable 
thought and study should be given to the estimation ofprevalence rates for the Leaming 
Disabled category; etc. 
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. 

We stressed the "gross" aspect of these cost Increments because the ·regulation ls 

expected to have offsetting cost decrea_sing effects via the reduction of mislabeling and 

misassignment and the Integration of physically handicapped children allowed by the 

greater building accessibility provide~ by ~subpart C. Precisely how large these offset 

faCtors will be cannot be determined without an elaborate study. Some crude calculations 

might be suggeSt:ive _ ~f possibilities. We notE!d above ~hat a shift of 50, 000 yrungsters -

from residential to non-residential special educational setting could 8ave around -$150 mil-

lion a year. I! we also assume that 20 percent of all the mentalJy ~etarde_d, learning - · -

disabled and emotionally disturbed shltt from special education day school programs to 

full-time regular settings then this ·could reduce c~sts by $235 million more. (This assumes 

the "low-side" cost factors in Table 8 are releva~.) The combined effect· ls to redlce the 

low-; side gross increments in Table 6 by $385 million. I! we assume that ~O percent of 

the MRs, LDs and EDs are shifted into Alli time regular settings then the low-side offset 

factor rises to $74-0 million. ·we also estimate an anm1al savings of $65 million from inte·-

grating physically haiidlcapped children.• · -

In concluding this ~ction of the analysts it is important to brlefiy note the implications 

of the dynamic dimension of the situation -- just how rapidly should the SEAs and L~As be 

_ pushed toward the objective. PL 94-142 contains a definite time table, while the proposed 

regulation does not. In any event it should be recognized that increased rapidity of attain-

ment is definitely not a free-good -- it will raise the overall cost associated with attaining 

the objective. Themajor source of bottlenecks would appear to be specially trained man- -

power. These bottlenecks can influence costs and benefits in two ways. First, the .low 

qual lty of hurriedly put together programs (along with the bad feeling generated between 

federal and local officials) can hurt morale and possibly keep program quality below the 

optimum level long past the time at which a slower approach would have had the' objective 

in place and at a much higher quality level. Second, it will simply cost more in terms of 

scarce resources used up to get to the objective faster -- e.g., teachers will have to work 

overtime to train special education teachers; people ·with related skills in other areas will 

have to be induced to enter special education as a career, etc. 

On the other side it is also clear that increased total amounts of .benefits_ are likely to 

flow from attaining the goal 'at an earlier date. What is important here is that the imple-

menters of the policy be keenly.aware of these trade-offs and remain as flexible as possi-

ble with regard to enforcing target dates while at the same time not letting school districts 

use this .flexible stance to avoid compliance Indefinitely. ' 

•we e:stimated that there are about 250, 000 physically handicapped youngsters receiving 

special education resources (Table 6). We also estimated that the excess cost incurred 

per Student served is $2, 600 (Table 8). I! we assume that so: 000 of these children will 

be shifted to regular b.lildlngs for their regular education and that this redlces the annual -

cost of ecl.lcating them by $1, 300, then the annual savings would by $65 million. 
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V. HIGHER EDUCA. TION ('&lbpart E) 

1be major expense Imposed on ln~tutlons of higher edlcatlon by this regulation will · 
be the cost of complying with the requirements of &lbpart C on brlldlng accesslblltty. a 
ls not expected that &lbpart E, •which requires nondiscrimination In recruitment admis-
sions and provision of courses and non-curricular services, will Impose any algnl.flcant 
additional costs. 

The estimates of handicapped children In table 7 suggest that In any year no more than · 
200, 000 college aged handicapped people are enrolled in degree granting institutions of 
higher edlcatlon, and this amounts to less than 23 of their total enrollment.•• Mer con-
sultation with groups within the Department, It was concluded that none of the requirements 
of &lbpart E will impost any substantial amount of costs on the recipients. And ev~n lf 
costs were to rise to a perceptible level, they would be bl.lanced by benefits ~om the in-
creased earnings capacity of those additional handicapped lndividlals who earn college 
degrees. • · 

Non-Accessibility Provisions 
. ' 

Se~ion 84. 44(b) is concerned with course examination procedures for students with 
impaired sensory, rnamial, or speaking skills. • requires recipients to provide methods 
of assessing the academic achievement of such students which Insure that the student's 
grades reflect his achievement, not his handicap. Thus, blind students must he allowed such 
alternatives to regular examination procedlres as take-home examinations, the uae of a 
. reader, or, in the case of an essay examination, the opportunity to transcribe the questions 
into braille. · 

Paragraph (c) of section 84. 44 provides that a recipient must ensure that no qualified 
handicapped student with impaired comm~icatlve skills be dented effective participation 
in its program because of lack of necessary auxiliary edlcational aids • .(Individlally pre-
scribed or general purpose aids such as eyeglasses or wheel chairs are not, of course, 
included). In many cases, this provision will not impose any additional financial hlrden 

•s1q>art E generally follows the Department's Title IX regulation. . 
••Of the 6.6 million handicapped children (6-19) in table 7 we assume about 2.0 million 

will have beth the potential for college attendanc:_e and require some accommodation. 
nits assumes that all the mentally retarded will not be quallfled and also that all those 
qualified among the speech impaired will not require any accommodation. Of the • 
remainder, we assume that all persons in the physical disability categories will be 
qualifled and that about 1. 3 mWion of the learning disabled arid em~ionally disturbed 
will quallfy. We then assume that 1/3 of th! quallfled will choose to go on.to college. 
This means that an age cohort 6-19 will yield about 200, 000 attendees aged 18-24 
d1rlng any given year. " · 
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because the aids are provided by vocatlonal rehabilitation agencies. Where such ls not the ease, however, the responsibility for providing auxiliary aids or their equ"ivalent ls borne - · . by the recipient. For example, if a deaf student ls unable to ol:tain the services of a class-,room interpreter from the vocatio~_l _r~habllltatlon agency, t~e recipient ls responsib!e for providing an interpreter, a written version of class materials, or the opportunity to pursue · · ~ independent study. Aids and servlc.es can often be provided at mlntmum expense by making them available in the recipient's library or other resource center. Comments fl-om within the Department contained no estimate of the.cost of this requirement •. Howev~r~ It ls not believed it will be substantial as long as enforcement ls done in a manner which allows tlexlbillty in means of compliance. · 

• Section 84. 45 prohibits discrlmlnatlon in the provision of student housing. Additional costs incurred ln making a portion of the university's own housing accessible are Included in the estimated costs of accessibility ln section Ill of this statement. No additional costs, -except lnslgnlficant adinlnlstratlve expenses, are anticipated from the requirement that recipients ensure that non-campus housing ls, as a whole, offered in a nondiscriminatory . 
. manner. 

·Tue provision of health services without discrimination on the basis of handicap, required by section 84. 46 (a), may, in some instances, impose minor additional costs. While this section does not require treatment for special handicapping conditions, some types of handicapping conditions do result in a greater than average need for routine health care. However, because the proportion of such students in any student body ls quite low, any cost increase should be easily absorbed by the recipients; that ls, the average per unit cost of providing health services to all students should not rise perceptibly. - · 

Paragraph (a) of section ~4. 48 prohibits discrimination .on the basis of handicap in the provision of physical education courses and athletics. A recipient who has an athletics program must operate the program so that handicapped ·students _are afforded an opportunity to participate in comparable activities. ·Only mlnlmal accommodation should be necessary for compliance. Because of the great variance in both types of handicapping comitions and in types of athletic activities, there ls probably no haooi-capped person who cannot participate in at least one existing type of activity. At most, . minor modifications of equipment would be necessary. 

Thus, as stated ln the introductory paragraph. increases in expenditures to insti-tutions of higher education necessitated by this subpart are not expected to be significant. Those coimected-wlth modification of a sufficient number of existing buildings .to 'coinply with the requirement of pr~am accessibllity may be signlrlcant and these costs are . covered in section Ill of this. statement. 
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In appendix A, evidence ts presented on the very strong Interaction between the level 

of formal education attatned and the 1lze:.of-t~ effect of even aevere dlAbillty on earnfngl 

capacity (8" table A ·8). Althoogh these data refer to a group, disabled veterans, who 

o!Utned their dlsablltty aft:er becoming young adults, the tmpllcations for the effect of 
' edlcation should also apply to physically disabled persons who are either born with the 

· condition or have an accident very early ln life. Again, one can only conjecture about the 

possthle magnitude of the benefits from this eoorce. 

' 

1970 Census data show that only 3. 3% of persons aged 18-44 who reported that they 

were eeverely disabled• bad attained a college degree or more. Other tables from this 

same eoorce show very low reported labor force participation and annual earnings for 

this same subgroop of severely disabled persons. If we assume that the percentage of 

this group who flnish college will increase to 6.()% and that college graduation tncreaeee 

ttie annual earnings of a severely disabled worker to that of the average partially disabled 

worker, then the annual flaw of benefits from this source would eventually rtse to about 

$100 mllllon. •• Enhanced eciJcational opportunities can also he expected to tncrease the 

annual earnings of moderately and mildly handicapped persons, althoogh the earnings 

increase will not be as great as with severely disabled persons, many more pereons will 

be' affected. 

•1be severely disabled reported ln the 1970 Census were those lndivtci.lals who said 

· that their dlsablltty keeps them from holding any job at all. ·(See appendix A.) 

••a will take a mimher of years for the educational attainment of the entire stock of 

·severely disabled persons 18-44 to rtse to that of 6.()% having college degrees. The · 

total number involved ts about 22, 000 Individuals who will be earning about $4, 500 

i>er year more on accoont of having gotten a college degree. After 10 years about · 

half of the $100 million figure Wtll have been reached. 
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VI. HEAL TH AND SOCIAL SERVICES (Suq>art F) 

Suq>art F prohibits discrlmlnatlon on the basis of handicap ln ~he provision o( health 
and welfare services. Comments .aoliclted from within the Department suggested that . · . - · 
Subpart F will noc have a subrtantial effect on the cost of providing health and social serv-
ices. This ls because these service systems are already structured to permit the par".' 
tlcipation of handicapped clients.• 

. Although the requirements of this subpart may, ln a few cases, necessitate lnltlal 
additional expenditures for staffing or equipment, such cases are of minor proportions. 
They should not require any substantial operational changes ln existing health an~ social 
service systems. Moreover, to safeguard against Imposing overly hlrdensome require-
ments especially with respect to sniall pro~ders of health and soclal Services, this suh-' 
part allows such factors as the size of the reclplent'w erogram to be considered 1D 
determining the appropriate corrective action to be taken by recipients. 1be flexibllity 
thereby hlllt into this subpart should further minimize its cost Impact. · , ' · 

The provision relatlpg to the education of persons institutionalized because' of handicap 
may also necessitate initial additional expenditures. Tilese expenditures are, however, 
included in the estimates contained in Section IV of this statement. 

The subpart also requires recipients to compensate a handicapped patient who per-
forms work which ls either non-therapeutic or for which the institution would ocherwlse 
have had to hire an employee. Since this provision does not force recipients to use the 
labor of the handicapped, any outlays that are incurred can be assumed to be covered by 

economic benefits ol:ta.ined by recipients. 

The alternative to this provision is to permit the recipient to utilize patient labor 
without compensation. Although this alternative would lower the costs of compliance it 
has been held to be unconstitutional (see Souder v. Brenner, 36 7 F. Supp. 808 (D. D. C. 
1973) and, as such, cannot be considered an actu:al alternative to the compensation 

• provision as drafted. 

•Note again that the costs associated with making hllldings accessible have already been 
covered in Section III. • 
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1 VD. SlJMMAR.y AND CONCWSIONS 

lyzed in some detail the costs and benefits of the three major subparts 

that cover employment practices, building accessibility and the provision 

ad secondary education. We fo\llld that in ali cues there was evidence 

-neftts that p~de substantial offsets to the pec\llliary cost involved.· 

mm~cuntary benefits are not added, the balance of benefitS and costs 

r af Jmplementation of the regulation. 

1IDd quality of the evidence on benefits varies considerably. In some 

i-e Btra.ightforward and convincing than in others, as in the case of cost _ 

to shifts to less ,.restrictive ~ettings. In others the empirical evidence. is 

ut ..mat there is, is highly suggestive, as in the case of, benefits from 

:cz:lmination in employment, and the benefits from reduced mislabeling and 

{UaDtity and quality of special education. 
· 

most substantial source of cost increase comes from the extension of 

:ion to all handicapped children not now served. We estimated that the 

::ost increment could fall anywhere in the range $4.8 to $1.3 billion, depend-

JtiDns about cost factors, incidence of .the ~ondition "Learning Disabled", and 

of the chlldren covered.• The two other sources of possible signlficam cost 

lmllding accessibility and complying with the reasonable accommodation of 

ni.tbe basis of our analysis it is douttful that the additional annual cost from 

a:ces would ever exceed $100 million.•• 

tea simPle .average of our high and low side estimates for special education 

>illiDn) then we estimate that these three sources together would create about 

in annual costs. What magnitude of annual j>ecuniary benefits do we estimate? 

sis of subpart D we. estimated that as much as $-800 million per year in special 

cpemlitures might be saved becaus~ of shifts to less restri~ve settings and re-

ibeling of non-handicapped children. In the section on higher education, we 

bat~ aggregate annual earnings capacity of the ~dicapped workers would be 

ge ts slightly upward biased because of our treatment of very severely handi- . 

blldren 1n fnstltutlons. Since we analyzed.this group separateiy (see discussion 

U~ we should net them out of our calculation of the annual gross cost increment~ 

aheady assumed that these costs will be mlanced by the special benefits in- · 

·However, since the exact number of these· children ls not known we have not 

!d ~s reflnem:ent. ,,. . . 

ll cost of making existing hlildings accessible was estimated at about $350 mll-

bis ts approstmately equivalent to a perpetual annual cost of about $50 million. 

mated (appendiX A) that perhaps a million disabled workers would be eavered by 

: B. Even If we assume that the reasonable accommodation provision would result 

q>enditure of $100 per year on one-:.hilf of them (which is probably an overestimate 

her~ that would require 'special resources) that would ~nly c~me to another $50 . . 
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1 vn. SlJMMARy AND CONCWSIONS 

We have analyzed In some detail the costs and benefits of the three major subparts 
of the regulation that cover employment- practices, ·building accessibility and the provision 
of elementary and secondary education. We fomid that fn all cases there was evidence 
1or pecun.i.a:ry benefits that provide substantial offsets to the pecmiiary cost involved. · 
mdeed, even If non-pecuniary benefits are not added, the balance of benefits and costs 
appears in favor of implementation of the regulation. 

The nature and quality of the evidence on benefits varies considerably. In some 
cases, ft is _more straightforward and convincing than fn others, as in the case of cost . 
reductionS due to shifts to less ,.restrictive ~ettings. In others the empirical evidence. is 
very sparse, but what there is, is highly suggestive, as fn the case of, benefits from 
eliminating discrimination In employment. and the benefits from reduced mislabeling and 
. the improved qtiantity and quality of special education. · 

By far the most substantial source of cost increase comes from the extension of 
special education to all handicapped children not now served. We estimated that the 
annual gross cost increment could fall anywhere in the range $4.8 to $1.3 billion, depend-
ing on assumptions abotit cost factors, incidence of .the ~ondition "Learning Di.sabled", and 
the age range of the children covered.• The two other sources of possible significant cost 
Increase are hlllding accessibility and complying with the reasonable accommodation of 
·subpart B. On the basis of our analysis it is doul:tful that the additional annual cost from 
the~e two sources would ever exceed $100 million.•• 

U we take a simPle average of our bi&h and low side estimates for special education 
(i.e., $3.1 billion) then we estimate that these three sources together would create about 
$3.2 billion in annual costs. What magnitude of annual pecuniary benefits do we estimate? 
m our analysis of subpart D we. estimated that as much as $800 million per year ln special 
education expenditures might be saved beca.us~ of shifts to less restrict!ve settings and re-
duced miSlaheling of non-handicapped children. In the section on higher education, we 
estimated that the aggregate annual earnings capacity of the ~dicapped workers would be 

•nus ~nge is slightly upward biased because of our treatment of very severely handi- . 
capped children 1n institutions. Since we analyzed.this group separateiy (.see discussion 
on page 4 ~ we should net them out of our calculation of the annual gross cost increment~ 
We have aheady assumed that these costs will be balanced by the special benefits in- · 
volved. ·However, since the exact number of these· children ls not known we have not 
attempted thJs refinement. " . . 

••Tue total cost of making existing b.Jildings accessible was estimated at about $350 mil-
lion. This is approsimately equivalent to a perpetual annual cost of about $50 million. 
We estimated (appendix'. A) that perhaps a million disabled workers would be covered by 
subpart B. Even if we assume that the reasonable accommodation provision would result 

. In an-expenditure of $100 per year on one-:.hilf o~them (which ls probably an overestimate 
of numbers that would require special resources) that would only come to another $50 . . 
million. · -46- · ·.. . -
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increased by $100 million on account of the increase In. colle~ degrees among them. In 

our analysis of Subpart B we estimated that the elimlmtf:on.. of employment discrimination 

might add as much as $1 billion tq annual benefits. Tims a conservative figure would be 

$500 million. At t .hls point benefits total to $1. 4 bill.ton, still $1. 8 billion short of annual 

costs. We have not yet put a dollar amount on the im:J:ea..se in earnings capacity from the 

redu'ted mislabeling and the increased coverage of spectal edw:ation. 1t is likely that at 

any point in time at least 3 million individuals in the ac&lk labor force were once handi -

. capped children. Assume that on account of the achievement of full coverage and better 

labeling, about 1. 5 million of them have their earninp capacity affected. If we further 

assume that on the average they all earn $1000 more per year. we then have another $1. 5 

billion in annuat benefits, leaving a pecuniary cost deficit of only $. 3 billion per year to 

be bllanced against psychic benefits. This ls the reasar tor our above conclusion on the 

near favorable balance even without adding iri psychtc bpnpfits. ·Table 10 summarizes the 

above calculations. 

TABLE 10 

SUMMARY OF ESTIMATEDANNUALPECONIA.RY COSTS 
AND BENEFITS FOR ALL SUIH:'AKI'S'1 

(Billions of dollam) 

(1) a (7) 
Sub-parts Costs Henefits 

Employment practices .OS .s 
Program accessibility • OS 

b . 

Elementary and secondary 2.3c 1.5 

Higher Edueation N.E. .I 

Health and Social Services N.E. N.E. 

· Total 2.4 2-1. 

(3) 
(l~ - (2~ 

-.45 
+.OS 
+.8 
-.1 

N.E. 

+~3 

aFor the parts other than program accessibility mdy mm-accessibility costs are included. 
b -

Benefits from program accessibility are included lathe amOUDtS for ttie other sub-parts. 

cThis is the average net increase ( 4. 8 - • 8) + (1.3 - Ji)/2, where • 8 is the reduction in 

cost due to shifts to less restrictive settings. 

~is is before allowance for the effect of existing laws~ See below. 

N.E. =Not estimated, assumed to be negligible. 
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PROPOSED IULES / . . 
In using our analysis of ·averall benefits and costs the reader should keep In mind a 

number of factors that, although possibly significant to decisions about the .Impact of the 

regulation, are not highligtted by our analysis. 
·- ~ -- -·- -

First, our estimates of costs and benefits measure only the "net" Increment either tn 
output gain (benefits) or resources used up (costs). 1bey do not cover what economists' call 
transfer and dlstrlhltion effects. One important transfer effect ln this case would be the 

(possible) reduction in income maintenance payments brought on by the increased earnings 

capacity of the handicapped. This effect ts not added to benefits because the amount of 

saving to taxpayers ts exactly balanced by the reduction ln benefits of those who had men . 

receiving the Income maintenance payments. However from the taxpayers point of view It 
can he a slgnlficant consideration. Similarly an Important dlstrthltion effect of the pro-
posed regulation ls reflected tn the fact that the' great hlllc of the 'costs fall on state and 

local governments while the great hlllc of the benefits accrue to private citizens · -- handi-
capped pers·ons. . 

Second, as already noted, this regulation duplicates andsupplements to a substantial 

extent existing law. It would not be unreasonable to argue that, say, 503 of the elementary 

and secondary education effects and perhaps 253 of the remainder are proi>erly attrihltable 

- -to existing laws. While it would be wireallstlc to attempt to "fine tune" the estimates tn 
· Table 10, the final judgment on the effects of the regulation would have to be that both 

costs and benefits may be su.l;>stantially below two billion dollars annually. 

Third, there _ts one omission from the analysis that ls perhaps worthy of note. No 

attempt has been made to estimate separately admiriistrative and related costs of comply-

ing with its procedures (e.g., public notice, creation of new tests, preparing compliance 

plans, and the like). While such costs are cen~inly far smaller than the costs -of provld-

_ ing services, they may well be in the r~nge of tens of millions annually. It can be expected 

that public commeil.ts on the Notice of Proposed Rul~·making will provide a basis for any 

changes necessary to assure that such costs are held to the minimum necessary to effectuate 

the substantive requirements of the law. 

Finally, althol1gh we conclude that the regulation should be implemented, we do urge 

that consideration be given to some of the details of coverage, .wording, and the dynamics 

of implementation. In Particular we have hl:ghllghted the following areas: wording and_ · 
content of the "reasonable accommodation" provision; precise coverage of the handicapping 
·category "Leaming Disabled;" decision ori which agency of the State government should 

bear the non-educational costs of institutionalized handicapped children; the type and <Egree 

of flexibility tn enforcing compliance and alternative timing and phase ln strategies. 

• -48-
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·APPENDIX A 

DISAnILl'rY. DISCRIMINATION AND EARNINGS: A SURVEY/ANALYSIS - ~ -- -·- ·- .. 

20367 

Tables 1-A through 4-A show data from the 1970 Cen.sus of Population on the numbers 
and characteristics of the 'disabled. The 1970 ~nsus asked the following ·question on dis-
ability: "Did you have a health or physical condition which limits the kind or &:mount of 
work you do?" · · · 

Many disabled individuals d~ not consider themselve~ limited in the amount or type of 
work ~ey can do, 80 that the numbers_ in table 1 understate the number of disabled individ-
uals that will be potentially eligible for protection under the proposed regulation. Data 
from the National Center for Health Staii'stics sugges~ that the number. of awlts _with a 
disability is well over twice the number that responded,to the 1970 Census question.• · 

However the disabled individuals reported in the 1970 Census may be more relevant 
for analyzing the impact of the proposed regulation. This is because the disabled workers 

· who will be most helped l:{y the regulation--those who are now suffering from employment 
discrimination--may make up a larger fraction of the individuals covered by the Census 
than they do of the total population of handicapped individuals. • • 

How many disabled individuals will nave their ea.rnings levels increased on account 
of the regulation? One can use the numbers in table 1-A and some additional assumptions 
to get a rough idea. For example, one possible set of assumptions and the corresponding 
estimates would be the following. 

*Wilder, Charles S., Prevalence of Selected Impairments, United States 1971, DHEW 
Publication No. (HRA) 75-1526, National Center for Health Statistics, May 1975. 
••Either of two conditions could produce this result: (1) the probability of experiencl,ng 
discrimination was (as of 1969) positively correlated with severity of disability and/or 
(2) the experience of job discrimination increases the probability that a disabled individual 
will answer "yes" to the Census question. 

A·l 
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.TABLE l·A 

INCIDENCB OF WORK DISABILITY BY SEVERITY OF DISAmLrrY. 
SEX ANO AGE FOR PERSONS 18·64 YEARS OLD: 

UNITED STATES: 1970 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 

. Partially Totally Incidence a 
·, Work Work Percent of 
' Percent of Percent of E•t.imatedJ 

Aqe D1111blecS DiaablecS !Population Population Percent Population · 
Who Reported Work Reportinq Totally wei:k 

(000) (000) Disabled Totally Work Db ab led They Me.er 

' Disabled ' ' Worked 
Total (Both Sexe1) . 

All •CJ•• 7,160 4 ,931 10.8' 4. 4' 4.0• ' ·" 18-24 . 1, 004 329 5.7 1.4 t 2.5 ~ .1 
25-54 . 4,185 2,358 9.3 3.3 

55+ 1,972 .' 2,242 22.8 12.1 11.5 2_. l 

Male 
Ail aCJe• . 4,356 2,010 11." J. 7' J.:n -~· 18-24 689 157 7.5 1.4 

J 1.9 t .4 
25~54 2,470 9ll ·9. 9 2.7 

55+ 1,178 941 24.2 10.7 '·' . .1 
• 

Female ~ 

All a9e• 2,803 2,921 9. 9' 5.0• , 4. 7' 1.3' 
18-24 315 172 4.1 1.4 3.1 . ~ - ·' 25-54 1,694 1,448 8.6 4.0 t 

55+ 793 1,302 21.5 13.4 12.9 l.4 

. - i 
!/Only count• t.ho•• who both reported them1elves totally worked diaabled and aai4 thilty 
· were not at work or •••king work. 

1 
. · -- . ~: I 

sources u.s. aur~u of the Census, Cen•u• of .Opulation{ 1975, Subject lteJ:!:rta, 'i1*1 
Report PC (2)-6C, Peraon• with work Di•ability, U.S. Govt. Print 9 Offid•,; 
Table• 1 and 4. · · · 

.J 

\ 
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TABLE 2-A 

EMPLOYMENT STATUS AND EARNINGS IN 1969 
BY DISABILf-rY-STATUS, MALES 18-44: 

UNITED STATES 1970 . 

Disabili~ status: 

Employment status and earnings (1) (2) 

in 1969 Non-disabled Partially disabled · 

Employment status: 

Total labor foi:ce (000) . 28, 689 1, 811 
Percent ln total labor force 90.3 . 89 •. 2 

Total employed (000) 26,886 1, 735 
Percent clvllian labor force unemployed 3.7 5.7 

Earnings in 1969: 

Mean earnings of those with earnings $7,539 $6, 065 
Percent with earnings 95.3 93.3 
overall mean earnings $7, 185 $5,659 

Source: Same as table 1, 
Census tables 4 and 9. 

. 20369 

- (3) 
(2) 
m 

.987 

. 1.540 

.804 

.979 
• 788 

Assume that only the partially work disabled under 55 will have their earnings increased 

by the regulation. -Also assume t}:lat only 1/2 of the partially disabl_ed females under 55 

would be affected in order to adjust for the sex differential in labor force participation. 

Finally, since State and Local Government and Medical and Health Services, which con-

tain most of the grantees covered by the regulation, provide approximately 20 percent of 

total employment, assume that estimat.es can be made by multiplying combinations of the 

numbers in table 1 by • 20 • • 

These assumptions lead to an estimate of 833 thousand for the number of disabled 

workers that will have their earnings affected by the proposed regulation. If one includes 

all those under 55 (both partially and totally work disabled), the estimate will rise to 

1.2 million; if we use a factor of .3 rather than .2 it also rises to 1.2 i:nUUqn, etc. 

It is not clear if those who reported themselves as totally work disabled will be helped 

by the regulation. Almost all of these individuals reported no work experience during 1969 

*Since the regulation also applies to subcontractors of covered grantees, a percentage 

greater than .20 ls prol:ably more appropriate. The fact that state and loeal governments 

also have a disproportionate numl:er of "mental jobs" also indicates a factor larger than • 20. 
A-3 
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(compare columns 4 and 5 of table 1-A). On the other hand almost all of them reported 

..1 that they had had worlc experience at some time previous to 1969 (compare columns 4 and 

6 in table 1-A). Clearly~ of theae Individuals will be fn a position to be helped by the 

regulation as they recover somewhat from-their condi~ons with time and rehabilitative 

services. However, it is not possible to conjecture, even roughly, bow many this wW be. 

TABLE 3-A 

OCCUPATIONAL STATIJS BY DISABILITY STATIJS 

FOR EMPLOYED MALES 18-44 
UNITED STATES 1970 

(1) (2) 

Percent distribution Non-disabled · PartiallI disabled 

Total 1003 1003 

Prof., tech. and kindred . 17.0 13.4 

Mgrs. and admin. -(except farm) 9.9 8.4 

Sales workers 6.6 6.7 

Clerical workers 7.9 9.4 

1 Craftsmen and kindred workers 21.3 18.9 

operatives (except transp.) 14.4 15.6 

Transp. equip. oper. ~.3 6.7 

uiborers (except farm) 6.5 8.1 

Farm workers 3.2 3.9 

Service workers (except private H. H.) 6.8 8.5 

Private household workers o.o 0.1 

Source: Same as table 1, 
Census table 6. 

/ 

(3) 

~22-(12 

-3.6 
-1.s 
--0.1 
+1.5 
-2.4 
+1.2 
~.4 

+1.6 
i-0. 7 
+I. 7 
i-0.1 

By how much will the average_ disabled worker have his earnings capacity1 increased 

-as a result of the proposed regulation? The data in table 2-A show that among those who 

report themselves as only partially work disabled, disebllity is not much of a barr.!er to 

employment per se. Labor force participation rates of non -disabled and 1>4rtially disablea 

prime age males are very close. However, the quality of employment (both in terms of _ 

-type and stability of the work) is another matter. · Although the unemployment, occupational, 

(table 3-A) and earnings differentials between non-disabled and partially disabled are not 

enormous, they are still substantial and suggest that the proposed regulations might have-

a significant impact. · 

The data in table 4-A show that there is a moderate educational attainment differential 

betw~ these two gr0ups. This 'difference can account for about 3 ~rcentage points of the 

A-4 
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... 

2L.2 -pereemage point ·differenee fo overall· mean earnings (last row and column of table 
2-A).• Thus there. is an.18 percenf differential in earnings at the same educational 
level.•• "What p~rt of this 18 percent is due to discrimination and therefore likely to be 
eliminated by the regulation? It is-"Dot _wssible to say precisely~ · But two other data sets, 
l>oth relating to disabled veterans, give some further µisight into the· possible earnirigs · 
effects of the regulation. · 

.TABLE 4-A 

YEARS OF SCHOOL COMPLETED BY DISABILITY 
STATUS, MALES 18-44: 

\ .-
UNITED STATES 1970 . 
(Percent distribution) 

Disabili~ status 

Non- Partially work . Totally work 
Sclloal completed 

I.en than l;rlgh school grad 
High school grad 
Same college or more 

Smlrre: Same as table 1, 
Census table 3. 

disabled 

30.03 
36.8 
33.1 

100. 

disabled disabled 

39.0% 65.33 
33.5 22.3 
27.S 12.4 

100. 100. 

-ialile 5-A presents some data from a special survey o~ disabled (and some non .. 
ahled) veterans. The purpose of the survey was to validate the earnings loss factors used 
by me Veter.ans Administration to determine the amount a disabled veteran receives as a 

· dis2tlbn,;ty allowance. Table 5-A shows both the actual earnings differential that existed in 

~ three percent figure was estimat~d by using the method of "standardized averages • " 
The eaoi11'&5 of all males, ages 25-34 by edilcation cell were u_sed to compute .weighted 
~ mtile tWo educational attainment distributions in table 4-A. These two averages 
diffa:ed by 33. (See the 1970 Census of Po?llation Subject Report, PC(2)-8B Earnings by 
0 • "i*'Ri001 and Education, table 1 for the earning$ by education data used in this computa -

timl.l 
.--nas is a very crude way of estimating the contribution of education differentials to earn-
h:rgs ~s by d'•ability status • . There is a large i~teraction effect between the earn-

. izp effects of disabiliiy and the level ,of.education of the disabled person. (Sec.below, 
taHe 8-A.) Tbus although the average differential across all education cells is 183, the diffcr-
emti11l among thQse with less than a high school educatiop might be as tnuch as 363 and that 
~gc::oilege graduates close 'to 0%. • 
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1967 between di.sabled and non-disabled veterans of the same age, edUcation, and region 
of the country, as well as the rat~d percentage loss factor used by the VA at that time. - ... _ -

These loss factors represented thi oest judgment of medical people (around 1950) 
about how much eamings capacity was impaired by the particular type of 'disability. They 
nfiect the mix of physical and mental requirements of the jobs available to veterans at 
that time. The fact that in 1967 actual earnings differentials were smaller than the rated 
loss factors (except for the mental disabilities) is probably related to the ··shifts in job con~ ~ 
tent ~ toward more mental and less physical tasks.• 

·Note the surprisingly small earnings losses for some of the very severe physical con-
ditions. This suggests that many of the individuals who reported themselves as totaUy 
work disabied in the l970 Census may )>e able to regain signWcant earnings capacity in 
later years.•• Note also the striking difference in the relationship between rated and 
actual earnings loss percentages as between mental and physi~ dis.abilities. As noted 
above, this undoubtedly reflects differences in how much job restructuring can be used to 
accommodate these two types of disabling conditions. Any physical condition, . DO matter 
how severe, is specific and may only· affect 10 or 15 percent of the tasks involved in 

- m(>st job .categories. And physical ~sabilities need not effect the indiyidual's ability to 
stand stress and deal extensively with individuals, both of which are key elements .in most 
high paying job categories. Mental and emotional Clisabilities on the other band are very 
general in character and may rechlce one's capacity to perform under stress and in situa-
tions requirlng extensive interaction with other people. · · 

Our final data set although much less comprehensive does present some direct informa -
ti.on on the effect of discrimination. · It was obtained in a study of the employment problems 
encountered by disabled Vietnam era v~terans. Information-on employment status, earn-
ings, experience With employers, etc. I WaS Collected On about 8, 000 disabled Veterans 
selected from the VA's Disability Record files. The fypical disabled veteran in the sample 
had been out of the service for four years and was about 31-32 years old at the time of the 
survey. Detailed information on type and severity of disability were available from VA 
files so that all the material could be cross -tabulated by these variables. 

·. •Another factor here is that the v A is prOba.biy more concemed that the relative amount~ 
received by different veterans corresponds to the relative s~erity of their disabilities' . 
than they are about ~e ·match between earnings capacity loss and benefit amount. 
-.*It is imj)ortant ·to note that disabled veter~ as a group have much stronger pecuniary 
worlc incentives than do disabled workers who are covered by other large federal disability 
progranis. Disabled veterans, unlike beneficiaries under OASDI, do not stand to lose .any 
of their disability benefits by working. Thus their participation and earnings performance 

_-may overstate what to expect from severely disabled non-veteran groups. 
' . . 
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TABLB 5-A 

RATING SCHEDULE EARNINGS LOSS FACTORS AND ACTuAL 

EARNINGS DIFFERENTIALS BETWEEN DISABLED VETERANS 

AND A CONTROL oiooP t ~y SELECTED TYPES OF 
SEVERE DISABILITY cbNomoNS: 

' 
SURVEY DONE IN 1969 AND 
EARNINGS ARB FOR 1967 

-...... (2) . . (3) (~ . 
(1) Observed earnin~ differen als . 

20373 

Rating Earnings of .Earnings of Fercentage 
schedule control Vets with differential 

earnings loss group disability 
<_
2>;<3> x 100 

Type of disability . factor (3) ($) ($) 

Phr!ical and hi&hlI visible: 

Amputation: upper thigh 80.0 7,500 6,000 20.03 

Amputation: leg 60.0 . 7,404 .5. 975 19.3 

Amputation: hand 90.0 7,517 5,540 26.3 

~lindness - both eyes 100.0 7,403 1, 177 84.1 

903 blindness - both eyes 90.0 7~007 1, 408 79.9 

803 blindness - both eyes 70.0 7,209 3,518 51.2 

Polio - 1003 disabling 100.0 9,012 4,713 47.7 

Polio - 603 disabling 60.0 9,041 7, 287 19.4 

Paralysis - both upper and 
lower - 903 ·- 90.0 7,580 5,230 31.0 

Paralysis - both upper and .... 

lower - 60% 60.0 7,195 5,612 22.0 

Mental-Psxchoneurotic: 

Anxiety state - 503 50.0 7,045 3,945 44.0 

Anxiety reaction - 703 70.0 7,017 1,122 84.0 

Anxie_ty reaction - 503 so.o 6, 984 1, 676 76.0 

Psychoneurotic reaction - 703 70.0 7, 166 l, 218 83.0 

Psycboneurotic reaction - 503 ·so.o 7,222 2,022 72.0 

Source: "Economic Validation of the Rating Schedlle" Appendix in Veterans' 

Administration Proposed Revision of Schedule for Rating Disabilities --

. Submitted to Committee on Veterans' Affairs United Stat~ Senate 

(U.S. Govt. Printing Office, Washington 1973). 

/ 
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Tables 6-A - 10-A contain some relevant findf.ngs from this survey. The data In 
tables 6~A and 7-A, although for a very different group, show the same patterns of labor . 
force participation by age and severity of disability that we observed in the 1970 Census 
Data.• - .: . : ~- -- . . - . 

TABLE 6-A 

EMPLOYM~N'f AND WOR FOR.CE STA rus FOR A 'SAMPLE 
OF DISABLED VIETNAM ERA VETERANS 

Status 

Currently employed 
Looking for work 
In school 
No longer looking or never looked for work 

· · (n = 7, 728) 
. 

Percent 

74.3 
9.5 
7.8 
8.3 

100.0 

Source: Wilson. Richards and Ber~ini, Disabled Veterans of the Vietnam Era: 
Employment Problems and Prospects, HumRRO Technical Report 75-1, 
HumRRO Eastern Division, Alexandria, Va., Jan. 1_975, p.26, Table ~-1 

Tables 9-A and 10-A contain some direct evidence on the effects of discrimination. 
Twenty-nine percent of those who had loolced for work at some time since leaving the 

service reported at least one experience of discrimination. However, as table 10-A 
shows, holding constant severity level, the percentage who perceived discrimination varies 
sharply with the level of education. This fact combined with the striking difference by 
education level in the effects of d~sability on labor force activicy (table 8-A), suggests 

. that some of the instances of perceived discrimination may have occurred ln situations in. 

which the disabled ve.teran's productivity (even with reasonable accommodations) was lower 
than .that of a non-disabled worker. The levels of perceived discrimination for the college 
graduate group are probably the most reliable since severity level has very little effect on 
employment opportunities for them. · 

lt is difficult to translate the incidence of perceived discrimination into an overall 
average earnings differential. However, since so many veterans did not perceive discrim-
ination, it is. likely that some of the aggregative eamiDP- differential by disability status . · 
(as in tables 2-A and 5-A) !snot due to discrimination. However, the portion due to 

•Note however that the labor force participation rate of yol.l_ng severely disabled veterans 
is still relatively high. This probably reflects · 1n part the differential pecuniary work . 
·incentives confronting disabled veterans mentioned above. · 
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discrimination (including the lack of making reasonable accommodations) could-still be 
close to 100 percent. Many veterans may not have perceived discrimination iri situat!ons 
where the employer was not making some minor accommodation for his disabling condition. 

- ' - ~ 

- ~ .... -
:· TABLE 7-A 

PERCENT NO LONGER LOOKING OR NEVER LOOKED FOR 
WORK BY AGE AND SEVERITY OF_ DISABILITY 

' Severi~ of disabili~ · 

A~e ...... . · Sli~t .Moderate · Severe 

Under 30 : 2.53 7.5 20.0 
30-44 1.5 4.5 36.-0 
45 or over 13.0 15.0 . ·53.0 

. :- . 

Si>urce: Slime as table 6-A, p.32,, table III-3, _, ~ttained by combi~ingt~ Percentages -
shown for "no ·longer looking for work since leaving service." 

TABLE 8-A 

PERCENT NO LONGER WORKING OR NEVER LOOKED FOR 
WORK BY EDUCATION AND SEVERITY OF DISABILITY, 

VETERANS UNDER 30 YEARS OF AGE 

Severity of disability 

Education level Mild Moderate Severe 

H.S. dropout 5.8 . 15.0 35.0 
H. S • graduate 3.5 7.0 25.0 
Attended college . 1.5 6.5 . 12.0 
College graduate 3.0 2.0 4.0 

Source: Same as table 6-A, p. 54. table 111-24. Obtained by combining the percentages 
shown for "no longer looking for work" and "haven't looked for work since 
leaving service." 

·-. 
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·TABLE 9-A 

PERCENT .OF VETERANS WHO EVER LOOKED FOR WORK 

' WHO THOUGHT SO~E- EMPLOYERS DISCRIMINATED 

AGAINST THEM, BY AGE AND 

Age 

<30 
30-44 
4S+ 

SEVERITY OF DISAlULITY 

Severity of disai,llity 
Mild Moderate Severe 

22% 
20 
16 

38 
37 
11 

49 
59 
46 

Source: Same as table 6-A, p.214, table A-V~l • . . 
TABLE 10-A 

I 

PERCENT OF VETERANS WHO EVER. LOOKED JoR WORK 

WHO THOUGIIT SOME EMPLOYERS DISCRIMINATED 

AGAINST THEM, BY EDUCATION AND SEVERITY 
OF DISABILITY: 

VETERANS. UNDER•30 YEARS OF AGE 

Severity of disability 

Education level Mild Moderate Severe 

H. S. dropout 
H. S. graduate 
Attended college 
College graduate 

30.0% 
23 
23 
12 

Source: Same as table 6-A, p.215, table A-V-2. 
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APPENDIX B 

COMPENDTIJM OF STATE LAWS 
RELATING TO SPECIAL EDUCATION 
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STATE STATUTORY RESPONSIBILITIES FOR THE 
EDUCATION OF HANDICAPPED CHILDREN 
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Setting this goal, of course, does not 
mandate the means of its accomplish-
ment. The recurring phrases, "full par-
ticipation" and "total integration," how-
ever, delineate the ultimate target 
toward which we may direct specific 
conduct, policies, and practices and 
against which we may measure progress. 

The Costs and Benefits of Full 
Participation 

There are a number of approaches that 
our society could have chosen in working 
with the handicapped people. For in-
stance, it might have done nothing and 
adopted a Social Darwinist view of sur-
vival of the fittest. 10 Or it might have 
continued to pursue the custodial ap-
proach of sheltering and segregating. 
Another alternative might have been to 
guarantee each handicapped person a 
certain minimum level of service and 
opportunity to ensure a minimally ade-
quate quality of life. Under such a 
scheme, each handicapped person might 
have been assured an appropriate 
"niche" in society, with rights, for in-
stance, to a job, housing, essential medi-
cal treatment, and transportation. Or 
perhaps an even more extreme alterna-
tive would have been to provide handi-

was interpreted as meaning "mainstreaming the 

world's 400 million disabled persons into every 

aspect of society." Stuart Eizenstat, Counselor to 

President Carter, address to the U.S. Planning 

Council for the U.N. Year of Disabled Persons, 

Washington, D.C., June 29, 1979, quoted in Stan-

ley S. Herr, "Rights of Disabled Persons: Interna-

tional Principles and American Ex·periences," 

Colum. Human Rights L Rev.. vol. 12 (1980). 

Handicapped persons and their advocates have 

concurred in such statements of the societal goal: 

''Total Integration is the number one priority." 

Max Starkloff, testimony, hearing before the 

Architectural and Transportation Barriers Com-

pliance Board, Chicago, Ill., June 9- 10, 1975, 

- . "' -·- ..... _ .. __. - . 
...._-

capped people with all the resources, 
assistance, and restructuring necessary 
to permit them to pursue any activity, 
vocation, and way of life they chose. 

Instead of these alternatives, our soci-
ety has chosen to try to provide handi-
capped people fair and equal chances to 
participate fully in economic competition 
and in opportunities for education, hous-
ing, transportation, health care, and oth-
er services and benefits available to most 
people. 

Few would argue against a general 
goal of increasing handicapped people's 
participation, particularly in situations 
where it can be pursued cheaply and 
easily. Where costs appear to be more 
substantial, however, specific programs 
for achieving full participation by prohi-
biting discrimination and providing es-
sential services are sometimes ques-
tioned. Many such initiatives, particular-
ly civil rights laws proscribing discrimi-
nation against handicapped people, can 
be justified as matters of simple equity 
and basic human rights to which cost 
should not be used as an excuse. General-
ly, the cost of eliminating discriminatory 
practices does not justify continuing to 
discriminate, although cost may be a 
legitimate factor in choosing among vari-

quoted in U.S., Architectural and Transportation 

Barriers Compliance Board, Freedom of Choice: 
Report to the President and Congress on Housing 
Needs of Handicapped Individuals (1976), vol. 2, 

pp. 1-2, also quoted with approval in Kent Hull, 

The Rights of Physically Handicapped People 
(New York: Avon Books, 1979), pp. 33-34 (empha-

sis added). Some business leaders have also 

advocated the goal of full participation. See Bob 

Gatty, "Business Finds Profit in Hiring the 

Disabled," Nation~ Business, August 1981, pp. 

30-31, quoting Xerox Corporation President Da-

vid J . Kearns. 
10 See Garrity v. Gallen, 522 F. Supp. 171, 207 

(D.N.H. 1981). 
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ous alternatives for remedying discrimi-
nation. 

Some have argued, however, that ac-
commodations to permit participation by 
handicapped persons may simply cost too 
much for society to undertake without 
financial detriment to other citizens. 11 A 
1979 New York Times editorial voiced 
such concerns: 

Do the 30 million Americans afflict-
ed with physical or mental handi-
caps have a right of access, no mat-
ter what the cost, to all publicly 
sponsored activities? That is now a 
central question because the price of 
such access for the disabled promises 
to become very great. 12 

Time magazine discussed the costs of 
implementing accommodation require-
ments and concluded: "Overzealous en-
forcement could drive well-meaning in-
stitutions to distraction, if not out of 
business, and thus handicap society as a 
whole."13 

In response to such reservations con-
cerning costs, the Congress and regulato-
ry agencies have carefully considered the 
cost implications of .nondiscrimination 
requirements and other government ini-

11 Henry Fairlie, "We're Overdoing Help For 
the Handicapped," The Washington Post, June 1, 
1980, p. D-1; Steven V. Roberts, "Harder Times 
Make Social Spenders Hard Minded," The New 
York Times, Aug. 3, 1980, p. E-3; Timothy B. 
Clark, "Regulation Gone Amok: How Many Bil-
lions for Wheelchair Transit?" AEI Journal on 
Government and Society/Regulation, March-
April 1980, p. 47. 
n Editorial, "Must Every Bus Kneel to the 
Disabled?" New York Times, Nov. 18, 1979, p. 18-
E, quoted in John S. Hicks, "Should Every Bus 
Kneel?" Disabled People as Second-Class Citizens, 
ed. Myron G. Eisenberg, Cynthia Griggins, and 

70 

tiatives seeking to ensure fuller partici-
pation by handicapped people. Practical 
experience has shown that the costs of 
legally required accommodations to al-
low handicapped people's participation 
are often nominal. 14 Projected costs have 
frequently proven to be overestimated 
and contrary to common sense and prac-
ticality.15 Moreover, the courts and 
regulators have indicated that there are 
limits on the extent to which accommo-
dation is legally required. 16 Excessive 
cost and undue hardship may, in certain 
circumstances, be legitimate excuses for 
not making a change or modification to 
enhance the participation of a handi-
capped person. The U.S. Supreme Court 
has indicated that recipients of Federal 
financial assistance are not always re-
quired to make accommodations for 
handicapped people that involve undue 
financial burdens. 17 Federal regulations 
indicate that the costliness of making an 
accommodation in employment can 
.amount to an undue hardship that ex-
cuses an employer from the obligation to 
render the accommodation. 18 Similarly, 
three Federal courts have ruled that 
public transportation systems receiving 
Federal financial assistance are not le-
gally required to make modifications 

Richard Duval (New York: Springer Publishing 
Co., 1982). 
13 "Helping the Handicapped: Without Crip-
pling Institutions," Time, Dec. 5, 1977, p. 34. 
u See chap. 6 in the section entitled "Wbat Is 
Reasonable Accommodation?" 
15 See examples discussed in the introduction to 
this monograph. 
n See chap. 6 in the section entitled "Limita-
tions Upon the Obligation to Accommoca te." 
17 Southeastern Community College v. D.:.Yis, 
442 U.S. 397, 412-13 (1979). 
18 45 C.F.R. §84.12(c)(3) (1982); 41 c.r.R. §GC:-
741.6(d) (1982). 
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that are too massive or too costly in 

order to allow participation of handi-

capped riders. 11 In addition, a Federal 

court of appeals has indicated that a 

legal requirement to provide an appro-

priate public education for each handi-

capped child is not an obligation to 

provide "the best education. . .money 

can buy."20 Thus, as interpreted by the 

courts and regulators, full participation 

and nondiscrimination do not mean the 

unlimited expenditure of funds to assist 

handicapped people. 
The costs of permitting handicapped 

people to participate are most apparent 

in times of scarce resources. The courts 

have indicated, however, that budget 

· shortages and financial hardships should 

not be disproportionately borne by hand-

icapped citizens. In Mills v. Board of 

Education of the District of Columbia, 21 

a Federal court declared: 

If sufficient funds are not available 

to finance all of the services and 

programs that are needed and desir-

able in the system then the available 

funds must be expended equitably in 

such a manner that no child is 

entirely excluded from a publicly 

supported education consistent with 

his needs and ability to benefit 

therefrom. The inadequacies of the 

District of Columbia Public School 

System whether occasioned by insuf-

ficient funding or administrative in-

efficiency, certainly cannot be per-

11 See Dopico v. Goldschmidt, 687 F .2d 644, 649-

50 (2d Cir. 1982); American Pub. Transit Ass'n v. 

Lewis, 655 F.2d 1272, 1278 (D.C. Cir. 1981); Rhode 

Island Handicapped Action Comm. v. Rhode 

Island Pub. Transit Auth., 549 F. Supp. 592, 607 

(D.R.I. 1982). 
so Hessler v. State Bd. of Educ. of Md., 700 F.2d 

134, 139 (4th Cir. 1983). 

·- .. , - -~ ..... ---........r• 

mitted to bear more heavily on the 

"'exceptional" or handicapped child 

than on the normal child. 22 

In Board of Education of Hendrick Hud-

son Central &hool District v. Rowley, 23 

the U.S. Supreme Court quoted this 

language with approval as setting a 

"'realistic standard. "24 

Any change from the status quo in-

volves some costs. For social programs, it 

is appropriate to consider the long term, 

societal effects, rather than the short 

term costs of the program with regard to 

particular beneficiaries. When viewed in 

this broader perspective, the answer to 

concerns about the costs of full participa-

tion is that Congress, American business 

leaders, and other authorities have con-

cluded that the costs of achieving full 

participation are more than offset by the 

resulting societal benefits. 
From their inception, governmental 

programs for handicapped people have 

had interrelated economic and humani-

tarian purposes. The aim of early reha-

bilitation legislation-to enable handi-

capped people to go to work and contrib-

ute to the gross national product and the 

tax coffers-has remained a primary 

goal of subsequent legislative initia-

tives.25 In 1963 President Kennedy sig-

nificantly broadened the economic anal-

ysis of such programs when he cited long 

term dollar savings as a partial justifica-

tion for his proposal of a comprehensive 

21 348 F. Supp. 866 (D.D.C. 1972). 

:12 /d at 876. 
., 102 S.Ct. 3034 (1982). 

14 /d at 3044, n. 15. 
as &e S. Rep. No. 318, 93d Cong., 1st Ses~ .• 

reprinted in, 1973 U.S. Code Cong. & Adm. News 

2076, 2082-85. 
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program of facilities and programs to 
address mental illness and mental retar-
dation. In a special message to Congress, 
the President noted the humanitarian 
values his proposal would further but 
also stressed statistical data to empha-
size the economic waste resulting from 
previous governmental policies toward 
mental health and mental retardation. 21 

Since then, in various contexts, the ratio-
nale of programs for handicapped people 

.. "Special Message to the Congress on Mental 
Illness and Mental Retardation," Feb. 5, 1963, 
Public Papers of the Presi<knts: John F Kennedy. 
1963. no. 50,pp. 126,127. 
11 See. e.g., Comptroller General of the United 
States, "Returning the Mentally Disabled to the 
Community: Government Needs to Do More," 
Jan. 7, 1977, pp. 5-6; S. Rep. No. 318, 93d Cong., 
1st Sess. reprinted in 1973 U.S. Code Cong. and 
Adm. News 2085-86; U.S., Department of Hous-
ing and Urban Development, "A Cost-Benefit 
Analysis of Accessibility," undated; Discrimina-
tion Against Handicapped Persons: The Costs, 
Benefits and Infiationary Impact of Implement-
ing Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 
Covering Recipients of HEW FZnancial Assis-
tance. 41 Fed. Reg., app. B, 20,312 (1976); Con-
gressional Budget Office, Urban Transportation 
for Handicapped Persons: Alternative Federal 
Approaches (1979) p. 67; 119 Cong. Rec. 24,586 
(1973) (statement of Sen. Cranston); H.R. Rep. 
1149, 95th Cong., 2d Sess. 8, reprinted in 1978 U.S. 
c.ode Cong. & Ad. News 7312, 7320; Note, "Ac-
commodating the Handicapped: The Meaning of 
Discrimination Under Section 504 of the Rehabil-
itation Act," NY. U. L Rev., vol. 55 (1980), pp. 
900-01; Note, "Mending the Rehabilitation Act of 
1973," U. fll L Rev .• vol. 1982 (1982), pp. 727-28; 
American Bar Association, Eliminating Environ-
mental Barriers (1979), p. 2. 
• Given initial impetus by the many large 
government expenditures on flood control and 
national defense projects, cost-benefit analysis is 
a systematic approach expressing in numerical 
terms the costs and benefits of a particular 
project or program over a period of time. It seeks 
to minimize subjective evaluations of programs 
by providing objective, quantifiable measure-
ments that accurately reflect true value. See 

72 

has included analysis of their economic 
benefits to society. •1 

The degree to which cost-benefit ana-
lysis211 may be applied appropriately to 
governmental programs for handicapped 
people has been the subject of controver-
sy. n Many authorities agree the analy-
sis of financial costs and benefits is an 
important consideration in selecting the 

generally Alice Rivlin, Systematic Thinking for 
Social Action (Washington, D.C.: The Brookings 
Institution, 1971), pp. 56-63; E.J. Mishan, Cost-
Benefit Analysis (New York: Praeger, 1976); 
Abdul Qayum, Social Cost-Benefit Analysis 
(Portland: The Ha Pi Press, 1978); Edward M. 
Gramlich, Benefit-Cost Analysis of Government 
Programs (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, 
1981). Pursuant to Executive Order 11291, major 
Federal regulations must be analyzed to assess 
their costs and benefits, and unless otherwise 
required by law, the most cost-effective alterna-
tive must be chosen. See Comptroller General of 
the United States, Improved Quality, Adequate 
Resources, and Consistent Oversight Needed If 
Regulatory Analysis Is to Help Control Costs and 
Regulations (1982), p. 1 (hereafter cited as GAO 
Report on Regulatory Analysis to Control Costs). 
" E.g., Note, "Accommodating the Handi-
capped: The Meaning of Discrimination Under 
Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act," NY. U. L. 
Rev., vol. 55 (November 1980), p. 901, n. 101; 
Note, "Mending the Rehabilitation Act of 1973," 
U. Ill L. Rev .• vol. 1982 (1982), pp. 727-28; Elliott 
Krause, "Social Crisis and the Future of the 
Disabled," in Disabled People as Second-Class 
Citizens, pp. 276, 287-88; Lloyd Burton, "On 
Computing the Cost of Freedom," /)jsability 
Rights Review, vol. 1 (3) (March 1982), pp. 4-5; 
Leopold D. Lippman, Attitudes Toward the 
Handicapped (Springfield, Ill.: Charles C. 
Thomas Publisher, 1972), pp. 100-02; President's 
Committee on Mental Retardation, "A New 
Approach to Decision-Making in Human Man-
agement Services," Changing Patterns in Resi-
dential Services for the Mentally Retarded, ed. 
Robert B. Kugel and Wolf Wolfensberger (Wash-
ington, D.C.: 1969), pp. 369-72 (hereafter cited as 
"A New Approach to Decision-Making"). 
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most efficient alternative among several 

choices for reaching a particular goal.10 

It is not so clear, however, that using 

cost-benefit analysis to select societal 

goals or evaluate social programs is 

appropriate. Cost-benefit analysis 

strongly favors quantifiable data, usual-

ly dollars and cents, on the theory that 

marketplace prices, fixed by supply and 

demand, are more reliable than subjec-

tive value judgments. Many social pro-

grams exist, however, because the mar-

ketplace does not adequately provide 

needed public services or because it is 

unfairly biased. 
In such circumstances, the method-

ological premises or applications of cost-

benefit analysis may encounter diffi-

culty. Some authorities suggest the anal-

ysis of financial costs and benefits is 

appropriate only for evaluating the effi-

ciency of various approaches for reach-

ing a selected goal. 31 Since Congress has 

determined, as a matter of national 

" See. e.g., Qayum, Social C.OSt Benefit Analysis. 

pp. 9-10; Rivlin, Systematic Thinking for Social 

Action, pp. 56-60; GAO Report on Regulatory 

Analysis to Control Costs, pp. 12-13; Congressio-

nal Budget Office, Urban Transportation for 

Handicapped Persons: Alternative Federal Ap-

proaches, pp. 3-5; Wolfensberger, "A New Ap-

proach to Decision-Making," p. 371; HUD Cost-

Benefit Analysis, p. 4. 
11 E.g., Rivlin, Systematic Thinking for Social 

Action, pp. 56-60; Gerben De.Jong and Raymond 

Lifchez, "Physical Disability and Public Policy," 

Scientific American, vol. 248, no. 6 (June 1983), p. 

49; Burton, "On Computing the Cost of Free-

dom," Disability Rights Review, March 1982, pp. 

4-5; CBO, Urban Transportation for Handi-

capped Persons: Alternative Federal Approaches, 

p. 4; HUD Cost-Benefit Analysis, p. 4; Qayum, 

Social Cost Benefit Analysis, pp. 102-05. Cf 

Mishan, Cost-Benefit Analysis. pp. 382-89. 

82 E.g., Rivlin, Systematic Thinking for Social 

Action. pp. 59-60; GAO Report on Regulatory 

Analysis to Control Costs, p. 11; A.B.A., Eliminat-

policy, that handicapped persons are 

entitled as human beings to the opportu-

nity of full participation in our society, 

economic factors should be considered 

only in determining how, and not wheth-

er, to pursue that goal. Moreover, most 

authorities seem to agree that financial 

data cannot adequately illustrate the 

societal value of programs without ac-

counting for less easily quantifiable ef-

fects such as psychological, aesthetic, 

and humanitarian benefits.32 

Nonetheless, numerous authorities 

have argued that economic advantages 

to society support the objective of handi-

capped people's full participation.33 

There is substantial evidence that the 

full participation approach renders sig-

nificant economic benefits. In particular, 

governmental efforts to promote full 

participation for handicapped people in 

the areas of rehabilitation, employment, 

education, residential programs, and the 

elimination of environmental barriers 

ing Environmental Barriers, p. 2; Burton, "On 

Computing the Cost of Freedom," pp. 4-5; Qa-

yum, Social C.OSt Benefit Analysis. pp. 80-106. 

., See, e.g., Paul G. Hearne, statement, in Civil 

Rights Issues of Handicapped Americans: Public 

Policy Implications, consultation before the U.S. 

Commission on Civil Rights, Washington, D.C., 

May 13-14, 1980, pp. 198, 199-01 (hereafter cited 

as Hearne statement, Consultation); "Mending 

the Rehabilitati~n Act," pp. 727-28; Frank Bowe, 

Rehabilitating America: Towards Independence 

for Disabled and Elderly People (New York: 

Harper & Row, 1980); A.B.A., Eliminating Envi-

ronmental Barriers, p. 2; H.R. Rep. 1149, 95th 

Cong. 2d Sess., reprinted in 1978 U.S. Code Cong. 

& Ad. News 7312, 7320; 119 Cong. Rec. S. 3320-21 

(1972) (statement of Sen. Williams); Costs, Bene-

fits and Inflationary Impact of Section 504, 41 

Fed. Reg. 20364-65 (1976). See also "Remarks at 

the Annual Meeting of the President'5 Commit-

tee on Employment of the Handicapp~d," Mry 1, 

1980. Public Papers of the Presidn1ts: J immy 

Carter, 1980, pp. 808, 812. 

73 
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have been advocated on economic 
grounds. 

Rehabilitation 
In signing the Rehabilitation Act of 

1973, President Nixon described the re-
habilitation program as having long 
been one of the most successful of all 
Federal grant activities.34 Numerous 
studies document the success of vocation-
al rehabilitation programs in providing 
training to enable handicapped people to 
achieve independence.35 These studies 
find very high benefit-to-cost ratios, 
ranging from a low of 2 to 1 to as high as 
86 to l.36 A 1978 House report declared: 

[S]everal cost-benefit analyses of the 
rehabilitation program have been 
conducted and although these analy-
ses differ with respect to methods 
and assumptions, they all agree on 
one crucial fact-the benefits of the 
rehabilitation program are many 
times its costs. . . . 

The total annual earnings of 303,328 
individuals rehabilitated in fiscal 
year 1976 are estimated at $1.347 
billion-or a net increase of $1.101 
billion over the earnings of these 

.. "Statement on Signing the Rehabilitation Act 
of 1973," Sept. 23, 1973, Public Papers of the 
Presidents: Richard Nixon, 1973, no. 274, p. 823. 
aa See Sar A. Levitan and Robert Taggart, Jobs 
for the Disabled (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins 
Univ. Press, 1977), pp. 77-78; Richard V. Burk-
hauser and Robert H . Haveman, Disability and 
Work: The &onomics of American Policy (Balti-
more: Johns Hopkins Univ. Press, 1982), pp. 67-
70, and authorities cited therein. 
.. Levitan and Taggart, Jobs for the Disabled, 
pp. 77-78. 

74 

individuals at the time they entered 
the rehabilitation system. 

In addition to the annual earnings 
that rehabilitated individuals con-
tribute to the GNP, the Rehabilita-
tion Services Administration esti-
mates that individuals, as a mini-
mum, will be contributing approxi-
mately 6 percent of their total in-
come to Federal, state and local 
governments in taxes. This contribu-
tion is, of course, in addition to the 
estimated savings to the government 
through the removal of clients from 
the public assistance roles, by reduc-
ing the dependency of clients or the 
removal of clients from institu-
tions.37 

Based solely on the increase in earnings 
due to vocational rehabilitation efforts, 
these economic advantages do not in-
clude such unquantifiable benefits as the 
psychological well-being of clients and 
their families. 

Employment 
Similar economic benefits have been 

attributed to government programs pro-
hibiting handicap discrimination in em-
ployment. As chapter 2 noted, dispropor-
tionately fewer handicapped people than 

17 H.R. Rep. No. 1149, 95th Cong., 2d Sess. 8-9 
reprinted in 1978 U.S. Code Cong. & Adm. News 
7319-20. 
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nonhandicapped people have jobs. 11 Dis-
crimination also results in lower earn-
ings for handicapped employees. Studies 
have shown that a substantial portion of 
the difference in the wages of handi-
capped and nonhandicapped workers is 
due to labor market discrimination.19 

One study commissioned by the Depart-
ment of Health, Education, and Wel-
fare's Office for Civil Rights estimated 
that eliminating discrimination against 
handicapped people in HEW-funded 
grant programs would yield SI billion 
annually in increased employment and 
earnings for handicapped people.'0 In 
addition to increasing the gross national 
product, it has been estimated that such 
an earnings increase by handicapped 
workers would result in some S58 million 
in additional tax revenues to Federal, 
State, and local governments.u Statis-

•• Hiring of handicapped workers does not 

appear to pose a serious threat of displacing 
nonhandicapped workers. Handicapped people 
share with minorities and women the problem of 

being the first subjected to layoffs in times of 

economic slowdowns. In the current recession, for 
example, unemployment among handicapped 
persons has risen from a prerecession rate of 45 
percent to a present estimated rate of 50-75 
percent. President's Committee on Employment 
of the Handicapped estimates quoted in Handi-
capped Rights and Regulations, Apr. 5, 1983, p. 

49. 
•• See William G. Johnson and James Lambri-
nos, "Employment Discrimination," Sockty, vol. 
20, no. 3 (March-April 1983), p. 48; Barbara L. 

Wolfe, "How the Disabled Fare in the Labor 
Market," Monthly Labor Revkw, vol. 103, no. 9 
(September 1980), pp. 51-52. 
'° Discrimination Against Handicapped Persons: 
The Costs, Benefits and Inflationary Impact of 
Implementing Section 504 of the Rehabilitation 
Act of 1973 Covering Recipknts of HEW Finan-
cial Assistance, 41 Fed. Reg. 20,232 (1976). See, 
Note, "Mending the Rehabilitation Act of 1973," 

p. 727. 

- -- ,.._.,. _____ ,._. , -,.._ .. .. . . t •• ~-- •- ·-' '·-•· ~-·L: .. ""'- -.W:···-· 

tics indicate that funds generated by 
eliminating handicap discrimination 
would return more than 3 dollars for 
every dollar spent.n 

Education 
The costs and benefits of education 

programs for handicapped children have 
been closely scrutinized. A popular con-
cern has been whether the costs involved 
in educating handicapped children are 
justified, particularly in times of budget-
ary constraints. One school district su-
perintendent stated that educating 
handicapped children involves "fantastic 
costs" and that if such special education 
were provided, "other programs [would] 
suffer."0 Although the data are sketchy, 
the costs of educating a handicapped 
child clearly exceed, on the average, the 
cost of educating a nonhandicapped 

u S. Rep. No. 318, 93d Cong., 1st Sess., reprinted 

in 1973 U.S. Code Cong. & Ad. News 2076, 2086; 

119 Cong. Rec. 24,586 (1973) (statement of Sen. 

Cranston). These 1973 estimates were based upon 

a minimum 5 percent of income tax rate. By 1978 

the estimated rate had already risen to 6 percent. 

See H.R. Rep. No. 1149, 95th Cong. 2d Sess., 

reprinted in 1978 U.S. Code Cong. & Ad. News 

7320. 
n 119 Cong. Rec. 24,586 (1973) (statement of Sen. 

Cranston); see also, Note, "Mending the Rehabili-

tation Act," pp. 727-28. 
.ii Steven V. Roberts, "Harder Times Make 

Social Spenders Hard Minded," The New York 

Times, Aug. 3, 1980, p. E-3, quoting District of 

Columbia School Superintendent Vincent E. 

Reed; see also 121 Cong. Rec. 25537 (July 29, 1975) 

(remarks of Rep. Bauman). 

75 
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child.•• The Education for All Handi-
capped Children Act (EAHCA) uses the 
term "excess costs" to describe the addi-
tional costs involved in educating handi-
capped pupils. •5 The portion of such 
expenses underwritten by the Federal 
Government has risen substantially in 
recent years, but State and local govern-
ments continue to bear the bulk of these 
costs.•• Some commentators have sug-
•• The U.S. Department of Education has ob-
served: 

No one knows for certain how much special 
education programming costs. While many 
reasons exist for this uncertainty, a primary 
factor is that education agencies seldom use 
accounting procedures that are based on 
particular types of handicapped children or 
unique instructional programs. Thus, costs 
involved in providing for such matters as 
personnel, services, and transportation for 
handicapped students are comingled with 
budget line categories for nonhandicapped 
students. 

U.S., Department of Education, To Assure the 
Free Appropriate Public Education of All Handi-
capped Children: Fourth Annual Report to 
Congress on the Implementation of Public Law 
94-142: The Education for All Handicapped 
Children Act (1982), p. 12 (hereafter cited as 1982 
P.L. 94-142 Implementation Report). 
While EAHCA was being debated, some congres-
sional leaders made reference to rough estimates 
that educating a handicapped child costs an 
average of twice as much as a nonhandicapped 
child. See 121 Cong. Rec. 25536 (1975) (remarks of 
Rep. Perkins); 121 Cong. Rec. 23703 (1975) (re-
marks of Rep. Brademas). A Rand Corporation 
study estimated that special education costs 2.17 
times the cost of regular eduction. J.S. Kakalik 
and others, The Cost of Special Education: Sum-
mary of Study Findings. performed under con-
tract with the U.S. Department of Education 
(Santa Monica, Calif.: Rand Corporation, 1981), p. 
39. The accuracy and usefulness of such overall 
estimates are somewhat dubious, since special 
education costs vary dramatically from State to 
State, from rural to urban settings, from handi-
cap to handicap, from school district to school 
district, and depend upon the level of supportive 

76 

gested that the mandates imposed upon 
State and local education agencies by 
Federal programs such as the EAHCA 
are disproportionate to the relatively low 
levels of Federal funding provided. 47 

Since the enactment of the EAHCA, 
however, the paramount necessity of 
providing a free appropriate public edu-
cation for each handicapped child is 
rarely questioned. 41 Congress and other 
and professional services made available. See 
U.S., Department of Education, To Assure the 
Free Appropriate Public Education of All Handi-
capped Children.: Fifth Annual Report to 
Congress on the Implementation of Public Law 
94-142: The Education for All Handicapped 
Children Act (1973), p. 16 (hereafter cited as 1983 
P.L. 94-142 Implementation Report); Leigh S. 
Marriner, ''The Cost of Educating Handicapped 
Pupils in New York City," Journal of Education 
Finance. vol. 3 (Summer 1977), pp. 82-97; Lloyd 
E. Frohreich, "Costing Programs for Exceptional 
Children: Dimensions and Indices," Exceptional 
Children, vol. 39 (1973), pp. 517-24; Richard A. 
Rossmiller and Lloyd E. Frohreich, "Expendi-
tures and Funding Patterns in Idaho's Programs 
for Exceptional Children" (Madison, Wisc.: 
March 1979), pp. 1-7. 
' 5 20 U.S.C. §1401(20) (Supp. V 1981). 
" In 1977 grants awarded under EAHCA totaled 
$200 million out of an estimated total of over $7 
billion in national expenditures for excess costs 
of special education. 1983 P.L. 94-142 Implemen-
tation Report, pp. 16, 169. As of the fiscal year 
ending in September 1983, Federal grants under 
EAHCA will total over $930 million. Ibid., p. 169. 
47 See Robert B. Howsam, "Public Education: A 
System to Meet Its Needs," Policy Studies Re-
view, vol. 2, no. 1 (January 1983), p. 102; Lau-
rence E. Lynn, Jr., "The Emerging System for 
Educating Handicapped Children," Policy Stud-
ies Review, vol. 2, no. 1 (January 1983), p. 50; 
Richard A. Rossmiller, "Funding and Entitle-
ment Under P.L. 94-142," Perspectives on the 
Implementation of the ''Education for All Handi-
capped Children Act of 1975, " ed. Richard A. 
Johnson and Anthony P. Kowalski (Washington, 
D.C.: The Council of the Great City Schools, 
1977), p. 30. 
•• Apart from EAHCA, a duty to pro\'jde hr.'1di -
capped children a free appropriate public educa-
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commentators have concluded that ex-
pending funds for educating handi-
capped children is a sound economic 
investment. In enacting the act, 0 

Congress thoroughly explored the costs 
of special education. It studied such 
issues as the degree of additional ex-
pense required for educating a handi-
capped student, 50 the costs of procedural 
requirements, 11 and the apportioning of 
Federal and State responsibility for un-
derwriting such costs.12 Congress also 
considered funding formulas for Federal 
reimbursement,53 authorization levels 
and future funding expectations, 54 and 
the effect of economic hard times and 
budgetary constraints.15 In addition, 
Congress repeatedly stressed the fiscal 

tion has been held to exist under other Federal 
statutes, Federal constitutional provisions, State 
constitutions, and State statutes. See, e.g., New 
Mexico Ass'n for Retarded Citizens v. State of 
N.M., 678 F.2d 847, 853-55 (10th Cir. 1982); Mills 
v. Board of Educ. of D.C., 348 F. Supp. 866 (D.D.C. 
1972); In re G.H., 218 N.W.2d 441 (N.D. 1974); 
Lora v. Board of Educ. of City of N.Y., 456 F. 
Supp. 1211, 1216- 24, 1230-64 (E.D.N.Y. 1978); 
Frederick L. v. Thomas, 419 F. Supp. 960 (E.D. 
Pa. 1976). 
.. Pub. L. No. 94-42, 89 Stat. 773 (1975), 20 
U.S.C. §1401 et seq. 
Ml See 121 Cong. Rec. 23706-07 (1975) (remarks of 
Rep. Quie); 121 Cong. Rec. 25534 (1975) (remarks 
of Rep. Brademas); 121 Cong. Rec. 25536 (1975) 
(remarks of Rep. Perkins). 
11 121 Cong. Rec. 19499 (1975) (remarks of Sen. 
Dole). 
12 See 121 Cong. Rec. 19494 (1975) (remarks of 
Sen. Javits); 121 Cong. Rec. 19498 (1975) (re-
marks of Sen. Dole); 121 Cong. Rec. 19502-03 
(1975) (remarks of Sen. Cranston); 121 Cong. Rec. 
23702 (1975) (remarks of Rep. Brademas); 121 
Cong. Rec. 23705 (1973) (remarks of Rep. Jef-
fords); 121 Cong. Rec. 37410 (1975) (remarks of 
Sen. Randolph). 
" See 121 Cong. Rec. 19494 (1975) (remarks of 
Sen. Javits); 121 Cong. Rec. 23703-04 (1975) 
(remarks of Rep. Brademas); 121 Cong. Rec. 
23706 (1975) (remarks of Rep. Perkins); 121 Cong. 
Rec. 23709 (1975) (remarks of Rep. Biaggi). 

~-~ 't~~-..,__.. _, -:---y .....- - ... .. _ - -Y - ~, .... .,._~ .. -

benefits accruing from such educational 
programs.16 Numerous members of 
Congress expressed their conviction that 
funds expended to educate handicapped 
youngsters would be outweighed by the 
financial returns such education would 
produce.11 The Senate report accompa-
nying the act decried the billions of 
dollars spent to provide some handi-
capped people maintenance in a depen-
dent and minimally adequate lifestyle, 
and concluded: 

With proper education services, 
many would be able to become pro-
ductive citizens, contributing to soci-
ety instead of being forced to remain 
burdens. Others, through such ser-

ac See 121 Cong. Rec. 23707 (1975) (remarks of 
Rep. Quie); 121 Cong. Rec. 25534 (1975) (remarks 
of Rep. Brademas); 121 Cong. Rec. 37025-26 
(1975) (remarks of Rep. Perkins); 121 Cong. Rec. 
37030 (1975) (remarks of Rep. Daniels); 121 Cong. 
Rec. 37413 (1975) (remarks of Sen. Williams). 
115 See 121 Cong. Rec. 37413 (1975) (remarks of 
Sen. Williams); 121 Cong. Rec. 25537 (1975) 
(remarks of Rep. Bauman); 121 Cong. Rec. 37029 
(1975) (remarks of Rep. Michel). • 
" See 121 Cong. Rec. 37420 (1975) (remarks of 
Sen. Hathaway); 121 Cong. Rec. 37411 (1975) 
(remarks of Sen. Humphrey); 121 Cong. Rec. 
25538 (1975) (remarks of Rep. Harris); 121 Cong. 
Rec. 25541 (1975) (remarks of Rep. Harkin); 121 
Cong. Rec. 37418 (1975) (remarks of Sen. Biden); 
121 Cong. Rec. 23709 (1975) (remarks of Rep. 
Minish); 121 Cong. Rec. 23703 (1975) (remarks of 
Rep. Brademas). 
117 See 121 Cong. Rec. 19492 (1975) (remarks of 
Sen. Williams); 121 Cong. Rec. 19505 (1975) 
(remarks of Sen. Beall); 121 Cong. Rec. 25538 
(1975) (remarks of Rep. Harris); 121 Cong. Rec. 
25541 (1975) (remarks of Rep. Harkin); 121 Cong. 
Rec. 37030 (1975) (remarks of Rep. Daniels); 121 
Cong. Rec. 37411 (1975) (remarks of Sen. Hum-
phrey); 121 Cong. Rec. 37417 (1975) (remarks of 
Sen. Javits); 121 Cong. Rec. 37418 (1975) (re-
marks of Sen. Biden); 121 Cong. Rec. 37420 (1975) 
(remarks of Sen. Hathaway). 

77 
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munity are generally less expensive than 
large isolated state institutions. "17 

Transportation 
The costs of eliminating barriers pre-

venting use of public transportation by 
handicapped people are not small, but 
the benefits to society may be substan-
tial. 18 Estimates by the Congressional 
Budget Office (CBO) of costs of removing 
transportational barriers in federally 
funded transit systems range from S4.4 
billion to S6.8 billion."' A study by the 
American Public Transit Association es-
timated the total cost per rider of accessi-
ble fixed route bus service to be $717. 70 

This estimate was based on an average 
estimated cost of five transportation sys-

., Halderman v. Pennhurst State School and 

Hosp., 446 F. Supp. 1295, 1312 (E.D. Pa. 1978), 

reversed on other grounds, 451 U.S. 1 (1981). See 

also Note, "Mending the Rehabilitation Act of 

1973," p. 728; 118 Cong. Rec. 3321 (1972) (state-

ment of Sen. Williams). 
" American Bar Association, Eliminating Envi-
ronmental Barriers (1979), p. 2. 
•• These estimates vary according to which of 

three basic options is being considered for serving 

the transportation needs of handicapped people. 

The first option, the transit plan, would cost $6.8 

billion to be spent over the next 30 years. Of this 

amount $2.2 billion would be spent on modifying, 

operating, and maintaining rail services. This 

$2.2 billion would also include the cost of provid-

ing door-to-door service in lieu of modifying 

stations and rail cars. The remaining $4.6 billion 

would be spent on modifying, purchasing, and 

maintaining transit buses. The second option, the 

taxi plan, would cost an estimated $4.4 billion 

over the next 30 years. This plan would entail a 

number of small modifications in existing rail 

and bus systems. The emphasis, however, would 

be on providing dial-a-ride vans for handicapped 

persons. The third option, the auto plan, would 

cost an estimated $6.4 billion over the next 30 

years. This plan would provide dial-a-ride ser-

vice, low-fare taxi services for severely handi-

capped persons unable to use transit, and finan-

cial assistance to purchase specially equipped 

~ .... _ .,._ .... .. ... _ _ : - · .A 

terns, ranging from S59 per handicapped 

bus rider in San Diego to Sl,440 per 

handicapped passenger in Milwaukee. 71 

Some have suggested that high costs 

make accessible transportation infeasi-
ble.12 One authority has contended that 

rules requiring accessible transportation 

for handicapped people "are so costly, 

and of benefit to such an infinitesimal 

minority of handicapped people, that 

they call into question the wisdom of the 

law and the common sense of those who 
administer it. " 73 

The accuracy of high cost estimates of 

accessible transportation has been the 

subject of much controversy." Figures 

have been criticized as underestimating 

potential handicapped ridership, overes-

vans for permanently handicapped people who 

use wheelchairs. See CBO, Urban Transportation 

for Handicapped Persons: Alternative Federal 

Approaches, pp. xi-xiv. The second and third 

plans would involve ongoing funding for the 

alternative transportation services in perpetuity, 

while the first would impose primarily one-time 

modification costs spread over 30 years. 
70 American Public Transit Association, "Brief 

Review of Mobility Options in Bus Transporta-

tion," June 1980, p. 4. 
71 Ibid. 
72 See Editorial, "Must Every Bus Kneel to the 

Disabled?" New York Ti.mes, Nov. 18, 1979, p. 18-

E; Timothy B. Clark, "Regulation Gone Amok: 

How Many Billions for Wheelchair Transit?" 

AEI Journal on Government and Soci -
ety/Regulation, March-April 1980, p. 47. 
71 Clark, "Regulation Gone Amok," p. 42. 
H See Note, "Accommodating the Handicapped: 

The Meaning of Discrimination Under Section 

504 of the Rehabilitation Act," pp. 901-02, n . 107; 

126 Cong. Rec. 88151 (daily ed. June 25, 1980) 

(remarks of Sen. Exon); 126 Cong. Rec. H11609 

(daily ed. Dec. 2, 1980) (remarks of Rep. Howard); 

CBO, Urban Transportation for Handicapped 

Persons: Alternative Federal Approaches, p. 67; 

126 Cong. Rec. S8151 (daily ed. June 25, 1980); 

126 Cong. Rec. S7673 (daily ed. June 25, 1980) 

(remarks of Sen. Cranston). 

79 
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timating capital and maintenance ex-
penses, miscategorizing capital expendi-
ture costs not included in computing per 
rider costs for nonhandicapped persons, 
and inappropriately comparing one-time 
expenditures with perpetually ongoing 
expenses of certain transit options. 75 

Congressional Budget Office estimates of 
transportation accessibility costs, for ex-
ample, have been strongly challenged by 
the Department of Transportation 
(DOT). 11 DOT argues that CBO figures 
underestimate numbers of potential 
handicapped passengers and overesti-
mate maintenance costs, loss of seating 
capacity, and other expenses.77 DOT 
concludes that, based on more realistic 
figures, the accessible fixed route service 
is actually less expensive than other 
alternatives. 78 

Whatever the actual costs of accessible 
transportation may be, there are clearly 
some significant benefits associated with 
it. Beyond interfering with handicapped 
people's ability to engage in social, recre-
ational, housing, and educational oppor-
tunities available to nonhandicapped 

" See, e.g., Dennis Cannon and Frances Rain-
bow, "Full Mobility: Counting the Costs of the 
Alternatives" (Washington, D.C.: American Co-
alition of Citizens with Disabilities, 1980); 126 
Cong. Rec. S7673-75 (daily ed. June 20, 1980) 
(remarks of Sen. Cranston); 126 Cong. Rec. 
88155-56 (daily ed. June 25, 1980) (remarks of 
Sen. Cranston); 126 Cong. Rec. H11623 (daily ed. 
Dec. 2, 1980) (remarks of Rep. Simon); 126 Cong. 
Rec. H11624-26 (daily ed. Dec. 2, 1980) (remarks 
of Rep. Miller). 
n U.S., Department of Transportation, "Com-
ments on Congres.sional Budget Office Report on 
Urban Transportation for Handicapped Per-
sons," 126 Cong. Rec. S7673-75 (daily ed. June 20, 
1980). 
77 Ibid., p. S7674. 
71 Ibid. 
n See discussion of barriers in chap. 2. A 
Federal court has noted: "Transportation fur-

80 

people, transportation barriers have a 
serious negative effect on employment 
opportunities." One commentator has 
estimated that 13 percent of unemploy-
ment among handicapped people is due 
to travel barriers and that 200,000 handi-
capped people would enter the work 
force if the barriers were eliminated, 
adding as much as Sl billion in annual 
earnings to the economy. 10 The Depart-
ment of Transportation has estimated 
that approximately S800 million in net 
benefits to society would result from 
eliminating transportation barriers. 11 

DOT has observed that savings in reduc-
tions of supplemental security income 
costs by increased employment opportu-
nities for handicapped people through 
accessible transportation would alone 
account for as much as $276 million 
annual savings for the Federal trea-
sury.12 Recent Federal court decisions 
indicate that although "massive" modifi-
cations may not be required, federally 
funded public transportation systems are 

nishes the vital link which enables the handi-
capped to obtain access to jobs, education, medi-
cal care, recreation and the other activities of 
modern living." Rhode Island Handicapped Ac-
tion Comm. v. Rhode Island Pub. Transit Auth., 
549 F. Supp. 592, 595 (D.R.I. 1982). 
ao N. Reed, "Equal Access to Mass Transporta-
tion for the Handicapped," Transp. LJ., vol. 9 
(1977), pp. 170-71, n. 24. Cf. CBO, Urban Trans-
portation for Handicapped Persons: Alternative 
Federal Approaches, p. 21. 
11 N. Reed, Equal Access to Mass Transportation 
for the Handicapped, p.171. 
12 U.S., Department of Transportation, (draft) 
"Environmental Impact Statement Pursuant to 
Section 102(2)(c), P.L. 91-190: The Department of 
Transportation's Regulation Implementing Sec-
tion 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973," June 
1980, p. viii-12. 
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obliged to make efforts to accommodate 

the needs of handicapped passengers. 13 

Architectural Barriers 
Making buildings accessible also ap-

pears to be economically beneficial. For 

new buildings, the cost of barrier-free 

construction is negligible, accounting for 

only an estimated one-tenth to one-half 

of 1 percent of construction costs.14 For 

modifications to existing buildings, the 

costs are higher. Such costs vary greatly, 

but the Architectural and Transporta-

tion Barriers Compliance Board has esti-

mated that full accessibility costs an 

average of 3 percent of a building's 

13 See Dopico v. Goldschmidt, 687 F.2d 644, 650 

(2d Cir. 1982); Rhode Island Handicapped Action 

Comm. v. Rhode Island Pub. Transit Auth., 549 F. 

Supp. 592, 608 (D.R.I. 1982). Cf American Pub. 

Transit Ass'n v. Lewis, 655 F.2d 1272 (D.C. Cir. 

1981). These decisions are reviewed in chap. 6. 

84 Discrimination Against Handicapped Persons: 

The Costs, Benefits and Inflationary Impacts of 

Implementing Section 504 of the Rehabilitation 

Act of 1973. 41 Fed. Reg. 20333; Comptroller 

General of the United States, Further Action 

Needed to Make All Public Buildings Accessible 

to the Physically Handicapped (1975), p. 89; 

"ATBCB Minimum Guidelines and Require-

ments-C.ost Information," drafted for Office of 

Management and Budget by Architectural and 

Transportation Barriers Compliance Board, Mar. 

20, 1981, p. 5 (hereafter cited as ATBCB Report). 

as A TBCB Report, p. 5. Projection of costs of 

accessibility are frequently significantly overesti-

mated. See Jack R. Ellner and Henry E. Bender, 

Hiring the Handicapped (New York: Arnacom, 

1980), pp. 48-49; Rolf M. Wulfsberg and Richard 

J. Petersen, The Impact of Section 504 of the 

Rehabilitation Act of 1973 on American Colleges 

and Universities, Technical Report of the Nation-

al Center for Education Statistics (Washington, 

D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1979), p. 57. 

.. U.S., Department of Housing and Urban 

Development, Office of Policy Development and 

Research.A Cost-Benefit Analysis of Accessibility, 

by Deborah J . Chollet (Washington, D.C.: Gov-

ernment Printing Office, 1979), p. 3. One source 

estimates that 1.7 to 11.6 percent of the U.S. 

value. 15 One study of the costs of remov-

ing architectural barriers from existing 

buildings found the resulting economic 

benefits ranged from seven times to 

several thousand times the size of the 

costs.16 

Based on such considerations regard-

ing the various cost issues affecting 

handicapped people, a number of author-

ities11 contend that although the costs of 

integrating handicapped people into the 

mainstream of society may be substan-

tial in some contexts, they are more than 

offset by the benefits that accrue to 

society.88 This conclusion is reached 

even when nonpecuniary rewards such 

population would benefit from the elimination of 

architectural barriers. U.S., Department of 

Housing and Urban Development, Office of Poli-

cy Development and Research, Access to the Built 

Environment, A Review of Literature (1979). 

Another authority estimates that environmental 

barriers cost society more than $100 billion per 

year and that these costs are escalating rapidly. 

Bowe, Rehabilitating America. p. 93. 
17 See, e.g .. Hearne statement, Consultation, pp. 

198-201; .. Mending The Rehabilitation Act," pp. 

727-28; Bowe, Rehabilitating America. p. 93; 

American Bar Association, Eliminating Environ-

mental Barriers, p. 2; H .R. Rep. 1149, 95th Cong., 

2d. Sess., reprinted in 1978 U.S. Code Cong. & Ad. 

News 7312, 7320; 118 Cong. Rec. 3320-21 (1972) 

(statement of Sen. Williams); Costs, Benefits and 

Inflationary Impact of Section 504, 41 Fed. Reg. 

20364-65 (1976). See al.so "Remarks at the Annu-

al Meeting of the President's Committee on 

Employment of the Handicapped," May 1, 1980. 

Public Papers of the Presidents: Jimmy Carter, 

1980. pp. 808, 812. 
" Among the financial returns to which such 

authorities point are large savings in reduced 

expenditures of public benefits programs, such as 

social security disability insurance, supplemental 

security income (SSI), and State welfare, home 

relief, and aid to families with dependent chil-

dren. Hearne st.atement, Consultation, p. 200; 

Bowe, Rehabilitating America. p. 4. This does not 

imply that handicapped recipients of such public 

benefits are not qualified or deserving of such 

81 
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-148-

Architectural Accessibility .and Barrier Removal In Housing 

CAI.I FOR :-; l.\ COLORADO CONNECTICUT DELAWARE 

I fi 
Date in parentheses refers to Supplement. 

'.Cu v. Co tie Rev. st .i t. Gen. Stat. Ann Code Tit. 29 
§4450 et seq. a §9-5-1D2 ~ 2'(-~~~ §n9!7 

et seq.a~ State and Citation 
~1vd Cock, I 

.§ s'-/et-.st'r 

x •O Blind 

'/.. •O Deaf Persons 
Protected : 

•O •O •a • Physically Disabled 

•a •a •a 
Private Housing Constructed Facilities or Renovated With Public 
Funds to Which 

.~ 
Private Housing Constructed Architectural •a •a •a or Renovated with Private 
Funds Standards 

•a •.J •a .1 ... Public Housing App)y 

•a~ Entire Building ":. 
Extent of 

•a •O v Only Area of Repair Comoliance 

•aZ •OlQ Portion of Units of Existing 
Facilities 

•O •O Simple Maintenance Exempted 

. .. . - . - . - Standards Apply Only to New Buildings -· -I 

4 ' # o Discretionary ' ... .... 
· ·- · ~ ~ •a- •O .. , .... o. T • • • 

, _ 
Exceptions . -· . . . .. Undue Hardship •a -- . -

y.. Single 
to 

•O •a Family Residence Cor.1011 once 
·a-a •all Other 

Property Tax Reduction for 
Prooertv Owner -- Property Tax Reduction / 

- Exemption to Groups I 

Preferential Financing - . 
Available From State ,_ 
Rent Supplements 

Preferential Property Tax 
(Homestead) to Owner ' 
Preferential Property Tax 
(Homestead) to Renter 
Preieren ti al Income Tax Treat-
ment for Making Architectural 
Changes 

4. Exception to compliance is permitted only if equivalent facilltation and protection can be secured. 

5. This preferential tax treatment only applies if the facility is not-for-profit. 

"" O<\\'f u..~ cf n~-~ai-r if 't>l.G.\q . f.S cL\Y-ea1Jy ~s+u"'! a.."'d a..Hc .. ra..:tiC'f\S .~ .... 
7. If property contains more than 7 units, a proportional number of units {l/8, 2/16, etc.) must compl :•. 

8. Statute does not apply to residential property containing less than 7 units , 

9. Standards apply to entire building if it is substantially renovated , 

10. In public and private housing projects of 10 or more units, at least 10% of such units shall comp ly wit h 

standards.[(CT Sl9-395(p)(l977)] In residential ~ulti-family housing, standards dn not app ly if less than 

25 units; if more than 25, 1 unit per 25 shall comply with standards. (CT §19-395(d)(l977) I 

11. Two-family residences are exempted from standards. 

14. Standards are applicable to projects constructed through public works contracts. 

I 

..... ~ .· 

· :~·~ 

·\ 

I 
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-149-

Arci1l tectural Access I bi 1 i ty and Barrier Removal in Housing 

DIST ./COLUMBIA FLORIDA GEORGIA HA\./ A II Date in parentheses refers to Supplement. 

Code En cyclo- St.:lt. Ann. Code Ann. Rev. Stat. 

pt!dia §~-100) §553.45 et seq. §246-31 

(1978)ll 1107A \ a ) 
State and Citation 

§25'5"· .ll 30-3-\ 

o)c.t Sl1!1:1(1c. ~ 
e..-.s.-l. 

hC.••..i•°'J · ~~ 

•a 
Blind 

Deaf 
Persons 
Protected 

•a • Physically Disabled 

Private Housing Constructed Facilities 

•a • 
or Renovated With Public 
Funds to Which 
Private Housing Constructed Arch! tectural 

•a • 
or Renovated with Private 

Funds Standards 

•a • Public Housing Apply 

I Entire Building Extent of-~ 

.19 Only Area of Repair Compliance 

•al6 .£U Portion of Units 
of Existing 
Facilities 

Simple Maintenance Exempted 

I . I Standards Apply Only to New Buildings . -
•a 

Discretionary 
• ' --- ' .. . -9 - . 

• -- __ ._ 

·- -·-. - Exceptions 
•a 

Undue Hardship 
. --- - .. - to .. 

• Single Family Residence Comp! lance 

•al§ .il Other 
" 

Property Tax Reauction for 

Prooertv Owner 
Property Tax Reduction / Incent ives to 
Exe~otion to Grouos 
Preferential Financing Construct or 
Available From State Renovate 
Rent Supplements Housing 
Preferential Property Tax for 
(Homestead) ·to Owner 
Preferential Property Tax Disabled 
.(Ho~estead) to Renter 
Pre.ferential Income Tax Treat-, 
ment for Making Architectural 

Chan~ es 

16. Provides that in 2 and ) story buildings with less than 49 units, housing accessibility not required 

if not served by elevator. Twenty-five percent of total number otherwise shall comply with these 

provisions. a.be) net i..l..\JPl~1 -to Lc<xl()(n\(\(l)\"nS I 1..'('\~ Hou.:.(\ hCO'-.;e...::, a....Y"d 4t:y\(X.CS 

19. Rental apartment complexes and temporary lodging facilities must have each entrance to the building of 

units, and all doors to the units be of width usable by users of wheelchairs. Provisions apply where 

substantial re nova ti on occurs. (Substantial re11~vation means project costing at least 20% of property's 

assessed tax value.) 

20. Applies to rental aparcment complexes of 20 or more units, 5% of which shall comply. 

21. Does not apply to duplex, triplex or condominium apartme~ts. 

-

!,:' .. 

' ' ; ' 

, 
I 
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-150-

Arcl1l tectural Accesslbi 11 ty and Barrier Removal in Housing 

IDAHO ILLINOIS INDIANA IOWA Date in parentheses refers to Supplement. 
Ann. Stat. 111 ,_ Code §104A. l 

~3711 
I'- (1979)a b 

§425.2,16 State and Citation 

'/.. ~eV'\.\...1 \\...,; I VY\ l~ I f'eL\ 
Y.. Blind 

I 

'I.. Deaf Persons 
•022 Protected 

•a Physically Disabled 

Private Housing Constructed Facilitits •O or Renovated With Public 
Funds to Which 
Private Housing Constructed Architectural •O or Renovated with Private 
Funds Standards 

•023 •O Public Housing Apply . 
Entire Building Extent o·f 

•OQ Only Area of Repair Compliance 
•025 Portion of Units of Existing 

Facilities 
'/... Simple Maintenance Exempted 

•02..§. j Standards Apply Only to New Buildings 

Discretionary 

Undue Hardship Exceptions 
Single Family Residence 

to 
- Compliance x 2.~ •O~:, Other 

I 

I Property Tax Reduction for 
Propertv Owner 
Property Tax Reduction/ Incentives to Exemption to Groucs 
Preferential Financing Construct or 
Available From State Renovate 
Rent Supplements Housing 
Preferential Property Tax for (Homestead) to Owner 
Preferential Property Tax Disabled 
(Homestead) to Renter 
Preferential Income Tax Treat-
ment for Making Architectural 

I Chanizes 

22. Statute is intended to 11ppl1 ~ f>c.'..f)K· w.th a. ~1'1~11'.M I ~fl~ a"""(i:r(\(flu'(\IU.U\bf6 41sa1t>;\i\1 c>rU..'¥¥\.\~ 
Statute applies to "buildings, structures or improved areas owned or leased by this state or its 
political subdivisions." Statute covers construction of new buildings or remodeling of buildings. 

2.'1. <:J(Cllidt'::. c&,;.;.,\tr c:c:c...;p .ed. b\d'(S . o+ 4 .:ii·:~ i;.;-t• i.; (\ 1b. Arv., ritu.: m.vlh s~ \°\.i"~\Ni bcq.;-.1 i...\1n l"2... \'Y\<..'1-t\1s 
Statute applies only to multiple dwelling units containing 12 or more units, of which at least l unit, 
or 10% of the units, on each of floor levels shall comply. 
Statute is not specific with respect to repairs. 

\>u'n\i't ~ CU)o~d ~ str~\e, \ · · 
\S'7r; o<' ~~s - £lXl'..t a\.\c.-rt:'.:1 rt'lv:>\-com~ Y 
IS"C7c -+t '5li"J:; _ a..n>.:t.. a..\\c.red~ '''~11es:,/ej~~<::. ;~..\br wv\tcr-\m..v'e..\ W\J... .... _,i-C£'c'Y\V\y 
'5Di~ Dr 'M.f,"{"e.. - ~...-e, -f'a.clL\.y ~\- um~\~ 
Pn"ak ~ -tQc., hh - \L)o L A-\- s-lw:=-..:W:n:_ 
c+ a.c...t- e-J<.ern~k..d . \)~ 1 \.f- 2-0?c o+ U\'iL~ ruia~ie..+ ~\"'f\l¥\.t:1-reA~ ada.+* 
~\i'fe "'"n'\- Jet~ -\o LJ>'iYl..~h/. 
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Arc111 tectural Accessibi l i tY and Barrier Removal tn Housing 

KANSAS KENTUCKY LOUISIANA MAINE Date in parentheses refers to Supplement. 

Stat. I Rev. Stat. I Rev. Stat. Ann Rev. Stat. 25 

'58-1305a ~40:173la §2701 et seq. 
. -- §49: 148(1979) b (19 78)a State and Citation 

36 §654 b 

· B\qj·Ca:k 22 §5201 (1978f 

~ \'l~ e,:z.t;O 

'/.. • •a •O Blind 

)( •o Deaf 
Persons 

• Protected 
•O • •O •o Physically Disabled 

x 
Private Housing Constructed Facilities 

•b or Renovated With Public 
• •O Funds to Which 

Private Housing Constructed Architectural 
or Renovated with Private 

•O •O • Funds Standards 

x • •b •O Public Housing Apply 

• 31 •O Entire Building Extent of 
•o z7.5 •032 •034 Only Area of Repair Como! iance'y 

•027 •033 •035 Portion of Uni ts of Existing 

27. 
28. 
29. 
30. 

Fac111t1es 
•o Simple Maintenance Exempted 

.. .. Standards Apply Only to New Buildings 

.. -· -.· - .. . ; ". ~ -· . • - !8 · Discretionary • ·-' u · . . ... . .... 

•028 · •-· # -- . . . ·- . . .. . -- Undue Hardship - -- ... . .. - Exceottons 
. - to 

- . - - · •a - -· Single Family Residence 
• 

- --- · Compl tance 

•a29 '/... 31.s •033 •035 Other -·· - · -

- Property Tax Reduction for 
Propertv Owner 
Property Tax Reduction / Incentives 
ExemPt i on to Groups 

- Preferential Financing Construct 
Available From State Renovate 
Rent Supplements Housing 
Preferential Property Tax for 
(Homestead) to Owner 
Preferential Property Tax Disabled 
(Homestead) to Renter 
Preferential Income Tax Treat-
ment for Making Architectural 
Chan2es 

Statute requires compl i ance from 10% o f uni ts in complexes of 20 units or more. 

Statute does not apply to renovation if cost exceeds 7% of total cost of renovation. 

Require111.ents do~not appi y to duplexes, or to apartment comp~~xes containing fewer than 20 units. 

UlL""'- 1\C \ ...:...eY\'i +o c.o,,;.,\.:;,Y\1Y\l~Y'l\.l. Cl' C.CCDC' C'a..hVl!. 

31, The entire building is expected to compl y if it is substantially renovated. 

32. Requires compliance in areas of repair only, ~f cost of repair is leas than 20% of value. 

to 
or 

33. Applies to 5% or at least l unit in complexes of 15 units or 111Cre, Does not apply to two family homes. 

34, Applies only where total cost of reconstruction is in excess of $100,000 and would affect portion used 

by public. 

35. Applies to buildings with a minimum of 10 units. 

I 
-

re'f'c:l"u.¥. - ~c0"s~ 01~ rema.\e.\. a....1 a.M\- ~Rlu,\ -k 2S?, ci<"" ~e., o{- r~pbament 
va...\v{. o.f ~\- CDv"'f\\)\ex: · f 

31.5" . e~el'Y\pr - z.~i\y ~i.ee..\\\lli\ ... f)'\v\-h~m:\\~ ~u.~Uli- ~f z.'-\ un\\.5 Dr \e<:s 

,~no\- ev:~\)\- \ o:P e-vU\( 2.'5 oY\ {~ l)W~f k aa:ess·b~ 

¥£._Q!f7. ;~ •~.Y> . 

'·. 

I 

1 
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-152-

Arci1i tectural Accessibi l i tY and Barrier Removal in Housing 

MARYLAND MASSACHUSP'TS MICHIGAN MINNESOTA Date in parentheses refers to Supplement. 
Ann. Code Art.JGen. l..olws Ann. Comp. Laws Ann.Stat. Ann. a 

' 22 §13A<l979'a §125-1351 §16.84 et seq. 
§ i..-lO.Z. I C:h~tpt· 143 d.t"n c4" clc\q ... §290.0603 State and Citation 

I !3,.; \978)b 

j3. ~'t1(\U) 

" 1neV\h\ 1 \ \ nes..s x • Blind 

'f • Deaf Persons 
Protected 

•a ''f... • • Physically Disabled 

.44 
Private Housing Constructed Facilities •a •a • or Renovated With Public 
Funds to Which 

.44 
Private Housing Constructed Architectural •a • or Renovated with Private 
Funds Standards 

•a •a • • Public Housing ADDlY 
•038 .~ Entire Building 

<! 

Extent of 
. 42 ·- Only Area of Repair Como! lance 

•a39 Portion of Units of Existing 
Fac111t1es .. • Simple Maintenance Exempted 

•C --- .•. ··I St&ndarda Apply Only to New Buildings -- ·- .. 

-· .. - Diacretionary ·- ·- . - - ···· ···-- - -- - · 

~ Undue Hardship . - Exceptions -

Family Residence 
to • • Single Cor;ip 11 once 

• .:>~ .43 .45 Other 

Property Tax Reduction for 
Prooertv Owner 
Property Tax Reduction/ Incentives to Exemotion to Groups 
Preferential Financing Construct or 
Available From State Renovate 
Rent Supplements Housing --- Preferential Property Tax for (Ho:llestead) to Owner --- Preferential Property Tax Disabled 
(Ho~estead) to Renter --- Preferential Income Tax Treat-
ment for Making Architectural 
Chane: es 

38. The entire building must comply with standard if cost of repair or renovation exceeds 5% of the full 
and fair value of the building. 

39. Applies to Public areas of faciliti~s w~th 12 or more units, and to 5% of units in buildings of 20 or 
more \cJt\q i "1 er !'~~lde\\Tw-\ .fa.c1 \,-\tes 

41. If area of repair is greater than 50% of building, entire building must be in compliance. 
42. If are& of repair ia less than 50% of building, only area of repair needs to be in compliance. 

· 43. Two family residences are exempt from compliance. 
44. Private housing is required to comply only with requirement of smoke detectors. (Stat. Ann. f299F.362 

[1978)) 

: 

~1 

··-
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-154-

Arcl1i tectural Accessibi 1 i ty and Barrier Removal in Housing 

NEVADA NEW HAMPSHIRE NEW JERSEY NEW MEXICO Date in parentheses refers to Supplement. 
Rev. Stat. Ann Rev. Stat. Ann. Stat. Ann. 
§361.087 §72-37a b §52-32-6 

§72-37-a (1979)a State and Citation 

•a Blind 

•a Deaf Persons 
Protected 

•a 
1 

Physically Disabled 

Private Housing Constructed Facilities •a or Renovated With Public 
Funds to Which 
Private Housing Constructed Architectural •a or Renovated with Private 
Funds Standards 

•a Public Housing Apply 
•a49 En tire Building '~ 

Extent of 
50 Only Area of Repair Compliance .. ·•O-

Portion of Units of Existing 
Facilities 

Simple Maintenance Exempted 

I I I Standards Apply Only to New Buildings 

.. Discretionary 

•a Undue Hardship Exceptions 

•O Single Family Residence 
to 
COr.iPl iance 

•a21 Other 

-,., I Property Tax Reduction for I Prooertv Owner 

I Property Tax Reduction/ Incentives to Exemotion to Crouos 
Preferential Financing Construct or 
Available From State Renovate 
Rent Supplements Housing 
Preferential Property Tax for (Hot:1estead) to Owner 
Preferential Property Tax Disabled 
(Homestead) to Renter 

I 
Preferential Income Tax Treat-
ment for Making Architectural 
Chan2es 

49. Entire building is required to confor:n to standards if renovation exceeds 60% of assessed v~lue of 
property. 

50. Only area being renovated shall conform to requirements if cost of work is between 30% and 60% of 
assessed value. 

51. Residences for up to 4 famil .ies are exempt from statute's requirements. 

; 

i 

I 
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Arcili tectural Access I bl 11 ty and Barrier Removal 1n Housing 

I NEW YORK I NORTii CAROLINA NORTii DAKOTA OHIO Date in parenthuea ·.refers to Supplement·. 

i !Jev.,'~01~ ecv '-a r:-r +; rJ Cent. Code llPv. Code Ann. 
~ §57-02-08(1972) ,:3751.11.1 I 

I P1;'p\i'c.. BWl State and Citation 
W.4J :§SD 

x Blind 

x Deaf Persons 

x Protected 
• .Physically Disabled 

Private Housing Constructed Facilities • or Renovated With Public 
Funds to Which 
Private Housing Constructed Architectural or Renovated with Private 
Funds Standards 

'/... - 57 Public Housing APPlY • 
''J...53 Entire Building Extent of .1' 

'"' 
Only Area of Repair Como! lance 

.sa Portion of Units of Existing 

""" 

Foci 11 ties 
Simple Maintenance Exempted 

I Standards Apply Only to New Buildings 

Discretionary 

Undue Hardship Exceotlons 

Y.. Single Family Residence 
to . . 

Como! lance x s-1<> Other 

··- Property Tax Reduction for 
Propertv QI.mer 

I Property Tax Reduction/ Ince;ittves to Exemption to Groups 
Preferential Financing Construct or 
Available From State Renovate 
Rent Supplements Housing 
Preferential Property Tax for (Homestead) to Owner 
Preferential Property Tax Disabled 
(Ho~estead) to Renter 
Preferential Income Tax Treat-
ment for Making Architectural 
Chan1<es 

53 • 

.5fC'. 2..-3 ·-f..l..\"r\1\y D~\l1'f"V( v11,\.s, +-cw.'\ l\o...t;t"S a..\'\t\ Cv°'rdl)"\W1\U()".S ti.V"t,. ~e'..W\p~d 

57. \cdCi1l"i ~c\h'\\~ ci1.u .. ,e<l. 'o'( t\H !...\a..k. c..t..~ \i\ lcm~\a.nce \f \Dit o.f. \;(\\~ o..ce..a.ccJ'."s·,;1'o\e... 
58. Housing development board requires in housing projects, assisted under Chapter 128 of Revised Code in 

which 10 or more units are affected, that a sufficient number of units needed to meet needs of handi-
capped persons in housing market served by proj~cts shall meet ANSI Standard A-1171-1961 (R-1971 and 
1980). However, the number of units required will never be less than number of units specified in 
division F of section 3735.02. 

I 
" !' 
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i. -156-

Architectural Accessibility and Barrier Removal in Housing 

OKLAHOMA I OREGON PE:;:SiLV/\NlA PUERTO RICO Date in parentheses refers to Supplement. 
Stat. Ann. bl 'Rev. St.:it. 
§11(1979)" §447.210 

59. 

61. 
"'z. 

et seq . .:i State and Citation 
§316.067b NOS1A'\t'if5 §317.330 c 

I Blind 

j Deaf Persons 
Protected 

•a I Physically Disabled 

Private Housing Constructed Facilities • •a or Renovated With Public 
Funds to Which 
Private Housing Constructed Architectural •a or Renovated with Private 

I Funds Standards 
• • 0bJ Public Housing APPIY 

59 Entire Building ." ·- Extent of 
•aG2 Only Area of Repair Comol1ance 

Portion of Units of Existing 
Facilities 

Simple Maintenance Exempted 

I j Standards Apply Only to New Buildings 

Discretionary -•O 
- Exceptions ., 

Undue Hardship 

Single Family Residence 
to 
Cor.iol lance 

Other 

I Property Tax Reduction for 
Prooertv °"1r.er 
Property Tax Reduction/ Incentives to Exemotion to Grouos 
Preferential Financing Construct or 
Available From State Renovate 
Rent Supplements Housing 
Preferential Property Tax for (Homestead) to Owner 
Preferential Property Tax Disabled 
(Homestead) to Renter 
Preferential Income Tax Treat-
ment for Making Architectural 
Chane es 

The entire building must confor::i to standards if additions or alterations exceed 25% of the floor space. 

The statute is unclear as to whether public housing is covered, but it appears to be. 

f'"tiJ i.-.Y-t~.-k .for- c: O'N\ pl\&l;'nCc:' ...:.. :t-h S~·"t1'1n:t; ,\~ 1\o-\- a.\){ly ;f C.CS+ e)l.(l"l"tis 2..-:.;c;~ of ~ l c.::s..\ 
c:+ ~l.t'~l}j\ cc <'et"C'\i.:...f\L'y\ 
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•I -159-

Architectural Accessibility and Barrier Removal in Housing 

WASHINGTON WEST VIRGINIA WISCONSIN WYOMING V.I. ·Date in parentheses refers to Supplement. 

Rev. Code Code §18-lOF-l Stat. Ann. Stat.Ann. Code 
§70.92.100 101.13(1979) §35-13- 33 
et seq.(1979) 101 §230' State and Citation 

• • Blind 

• • Deaf Persons 
Protected 

• • • • Physically Disabled 

.85 
Private Housing Constructed Facilities 

• • • or Renovated With Public 
Funds to Which 
Private Housing Constructed Architectural 

• • • or Renovated with Private 
Funds Standards 

• • • .ss Public Housing Apply 

• !Su 'f.-. <f;.S .83 Entire Building 
...... 

Extent of .. 
.fil .83 Only Area of Repair Compliance 

.132 .84 Portion of Units of Existing 

'/.._ 
Facilities 

Simple Maintenance Exempted 

• Standards Apply Only to Nev Buildings 

• 
Discretionary 

"J.... Undue Hardship Exceptions 
• 

"1' Single Family Residence 
to 

• Como! lance 
.fil. .82 .s4 Other 

Property Tax Reduction for 
Property Owner 
Property Tax Reduction/ Incentives to 
Exemption to Groups 
Preferential Financing Construct or 
Available From State Renovate 
Rent Supplements Housing 
Preferential Property Tax for • (Homestead) to Owner 
Preferential Property Tax Disabled 
(Homestead) to Renter 
Preferential Income Tax Treat-
ment for Making Architectural 
Chan2es 

80. Requirements apply to entire building if renovation/cost exceeds 60% of appraisal value. 

81. Does not apply to two-dwelling-units buildings, or to apartment houses with ten or fewer units. 

82 • . Does not apply to apartment houses with less than 20 units, row houses or rooming houaes. 

83. Applies to entire building if 50% of floor apace ia remodeled. Applies only to area of repair of 25% to 

SO% if building is remodeled. 

84. Does not apply to apartment houses with less than 20 units, row houses or rooming houaea. 

85. Provides a total property tax exemption for permanently disabled veterans. 

€z.s· ~plies ~ ~e..c COY\s.·;·n .. x::\"\.Cv\ t.f...M n~\'\.~CV\ Lv't\c"iG va.lue:. o+ .SD"lo c-r mere ".\'.- ex\Sf\Y\9 

max-~t vL.L\lll' o{ oo..). \di~~ u.:..L.l b.L aru\..'1.d . 

.I .:.. ~-. ""' ~ • • • • 
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-r-i I '-' '-·'-' ·-··-·~· ._ - · " ' ' .. _ . 

DATE COMPLETED .1 I 12 I 82 REVISED 07/24/85 ACC~SS NO. l~~l 

' # # STATEWIDE BUILDING CODE - TECHNICAL BASIS # # . 

CODE 
BOCA 
NBC 

REF AMD DATE # # CODE REF AMO 
I I SBC 
I I UBC * 

* TITLE 24 OF THE CALIFG~NIA ADMINISTRATIVE CODE IS BASED ON 

PRIMARY ACCESS cociE INFORMATION 
SECONDARY ACCESS CODE INFORMATION 
PRIMARY ACCESS CODE CONTACT INFORMATION 
SECONDARY ACCESS CODE CONTACT INFORMATION 

PAGE 
PAGE 
PAGE 
F'AGE 

..., .. ,... 

..;. 

4 
5 

:::TA It:. 1_, 

DATE 
I I 
I I 7":.1 
THE LIBC:. 

,. 

, .. ·. , . 
. . JIL..: .· · .. 

ATBCE CODES AND ST~NDARDS REFERENCE FILE F'AGE 2 

DATE COMPLE7ED .1 I 12 I 82 REVISED 07/24/85 ACCESS NO. 1351 STATE C 

FRIMARY ACCESS CODE STATE ARC~. REGS FOR ACCOMM. OF PHYS. HAND. IN F'UB. FA 

CODE BASIC ON ON ON ESTM DATE 

CC~PONENT DOCUMENT FILE REVISION 1 FILE REVISION 2 FILE~ NEXT REVISIO 

EFF. DATE 07 I 01 I 82 10 I 01 I 82 12 I 01 I 82 I I 8 

BASIS OF CODE TECH SCOPE CODE APPLICABILITY OCCUP CATEGORIES PUB PRV 

REF AMD REF Al'ID -O~JN OWN 

ANSI A117.1'61 STATE OWNED BLDG X ASSEMBLY X X 

ANSI A117.1 ' 80 PUBLC OWNED BLDG X BUSINESS X X 

ATBC8 '81 PRV OWN PUBL USE X EDUCATION X X 

ATBCB '82 PRV OWN SEE OCC X INDUSTRIAL X X 

UFAS ALTERATIONS 
CrTH 1 1 OTH 

NOTES 1 .. CAL. CODE WAS COMPILED FROM A VARIETY 
OF STANDARDS AND SOURCES OF DAT~. 2. SOME 
RECUIREMENTS MAY NOT APPLY IN TH~ CASE OF 
Mii~OR AL TEr:AT I ON:::. 

2 
x 

HAZARDOU::: 
INSTITUTIONAL 
MEF:CANT I LE 
STORAGE 
F;E '.:: I DENT I AL 
OTH 

ATBC8 CODES AND STANDARDS REFERENCE FILE 

DATE COMPLETED .1 I 12 I 82 REVISED 07/24/85 ACCESS 
SECONDARY ACCESS CODE 

CODE BASIC ON 
COMPONENT DOCUMENT FILE 
EFF. DATE I I 

ON 
F:E\/I:::ION 1 FILE 

I I 

ON 
REVISION 2 FILE 

I I 

x x 
x ,X 
x x 
x x 

PAGE 3 
STATE ( 

ESTM DATE 
NEXT REVI :;ri: 

BASIS OF CODE TECH "SCOPE 
REF AMD F:EF AMD 

AN::: I A 11 7. 1 '61. 

CODE APPLICABILITY OCCUP CATEGORIES 
I I 

PUB F'R ~ 

OWN owr 

AN:::r A117. 1 ':::o 
ATBCB ':31 
ATBCB ':::2 
IJFA'.3 
OTH 

NOTE·:; 

-- -· - . . .. .... .-...... . .._ -·~--.--

STATE OWNED BLDG 
F'UBLC OWNED BLDG 
F'RV OWN PUBL USE 
F'F:V OWN :::EE (ICC 
ALTERATION::: 
OTH 

ASS:EMBLY 
BUS I NE:::::: 
EDUCATION 
I NDUS:TR I AL 
HAZARDOU::: 
I N:3T I TUT I ONAL 
MEF:CANT I LE 
STORAGE 
RE::: I DENT I AL 
OTH 

-.... .. .. .. ;'.·: .- ·.--... :>...;. ·:·-· 
t · . : ~ ' ···"' , • .; ·· !:n- 16 . 1·""' - ·a ..... : .. 

~ .,_ .. .,. .. ~_ ... - · 
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,-., .-- ,_. ·-· ,_. "'-'" ·-· -·-·- · . .. -- ·- . 

~ATE COMPLETED 01 
# 

I 10 I 83 REVISED 07/24/85 ACCESS NU. l~~~ ;:;. I H I t:. 1_. 1_ 

NOTES 

CODE 
BOCA 
NBC 

# STATEWIDE BUILDING CODE - TECHNICAL BASIS # # 

REF AMD DATE # # CODE REF AMD 
I I SBC 
I I UBC X 

.· 
PRIMARY ACCESS CODE INFORMATION . 
SECONDARY ACCESS CODE INFORMATION 
PRIMARY ACCESS CODE CONTACT INFORMATION 
SECONDA~Y ACCESS CODE CONTACT !~FORMATION 

PAGE 
PAGE 
PAGE 
F'AGE 

"'.I ... 
3 
4 
5 

DATE 
I I 
I I 

•;. -·· ., 
. ,,..... . 

. .. ... ··-
r 

. . :~:/;:~ 
'! ... :· .• . . . . . . ... . -. -~ 

! • ••• • 

ATBCB CODES AND STANDARDS REFERENCE FILE PAGE 2 

D~TE COMPLETED 01 I 10 I 88 REVISED 07/24/85 ACCESS NO. 1352 STATE er 
PRIMARY ACCESS CODE COLOR~DO REV STAT 1973, V3, COMM II, ART 5 + AMENDMENT 

CODE BASIC ON ON ON ESTM DATE 

cor·1PONENT DOCUMENT FILE F:E'·.JI :3ION 1 FILE RE\.'I:::ION 2 FIL!::"' NEXT REVI:::IO i 

EFF. DATE I I 63 I I 73 07 I 01 I 76 I I 

BASIS OF CODE TECH SCOPE CODE APPLICABILITY OCCUP CATEGORIES PUB PRV 

REF AMO REF AMD OWN OWN 

ANSI A117.1'61 X STATE OWNED BLDG X ASSEMBLY X X 

~NSI Al17.1 ' 80 1 PUBLC OWNED BLDG X BUSINESS X X 

ATBCB '81 PR0 OWN PUBL USE EDUCATION X X 

~TBCB '82 PRV OWN SEE OCC INDUSTRIAL X X 

C.IFA:3 AL TEF:ATIOl'6 X HAZARDOUS X X 

OTH COLORADO X OTH X INSTITUTIONAL X X 
NOTES 1. THOUGH THE 1973 STANDARD IS LEGALLY MERCANTILE X X 

~PPLICABLE, IT IS OBSOLETE. ANSI <1980} IS STORAGE X * 
USED FOR STATE CONSTRUCTION, ATBCB <1982> RESIDENTIAL X X 

?.JHERE FEDEF:AL MO NE'r' I '.:: u:::ED. +II TH I '.: : ::::T r:,N[!Af;'D OTH 

DOES NOT APPLY TO PRIVATELY FUNDED PROJECTS ••• 
~S SINGLE F~MILY RESIDE~lCES OR PROPE~TY CONTAINING LESS THAN SEVEN RESIDENTIAL 

•JNIT:3. " 
- ----- -· - ·- ·. ----------

ATBCB CODES AND STANDARDS REFERENCE 
DATE COMPLETED 01 I 10 I 83 REVISED 07/24/85 

-· 
FILE F'AGE 3 

STATE C 
SECONDARY ACCESS CODE 

CODE BASIC ON 
COMPONENT DOCUMENT FILE 
EFF. DATE I I 
BASIS OF CODE TECH SCOPE 

REF AMD REF AMD 
~N::: I A 11 7 • 1 '~. 1 
AN:::I Al 17. l ':=:o X x 
ATB1::B ':31 
~TBCB ':E:2 
UFA::: 
CITH 

ON 
REVISION 1 FILE 

I I 
CODE APPLICABILITY 

STATE OWNED BLDi3 
PUP.LC OWNED BLDG 
PRIJ Cit.JN PUBL u:;:E 
F'F:V OWN S:EE OCC 
ALTERATION:; 
OTH 

NOTES CHECK LOCAL BUILDING DEPARTMENTS. MANY 
..Jt.JR ! :::DI TI ON:;: ENFORCE THE LIBC BARR I ER-FF:EE 
DESIGN REQUIREMENTS. 

-- --- .... ,. ..... .-. .. _.. ___ ie::..·- ---------,...-----· 

ON 
REVISION 2 FILE 

I I 

E:: :TM DATE 
NEXT REVISIC• 

I I 
OCCUP CATEGORIES F·l_IB F'RV 

OWN CIW N 
A::::::EMBL Y 
BU::: I NE:=:::: 
EDUCATION 
I NDU:::TR I AL 
HA Z AR I:U:11_1 :;; 
INSTITUTIONAL 
MERCANTILE: 
STORAGE 
RESIDENTIAL 
OTH 
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ATBCB CODES AND STANDAKU~ K~~~ncN~c ri~~ 

BATE COl"'1PLETED O 1 
~ .. 

# # CODE REF 
BOCA 

I 12 I 83 REVISED 07/24/85 
# STATEWIDE BUILDING CODE -

ACCESS NO. 1 ~:53 
TECHNICAL BASIS # # 

CODE REF AMD 

STATE C"7 

NBC 
NOTES 

AMD DATE # # 

X I I 78 
I I 

PRIMARY ACCESS CODE INFORMATION 

SBC 
UBC 

SECONDARY ACCESS CODE INFORMATION 
PAGE 
PAGE 
PAGE 

DATE 
I I 
I I · 

.. , ... 
2 ' · ·.! . 
~ .·.· ·-· <-l~:: 

. ~ 

4 
PRIMARY ACCESS CODE CONTACT INFORMATION 

SECONDARY ACCESS CODE CONTACT INFORMATION PAGE I:" 
: or " ·-· . .. -; · 

... 

. . 
ATECB CODES AND STANDARDS REFERENCE FILE PAGE 2 

DATE COMPLETED 01 I 12 I 83 REVISED 07124/85 ACCESS NO. 1353 STATE c· 

PRIMARY ACCESS CODE ART. 21 CT BASIC BLDG CODE. SECTION 315 PHYS:. HAND. 

CODE BAS IC ON ON 

COMPONENT DOCUMENT FILE REVISION 1 FILE 

EFF. DATE 09 I 01 I 71 I I 78 

BASIS OF CODE TECH SCOPE CODE APPLICABILITY 
REF AMD REF AMD 

ANSI A117.1 ' 61 X STATE OWNED BLDG X 

AN:::I Al 17. 1 ···:::o 
ATBCB '81 
ATBCB '~:2 

lJFA::: 
OTH CT x 

F'UBLC OlrJNEtr BLDG 
PRV OWN PUBL USE 
F'RV OWM :::EE OCC 
ALTERATION::; 
OTH 

NOTES 1. IF ALTERATION COST EXCEEDS 50% OF 

MARKET VALUE, BUILDING MUST COMPLY; 25-50% BLDG 

OFFitIAL~S DISCRETI ON ; LESS THAN 25% NEED NOT 

COMPLY. 2. HOTELS ANO MOTELS WITH LESS THAN 25 

ROOMS ARE EXEMPT, AS ARE HAZARDOUS BUILDINGS. 

x 
x 
x 
1 

ON . E::;n1 DATE 
REVI'.::ION 2 FILE~ NEXT REVIS:Io; 

I I I I 

OCCUP CATEGORIES ·PUB PRV 

AS:3EMBLY 
Bl_IS I NE::;s 
EDUCATION 
I NDl_t~:TR I AL 
HAZARDOUS 
INSTITUTIONAL 
MERCANTILE 
STORAGE 
R~ ·3IDENTIAL 

OTH 

CtWN OWN 
x x 
x x 
x x 
x x 
x 
x 
x 
x 

x 
~x 

x 
2 

ATBCB CODES AND STANDARDS REFERENCE FILE 

DATE COMPLETED 01 I 12 I 83 REVISED 07/24/85 ACCESS 
PAGE 3 

~:TATE C 

SECONDARY ACCESS CODE 
CODE BA::: IC ON . 

COMPONENT DOCUMENT FILE 
EFF. DATE I I 

BASIS OF CODE TECH SCOPE 
REF AMD REF AMD 

ANS I A 11 7. 1 '6 1 
AN:::r Al 17. 1 ':::o 
ATBCS ':?. t 
ATBCB '::::::: 
IJFA:::; 
OTH 

NOTE::; 

(IN 

REVI:3ION 1 FILE 
I I 

CODE APPLICABILITY 

ST ATE OWNED BLr11:; 
PUBLC OWNED BLr11:; 
F'RV m ·JN F'UBL u :;E 
F·F:V OWN SEE OCC 
ALTERATION::: 
OTH 

NO. 1:;::5:3 

ON 
REVISitjN 2 FILE 

I I 

ESTM DATE 
NEXT REVISI C 

I I 
PUB PR\. OCCUP CATEGORIES 

A:::SEMBL 'l . 
E<U::: It JE:::::; 
EDUCATION 
I NDU:::TR I AL 
HAZARDOU:3 
I N:::T I Tl_IT I ONAL 
MERCANTILE 
STORAOE 
RES I rrENT I AL 
OTH 

CtWN CI Wi 
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10ATE C:Clr·lF'LETED 01 I 17 ·; ::;:;: REVI:3ED 07/24/:;:5 A1.::cE::i::i N'-'· .1...:•'-"~ 

# # STATEWIDE BUILDING CODE - TECHNICAL BASIS # # 

# .. CODE REF AMC DATE # # CODE REF AMD 

BOCA I I SBC ·* 
NBC I I UBC 

NCtTES ii-FLORIDA Ll:;:E::: THE :::BC OR THE FOLLO~JING CODE::: IN THE LI'.::TED 

CREE:< COUNTY - EF'COT BLDG CODE; DADE COUNTY - :::OUTH FLOR I DA BLDG 

COUNTY & ,.JACKS:ONVILLE ·- NBC.;. 

PRIMARY ACCESS CODE INFORMATION 
SECONDARY ACCESS CODE INFORMATION 
PRIMARY ACCESS CODE CONTACT INFORMATION 
SECONDARY ACCESS CODE CONTACT INFORMATION 

PAGE 
PAGE 
PAGE 
F·AGE 

2 
3 
4 
I:' .... 

DATE 
I I 82 
I I 

AREA:::: REEr1v 
CODE; [11JVALL 

..... 

. .. ••• ··.; . 4 .. . 

• • !"" " , 
· ~ : · _., .. 
. .• ~ ·-

.. - . .,. - -

ATBCB CODES AND STANDARDS REFERENCE FILE PAGE 2 

!)~TE COMF'LETED 01 I 17 / ::: :;: RE:n:::ED 07/24/:;:5 ACCE:::::: NO. 1:;:56 STATE FL 

PRIMARY ACCESS CODE SECT. 255.21 FL STATUTES, CHAP. 13D-1 FL ADMIN CODE 

CODE BASIC ON ON ON ES7M DATE 

COMPONENT DOCUMENT FILE REVISION 1 FILE REVISION 2 FILE ~EXT REVISION 

Ei='i='. DATE 01 I 01 / 75 I l I I I -/ E:5 

BASIS OF CODE TECH SCOPE CODE APPLICABILITY OCCUF' CATEGORIES PUB PRV 

REF AMO REF AMD OWN OWN 

~N~: I A 11 7. 1 ... 61 
ANSI Al17.l ' 80 X 
'1TBCB ':::1 

IJFA::; 
C•TH 

x 
STATE OWNED BLDG X 
PUBLC OWNED BLDG X 
F'F;V OWN F'UBL U:::E 
PR\! Ot.JN :;:EE OCC 
ALTERATIONS 1 
OTH STATE LEASED X 

NOTES THE ATBCB CMGRAD 1982> CURB CUT STDS 
~F'F'LY FOR NEW COt·J:::TF:UCTIC:N HFTEr;: 7 /:::5 FOR INTER-

~:ECT I or J·::, F'UBL IC :::TF:EET':: Ai-JD F:OAD.::. *-THE ::: FL 

A~::::EMBL Y 
BU:; I NE:::::: 
EDUCATION 
I NDU:::TR I AL 
HA Z ARDOU:;: 
I N:::T I TUT I ONAL 
MEF:CANTILE 

* * 
* .· * 
* 
* 
* 

CODES LISTED ABOVE APPLY JO A~Y BLDG INTENDED FOR OTH 

·* 
* 
* 

USE BY GEN. PUB. 1-IF ~LTERATION COSTS EXCEED 
50% CF MKT VALUE, THEN TOT~L COMPLIANCE IS REQUIRED; 

REQUIRES THE REMODELED PORTION TO BE ACCESSIBLE • 
BETWEEN 20-50% OF THE COST 
DOORS, ENTRANCES & TOILETS 
20;·: OF FULL MARkET VALUE. 

. MUST COMPLY EVEN WHEN ALTERATION COSTS ARE LESS THEN , 

ATBCB CODES AND STANDARDS REFERENCE FILE PAGE 3 
I•ATE COMPLETED 01 I 17 I ::::;: RE1JI :::ED 07 /24/:::5 ACCE:::::: NO. 1356 STATE F L 

SECONDARY ACCESS CODE ACCESSIBILITY CODES ~ STANDARDS FOR THE HANDICAPPED 
CODE BASIC ON ON 

COMPONENT DOCUMENT FILE REVISION 1 FILE 
EFF. [)ATE 10 I 01 I 74 I I 

BASIS OF CODE TECH SCOPE CODE APPLICABILITY 
REF Al"lCt REF AMD 

ANSI A117.1'61 * STATE OWNED BLDG 
ANSI A117.1 ' 80 PUBLC OWNED BLDG 
ATBCB '81 PRV OWN PUBL USE X 

ATBCB '82 PRV OWN SEE OCC X 

UFAS ALTERATIONS 
OTH OTH 

NOTES * OVER 50 OCCUPANCY TYPES ARE LISTED IN 
THE SECONDARY ACCESS CODE. 1-SINGLE-FAMILY, 
TOWNHOUSESY CONDOMINIUMS AND DUPLEXES EXCLUDED. 

- -- ··- .... . 

ON ESTM DATE 
REVISION 2 FILE NEXT REVISIOr 

I I / I 8 ~ 

OCCUP CATEGORIES PUB PRV 

Pi::;:=;EMBL Y 
BU::: I NE:; ::: 
EDl..ICATION 
I NDU:3TR I AL 
HA z ARr::u:iu:;: 
I N:3T I TUT I ONAL 
MERCANTILC:: 
STORAGE 
F:E:S I DENT I AL 
OTH · ... . : ....... _7 ... :-.... : ... . 

OWN OWN 
* .. 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 1 

. ...... ... _..,_ ,~~~-- - ... ... ... -··-------..... .. ,..., . &·•t . c '~ ..... ·c,.;,.,c ,. =? ' . • · - ·anm · -
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. 
DATE COMPLETED 01 I 18 I 83 REVISED 07/24/85 ACCESS NO. 1357 STATE C 

# # STATEWIDE BUILDING CODE - TECHNICAL BASIS # # 

. # # CODE REF ~MD DATE # # CODE REF AND DATE 
BOCA I I SBC I I 
NBC I I UBC 

NOTES * GA STATE BUILDING CODE <FIRE ~ LIFE SAFETY CODE '81) 
ONLY WHEN ADOPTED BY LOCAL GOVERNMENTS--LOCAL GOVERNMENTS MAY 

I I 
BECOMES MANDATOF 
ADOPT OTHER 

' 
PRIMARY ACCESS CODE INFORMATION 
SECONDARY ACCESS CODE INFORMATION 
PRIMARY ACCESS CODE CONTACT INFORMATION 
SECONDARY ACCESS CODE CONTACT INFORMATION 

F'AGE 2 
PAGE 3 
PAGE 4 
PAGE 5 

ATBCB CODES AND STANDARDS REFERENCE FILE 
~~TE COMPLETED 01 I 18 I 83 REVISED 07/24/85 ACCESS NO. 1357 

PRIMA~Y ~CCESS CODE ANSI A117.1 <1980) 

. . - ·· 

.. . : .. 

. : :,: .. ·::.--. --... .. ·-· . . ..... . • . . 
• ;t · ... ..... .... . . ·:. 
.... . 

PAGE 2 
STATE G 

CODE BASIC ON ON 
RE'.,.'Vi: IOt~ 1 FILE 

ON E::;TM DATE 
COMPONENT DOCUMENT FILE REVISION 2 FIL~c NEXT REYISI O 
Ei=i=. DA TE I I 75 

TECH :::coF'E 
07 I 01 I 77 04 I I 79 * 
CODE APPLICABILITY OCCWP CATEGORIES · 

REF AMD REF AMD 
AN::: I A 11 7 • 1 ··. 6 1 
~NSI A117.1 ' 80 X 
ATBCB ··:::1 

x 
STATE OWNED BLDG X 
PUBLC OWNED BLDG X 
PRV OWN PUBL USE 3 

ATECB ' 82 PRV OWN SEE OCC X 
UFAS ALTERATIONS 2 
OTH GEORGIA X OTH 

NOTES *ALSO REV 3/80 & 7/84;1-SINGLE FAMILY RES-
IDENCES, DUPLEXES, TRIPLEXES AND CONDOMINIUMS ARE 
E~EMPTED FROM RE QUIREMENTS. OTHER RESIDENTIAL OCC 

A::::::EMBL Y 
Bu::; I NE:::s 
EDUCATION 
I NDU::;TR I AL 
HA Z .:.Rr11:11_1::; 
I N:::T I TUT I ONAL 
MERCAt JT I LE 
STORAGC: 
F:E '.:: I D:='.NT I AL 

UP~NCIES MAY HA VE RE DUCED REQUIREMENTS;CHECK CODE OTH 
DOCUMENT FOR SPECIFICS . 2-SUBSTANTIAL RENOVATION 

I I 
F'UB PRV 
OWN CtWN 
x x 
x x 
x x 
x x 
x x 
x x 
x ·x 
x x 
x 1 

IS THAT WHICH E X C~EDS ~0% OF ASSESSED TAX VALUE. RE OCCUP CATEG, PROVISIONS 0 
THE PRIMARY ACCESS CODE APPLY TO ALL BLDGS., STRUCTURES, STREETS AND ACCESS TO 
USED BY THE PUBLIC OR IN WHICH HANDICAPPED OR ELDERLY PERSONS MAY BE EMPLOYED. 

- - - - - - - -- - . - -. -· - - - - - - .. ··- - - -- --- ------ -- ------------

ATBCB CODES AND STANDARDS REFERENCE FILE 
DATE COMPLETED 01 I 18 I 83 -REVISED 07/24/85 ACCESS NO. 1357 

PAC;E 3 
STATE C 

SECONDARY ACCESS CODE 
CODE BASIC ON 

COMPONENT DOCUMENT FILE 
CtN 

RE1/ISION 1 FILE 
I I 

ON 
RE1/I:::ION 2 FILE 

I I 

E '.:;TM [1ATE 
NEXT REVISI C 

EFF. DATE I I 
BASIS OF CODE T~CH SCOPE CODE APPLICABILITY OCCUP CATEGORIE::: 

I I 
PUB F'R 1, 

OWN OW i\ F:EF A1"1D REF AMD 
l!IN::: I A 11 7. 1 '61 ST ATE OWTJED BLDr:; A::;:::EMBL Y 
~NSI A117.1'80 PUBLC OWNED BLDG BUSINESS 
~TBCB '81 PRV OWN PUBL USE EDUCATION 

PRV OWN SEE OCC INDUSTRIAL ATE.CB '82 
UF~S ALTERATIONS HAZARDOUS 
OTH OTH INSTITUTIONAL 

NOTES SUILOINGS OR STRUCTURES. 3 OR MORE STORIES MERCANTILE 
JN HIEGHT AND USED AS A RESIDENCE BY 3 OR MORE STORAGE 
FAMILIES. 3-ANY BUILDING _IN WHICH THERE ARE MORE RESIDENTIAL 
THAN 15 $LEEP ING ACC•)MMODATIO~.J·:. FOR HIRE. ·.· . ·OTH .. ~· ·,:.: . ··: .. : . . . "[ ........ ·•" ' --=- ... . . ~: :· 

· ~ -------
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r"""1 I.._ . . _ . ._ . - -

)~TE COMPLETED 01 
# 

I 20 ·/ ::::::: F:EV I ·=;ED 07 ,:-;:,·:.1 /::::5 

# STATEWIDE BUILDING CODE 

AMD DATE # # 

H •-· •- · t:. ·::• ·~· ' .• ·-· • - - - -

- TECHNICAL BASIS # # 

cor1E F:EF AMCI 

t # 

\!OTES 

CODE 
BOCA 
NBC 

REF ~;BC 

UBC 

NO :=;TATEWIDC: 

I I 
I I 

BUILDING CODE 

PRIMARY ACCESS CODE INFORMATION 

SECONDARY ACCESS CODE INFORMAfiON 

PRIMARY ACCESS CODE CONTACT INFORMATION 

SECONDARY ACCESS CODE'CONTACT INFORMATION 

PAGE 2 
PAGE ':• 

<J 

PAGE 4 
F'AGE c-.... 

[IATE 
I I 
I I 

I 
I 

ATBCB ~ODES AND STANDARDS REFERENCE FILE PAGE 2 I 
r•ATE COMPLETED 01 I 2(> I :=: :::: RE\II '.=:ED 07/29/:=:5 ACCE::::=: NO. 1~:.~.o STATE IL 

PRIMARY ACCESS CODE ACCESSIBILITY STANDARDS ILLUSTRATED PLUS AMENDMENTS 

CODE BASIC ON ON ON ESTM DATE 

COMPONENT DOCUMENT FILE REVISION 1 FILE REVISION 2 FILE NEXT REVISION 

EFF. DATE 12 I ::::: : I 7:=: o:::: I :::: 1 I :=: 1 03 I 01 I !2:5 ·.,; I I 

BASIS OF CODE TECH SCOPE CODE AF'F'LICABILITY OCCIJP CATEGORIE:; PUB PRV 

REF AMD REF AMD 
OWN OWN 

~NSI A117.1 ' 61 STATE OWNED BLDG X ASSEMBLY ~ X 

ANSI A117.1'80 PUBLC OWNED BLDG X BUSINESS X X 

ATECB '81 PRV OWN PUBL USE X EDUCATION X X 

ATBCB '82 PRV OWN SEE ace x INDUSTRIAL x x 

UFAS 
ALTERATIONS 1 HAZARDOUS x·· X 

OTH ILLINOI:; * * OTH STATE LEA:::ED X IN:::TITUTIC•NAL X X 

NOTES * WHILE THIS CODE WAS DEVELOPED BEFORE MERCANTILE X X 

ANSI (1980). IT USED ANSI ~ s PROPOSED REVISIONS STORAGE x x 

PRIOR TO ACCEPTANCE IN 1980 BY THE ANSI COMMITTEE RESIDENTIAL X 2 

ALON1:; WI TH OTHER RE =:Ei=.RCH AND PRO FE:=::=: I ONAL OP IN- OTH 

ION. 1- THE ATTY GEN RULED THAT THE ALTERATION 

REQUIREMENTS APPLY ONLY TO PUBLIC BLDGS. 2- ONE AND TWO FAMILY RESIDENCES, 

2ND & 3RD FLOOR WALKUPS AND PRIVATELY OWNED APARTMENTS ARE EXCLUDED FROM CODE 

REOU I REi'1ENT::;. 

ATBCB CODES AND STANDARDS REFERENCE FILE PAGE 3 
STAiE I 

DATE COMPLETED 01 I 20 I 83 .REVISED 07/29/85 

SECONDARY ACCESS CODE 
CODE BASIC ON 

COMPONENT DOCUMENT FILE 

EFF. DATE I I 

BASIS OF CODE TECH SCOPE 

AN:::I Al 17. 1 '61 
AN~; I Al 17. 1 ':=:(I 

ATBCB '81 
ATBCB 'E:2 
UFA'.:; 
OTH 

NOTES 

~.....,.
 __ .. .... . 

REF A1'1D REF AMD 

ON 
REl/I:=:ION 1 FILE 

I I 
CODE APPLICABILITY 

STATE OWNED BLDG 
PUBLC OWNED BLDG 
PRV OWN PUBL USE 
PRV OWN S;EE OCC 
ALTERATION:;: 
OTH 

NO. 1360 

ON 
REVISION ~ FILE 

I I 

ESTM trATE 
NEXT REVISIC 

I I 
F·UB PR ~ 

OWN owr OCCUP CATEGORIE'.3 

A:=:s:EMBL Y 
BU::; I NE '.:::;: 
EDUCAT I 1)N 

INDUSTRIAL 
HAZARDOUS 
IN:3TITUTIONAL 
MERCANTILE 
STORAGE 
RESIDENTIAL 

. OTH . · . 
.· -: .. , ~·.;. - : ~ ~--

-- ·"-'......__ ... --.. - ... ~~~-.... _.._~··--------·- ------.;--.-.:--.~~:
:===~~ 
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H I ~'- · ~; . ·-· ·-·~1 -=- -· r"1 ... ~. • ... I ••• , - . •. -- -

:.T.E COMPLETE~' 01 / 21 / :?, :~: REVI:~;ED (>7/:'.::0/:::5 ACC:E:::::: NO. 1~:.;.:~: . STATE 1<:: :=: 

# # STATEWIDE BUILDiNG CODE - TECHNICAL BASIS # # 

:;t COD::'. REP" AMD DATE # # CODE REF AMD DATE 

BOCA I I SEC I I 

NBC / I UBC * I I 84 

OTE3 *THE UBC r·=· ·-· u::::ED FOF; ALL :::T~TE CONSTRUCTION. LOCAL ~URISDICT!ONS ADOPT 

NY CODE OF THEIR CHOOSING. FOR STATE GLDGS <BOTH NEW ~ RENOVATED> THE UBC /85 

·. ' 
D:T!ON APF'L!E::::. 

PRIMARY ACCESS ~ CODE INFORMATIO~ 

SECONDARY ACCESS CODE INFORMATION 
PAGE 
PAGE 

~· • 
"=' ..... 

PRIMARY ACCESS CODE CONTACT INFORMATION 

SECONDARY ACCESS CODE CONTACT INFORMATION 
PAGE 
PAGE 

4 
C' ·-· 

ATBCB CODES AND STANDARDS REFERENCE FILE PAGE 2 

:.,c,~ ;:: ~:1:-1PLETED 01 / 21 / ::::~: E~'-..'I:::r::D 07/ :~:01::;:5 

PRIMARY ~CCESS CODE ADOPTION OF ANSI KS CHAP. 

CODE SAS IC ON CN 

~MPO~ENT DOCUMENT FILE REVISION 1 FIL~ 

~~. DATE 01 / 01 I 70 01 I 01 I 79 

~~SIS OF CODE TECH SCOPE CODE APPLICABILITY 
REr Al'1D F:EF Ai1D 

~~Si A117.1'61 STATE OWNED BLDG X 

~NSI All7.1'80 X PUBLC OWNED BLDG X 

~TECB '81 PRV OWN PUBL USE X 

~TBCB '82 PRV OWN SEE OCC X 

JFAS ALTERATIONS X 

:tTH VA;,i:::A:::: X CtTH :::T LEA::::ED X 

NOTES THE !~79 AMENDMENT ENCOMPASSES ALL BLDGS. 

.. L!~:ED BY Tl-!E FUBLIC. "*-LOCAL CODE OFFICIAL::: Al~E 

RESPONSIBLE F0R ItJTERPRETATION AND ENFORCEMENT AT 

THC: LC:CAL L:=:'-lEL AND ~JI n.:. ALL GL[:G:::. NOT m-JNE[I B't' 

7HE STATE. 8LDGS. COVERED MAY VARY BY JUPISDIC-

13, SECTS 58-1301 TO 58-1305 
(1N . E::::TM DATE 

f\:EVI:::ION ::: FILE t 1EXT F'E11 I·=·I1-1N 
I I ~-·/··;·-

OCCUP CATEGORIES PUB PRV 
(1WN t)~N 

A:::::::EMBL Y >: * 
BUS I NE·;::: x 1f' 

EDUCATION 1 * 
I i'rnu::::TF: I AL .x * 
HAZARDOU::; ·x * 
I N:::;T I TUT I ONAL x * 
MERCANTILE x * 
STORAGE x * 
F:E:::: I DEiH I AL x * 
OTH 

-ION. 1-sc:~OOLS FALL UNDER THE STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION AND REGULATIONS 

~AY [1IFFEF:. , 
·' 

ATBCB CODES AND STANDARDS REFERENCE FILE 

I1ATE .COMPLETED 01 I 21 I 8 :~: RE 1n :::ED 07/:::0;:;5 ACCE::::::: NO. 

SECO~DARY ACCESS CODE 
CODE BASIC ON 

COMPONENT DOCUMENT FILE 
EFF. DATE I I 

ON 
REVI::::ION 1 FILE 

I I 

ON 
REVI::;ION 2 FILE 

I I 

PAGE 3 
STATE 1<:3 

E·::TM DATE 
NEXT REl/ISIO t·~ 

I I 

BA:=:I:3 OF CODE TECH :::COPE CODE APPLICABILITY OCCUP CATEGORIE::;; PUB PRV 
OWN C1~JN 

AN::: I A 11 7. 1 '61 
~N:::I A117.1 ':::o 
~TBCB "'81 
iATBCB ··::::.:: 
l.IFA::; 
OTH 

NOTE·;; 

-- - . . , _......_._ ___ . 

REF AMD F:EF AMD 
ST~~ TE 01,.Jl'JEr:i BLDC; 
PUBLC OWrJED BLDG 
F·F:V OWN PU8L l_t::::E 
F'RV OWN SEE OCC 
ALTERATION::: 
(tTH . 

A::;:::EMBL Y 
BUS I NE:;:; 
EDUCAT IOt·l 
I NDU:::T~: I AL 
HAZARI:U:1U::: 
I N:::T I Tl_IT I ONAL 
MERCANTILE 
STOF:A(;E 
RE·:; I DENT I AL 
(ITH 
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, • J" • - --

# # .STAiEWIDE BUILDING CODE - TECHNICAL BAS!~~~ t. CODE REF AMD. DATE · # # CODE REF AMO DATE 

BOCA X I I 85 SBC I I 

NBC I I UBC I I 

JOTE::; "kY BLDG CODE": DOE::: NOT u:::E THE B.:.F:RIER-FF:EE DESIGIJ S:ECTION OF E:OCA, THE 

t983 EDITION OF THE KY CODE HAS BARRIER-FREE DESIGN REGULATIONS I~CORPORATED. 

PRIMARY ACCESS CODE INFORMATION 
SECONDARY ACCESS CODE INFORMAT10N 
PRIMARY ACCESS CODE CONTACT INFORMATION 

SECONDARY ACCESS CODE CONTACT INFORMATION 

PAGE 
PAGE 
PAGE 
PAGE 

2 
·-:. ·-· 
4 
5 

ATBCB CODE2 AND STANDARDS REFERENCE FILE PAGE 2 

DATE COMPLETED 09 I 14 I 82 REVISED 07/31/85 ACCESS NO. 1364 STATE KY 

PRIMARY ACCESS CODE KY REVISED ST~TUTE/ADMIN. REGULATIONS #515 KAR 7:060 

CODE BASIC ON ON ON ESTM DATE 

COMPONENT DOCUMENT FILE REVISION 1 FILE REVISION 2 FILE NEXT REVISION 

EFF. DATE 07 I 15 I :::1 07 I 15 / :::2 / I . I I 

BA~: r~: OF CODE TECH :::COF'E CODE AFFL_ICABILITY OCCUP CATEGORIE~ PUB F'RV 

REF AMD REF AMD 
OWN OWN 

ANSI Al 17. 1 '.::.1 STATE OWNED BLDG X ASSEMBLY X X 

x PUBLC OWNED BLDG X BUSINESS X X 

PRV OWN PUBL USE X EDUCATION X X 

PRV OWN SEE OCC X INDUSTRIAL X X 

IJFAS 
ALTERATIONS X HAZARDOUS 

OTH KENTUCKY 
NOTES ALL EXCEPT: 

X OTH INSTITIJTIONAL 

CASSEM>OCCU TOTAL LOAD IS <50 MERCANTILE 

PERS OR <1500 SQ FT IN TOTL AREA; CHURCHES. PAR & 

& PRI SCH ACCE3S WHEN TOTAL OCCUP LOAD IS (250 

F'Er;:::: O'.~ (~::::oo ::.o r-T; (Bu:::) E:='UJY::: < 101 F'EF::: OR 

10~000 SQ FT; <ED>DAY CARE CTRS <13 CHILD;<IND> 

STOF:AGE 
RE'.:: I DENT I AL 
OTH 

. x 
x 
x 
x 

x 
x 
x 
x· 

<10 PERS. OR 20,000 SQ FT; <INST> DA Y CAPE CTRS FOR (13 CHILD;CMERCH> (100 PERS 

OR TOTAL SALES AREA <3000 SQ FT OR IF TOTAL BLDG AREA (10,000 SQ FT; <RES> SI NG 

F~M & APT PROJS <<25 DW~LLING UNITS>; <STOR> (100 PERS OR 20.000 SQ FT. 

I ., 

ATBCB CODES AND STA~DARDS REFERENCE FILE PAGE 3 
STATE K 'r 

DATE COMPLETED 09 I 14 I 82 REVISED 07/31/85 ACCESS NO. 136°4 

SECONOARY 
CODE 

COMPONENT 
EFF. DATE 

ACCE:::::; CODE 
BA:=: re 

DOCUMENT 
I I 
TECH BA:.:; I ::; C•F COtrE 

REF AMD 
~N'.:: I A 1 1 7 • 1 '~. 1 
Ar..J::; I A 11 7. 1 ':30 
ATBCB ':::1 
ATE<CB '::::: 
IJFA::: 
OTH 

NOTE'3 

ON 
FILE 

S:COPE 
F:EF AMD 

ON 
REVI:::ICir·J 1 FILE 

I I 
CODE APPLICABILITY 

STATE OWNED BLDG 
PUBLC OWNED BLDG 
PRV O~N PUBL USE 
PRV 1:rL.JN ::.EE OCC 
ALTERATION::; 
OTH 

ON 
REVI:;roN 2 FILE 

I I 

ESTM [rATE 
NEXT RE\/ IS I or--

/ I 
PUB F'RV 
OWN OW N CtCCUP CATEGORIES 

A::;:::EMBL '( 
91_1::: I NE:::s 
EDUCA TI ci:·J 
It J[)l_l:STR I AL 
HA z ARr11:1u::; 
It~::. TI Tl.IT I ONAL 
MERCANTILE 
!;TOR AGE 
RE:; I DENT I AL 
CITH .. .. . -

·- . --
··}- ·:~ ~~~~'i-~::· .. : . .;;,Zt~~~.:. -. ·,· ~. 

. - . -- ·-·· ---· _ _____ __.,,,,,_,.._. _~--- -· - ·'··-- ts bem.; tte' ' f ·" .. i!. "ri 'o~ · c w ,,. , ... . .. ,;,= ·• ~. 1,,.;,;:~ j&·= 
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u . 

DATE COMPLETED 01 I 24 I 83 REVISED 07/30/83 ACC~SS NO. 1367 STATE MD 

# # STATEWIDE BUILDING CODE - TECHNICAL BASIS # # 

# # CODE REF AMD DATE # # CODE REF AMD DATE 

BOCA X I I 84 SBC I I 

NBC I I UBC I I 

NOTES THE STATE CODE rs ALWAYS THE LATEST REVISION OF THE BOCA CODE. LOCAL 

JURISDICTIONS CAN BE MORE STRINGENTY BUT BOCA IS THE MINIMUM REQUIREMENT. 

PRIMARY ACCESS CODE INFORMATION 

SECONDARY ACCESS CODE INFORMATION 

PRIMARY ACCESS CODE .CONTACT INFORMATION 

SECONDARY ACCESS CODE CONTACT INFORMATION 

PAGE 
PAGE 
PAGE 
PAGE 

ATBCB CODES AND ST~NDARDS REFERENCE FILE 

2 
":> ,_, 
4 
C' ._, 

t•ATE C0:'1PLSIED 01 I :::4 / ::::~: F::::vI :: :ED (17/ :::::o/:::::; ACC!::::;::; NO. 1 :3~7 

PAGE 2 
STATE MD 

PRIMARY ACCESS CODE THE MD BLDG CODE FOR THE HANDICAPPED 

CODE BASIC ON ON 

COMPONENT DOCl_li"~E ! H FILE REVI :: :IO:'J 1 FILE 

EFF. DATE 01 I 01 I 85 I I 

ON 
REVIS;ION 2 FILE 

I I 

E:3TM DATE 
NEXT REVIS;ION 

I I 

BASIS OF CODE TECH SCOPE CODE APPLICABILITY OCCUP CATEGOF:IE::: PUB F'RV 
OWN OWN 

REF ,;r-;[! REF Ai·1D 

AN:::I Al 17. 1 '61 
ANS I A 11 7. 1 ':30 
ATBCB ':::1 
ATBCB ·- ::::.:: 
UF.:6 
OTi-1 i·1AF:YLAND 
r~OTE ::: *-APPLIE::: 

STATE OWNED BLDG X 
F'UBLC OWNED BLDG X 
PRV OWN FUBL USE X 
PRV OWN SEE OCC X 
AL TERA TI ON::: 

* * OTH 
TO ALL STATE CONSTRUCTION PRO-

JECTS: STi:.TE UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGES, PRISONS, 

PARK STRUCTURES, STAIE POLICE BLDGS. ARMORIES, 

OFFICE aLDGS AND LEGISLATIVE ANO COURT BLDGS. 

1-0N~- AND TWO-FAMILY RESIDENCES ARE EXEMPTED AND 

WAIVERS CA~ BE ~USTIFIED UNDER CERTAIN CONDITIONS. 

A::::::EMBL Y 
Bl_IS I NES:3 

·EDUCATION 
INDU:3TRIAL 
HAZARDOU::; 
I N:::T I TUT I mJAL 
MERCANTILE 
STORAGE 
RE::: I DENT I AL 
OTH 

* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 

x 
x 
x 
x 
'x 
x 
x 
x 
1 

··-- ---, .. ----

ATBCB CODES AND STANDARDS REFERENCE FILE 

DATE COMPLETED 01 I 24 I 83 REVISED 07/30/SS ACCESS NO. 1367 

SECONDARY ACCESS CODE MD CODE FOR THE HANDICAPPED 

PAGE 3 
STATE I'" 

CODE BASIC ON ON ON 

COMPONENT DOCUMENT FILE REVISION 1 FILE REVISION 2 FILE 

EFF. DATE 04 I I 75 I I 76 09 I 05 I 80 

BASIS OF CODE fECH SCOPE CODE APPLICABILITY OCCUP CATEGORIES 

REF' Ai·l(I F:EF Ar1D 

E:::n1 DATE 
NEXT REVI :3!( 

I I 
PUB PF:I. 

AN::: I A 11 7. 1 ... (:.1 

#=t~J:;; I A 11 7. 1 ':3(1 
ATE:CB '81 
ATBCB ':32 
UFA::; 
OTH 

NOTE·:: 

STATE C•l.JNED E:LI:U:~ 

F·•-•GLC OW:'JED BLD(; 

PR\.' OWN F'UBL Lt'.::E 
F·F: 1; (l~.Jr-J $EE (1C:C 
AL TEFA TI (1N::; 

OTH 

AS:::EMBLY 
BU:3 L NE'.:;::; 
E [11.ICA T I ON 
I r·mu:~:TR I AL 
HAZAR[u)IJS 
IN:3TITUTIONAL 
1"1ERC Ar HI LE 

Ol-JN •)Wt 
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· D~TE COMPLETED 03 I 07 I 83 REVISED 08/01/85 ACCESS NO. 1368 STATE ~ 
# # ST~TEWIDE BUILDING CODE - TECHNICAL BASIS # # 

# ~ CO~E REF AMO DATE . # # CODE REF AMD DATE .. 
BOCA * I I 72 SBC I / 
NBC I I UBC I / 

NOTES •-THE MA STATE DLDG CGDE IS EASED ON THE 1972 BOCA CODE. THE BASIC DOCU-
MENT WENT INTO EFFECT L-1-73. THE CURRENT EDITION IS DATED 9-1-80. 

PRIMARY ACC~SS CODE INFORMATION 
SECONDARY ~cc~ss COCE INFORMATION 
PRIMARY ACC~SS CODE CONTACT INFORMATION 
SECOND~RY ACC~SS CODE CONTACT INFORMATION 

PAGE 
PAGE 
PAGE 
PAGE 

2 
3 
4 
~ ..... 

ATBCB CODES AND ST~NCARDS REFERENCE FILE PAGE 2 
D~T~ COMPLETED 03 I 07 I 83 REVISED 08/01/85 ACCESS NO. 1368 STATE ~ 

?Rit~ARY ~CCESS CODE RULE; & REG OF THE ARCH BAR BD CMR-521 & SUPPLMT 301 
CODE BASIC ON ON ON ESTM DATE 

COMPONENT DOCUMENT FILE REVISION 1 FILE REVISION 2 FIL~ NEXT REVISIC 
EFi=. 'DATE (l :~: Io:::/ 77 10 I 01 I E:l 04 I (>1 I E:2 ~ I - - / * 
BASIS OF CODE TECH SCOPE CODE APPLICABILITY OCCUP CATEGORIES PUB PR~ 

REF AMD REF A~D OWN ow~ 
ANSI ~117.1 ' 61 STATE OWNED BLDG X ASSEMBLY X X 
ANSI A117.1 ' 80 PUBLC OWNED BLDG X BUSINESS 2 2 
ATBCB '81 PRV OWN PUBL USE X EDUCATION X X 
AT?C3 ·-:::::: PF:V OWN :::EE CCI:: X INDUSTRIAL 2 2 

UFAS ALTERATIONS 1 HAZARDOUS 
OTH MA * * OTH INSTITUTIONAL X X 

NOTES *-MA DEVLPD OWN UNIQUE CODE. REV OF 10/1/8 MERCANTILE 2 2 
?LACED ENFORCEMT RESP ON LOC OFFICLS. REV. OF 4/1 STORAGE 1 'X 
:?.::: U'.::E·D :::OME: AN::; I ,· :::o PF:O\.'I ·::I ON:::, OTH ~:T ~..: ~10DEL RE::: i DENT I AL X X 
CODE·:;. *~F:E1/ 1I::;:1 / ::;:5 ONL '{ CHAi'!Ci~D :::EC 4 "APPEAL ~~ OTH 
vAF: I AiJCE. "1-AL T OF 2s-1 oo~: r-iu:::T COl'1F'L Y. ALT <25~~ 

VALUE ~ )~50,000 ALTRD PORT MUST CO~PLY W/ ACCESSIBLE ENTR ~ TOILET. (25% VAL 
<~50,000-0NLY ALTRD PORT ~UST COMPLY. CODE APPLS TO ALL BLDGS USED BY PUB EXCF 
FAC7 ~ COMRCL DLDGS, 2 STORIES W/ <40 PERS-UNLESS LOCATD IN SHPG CTR OR DR ~ S C 

ATBCB CODES AND STANDARDS REFERENCE FILE PAGE 3 
STATE DATE COMPLETED 03 I 07 I 83 REVISED 08/01/85 ACCESS NO. 1368 

SECONDARY ACCESS CODE 
CODE BASIC ON 

COMPONENT DOCUMENT FILE 
EFF. DATE I I 
BASIS OF CODE TECH SCOPE 

REF AMD F:EF At·II) 
~N::; r Al 17. 1 '·61 
AN:::I Al 1i •• 1 ··:3(1 
ATE<CB ., :31 
ATBCB 'E:2 
llFA::; 
OTH 

tJOTE::: 

(IN 

REV I:=: I ON 1 FI LE 
I I 

CODE APPLICABILITY 

STATE OWNED BLDG 
PUBLC OWNED BLDG 
F"RV C1l-JN F'UBL tJ::.E 
F'F:V OWN :::EE OCC 
AL TE~:A TI ON:.:: 
OTH 

ON 
F:EVI~:;rc•N 2 FILE 

I I 

E:::TM DATE 
NEXT REVI:=:r · 

I I 
F'UB PR 
(1WN OW 

OCCUP CATEGORIES 

A'.::SEMBLY 
. fcl_1::: I NE:::::; 
EDl.tC:AT I ON 
I NDl.tSTR I AL 
HAZARC•OtJ::; 
INSTITIJTIC•NAL 
MEF:CANTILE 
STORAC;E 
RESIDENTIAL 

.... •. ..... ....:.;. .,.,; ·~·.· . . - ~ • "-. ~~~~ . ..:·--.. . 
-· --- ·-· . . . 

. . . . , -: .!<r.OTH ~ ·~" -11(:, · . ·-·" .· ·:· ~.,,,- J<. ·~"- '~'~.-. .· c-

··· · - - ... ~ .. -\. • ··-~-----·---. --· -· "'-------· .. ·--.....,;··-· •. ..,--......... !"'"..,.,.~ .. · --tt111'iia1·· wMi·liiil1w..,· ._~tS1iai· .-;-r.;' ·w,·inlii:~...,.,.;,:- ·o;a:i.111Mnlillll-~ ii.:ii1l?i11181ii1kCclil· s;~bl'>~»1.Jo~' ·. 
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~7:::cr:; CODt::·:; .;NL' :::1H•-.1L•1-1!·u."=· n~ r i...1-. ... •~·-· ..... ··--

!1~TE COl'~PL£TED (:: / :;5 l ::!·:;: F:~ 1/I '.::ED o:::/(> 1 /:~:::; AC.CE::::; NO. 1 ::;:.~.';:'! 

~ # ST~TEWID~ BUILDING CODE - TECHNICAL BASIS # # 
===TATE 

COD~ REF AMC ~ATE # # CODE REF AMO DATE 

EOCA X I I 81 SBC / / 

N8C / I UBC / / 

NOTES ~PDATING TO BOCA, 1984; EXPECT TO BE ADOPTED BY FALL 1985. THE STATE 

CODE IS BOCA WITH AMENDMENTS; SOME JURISDICTIONS ENFORCE THE STATE CODE. SOME 

USE EOCA, SOME USE UBC~ ALL MUST FOLLOW ACCESSIBILITY REQUIREMENTS IN THE STATE 

cor1E. 
PRIMARY ACCESS CODE INFORNATION 

SECO~DARY ACC~SS CODE INFORMATION 

PRIMARY ACCESS CODE CONTACT INFORMATION 

::: ~ ·::·:n··m ::.:;y ACCE:::::: CODc CONTACT INFOF:MATION 

PAGE 
PAGE 
PAGE 
PAGE 

~. 

~ 

":• 
~· 

4 
I:' ·-· 

ATECB CODES AND ST~NDARDS REFERENCE FILE PAGE 2 

D+:tTE CC1'1PLETED 01 / 25 / :::::;: !==.:::vr ::;:::r:i o:::/(11/:::5 ACCES::: NO. 1369 STATE MI 

FRIMARY ACCESS CODE ?T 4 BLDG CODE RULES OF THE CONSTRUCTION CODE COMMISSI 

CODE BASIC ON ON ON ESTM DATE 

C:O!·iPONENT DOCUr·1E~H FILE RE'..'I::;roN 1 FILE REVI~: ION 2 FILE 'NEXT REVI:::I0~4 

EF~. DATE 07 I 20 I 75 / I 79 11 I 30 I 81 I I 83 . 

EASIS OF CODE TECH SCOPE CODE APPLICABILITX · OCCUP CATEGORIES PUB PRV 

RE~ AMO REF AMD 
QWN OWN 

~NSI A117.1'61 • STATE OWNED BLDG X ASSEMBLY X X 

ANSI Al17.1'80 PUBLC OWNED BLDG X BUSINESS X X 

~TE:CB '81 PF:\./ OWN F'UBL US:E X EDUCATION ----, X X 

~T.BCB '·:32 F'RV OL-JN :::EE OCC X INJ:)USTRIAL X X 

UFAS ALTERATIONS X HAZARDOUS X · X 

OTH MI ~ OT CO * * OTH STATE-LEASED X INSTITUTIONAL X X 

NOTES *-MI BFD REQU!RE WERE DEV IN 1966 USING MERCANTILE X X 

~NSI'61, OTH RELE~ANT CODES ~ STD3 ~PROF & INDIV STORAGE X X 

EXPERIENCE OF FEOPLE IN MI. IT HAS NOT BEEN SUB- RESIDENTIAL 1 1 

ST?;NTIALLY r·10C:IF"LE:D ::: I~J.:: ::: ,_ll_ILY ·" TS. CUF:RENTLY OTH 

BE!NG UPDATED. PFOV. OF ACT 1 OF ~ 66, MI BFD RE-

OIJ IREMENTS At='F'L '( "j,:1 AU ... LE\.'EL::: r.r::;;E[I 8Y GENL PUB ~< EMF'L v:=:, ALL NE\.J CON:::T AFTER 

7/2/74. SOME AFIER 7 / 20/75 WHICH UNDERGO A CHANGE IN USE GROUP. OCCUP LOAD OR 

~LTER OTH THAN CRD MAINT. BFDB rs AUTH TO GRANT EXCEPTNS. 1 ~ 2-FAMLY DW EXEMP 

ATBCB CODES AND STANDARDS REFERENCE FILE PAGE 3 
STATE t-

DATE COMPLETED 01 I 25 I 93 REVISED 08/01/85 ACCESS NO. 13.~.·:.1 

SECONDARY ACCESS CODE 
CODE BASIC ON 

COMPONENT DOCUMENT FILE 
EFF. DATE I I · 

. .BAS I :; OF C:JC:1E TECH SCOF'E 

~N:; I A 11 7. l ·, .;.1 
fiN::; I A 11 7. 1 ":::o 
fiTBCB '81 
.,';TBCB '82 
l..IFA:3 
OTH 

NOTES 

_..__ - . .__.. .... __ . ___ . . . 

REF AMD REF Al'II) 

ON 
F:EVI!3ION 1 FILE 

I I 
CODE APPLICABILITY 

STATE OWNED BLDG 
PUBLC OWNED BLDG 
F'RV (11,./N F·IJBL IJ~:E 

F·RV OWN ::;EE CrCC 
ALTERATION:; 
(1TH 

ON 
REVISION 2 FILE 

I I 

E:3TM DATE 
NEXT REVI :;ri: 

OCCUP CATEGORIE::: 
I I 

PIJB F'R \ 
OWN Cr Wi 
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~ # STATEWIDE BUILDING CGDE - TECHNICAL BA~I S # ~ 

. • # CODE F\EI- ::iMD DATG: # ~ CODE F:EF AMD DATE 
BOC~ ~ I I 85 SBC I / 

NBC I I UBC I / 

· NOTES THE ST~TE OF NJ ADOPTS SUPPLEMENTS WHEN ISSUED. ALL BARRIER-FREE REGU-

L~TICi'J::: j..j~;::;E ;:1ELl:::T::Lt WIHi T!-iE EXCE;:· rro~-.J OF :=;ECTION 51 ::::. 

PRIMARY ACCESS CQDE INFORMATION PAGE 2 
SECONDARY ACC~SS CODE INFORMATION PAGE 3 
PRIMARY ACCE2S CODE CONTACT INFORMATION PAGE 4 
SECONDARY ACC~SS CODE CONTACT INFORMATION PAGE 5 

ATBCB CODES AND STANDARDS REFERENCE FILE PAGE 2 

Z:1~TE COMF'L~TEi:; O::: I 01 / :.:::;: :=:E1/I '.;;E:i I):=: /02/:=:5 ACCE:=;:;:; NO. 1 ~:77 STATE t 

PRIMARY ACCESS CODE BARRIER-FREE DESIGN REGS~ STATE OF NJ AND AMENDMENTS 

CODE BASIC ON ON ON ESTM DATE 

COMPONENT DOCUMENT FILE REV:SiON 1 FILE REVISION 2 FILE NEXT REVISIC 

EFF. DATE 01 / 01 / 77 02 I 01 I 7'? i I . '?/I I:: 

BASI::: OF c::1DE TECH :=:COF'E CODE Hr'F'LICABILITY OCCUF' CATEGOR'i'E:.:: PUB F'R1. 

REF AMD REF Ai·lD O~JN OWi 

ANSI Al17.1~61 STATE OWNED BLDG X ASSEMBLY X X 

ANSI All7.1 ' 80 * PUBLC OWNED BLDG X BUSINESS X X 

ATBCB ' 81 PRV OWN PUBL USE X EDUCATION 
~TBC& '82 * PRV OWN SEE OCC X INDUSTRIAL X X 

UFAS * ALTERATIONS 1 HAZARDOUS 
OTH NEW ~ERSEY * * OTH INSTITUTIONAL X X 

NOTE·:; THE N._1 F:EG:=; AF'PLY TO ALL "PUBLIC BLDG:;" MERCANTILE X X 

WHETHER CONST BY STATE, PUBLIC AGENCY. OR PRIVATE STORAGE 
INDIVIDUAL, PARTNER. ASSOC, CORP. *-NJ'S BFD REGS RESIDENTIAL * • * 
UPDAT~ W/ ASSISTANCE OF DISABILITY & PROFESSIONAL OTH 
6ROUPS IN STATE. CERTAIN PARTS o~ ANSI ~so TECH 
PROV COMBINED W/ OTH REQ. MAJ REVIS. TO INCORP MORE DIGRMS, AVAIL LATE '85. E 

CLUDED FROM REQS OF THIS COD~ - 1-4 FAMILY RES/TWNHOUSES. 1-ALTER OVER 50% OF 

BLDG VAL REOS TOTAL COMPLIANCE. BE7WEEN 25-50% REQS PARTIAL COMPLIANCE. 

ATBCB CODES AND STANDARDS REFERENCE FILE F'AGE 3 
STATE f\ ' 

DATE COMPLETED 02 I 01 I 83 REVISED 08/02/85 
SECONDARY ACCESS CODE 

CODE BASIC ON . 
COMPC.lNENT DOCUMENT FI LE 
EFF. DATE I I 
BASIS OF CODE TECH SCOPE 

REF Af1D REF AMD 
AN::: I A 11 7. 1 '61 
ANSI Al 17. 1 'E:O 
ATBCB '81 
~TBCB ':=:::: 
t_IFA:.:; 
OTH 

NOTES 

.... ~:.:. -...-_ .... ....... -· . 
I 

ON 
F:EVI:5ION 1 FILE 

I I 
CODE APPLICABILITY 

ST1:iTE O~JNED BLDG 
F'UBLC Ol·JNED BLDG 
PRV OWN PUBL u :.::E 

. PRV OWN SEE OCC 
.:.L TERAT I ON::; 
OTH 

• 

AC:CE::;:3 NO. 1377 

(IN 

REVISION 2 FILE 
I I 

ESTM DATE 
NEXT REVISI C 

OCCUP CATEGORIES 
I I 

PUB PR1• 

mm owr 
A:::SEME<L Y 
su:; I NE:.:::; 
EDUCATION 
I NDU:5Tr.: I AL 
HAZARDOU::; 
INSTITUTIONAL 
MERCANTILE 
STOF:AGE 
RESIDENTIAL 
~TH 

·" ··· 
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r · 
DATE c:1MJ='LEIED 1 (> / 1.:: / :;: :::: RE1n:::Er;:1 o:::/(15/:;:5 ACC;::ss NO. t:::7':" ::; i HI i:. 1·1 ·( 

# # ST~TEWIDE BUILDING CODE TECHNICAL BASIS # tt 

COD~ 

BOCA 
!·J8C 

RE~ AMD DATE # # CODE REF AMD DATE 

I I SBC I I 

I I UBC I I 

NOTE·::: THE t.!·r· ::;T.:.iE '-'~Hi=' 1:: Ri·i FIF:E F'F:E1/i::rffION ~'BLDG CODE I::; ItmIGEtJOU::; TO IT:::ELF. 

~s OF 1/1 / 84 IT rs MA~DATCRY FOR ALL GUT NEW YORK CITY. 

' 
PRIMA~Y ACCESS CODE INFORMATION 
SECONDARY ACCESS CODE INFORMATION 
PRIMARY ACCESS CODE CONTAC~ INFORMATION 

SECOND~RY ACCESS CODE CONTACT INFORMATION 

F'AGE 
PAO!:: 
PAGE 
PAGE 

ATECB .CCDES AND STA~DARDS REFER~NCE FILE 

.... ..,;;. 

:;: 
4 
C" ·-· 

PAGE 2 

IiA~ C0~1F'L£TED 1 r) / 12 / :;: ::;: r;E1;r :::ED •.:·:::/05/:;:5 

PRIMARY ACCESS CODE ~RT 13 OF NY STATE CODE: 
ACCESS NO. 1379 STATE NY 

FAC FOR PHY HANDICAPPED 

CODE BASIC 
ON E·::TM DATE 

COMPONENT DOCUME~T FILE REVISION 2 FILE NEXT REVISION 

EFF. DATE •)l / 01 I :::4 / I I I ."'- I I 

BASIS OF CODE TECH SCOPE CODE APPLICABILITY OCCUP CATEGORIES PUB PRV 

F:EF Ai1D F:Ei=' AMD 
~NS! All7.1 ··· .::.1 :;;TATE Cl.Jt~ED BLDG X 

ANSI All7.1'80 X PU8LC OWNED BLDG X 

ATBCB '81 PRV OWN F'UBL USE X 

ATBCB '82 PRV OWN SEE GCC X 

UF~S 
ALTERATIONS * 

CtTH :::T BL CO X OTH 
NOTES IN THE NY STATE BLDG CONSTRUCTION CODE.THE 

OCCUPANCY C~TEGORIES AND THEIR ACCESS REGUIR~MTS 

ARE LISTED IN A TABLE. ACCES3 REQUIREMENTS DEPEND 

Bl_IS; I NE::::;; 
EDUCATION 
I NDUSTF: I AL 
HAZARDOUS; 
I N:3T I TUT I ONAL 
1"1EF:CANT ILE 
STORAGE 
RES; I DENT I AL 

UPON T~E SQUA~E FOOTAGE ARSA OF THE SPECIFIC PRO- OTH 

._JECT. i'1ANY OF THE LI ·:::rs:: CHIEC;OR IE·: : HAv'C:: ::::uB-

OWN OWN 
·x x 
x x 
x x 
x x 
x x 
x x 
x x 
x x 
1 1 

CATEGOR I~3 ~h~RE REQUIREMENTS VARY. •-IF OVER 50% OF THE COST OF THE BLDG, EX-

CEPT IN CITIES WITH A POPULATION OF OVER 1.000,000. 1-ALL RESIDENTIAL FACIL-

IT!E·:: EXCE:=·T 1:1i'JE-AND TWO-F'AMILY DWELL!i'JC;:::. 

ATBCB CODES AND STANDARDS REFERENCE FILE PAGE 3 
STATE N" 

DATE COMPLETED 10 I 12 I 83 REVISED 08/05/85 ACCESS NO. 1379 

SECONDARY ACCESS CODE 
CODE BASIC ON 

COMPONENT DOCUMENT FILE 
EFF. DATE I I 
EASIS OF CODE TECH SCOF'E 

F:EF AMD F:EF AMD 
~N:=; I A 11 7. 1'61 
;.rJ~;I Al 17. 1 ·,:::o 
~TBCB ':?.1 
ATBCB '·:=:::: 
LlFA::; 
C•TH 
NOTE'~ 

ON 
RE1/ISION 1 FILE 

I I 
CODE APPLICABILITY 

STATE owr·JEI:t BLDG 
PUBLC OWNED BLDG 
F'F:V O~Ji'J F'l_IGL u::;E 
F·F:V . OWN S;EE CICC 
AL TEF:AT I Oi.J::; 
OTH · 

ON 
REVISION 2 FILE 

I I 

E:::TM DATE 
NEXT REVI:::IOi 

I ·· I 
OCCUP CATEGORIES PUB PRV 

OWN OW N 

BUSINE~;S 

EDUCATION 
I tmu:::TR I AL 
HAZARD Ou::: 
I N::;T I TUT I ONAL 
MEf::CANT I LE 
STOF:AGE 
RE::; I I:'.IENT I AL 
OTH . 

. - -- - . · . .. .. 4 . - - c. • • ..... _,. ,..-.. , _ - -· •.C :.~~.~;~:;t~=--~:·~~:.,~.I -~ .~i;;~ > 
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~ ~ ST~TEWIDE BUILDING CODE - TECHNICAL BASIS # # 

t * COD~ 
F.<OCA 
NBC 

llO~ ·:; ~-THE 

REF AriD DATE ~ # CODE REF AMO DATE 
I I S:BC ~ I I 

/ I UBC I I 

~JARTEnLY BY 
N(:F:TH CA~:OLI NH E·LDG CODE 1 ::: 2.A:::E!) ON THE SBC AND I:;: IJF'DATE::r 

7:-iE NC•f;Td CH0:(:LHIA :::TATE ::.LDG CCDS COUi~CIL. 

F'R I MARY AC;::::: ,::::: CODE I NF OF: MAT I Cir·! 
SECONDARY Acc:::ss CODE INFORMATION 
FRIMARY ACCESS CODE CONTACT INFORMATION 
SECONDARY ACCESS CODE CONTACT INFORMATION 

F'AGE 
F'ACiE 
F'AGE 
PAGE 

A7BC8 CCCES ~ND STANDARDS REFERENCE FILS 

.-. ,.;;. 

·-=· ·-· 
4 
5 

ACCESS NO. 1380 STATE NC 

p:;; I M;:.:.F:'f 
cor:E 

ACCSSS co:~ !LL HNDSK CF HA~DICAPP~D SECT OF THE NC STATE BLDG COD 

EFF. ~~TE 09 I 01 ! 73 
BASIS OF CODE TECH SCOPE 

EE:= .;1-1[1 F:EF ;;r·ID 
A~~: I A 11 7. 1 ... 61 1 
-AN~:I Al 17.1 · .. :::o 
ATBCB ··:::1 
?.TBCB ··:=:::: 

c:·., 

CODE AFPLIC~BILITY 

STATE OWNED BLDG X 
PUBLC OWNED BL~G X 
F'RV OWN F'UBL USE X 
F'F:IJ OWN SEE OCC 

UF~S ALTERATIONS X 
OTH NC 1 1 OTH REN/CH OCCU X 

NOTES •-1982 REPRINT INCL. SOME LEGIS., CHANGES 
~ CORRECTIONS TO SMALL ESRORS I~ TEXT. WHILE MUCH 
OF THE NC CODE IS BASED ON ANSI ~ 61, THE STD ~AS 
REWRITTEN, MANY REQRMTS ~ER~ ADD~D & THE TEXT WAS 
FULLY ILLUS. 2-THE CODE ~?PLIED TO ALL 8LDGS, W/ 

ON ESTM DATE 
REVIS:ON 2 FILE NEXT REVISION 

I I :::::: .... I I 
OCCWP CATEGORIE~ PUB F'RV 

BU::·! NE~=:s 
EDUCATION 
I NC:u:=:TR I AL 
HAZAF:DOUS 
IN:3TITUTIC:NAL 
MERCArJTILE 
STC:PAGE 
RE:::: I DENT I AL 
OTH 

OWN OWN 
~ x 
x x 
x x 
2 

: x 
x 
x 
x 
2 

2 
x 
x 
x 
x 

EXCE?T OF: 1-~ 2-FMLY OETC ~! D RES, HISTORIC STRUCTRS, FOR AUTHENTIC RECONSTRC 

OF: F:EfJOV. BLDG::: D!:S I GNED F1:1F: GAF:,:.:,GES l..J/ ATTENDr:.Nr::::, HEAVY I N[:l_i :::Tf;:Y l!.: HEAVY 

STORAGE MAY HAVE RE QUIREMENTS WAIVED BY THE LOC~L OFFICIAL. 

ATBCB CODES AND STANDARDS REFERENCE FILE PAGE ;;: 
:::TATE NC 

DATE COMPLETED 02 I 04 I 83 REVISED 08/02/85 ACCESS 

SECONDARY ACCESS CODE 
CODE BASIC ON 

COMPONENT DOCUMENT FILE 
EFF. DATE I I 
BA:.:.: I :; CrF C:•:tC1E TECH '.3CCIF'E 

.P.N~: I A 11 7. 1 '6 1 
-ANS:I Al.17.1 ··:;:0 
~TBCB ':31 

t_IFA::; 
OTH 
NOTE'.~ 

F:EF Ar1D REF AMD 

ON 
F:Evr :;rciN 1 FILE 

I I 
CODE ~PPLICABILITY 

ST ATE OWt~ED BLDG 
F'UBLC Ot..JNED BLDC; 
PRV OWN PUBL USE 
PF:V OWN ~:EE OCC 
AL TEF:P1 TI ON::; 
OTH 

ON 
REIJI:3ION 2 FILE 

I I 

E '3TM DATE 
NEXT F:EIJI :::I ON 

I I 
OCCUP CATEGORIES PUB F'RV 

OWN i:rWN 
A::::=:EMBL Y 
BU::; I tJE~:~: 

EDUC.:. TI ON 
I NCrlJSTR I AL 
HAZARDOU::: 
l N:;T I TUT! ONA L 
l"tEF:CANT I LE 
STOF:AC;E 
RES I (1ENT I AL 
OTH 

- =--- -
,~~ -·.~..;~,4~~~.i:i~ .;~: .. ·. : . : ::·,;·::.-: . 

· - ·~· -~--~---~~~.~. - -~~-~·~~~~·~+--~~,~·~·~~z~~·· w~¥~Y~~~-~t~~~~ ~· o~t~· ·~· >~i~-~b~· ~~~·~-~· ~~~·z 
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CODE 
E:OCA 
NBC 

~T ~~ :::T;; TS:.JI DC:: BU I LD IN(; CODE 
REF AMO DATE # ~ 

-i:- · l I ::;:4 
/ 

TECHNICAL BASIS # # 
CODE REi=- AMO 
::.BC 
unc 

NOTE::: ~~-THE (IHI 0 BA::: IC E:_:.:.c; CCl[:E : '.:;: E:A'.:::ED O~J THE ! ·;;:;:4 BOCA BA~: IC 
THE i ·?:::5 ::. 1_. j=·F· l_~;·IENT I ::: ;: · 1_;:,~·;NED 1=-oR ;::ic1C:r'T I ON IN ._1,::,r-i. 19:::,~ .• 

" PRIMARY ACC~~S CODE I NFORMATION 
SECONDARY ACCESS CGDE INFORMATION 
PRIMARY ACCESS CODE CONTACT INFORMATION 
SECONDARY ACCESS CODE CONTACT INFORMATION 

PAGE 
PAGE 
F'AC;E 
PAGE 

ATBCB CODES AND STANDARDS REFERENCE FILE 

..... 
~ 

'j ._. 
4 
c:-
<J 

DATE 
,. I 
I I 

BLDG C;:1r1E AND 

PAGE 2 
~ 83 ~EVISED 08 / 02/83 ACCESS NO. 1382 STATE OH 

PR i i'lAi=:Y 
cor:E 

COl'lPOiJENT 
EFF. t 1ATE 

.:.cc:=:::::::: CODE 
3ri :: : IC 

~ROV OF BOCA BBC AS MODI TO CONF TO 3781.111 OH 
ON E·=:TM DATE 

DOCUM~ i ~T FILE REVISION 2 FILE NEXT REVISION 
/ I l l ~ 01 I I :::t. 

TECH CODE APPLICABILITY OCCUP CATEGORIES PUB PRV 
r-.c-r . ._r-

~NS I A l l 7 • 1 ., :;. 1 
ANSI Al17.1 ' 80 * 
~TBCB ··:::1 
ATBCB ., :?.::: 
t.lFAS: 

AMD 
STATE OWNED BLDG X 
PUBLC OWNED BLDG X 
PRV OWN PUBL USE X 
PRV OWN SEE OCC X 
ALTEF:ATIOr~:.:: 

OTH BOCA * * OTH 
NOTES *-THE CODE APPLIES TO ALL BLDGS OR PORTION 

THEREOF OFEN TO THE GENERAL PUBLIC WITH THE EX-
CEPTIOiJ OF: HPAr:::TMENT:::: (F:-2), :::IfK;LS:-FAMILY F:OW 

BU:=: I NE:::::: 
EDUCATION 
INDU~:TRIAL 

HA Z ARDOU::: 
I N:::T I TUT I ONAL 
MERCANTILE 
STORAGE 

HOU::. ~ (R- :~:)' corir·1~~.CIAL r-HCIL.ITIE·:: :~: MALLr:::F: TliAN OTH 
10.000 SQUAR~ FE~T. 

r 
ATBCB ~ODES AND STANDARDS REFERENCE FILE 

OWN OWN 
.x * 
x * 
x * 
x * 
x * 
x * 
x * 
x * ' x * 

PAGE ~: 

DATE COMPLETE~ 02 I 04 I 83 REVISED 08/02/85 ACCESS NO. 1382 STATE (I} 

SECONDARY ACCE::::::: CODE 
CODE BASIC ON 

COMPONENT DOCUMENT FILE 
EFF. DATE I I 
EA~:I:3 OF cor1E TECH SCOF'E 

REF AMO F:EF AMD 
4!\NS I A 11 7. 1 ., /.:. 1 
.AN:SI Al 17. 1 ":.::o 
~TBC8 ·.,:?.1 
~TBCB ':.::2 
UFA::: 
OTH 

ON 
F:EVI~: ION 1 FILE 

I I 
CODE APPLICABILITY 

STATE OWNED BLDG 
F'UBLC OWNED BL(IG 
PRV O~N PUBL USE 
FF:V Ot..Jr J :::EE OCC 
AL TEF:ATION::: 
OTH 

NOT~::: M 1~N'l ._:1_iR I :: :r1 I CT Ii::: J::: AL·::o H=i 1./1=: LOCAL 
4:1f;;!I I NANCE:::. 

ON 
F:EVISION 2 FILE 

I I 

E'3TM DATE 
NEXT REVISI!Jt 

I I 
F'UB PRV 
OWN mJN 

OCCUP CATEGORIES 

A$$EMBLY 
e.u:::INE:=:s 
EDUCATION 
I r.mu:::TR I AL 
HAZARDOl_IS 
I N:::T I TUT I ONAL 
MERCANTILE 
STt)F:AGE 
RESIDENTIAL 
OTH 

:· .... <~~~~;?~~"'~·.~~~~ ... ~ -
-· . .. . 

~ ;. . . , . ~ . . . 

---··--·· -- .... _.._..._...._._._ .. · -.. ~-------~ti"-· ric+e;;.· :,..;:-=-n • ...,·;,..-o.-cOiili· *IM's"" . .._-• ._, ._.. ,ioi..., .......... ..-.. .... -=•·"-ir·....,1 ··-...· ...... *.~·· · · 
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I•ATE CC1i .. 1F'l_J.::1::::r:1 U l / _;.:. ,. ·::··..:· r·.-=.·.- .1. .:•t:.1..' ._ .. _., . _. ._., ·-··-· ..,._ .• _.,_, ._ •. .;. ,,.._.. ... ._ .. _ .. _. ·-· ' ,-, . '-' -
~ # STATEWIDE BUILDING CODE - TECHNICAL BASIS # # 

... # CODE REF AMO DATE # ~ CODE REF AMO 
E.iOCA 
NBC 

·Ii- I 
I 

I 
I 

l :::! SBC: 
/ UBC 

NOTES ~-THE BOC~ CODE IS 
C!TIE::; AL:::o u::E THE :::Ai'lE 

i"IANDATOr. Y 
CODE:. 

~TATE BLDGS ONLY. 

... 
PRIMA~Y ACCESS CODE I~FORMPTION 

SECCMDARY ACCESS CODE INFORMATION 
PRIMARY ACCESS CODE CONTACT INFORMATION 
SECONDARY ACCESS CODE .CONTACT INFORMATION 

HOWEVEF:, 

F'AGE 2 
PAGE 3 
PAGE 4 
PAGE 5 

ATBCB CODES AND ST~NDARDS REFERENCE FILE 
:&::ATE CCii·lPL:::TSD 01 I :.21 / ::: :~: 1:::E\n :;::=:D •):::/05 / :::5 ACCE:::::: 

PRIMARY ACCESS con::: ACCESS PROVIS:ONS OF BOCA EBC 
CODE 8ASIC ON O~ 

COMPO~ENT DOCUMENT FIL~ REVIS:JN 1 FILE RE'VI::::ro~~ 

EFF. DATE 01 I 02 I 66 01 ! I 81 I I 

ON 
2 FILE 

·~ 

DATE 
I I . 
/ I 

Mci:::r LARGEF 

F'AC;E 2 
~:TATE ( 

t:: ::.Ti·1 DATE 
NEXT F:Evr:::Ir: 

I I 

BASIS OF CODE TECH SCOPE CODE ~P?LIC~BIL!TY OCCUP CATEGORIES F'UB F'R1• 

~N::: I A 1 1 7 • 1 · .. 6 l 
AN::; I A 1 1 7 • 1 · .. :;: 0 
ATBCB ··::: 1 
ATBCB '82 
1.JFA::: 

r~:EF AMD i==:Er AMD 
STATE OW~ED BLDG 
PUBLC OWNED BLDG 
PRV OWN PUBL USE 
FF:I/ Ot~i'J :::EE OCC 
AL TEr:ATIOiT:: 

OTH BOCA X X OTH S-L BLCGS** 
NOTES THIS CODE APPLIES TO ALL STATE-OWNED AND 

PUBLICLY OWNED BLDGS EXCE?T WHERE ELEVATORS ARE 
ECONOMJCALLY INFE~SIBLE. NO ELDGS ARE SPECIFIC-
ALLY EXCLUCED. *-IF ALTERATIONS INC2~~S~ FLOOR 
ARE~; BY :::s:·:' THE BL;::11:; r·1u::;;T CCW~f· L y. 
**S-L REFERS TO STAT~-LEASED. 

x 
v 
I'.\ 

* x 

A:;:::~MBL Y 
BU:=; I NE::::; 
EDUCATION 
I NDU:::TR I AL 
HAZAF::DOUS 
I N:::T I TUT! ONAL 
MEF:CANT I LE 
ST CR AGE 
F:E::: I DENT I AL 
OTH 

ATBCB CODES AND ST~~DARDS REFERENCE FILE 
DATE COMPLETED 01 I 21 I 83 REVISED 08/05/85 ACCESS 

SECONDARY ACCESS CODE 
CODE BASIC ON 

COMPONENT DOCUMENT FILE 
EFF. DATE I I 

ON 
REVI :::ION 1 FILE 

I I 

ON 
REVI :::I(IN 2 FILE 

I I 

OWN OWt 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 

F'AGE 3 
:=:TATE 

E ::::TM DATE 
NEXT REVr:;r r: 

I I 

BASIS OF CODE TECH SCOPE CODE APPLICABILITY OCCUP C:ATEC;OR IE:; PUB F'R 1 

OWN OW t 
F:EF AMD F:EF AMD 

~N:; I A 11 7. 1 '· 61 

ATBCr'.i ., ::;: 1 
. ~ TBCB ., :32 

UFA::. 
CITH 

tJOTE':; 

STATE OWNED BLDG 
F'UE~LC mm.ED BLDG 
PRV OWN PUBL USE 
F'RV OWN :::EE OCC 
AL r::;:::::1:. TI ON::: 
OTH 

A:::::;EMBL Y 
f<l_t:::;: I NESS 
EDUCATION 
INDIJ~:TRIAL 

HA ZARr:tou::: 
I N::;T I TUT I ONAL 
MERCANTILE 
STORAGE 
RE::: I DENT I AL 
OTH 

. 

. -···-- ..... -.. -------~-- ------:---· .... ~: ..... :_~Ollj;·; .. <~.;_:~ ... ~: .. ~~~-;~~-1 ... .;._ ...... ;~-~ ... 1 .. ........ --..:. . ..... ,,._..._.,h·_,.._. '.~.\ .. ·j. ... <;;..·~----
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~ # ST~TEWIDE BUILDING CODE - TECHNICAL BASIS # # 
REF AMO ~ATE # # CODE REF AMD 

/ I SBC 
/ UBC 

DATE 
I I 
I I 

CODS 
BOC~ 

NBC 
THE STATE OF TEXAS HAS NO STATEWIDE BLDG CODE. SOME LOCALITIES ADO?T 

PRIMARY ACCESS COD~ INFORMATION F'AGE 2 
SECONDARY ACCESS CODE INFORMATION PAGE 3 
PRIMARY ACCESS CODE CONTACT INFORMATION PAGE 4 
SECONDARY ACCESS CODE CONTACT INFORMATION PAGE 5 

ATBCB coo;::s AND STANDARDS REFERENCE FILE PAGE 2 
I~TE COMF'l_~TED o:.:: / 1):::: I :::: :~: RE~n :::: ED o::::/(l(;./::::5 ACCE::: :::: NO. 1 :3·~0 :;TATE TX 

PRIMARY ACCESS CODE ELIMINATION OF ARCH BARRIERS~ VERNON'S TX CIVIL STATUT 
cor·E [I,:; :;; I c Oi'J ON ON E::::TM DATE 

COMPONENT DOCUi"lEi'H FILE RE'./I::: Ior·~ 1 FILE F:EVI:=:ION z FILE NEXT F:EVI:3ION 
Er-r. DATE 01 / 01 / 70 01 I (:1 / 7::;: 04 / 2'? / f::t •. I I 

BASI~; CF C!:1DE TE•:H :::COF'E COD;:: AFF'LICABILIT"( OCCUP C:ATE130RIE·=: F'UB PF:V 

REF AMD REF AMO OWN OWN 
ANSI A 117. 1 ··.,~.1 STATE OWNED BLDG X A:::: ::::EMBL Y ~ 1 

~NSI All7.1 ' 80 * * FUSLC O~NED BLDG X BUSINESS ~ 1 

~TBC:?. ' :=:1 PF:\.' o;..JN F'UBL u:::E x EDUCATION x 1 
~TBCB '82 PRV OWN SEE OCC X INDUSTRIAL X 
tJFHS AL TEF:ATIONS HAZARDOUS X 
OTH TEXA:; * X OTH STATE-LEA:::ED X INSTITUTIONAL X 1 

NOTES *-XN 1981 THE TX ACCESS CODE WAS REVISED MERCANTILE X 1 

TO co I NC I i:li:: w I TH Ai-..1::: I ( 1 '?::::o) • THE CODE AL:::o CC11'J- STORAGE x 
TAINS I~FO FOR DESIGNING ~NVIRONMENTS FOR DIS- RESIDENTIAL X 
ABU~D CHIL.C::::EN. 1-IiJ r:E(; ;;i:;ri:::: TO FF:IVATF::LY OWNED OTH 
:<L!1G:::., THE T X CODE CO'...'E r::::::: :::h OF'i=' n~G c::::i·ffER:::: , . 

TRAN:::p TCF. i ·1Ir~ AL ::: , TH~AT;:::~: ::: /AUDITOFUUi·1 :::: <>2')0 !::;EATING>, HO::::PIT1;L::JMEDICAL FACS, 

r-.n...u;:=; Ii'1G hC:i'1E =·/cot ~'--J ALE ·::: CDH CE t·JTE;:;::::, BL[I(; :::; w I TH :>:::o. 000 s:o FT OF OFC :=:PACE, 

ATBCB CODES AND STANDARDS REFERENCE FILE F'ACiE 3 
STATE TX 

D~TE COMPLETED 02 I o::: I ::: :3 RE 1n ::::ED o:::/O(:./G5 ACCE:::::::: NO. 1:=::·:.>o 

SECONDARY ACC:E':::::: CODE 
CODE BASIC ON 

COMPONENT DOCUMENT FILE 
EFF. DATE I I 
BASIS OF CODE TECH SCOPE 

REF ,;MD REF AMD 
-ANSI A117.l'C.1 
~l'JSI A117.1 ':::o 
ATBCB ··:::1 
ATBC:B '· :=:::: 
UFA:; 
OTH 

J\IOTE·; 

ON 
RE 1 . .ir::::ION 1 FILE 

I I 
CODE APPLICABILITY 

STATE OWNED BLDG 
PUBLC OWNED BLDG 
F'R\J OWN F'UBL Lr:::E 
F'F:V O~Jt~ :::EE CtCC 
ALTE~:ATION:; 

OTH 

ON 
REVISION 2 FILE 

I I 

E::::TM DATE 
NEXT RE~JIS!ON 

I I 
F'UB F'RV 
OWN mm OCCUP CATEGORIES 

A!::SEMBL Y 
BUSINE:::s 
EDUCATION 
I NDU::::TR I AL 
HAZARDOU!:: 
I N:::T I TUT I ONt~L 
l"lERC:ANT I LE 
~;TORAGE 

RE'.3 I DENT I 1=tL 
C•TH 

',· '·.:· r : ~ -

-..-. •··· · .... . ~-~ - - -·- · • · ---........ __ .. _ .... __ ..__..,..,,_. ··er>a ·· ;,-· d,- -:-, . >1 : 27~ n«itn .. , . , · ... , . , , ?t . . , 
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:J # ::. TM TC:W I CC:: l:'U I LD It 4G CODE - TECHNICAL BAS I:~ # # 
• # CODE REF AMO DATE # # CODE REF AMO ,. 

BOCA * / I 81 SBC 
NBC I I UBC 

i 
I 

DATE 
I 
I 

~OTES •-THE VA UNIFORM STATEWID~ BLDG CODE IS BASED ON THE 1?81 VERSION OF THE 
BCiCri COC:E. com:: Ci~~~NCE HEP1R HJC. ::; .::.F:E HELD E1•1ERY r.;~:EE Y~r=iR :~: IN T:-;r=: C:OMMONt..JEAL TH 
C•F VIF:GirHA. 

-PRIMARY ACCESS CODE INFORMATION 
SECONDARY ACCESS CbDE INFORMATION 
PRIMARY ACCESS CODE CONTACT INFORMATION 
SECONDARY ACC~SS CODE CONTACT INFORMATION 

PAGE 
F'AGE 
PAGE 
F'AGE 

ATECS CODES AND STANDARDS REFERENCE FILE 

2 
~· ._. 
4 
5 

PAGE 2 
DATE COMPL~TED 02 I 19 I 83 REVISED 08/07/85 ACCESS NO. 1393 STATE VA 

PRIMARY ~CCESS CODE ANSI A117.1-1980 ~DIRECTIVE 32 OF DIV OF ENGR & BLDGS 
co~~ BASIC ON ON ON E3TM DATE 

COMPG~ENT DOC~MENT FILE REVISION 1 FILE REVISION 2 FILE NEXT REVISION 
EFr. I:1ATE (1 :::: I 25 ,: :::1 I / / / •. I I 
BASIS OF CODE TECH SCOPE CODE APPLICABILITY OCCUP CATEGORIES PUB PRV 

REF AMO REF AMD OWN OWN 
ANSI A117.1'61 STATE OWNED BLDG X ASSEMBLY · X 
AN::: r At17.1 · .. :::o 
ATBCB "· :;:J. 
ATBCB "·::::.:: 
UF;:.. ::: 
OTH L•~Ri::C:T :;::; 

NOTE:=. "DIF:ECTIVE 

x .., 
!\ 

x 

PUBLC OWNED DUK; 
PF:V (1WN PUBL U:::E 
PF:V Ol.-JN :::EE OCC 
AL TERATIOtJ:=: 
OTH 

MAKES MINOR CHANGES TO ANSI 

BUSINESS X 
EDUCAT::'.ON 
I NDU:3TR I AL 
HA z AF:r:•ou::; 
!N:=:T I TLITI 1JNAL 
MEF:CANT I LE 
STORAGE 
RE:3 I DEl·n I AL 
OTH 

x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 

AT~C3 CODES AND STANDARDS REFERENCE FILE 
DATE COMPLETED 02 I 19 I 83 REVISED 08/07/85 

SECGNDARY ACCESS CODE BAR-FREE DES RE0 OF VA'S UNIF STATEWIDE BLDG CODE 
CODE BASIC ON ON 

COMP•)N~NT Docur·1E}JT FI LE RE\,'! :=: I ON 1 FI LE 
EFF. [1ATE 07 I 16 I :=::.:: ./ I 
BASIS OF CODE TECH SCOPE CODE APPLICABILITY 

F:EF AMD REF AMD 
~NS; I A117.1 "·(:.1 STATE OWNED BLDG 
~NSI A117.1'80 X X PUBLC OWNED BLDG X 
~TBC:B ., :;: 1 PRV OWN Pl_IBL u::;E X 
~TBCB ., :::2 PF:V OWN S:EE OCC X 
JF A::; AL TERA TI ONS 
:1TH OTH 
NOTE·:: THE NC CODE I ::; cur.:RE~ITL y u~:::ED ONL \' A::: A 
~EFEREtKE. *-S:ECT 515 ~:TATE :3 THAT .BL!•O::: BE r1E-

ON E:::TM DATE 
REVISION 2 FILE NEXT REVISION 

I I I I 8 9 
OCCUP CATEGORIES 

A:;s:EMBL Y 
BUSINESS 
Et:1r_rcAT I ON 
I NDU:::TR I AL 
HAZARDOUS 
I N:=:T I TUT I ONAL 
MERCANTILE 
S:TOF:AGE 
RE::: I DENT I AL 
OTH 

PUB 
OWN 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 

F'RV 
OWN 

* 
* * -Ii' 

* 
* 
* 
* 
* ;1 GNED TO REQUIREMTS OF ANSI '80 W/ EXC~PTION OF 

~-3 <1-2 FAM DWELLINGS>, R-4 <SINGLE-FAM DETCHD 
iSNG>, STORAGE, ~ TEM? DLDGS. BLDGS IN THESE CAT-
~GORIES HAVE NOTED EXCEPTIONS: BLDGS (1000 SQ FT W/ ENTRY ABOVE GRADE; BLDG$ 
)F 2 OR MORE STORIES ti/ 1~.000 SQ FT, ONLY lST FLR NEEDS TO COMPLY; DLDGS OF 
:10(11) '.:;o FT OF; BLDG:; FOR A:;:=:r-1BL y (IF 50 OR LE::::::;. ONL y II BLDG ACCE::;s REC!MT:3" AF'F'L y. 

· ... · . .. 
. . .. .. ~ . . .. ~. · ~· ~)_;.,-i.;":j .~~~)."' : ·~ . . . 
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f.;1_.1_.:::_ :: ;:::; j.Jl_I. l :3 ·~15 . 

·~ # 

. 
NOT~ :::; 

CODE 
eoc:;::. 
NBC 

# # ST~TEWIDE BUILDING CODE 
~E~ AMD DATE ~ ~ 

TECHNICAL BASIS # ~ 

CODE F:E~ AMD 
I 

I 

I / 

PRIMARY ACCESS CODE INFORMAT~ON 

:;;BC 
UE<C 

SECOND~~y ACCESS CODE INFORMATION 
PRIMARY ACCESS CODE CONTACT INFORMATION 
SECOND~RY ACCESS CODE CONTACT INFORMATION 

PAGE 
F'AGE 
F'AGE 
PAGE 

~T?CB COtES AND STANDARDS REFERENCE FILE 

2 
-=· ·-· 
4 
IC" ·-· 

DATE 
I I 
I I 

F'AC;E 2 
! ;ATE cc:-1:=·r_ETED 1:: l ;' 1:;; .,. ::;:,:; : F:E~n ::::ED o:;: /O::; /::;:;5 

PRIMARY ACCESS CODE CHKLIST & GRAPHXC ILLUS 
ACCESS NO. 1395 STATE W~ 

FOR DESIGN FAC ACCESS BY PHY H 
CODE G~ · ::. l C C~·l (•N 

C:CtMPOrJE!'JT D C:: u ~; E:UT FILE F:E'·/I :::;ION 1 FILE 
EFF. DATE ()'~/ / i) 1 / 

/:IN::: I A 1 1 7 • 1 ·., .~. 1 

TECH 
F:EF ,;~m 

74 
::. :::CF'E 

F:E:= A~·lD 

/ I 
I 

C:ODE APPL!C~BILITY 

STATE OWNED BLDG X 
ANS I A 11 7. 1 ··. :::o PUB LC O~JNED BLDG X 
ATBCB ... ::: 1 PF:V OW.i'J PUBL u::::E X 
ATBCD ' 82 PRV OWN SEE OCC X 
l_IFA:::; ALTERATION::: 
OTH l.-JIJ * ~· OTH 

NOTES *-TECH PROV OF ANSI / 61 INCORP INTO A BKLE 
WI OThER MANDATED REGS. 1-~V CODE APPLIES TO ALL 
PUB BL~GS AND/OR FACS PUB hAS ACCESS, USE ~ WAY 

ON E:::;TM DATE 
REVISION 2 FILE NEXT REVISION 

I I ··; I I 
OCCUP CATEGORIES PUB PRV 

A:::::::EMBL Y 
BUS I NE:;:; 
EDUCATION 
I NDU::;TR I AL 
HAZAF:Dou:::: 
INSTITUTIONAL 
MEF:CANT I LE 
STORAGE 
F:E:=: I DENT I AL 

OWN OWN 
·x x 
x x 
x x 
x x 

x 
x 
1 

x 
x 
•· 

1 
OF TF:.;1..1 !:::~' DC'E·::r·J .. T r ~X: L!_IDE: ._IA IL '.::; GAF: AGE·:::' HANG- OTH 
ERS & BOATHSES: ALL BL~GS CLASIFIED HAZRD; WARE-R 
HSES; BLDG FOR FIEL0 2~VC sue~ AS CCNSRVTION FIRE TOWERS, FISH ~ATCHERIES & 
TREE NURSERIES; APT HUSES OF < 20 UNITS, TWNHUSES & ROOMINGHUSES; RES HALLS AT 
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Appendix B 
Handicap Civil Rights Statutes 

Methodology 
The following list of U.S. Code provi-

sions was compiled mainly through use 

of the JURIS system, a computerized 

legal research system maintained by the 

Department of Justice, as well as with 

reference to the General Accounting 

Office's 1978 publication, A Compilation 

of Federal Laws and Executive Orders for 

Nondiscrimination and Equal Opportu-

nity Programs. 
This list includes measures that pro-

hibit discrimination on the basis of hand-

icap, ensure equal opportunity without 

regard to handicap, or require affirma-

tive action for handicapped individuals 

in programs not specifically targeted for 

the handicapped. It includes not only 

general requirements, but also specific 

ones that condition the receipt of certain 

funds or participation in certain pro-

grams. As a result, some of the statutes 

provide broad and sometimes overlap-

ping protections (e.g., 29 U.S.C. §794, 

prohibiting discrimination on the basis 

of handicap in any program or activity 

receiving Federal financial assistance, 

covers the social services and elementary 

and secondary education block grants 

created by the Omnibus Budget Recon-

ciliation Act of 1981 as well as block 

( 

grant programs created by that law with 

specific handicap antidiscrimination pro-

hibitions). The list excludes many handi-

cap laws with civil rights provisions or 

objectives, such as 29 U.S.C. §791(c) 

(1976), as amended by Reorg. Plan No. 1 

of 1978, §4, 42 U.S.C. 2000e-4 note (Supp. 

V 1981), requiring the U.S. Equal Em-

ployment Opportunity Commission and 

the Office of Personnel Management to 
develop for referral to State agencies 

policies and procedures to facilitate em-

ployment of handicapped persons. The 

list also excludes provisions requiring 

the setting of standards to avoid handi-

cap discrimination, such as 42 U.S.C. 

§4152 (1976 & Supp. V 1981), requiring 

the setting of Federal standards with 

regard to architectural barriers. Also 

excluded are service programs aimed 

specifically at handicapped persons, al-

though some of these programs, includ-

ing those that provide education and 

training, may be essential for attaining 

civil rights objectives. 
Some provisions listed are permanent 

(e.g., 29 U.S.C. §794, prohibiting discrimi-

nation on the basis of handicap in any 

program or activity receiving Federal 

financial assistance). Others, such as 

those nondiscrimination sections listed 

169 
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below under the Omnibus Budget Recon-

ciliation Act of 1981, remain in force only 

as long as the specific programs continue 

to exist. 
All statutes listed refer to the classifi-

cation of handicap. The list does not 

include statutes dealing with specific 

kinds of handicaps, such as 42 U .S.C. 

§4581 (1976), prohibiting discrimination 

against alcohol abusers and alcoholics in 

admission or treatment by hospitals re-

ceiving Federal funds; 20 U.S.C. §1684 

(1976), prohibiting discrimination 

against blind people in federally funded 

education programs or activities; 30 

U.S.C. §938 (1976 & Supp. V 1981), prohi-

biting discrimination by mine operators 

against sufferers of pneumoconiosis 

(black lung disease); and 38 U.S.C. §801 

(1976 & Supp. V 1981), providing assis-

tance to disabled veterans in acquiring 

or adapting housing needed because of 

the disability. Finally, all statutes are 

listed without reference to the availabili-

ty of administrative or private enforce-

ment mechanisms. 

Civil Service Reform Act of 1978 

5 U.S.C. §2302(b)(l)(D) (Supp. V 1981) 

(prohibits personnel actions that dis-

criminate on the basis of handicapping 

condition, as prohibited under section 

501 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973). 

5 U.S.C. §7116(b)(4) (Supp. V 1981) 

(makes it an unfair labor practice for 

labor organizations representing Fed-

eral employees to discriminate on the 

basis of handicapping condition with 

regard to membership in the labor 

organization). 
5 U.S.C. §7203 (Supp. V 1981) (empowers 

the President to prescribe rules prohi-

biting discrimination because of handi-

170 

capping condition in certain types of 

Federal employment). 

Full Employment and Balanced 
Growth Act 
15 U.S.C. §315l(a) (Supp. IV 1980) (pro-

hibits discrimination on the basis of 

handicap in any program or activity 

funded under the Full Employment 

and Balanced Growth Act). 

Education of the Handicapped Act 

20 U.S.C. §1412 (1976) (requires State, in 

order to qualify for assistance under 

this act, to have a policy and a plan for 

assuring all handicapped children the 

right to a free appropriate public edu-

cation). 
20 U.S.C. §1413 (1976) (requires State 

plans to set policies and procedures to 

assure that assistance provided under 

this act will be utilized in a manner 

consistent with the goal of providing a 

free appropriate public education for 

all handicapped children). 

Foreign Service Act of 1980 
22 U.S.C. §3905(b)(l) (Supp. V 1981) 

(prohibits discrimination based on 

handicapping condition in the Foreign 

Service). 
2 ... 2 U.S.C. §4115(b)(4) (Supp. V 1981) 

(makes it an unfair labor practice for a 

labor organization to discriminate on 

the basis of handicapping condition 

against an employee of the Depart-

ment of State). 

Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1973 

23 U.S.C. §142 note (1976) (Bus and 

Other Project Standards) (requires 

projects using Federal highway funds 

to be planned, designed, constructed, 

and operated to permit use by handi-

capped persons). 

_ _ , 
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23 U.S.C. §402(b)(l)(E) (Supp. V 1981) 

(prohibits approval of State highway 

safety programs that do not provide 

access for handicapped persons to 

move safely and conveniently across 

curbs). 

Rehabilitation Act of 1973 
29 U.S.C. §791(b) (1976) (requires each 

Federal agency to develop affirmative 

action program plans for the hiring, 

placement, and advancement of handi-

capped persons). 
29 U.S.C. §793 (1976 & Supp. V 1981) 

(requires Federal contracts and sub-

contracts over $2,500 to contain provi-

sions requiring contractors to take 

affirmative action to employ and ad-

vance handicapped persons). 

29 U.S.C. §794 (Supp. V 1981) (prohibits 

discrimination on the basis of handi-

cap in any program or activity receiv-

ing Federal financial assistance). 

Job Training Partnership Act 

29 U.S.C.A. §1577(a)(l) (West Supp. 1982) 

(provides that programs and activities 

financially assisted under the Job 

Training Partnership Act are consid-

ered to receive Federal financial assis-

tance for purposes of applying 29 

U.S.C. §794 prohibitions against dis-

crimination on the basis of handicap). 

29 U.S.C.A. §1577(a)(2) (West Supp. 1982) 

(prohibits exclusion from participa-

tion, denial of benefits, and employ-

ment and other discrimination on the 

basis of handicap in programs receiv-

ing funds under this act). 

General Accounting Office Personnel 

Act of 1980 
31 U.S.C.A. §732(b)(2) (1983) (prohibits 

personnel practices prohibited in 5 

E!..._L . J ;g_ 

U.S.C. §2302(b), including discrimina-

tion based on handicap). 

State and Local Fiscal Assistance 

Amendments of 1976 
31 U.S.C.A. §6716(b)(2) (1983) (prohibits 

discrimination based on handicap in 

any program or activity funded under 

the State and Local Fiscal Assistance 

Amendments of 1976). 

Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act 

of 1981 
42 U.S.C. §300w-7(a)(l) (Supp. V 1981) 

(prohibits discrimination based on 

handicap in programs and activities 

funded under preventive health and 

health services block grants). 

42 U.S.C. §300x-7(a)(l) (Supp. V 1981) 

(prohibits discrimination based on 

handicap in programs and activities 

funded under alcohol and drug abuse 

and mental health services block 

grants). 
42 U.S.C. §300y-9(a)(l) (Supp. V 1981) 

(prohibits discrimination based on 

handicap in programs and activities 

funded under primary care block 

grants). 
42 U.S.C. §708 (Supp. V 1981) (prohibits 

discrimination based on handicap in 

programs and activities funded under 

maternal and child health services 

block grants). 
42 U.S.C. §5309(a) (Supp. V 1981) (pro-

hibits discrimination based on handi-

cap in programs and activities funded 

under community development pro-

grams). 
42 U.S.C. §9849(c) (Supp. V 1981) (pro-

hibits the Secretary from providing 

funds under the Head Start program 

unless the grant or contract specifical-

ly provides that no persons with pro-

171 
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gram responsibilities will discriminate 

against any individual on the basis of 

handicapping condition). 

42 U.S.C. -§9906(a) (Supp. V 1981) (pro-

hibits discrimination based on handi-

cap in any program or activity funded 

under the community services block 

grant program). 

Domestic Volunteer Service Act 

Amendments of 1978 
42 U.S.C. §5057(a) (Supp. V 1981) (pro-

hibits financial assistance under the 

ACTION program unless the grant, 

contract, or agreement specifically 

provides that no person with program 

responsibilities will discriminate on 

the basis of handicap). 

42 U.S.C. §5057(c)(l) (Supp. V 1981) 

(requires the application of nondiscri-

mination provisions in title V of the 

Rehabilitation Act of 1973, [29 U.S.C. 

§§791-794] to applicants and volun-

teers under the Domestic Volunteer 

Service Act and the Peace Corps Act 

[22 U.S.C. §2501-2519 (1976 & Supp. v 

172 

1981), as amended by 22 U.S.C.A. 

§§2501-2517 (West Supp. 1982)]). 

Developmental Disabilities Assistance 

and Bill of Rights Act 

42 U.S.C. §6005 (1976) (requires recipi-

ents of assistance under this legisla-

tion to take affirmative action to em-

ploy and advance handicapped per-

sons). 
42 U.S.C. §6063(b)(5)(C) (Supp. V 1981) 

(requires State plans to assure protec-

tions consistent with the rights enu-

merated in §6010, including the provi-

sion of treatment, services, and habili-

tation in the least restrictive settings). 

Urban Mass Transportation Act of 

1970 
49 U.S.C. §1612(a) (1976), as amended by 

49 U.S.C.A. §1612(c) (West Supp. 1982) 

(in conjunction with 29 U.S.C. §794 of 

the Rehabilitation Act, requires States 

receiving Federal funds for mass tran-

sit to make special efforts in the plan-

ning and design of mass transit facili-

ties and services to accommodate 

handicapped persons). 
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EXECUTIVE· SUMMARY 

I. Introduction 

The final rule implementing section 504 of the Rehabilitation · 
Act of 1973 requires recipients of federal transit assistance to 
provide transportation services for handicapped persons. This 
regulation is a major rule and the Department is required by 
Executive Order 12291 to issue this Final Regulatory Impact 
Analysis in support of the rulemaking. The analysis includes: 
(1) a description of the potential benefits of the rule and an 
identification of those likely to receive the benef its1 (2) a 
description of the potential costs of the rule, including adverse 
effects that cannot be quantified in monetary terms, and an 
identification of those likely to bear the costs; (3) a descrip-
tion of alternative approaches that were considered that might 
substantially achieve the same regulatory goal1 and (4) an 
overview of the regulatory history and court decisions which have 
led to the issuance of this rule. The analysis also includes · 
consideration of impacts on small entities, as called for by the 
Regulatory Flexibility Act. 

~I. Background 

Statutes 

Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 (29 u.s.C. ·Section 
794) provides that 

No otherwise qualified handicapped individual ••• shall, solely 
by reason of his handicap, be excluded from the participation 
in, be denied the benefits of, or subjected to discrimination 
under any program or activity receiving federal financial 
assistance •••• 

Section 16(a) of the Urban Mass Transportation Act of 1964 
(UMT Act; 49 u.s.c. Section 1612(a)) declares that it is a 
national policy that •special efforts shall be made ••• so that 
the availability to elderly and handicapped persons of mass trans-
portation which they can effectively utilize will be assured ••• " 
Section 317(c) of the Surface Transportation Assistance Act of 
1982 (STAA) amended section 16 by adding a new subsection (d). 
This new subsection directed the Department to promulgate a 
regulation, carrying out both section 16 and section 504, which 
included •minimum criteria for the provision of transportation 
services to bandicapped and elderly individuals by recipients of 
financial assistance under [the UMT Act] •••• " 
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Regulatory History 

In 1976, OHTA published a regu~at~on requiring recipients of 
federal transit aid to make speci~l efforts to provide trans-
portation service for elderly and handicapped persons. The 
regulation did not include specific requirements but provided 
guidance on several possible approaches a recipient could take 
to comply with the regulation. 

In 1979, the Department replaced the special efforts rule with 
a series of requirements for making bus and rail mass transit 
accessible to handicapped persons. One-half of all new buses 
operated in peak-hour service had to be equipped with lifts 
within ten years, and all further buses purchased were also to· 
be lift-equipped, until 100 percent of the operator's fleet was 
accessible. Existing rail systems had to be retrofitted for 
accessibility (e.g., elevators installed in subway stations) 
within 20 to 30 years. 

The American Public Transit Association (AP'l'A) challenged DOT's 
proposed rule in the courts and, in May of 1981, the Court of 
Appeals for the District of Columbia ruled for AP'l'A. The essence 
of the court's ruling was that DOT's rule ~mposed undue financial 
burdens on transit authorities. The court held that Section 504 
might require a transit authority to make •modest affirmative 
steps to accommodate handicapped persons,• but that the 1979 rule 
required massive cost changes that were not authorized by the 
statutes. · 

To replace the 1979 rule, the Department published an interim 
final rule (IFR) in July 1981. The IFR revived, with minor 
modifications, the 1976 special efforts regulation, and was 
intended to remain in effect only until a final regulation could 
be adopted. Congressional dissatisfaction with the transportation 
services provided under the IFR was a major reason for passage of 
section 317(c) of the STAA in 1982 requiring DOT to issue a rule 
providing criteria for compliance. 

III. The NPRM 

In September of 1983, DOT responded to this requirement by 
publishing a notice of proposed rule making (NPRM). The NPRM 
offered recipients three alternative service options to comply 
with the rule: 

A. Make SO percent of fixed-route bus service accessible1 

a.· Establish a demand-responsive specialized transportation 
service1 
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c. . Choose a combination of accessible bus and special 
services. ·· . , . . 

Under the NPRM, recipients that opted to provide specialized 
demand-responsive transportation would have had to establish 
eligibility criteria such that all persons who by reason of handi-
cap are unable to use the recipient's regular bus service would be 
permitted to use the specialized service. 

~n addition, Tecipients were required to meet six minimum service 
~riteria, though they would not be required to spend more than a 
$pecified cost limit. The criteria are outlined as follows: 

A. Service would have to be available to handicapped 
persons throughout the same general service area as the 
recipient's regular transit service for the general public. 

B. Service would have to be available on the same days and 
during the same hours as the recipient's service for the general 
public •. 

c. The fare for a handicapped person using the specialized 
service would have to be comparable with, but not necessarily 
.identical to~ the fare £or the general public using the recip-
~ent 's regular service. 

D. There could not be restrictions or priorities on the 
trip purposes of handicapped persons. 

E. The waiting time between a request for and the provision 
of service would have to be limited to a •reasonable time• to be 
determined by the recipient, after consultation with the local 
handicapped community. 

F. Operators could not refuse service to eligible users and 
place them on waiting lists. 

~n order to avoid placing undue financial burdens on recipients, 
the NPRM proposed a cost cap or maximum limit on the amount a 
recipient could be required to spend in a given year. If a 
recipient could not meet all six criteria within the cost cap, 
it could make trade-offs among all aspects of service to avoid 

·spending more than t he cost cap amount. However, trade-offs in 
eligibility would ~ be allowed. 

The NPRM proposed two alternative ways of calculating the cost 
cap: 

7.l percent of the recipient's average annual federal 
assistance £or the current and two previous fisca l 
years 1 .or 
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3.0 percent of the recipient's average annual total 
operating expenses over the current and previous two fiscal years. .- _, . . 

IV. The Preliminary Regulatory Impact AnAlysis CPRIAl 
This PRIA, which was issued in connection with the NPRM, included · assessments of (1) the potential national benefits and costs of the proposed rule; (2) identification of those likely to receive the benefits and those likely to bear the costs; (3) evaluation of alternative approaches to achieve the regulatory 9oal1 (4) evaluation of the procedural alternatives and certifi-cation methods necessary to assure regulatory compliance, and (5) analysis of the potential regulatory impacts on small entities required by the Regulatory Flexibility Act. Cost estimates in tne PRIA were simply ranges of cost estimates based on data provided by CBO, DOT, and the transit industry. 
v. Comments on the NPRM 
DOT received 650 comments on the NPRM, largely from handicapped persons and their groups and from transit operators. In general, handicapped persons wanted more specificity and higher standards in the service criteria and the elimination of the cost limits. The operators wanted more flexibility at the local level in determining appropriate service for the handicapped, and they wanted lower limits on required expenditures. 
VI. Regulatory Objectives 
The Department has four primary objectives in establishing the final rule to implement section 504. They are 

A. To comply with the statutes and court decisions governing implementation of mass transit services for handicapped persons. 

B. To ensure that handicapped persons can use public transportation services on a nondiscriminatory basis, and to improve the availability and quality of the service to this market. · 

c. To ensure that local communities have sufficient flexi-bility in providing transportation to handicapped persons so that they can minimize the associated costs and tailor the services to the needs of handicapped persons in their communities. 
D. To establish a reasonable level of service criteria and set a predictable limit on the costs which transit authorities would have to incur to comply with the regulations, so as not to require burdensome alterations in recipients' services or create undue financial hardships. 
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VII. Final Regulatory Impact Analysis 
In order to address the issues raised in comments on the NPRM, and to update the cost projections of the Preliminary Analysis, the Department has conducted additional research studies to prepare this Final Regulatory Impact Analysis. The Analysis includes assessments of the potential regulatory costs -- nationwide and at the local level -- of meeting the service criteria under alterna-tive· service approaches, and comparison of these costs with the expenditure levels generated off of the alternative 7.1 and 3.0 percent cost limits. 

In conducting the analysis, the Department used two different methods for estimating the compliance costs of the final rule. One method consisted of conducting detailed case studies of the actual costs of existing service for the handicapped in seven selected cities and estimating the cost impacts on these cities of adjusting present service levels to comply with the rule. These cities are: 

Cleveland. Ohio (transit authority-operated paratransit and supplementary taxi service) 
Pittsburgh. Pennsylvania (privately brokered paratransit and user-side subsidy services with private for-profit and non-profit providers) 

Kansas City. Missouri (user-side subsidy taxi service with private for-prof it and non-prof it providers) 
Seattle. Washington (lift-buses on 53 percent of routes with supplementary specialized transportation services) 
Akron. Ohi.Q (combined system of paratransit and lift-bus services) 

Brockton. Massachusetts (paratransit operated by non-profit - provider) 

Hampton/Newport News. Virginia (transit authority-operated paratransit and supplementary taxi service) 
The other method was to use a computer model based on data from 53 UMTA transit recipients providing special services for the handi-capped. The model provides estimates of the annual costs of meeting the rule for an average transit system in average-sized cities in each of four population size groups. 
There are estimates for all three service options and for selected 

~ variations in the service criteria. The data from the 53 systems were also used to estimate the aggregate national cost of comply-ing with ~he final rule. 
The oata £rom the case study analysis are summarized in Table I. 
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TABLE I 
ANNUAL COSTS IN CASE STUDY SYSTEMS 

ADJUSTED TO MEET THE SERVICE CRITERIA 
(In thousands of 1981- dollars except as noted) 

City 

Cleveland 
(1982) 

Pittsburgh 
(1982-83) 

Seattle 

Kansas City, 
Missouri 
(19 82-83) 

Akron, Ohio 

Hampton, 
Virginia 
(19 82-83) 

Brockton, 
Massachusetts 
(19 82-83) 

Current 
Costs 

3900 

2793 

1218 

1079 

1145 

93 

585 

Adjusted 
Costs 

3119 

2698 

1200 

555 

242 

103 

245 

7.1% 
Cap 

2900 

7980 

2500 

667 

312 

206 

129 

3.0% 
Cap 

3189 

3906 

3200 

783 

247 

162 

150 

2.0% 
Cap 

600 

. 668 

688 

188 

88 

58 

36 

The current cost figures are the total costs supporting existing 

service for elderly and handicapped users, whether or not the 

service fully meets the service criteria and eligibility 

requirements of the rule. The adjusted costs are the Department's 

estimate of what it would cost each system to comply with all 

service criteria and the eligibility requirement (assuming the 

eligible user population for specialized transportation services 

is limited to disabled persons who physically are unable to use 

the existing bus service. The costs cited are total costs. The 

case study systems were credited with all capital costs incurred 

since the Department's 1979 accessibility rule, and although 

annualized, potentially overstate actual compliance cost under the 

final rule. The 7.1% cost limit is based on UMTA 1984 Section 9 

transit grant apportionments and Section 3 capital funds. The 

3.0% cost limit is based on 1983 total operating expenses. The 

2.0% federal assistance cost limit, based on UMTA 1984 Section 9 

grant apportionment funds, was suggested in a trans"it industry 

comment. 
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The resu~ts from the model analysis are as follows: 

City Size 

Less than 
250,000 

250,000-
500,000 

500,000-
l,000,000 

over one 
million 11J 

-,;· "··· 

TABLE II 
ANNUAL COSTS OF COMPLIANCE POR SYSTEMS 

IN AVERAGE-SIZED CITIES NATIONWIDE 
(in thousands of 1983 dollars) 

User-
side SO\ 

Para- Subsidy Lift-
transit fill ba 

247 92 35 

393 126 160 

515 155 300 

7.1\ 
~· 

75 

184 

506 

1,016 196 960 3,456 

. 

3.0\ .w 
61 

193 

506 

2,408 

The figures for transit authority-operated paratraosit and user-
side taxi systems project the cost as close as possible, given the 
available data of meeting the service criteria and eligibility 
requirements of the final rule. The user-side subsidy costs 
assume that supplementary lift-equipped vehicle service would be 
provided for persons unable to use taxis. The lift-bus figures 
assume 50 percent accessibility over a six-year phase-in period 
and a 20 percent spare ratio. These figures may be high compared 
to actual compliance costs since the final rule does not require a 
specific percentage of buses to be lift-equipped. The 7.l percent 
cap is based on total UMTA 1983 federal transit assistance. The 
3.0 percent cap is based on the OMTA recipients' total operating 
costs in 1981-82 as reported under Section 15 of the UMTA Act. 
Results of the Analysis 

Looking first at the case study results in Table I, it is 
interesting to note that the present program expenditures are -
higher in four case study systems (Cleveland, Kansas City, Akron, 
and Brockton) than either of the proposed limits on required 
expenditures. These systems have been voluntarily providing 
services at a higher cost than is mandated by current federal 
regulations or would be necessary to spend under the new final 

Ill Excludes the costs for New York, Chicago, Los Angeles, 
Philadelphia# San Francisco and Boston. 
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rule. Comparison of the current annual program costs (modified to 

meet the service criteria) indicates that six of the seven case 

study systems could realize cost reductions ranging from 

approximately 3 percent in Pittsburgh to about 80 percent in 

Akron, if they tailored their services to meet the service 

criteria. Adjustments in the ridership on these systems to limit 

the eligible user population (as required by the final rule) to 

disabled persons who are physically incapable of using the regular 

bus service for the general public accounts for most of the cost 

savings. 

Six of the seven case systems (all except the paratransit system 

of Brockton) could probably comply with the rule and meet all 

service criteria requirements for less than the 3.0 percent cost 

limit on total operating expenses. Five of the seven could 

probably comply with the rule for less than the 7.1 percent 

federal assistance cost limit. The exceptions are Cleveland and 

Brockton -- both of which provide publicly-operated paratransit. 

Both systems own their paratransit vehicle fleets, and their 

annual capital expenses are the highest among the case study &ys-

tems. (Note: Capital cost estimates include all acquisitions 

from 1979 to present, and although annualized, potentially 

overstate actual annual compliance cost under the rule.) Also, 

Cleveland and Brockton are more generous in granting eligibility 

to particular handicapped subgroups than other systems in the 

sample. For this reason, the ridership in these two systems was 

not reduced by as great a proportion as was the case in other 

systems when adjustment was made to conform to the eligibility 

requirement of the rule. It is possible that if eligibility and 

capital costs are limited in accordance with the regulatory 

requirement and some trade-offs are made in the service criteria, 

the costs in one of the two systems (Cleveland) might be brought 

in line with both cost limit amounts. 

Collectively, the case study results suggest that the proposed 

approaches to limiting recipients required expenditures are 

reasonably related to the provision of handicapped transportation 

meeting the final rule's service criteria, and that the cost 

burdens in a majority of the ·systems could be lower under the 

final rule than they are now. 

Table II displays the model estimates of the annual costs of com-

pliance and the cost limits for average-sized transit systems in 

four city-size categories. The data indicate that both 50 percent 

lift-bus and user-side subsidy taxi, meeting all service require-

ments of the final rule, could be provided by systems in virtually 

all cities over 250,000 population for less than either of the 

proposed cost limits. The user-side subsidy approach would be 

less costly in all but the smallest systems. Publicly-operated 

paratransit meeting the service criteria would represent the most 

costly service alternative, and only systems in large cities (over 
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about 700,000 population) could provide paratransit in full com-pliance .with the service criteria while not exceeding the cost limits. · · 
Transit systems in small cities would have the most difficult time meeting the criteria for less than the cost limits. According to Table II, small systems serving populations under 250,000 would be able to do so only by using an accessible bus system. 
The 3.0 percent cost limit on total operating expenses results in lower or equivalent expenditure levels in three of the four city size groups. 
Summary Comparison 
Collectively, the results in Tables I and II reveal wide varia-tions between the model estimates and the costs from the various case study systems. Such variation should not be surprising, since the model is founded on an attempt to depict •average• systems. The case study figures come from specific actual transit authority estimates, the individual differences of which from an •average" system are lik•ly to be substantial. 
There are a number of reasons for the cost differences between the case study and model estimates. In addition to the distinction between •average" systems in the model and actual experience in different cities, the cost differences may be attributable in part to the fact that, in general, the case study systems provide response times of less than 24 hours while the model posits response times of 24 hours. Also, the case study systems appear more generous in their eligibility requirements than are the systems in the model. In addition, case study paratransit systems are credited with all capital costs from 1979 to present, which potentially overstates the actual annual compliance cost under the final rule. 
Parat rans it 

With respect to paratransit, the two approaches give somewhat different results. Estimates from the model suggest that transit systems serving large cities (over 700,000 population) could provide publicly-operated paratransit services that meet the serv-ice criteria for less than either of the cost limits. The case studies, which in general, show higher paratransit costs than does the model, cast some doubt on this finding. As discussed above, there are a number of reasons for the differences between the case study numbers and the model numbers, and the two sets of estimates should be looked at as a reasonable range of the potential compli-ance costs of paratransit. In any event, the analysis suggests that most transit systems would have a more difficult time pro-viding paratransit service meeting all the criteria within the cost limits than if they used other approaches to providing such service (e.g., user-side subsidies, non-profit providers). 
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Lift-eguipped buses 

The data suggest that systems - in ,virtually all cities could mee 
all the service criteria within the cost limits by equipping 50[ 
percent of their bus fleets with wheelchair lifts. The Depart-
ment •s cost estimates for 50 percent lift-bus service are likel 
to be higher than the actual compliance costs because the f ina 
rule does not require recipients to equip a specific percentag 
buses with lifts. Consequently, the Department believes that i 
estimates provide a reasonable upper limit of lift-bus complia 
costs under the final rule. 

User-Side Subsidy 

The analysis suggests that user-side subsidy service can be . 
provided by transit systems in all but the smallest cities in 
compliance with the service criteria and within the cost limit 
The data also suggest that, in all but the smallest cities, us 
side subsidy service is a much less costly approach to meeting 
service criteria than any other alternative examined. 

Collectively, these findings indicate that it is proportionate 
much easier for systems in larger cities to provide service 
meeting all criteria for less than the cost limit amounts than 
is for smaller systems. The whole range of estimates generate 
from the model and the case studies should be looked at as a 
reasonable range of the potential costs of complying with the 
final rule. These results also suggest that the proposed 
approaches to limiting ~ecipients' required expenditures are 
reasonably related to the provision of accessible .services at 
full performance level specified in the final rule. Moreover, 
based on the actual experience in case study systems, it appea 
that many recipients might realize reductions in their current 
program costs supporting handicapped travel by tailoring their 
services to comply with the rule. 

TABLE III 
NATIONWIDE 30-YEAR PRESENT VALUE OF COMPLIANCE COSTS 

Paratransit 

50% Lift-bus 

7.1 cost cap 

3.0\ cost cap 

All costs are in 1983 dollars. 

$.98 billion 

$.69 billion 

$2.72 billion 

$2.37 billion 
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The costs in Table III are estimated by the model for systems in all cities, including the six largest, and are presented as though all systems choose one approach or the other. The 7.1 percent cap is based on total UMTA 1983 assistance. The 3.0 percent cap is based on OMTA recipients' total operating costs in 1983. The service costs include the same service criteria assumptions as Table 2, except that the hourly operating expense for paratransit service represents the average of the 53 systems in the database. 
National Compliance Cost of Final Rule 

On a long-term basis, the estimates in Table 3 suggest that t~e 30 year present value of recipients' aggregate maximum cost· exposure under a 3.0 percent operating budget cost limit would be less than that under a 7.1 percent of total federal transit aid alternative (assuming a constant real-dollar federal aid budget). Moreover, the 30 year present value of aggregate compliance costs for either publicly-operated paratransit or SO percent lift-bus service is far less than either of the spending levels generated by the cost limits. (These compliance costs are based on the assumption that all recipients adopt one approach or the other.) The present value cost for the user-side subsidy option was not estimated, but could be expected to be lower than the paratransit option and, possibly, the lift-bus option as well. In all likelihood, the actual overall compliance costs will involve a mix of lift-bus and special services. Assuming that recipients will choose the less costly alternatives of lift-bus and subsidized taxi services, it appears probable that the actual compliance cost nationwide would be about the same as the lift-bus projection, or $0.7 billion. 
The argument put forth by the American Public Transit Association (APTA) contended that transit authorities would have to spend at the cost limits, particularly for the paratransit option, and that this would increase expenditures five to tenfold above the spending levels suggested by the interim final rule. (APTA estimated this increase by coritrasting the amounts generated by the 7.1 and 3.0 percent cost limits to 3.5 percent of Section 5 funding suggested by the interim rule.) APTA's estimates failed to take into account the actual expenditures of transit author-ities (often more than the 3.5 percent level) and service alterna-tives to paratransit that would permit compliance for less than the maximum cost levels. If all recipients had spent 3.5 percent of 1983 Section S funds on accessible services, the total cost to the industry would have been $42 million. Our studies suggest that the potential annual compliance cost to the industry for SO percent lift-bus or user-side subsidy service would be $63 million (in undiscounted 1983 dollars). Therefore, the potential cost of the rule is not on the order of a five to tenfold increase, but it is admittedly higher than the cost of the interim rule. This is consistent with the intent of Congress in section 317(c), however. In any case, the national cost projections for the final rule are much lower than those of the Department's 1979 rule, which the Court, in APTA y. Lewis determined to impose f inancia.l burdens on 
the transit industry. 
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INTRODUCTION 

I. REGULATORY BACKGROUND 

A. Statute and Re~ulatory History 

Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 provides that 
•no otherwise qualified handicapped individual ••• shall, 
solely by reason of his handicap, be excluded from the 
participation, be denied the benefits of, or be subjected to 
discrimination under any program or activity receiving federal 
financial assistance •••• • 

Section 16(a) of the Urban Mass Transportation Act of 1964 
dictates that it is a national policy that •special efforts shall 
be made ••• so that the availability to elderly and handicapped 
persons of mass transportation which they can effectively utilize 
will be assured •••• • 

The Department's existing regulation to implement this statute, 
as well as section 16(a) of the Urban Mass Transportation Act of 
1964 and section 165(b) of the Federal Aid Highway Act of 1973, is 
49 CFR Part 27. This regulation was originally published in 1979. 
The regulation prescribed various planning and other administra-
tive requirements, prohibited employment discrimination on the 
basis of handicap, and imposed general requirements for the acces-
sibility of DOT-assisted programs and activities to handicapped 
persons and specific accessibility requirements for federally 
aided highways, airports, intercity rail service, and mass 
transit. 

The 1979 regulation, as applied to mass transit, was costly and 
controversial. The American Public Transit Association (APTA) and 
several of its members sued the Department in June 1979, alleging 
that the mass transit requirements of the 1979 rule exceeded the 
Department's authority and were arbitrary and capricious. The 
u.s. District Court for the District of Columbia upheld the rule, 
but the Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit· 
reversed the District Court's decision (American Public Transit 
Association y, Lewis, 556 F.2d 1271 (D.C. Cir., 1981)). The Court 
of Appeals held that, under section 504, a transit authority 
might be •required to take modest, affirmative steps to accom-
modate handicapped persons• in order to avoid the discrimination 
which section 504 prohibits. However, in the Court's view, the 
regulation required extensive and costly affirmative action 
efforts to modify existing transit systems and, therefore, 
exceeded the Department's authority under the statute. 
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In the meantime, the Presidential Task Force on Regulatory Relief 

had ide~tified the Department's proposed mass transit requirements 

for priority review. As part of this review, the Department 

established a clear policy on mass transit for handicapped 

persons. This policy stated that provision of transportation 

for handicapped persons was an obligation of federally assisted 

transit systems, but the major responsibility for deciding how 

this transportation should be provided should be in the hands of 

local communities. Following the establishment of this policy 

and the Court decision, the Department issued an interim final 

rule in July 1981, which deleted the mass transit requirements of 

the original regulation and substituted a new section. The new 

section required recipients to certify that special efforts were 

being made in their service areas to provide transportation for 

handicapped persons. An appendix to the regulation provided 

advisory guidance on acceptable levels of efforts. The interim 

final rule was designed as a temporary measure to remain in effect 

only until a permanent regulation could be adopted. 

At the time it issued the interim final rule, the Department 

indicated that it would be developing a Notice of Proposed Rule-

making (NPRM) addressing the provision of mass transit service 

for handicapped persons and general provisions of the rule con-

cerning highway, railroad, and airport programs, if changes in 

those sections were deemed necessary. Comments were solicited 

on all sections of the 1979 rule and the interim final rule, and 

approximately 300 were received. 

Subsequently, Congress enacted section 317(c) of the Surface 

Transportation Assistance Act of 1982. Section 317(c) directs the 

Secretary to publish proposed regulations implementing section 504 

and establishing •c1> minimum criteria for the provision of trans-

portation services to handicapped and elderly individuals by 

recipients of federal financial assistance under this Act or any 

provision of law referred to in section 165(b) of the Federal-aid 

Highway Act of 1973, and (2) procedures for the Secretary to moni-

tor recipients' compliance with such criteria.• 

B. The Notice of Proposed Rulemaking CNPRMl 

In September 1983, the Department published a Notice of Proposed 

Rulemaking to replace the interim final rule with a new regulation 

consistent with section 317(c). The NPRM proposed minimum cri-

teria for the provision of mass transit services to handicapped 

persons, a requirement for public participation in the establish-

ment of such services, and a mechanism through which the Depart-

ment could monitor the compliance with the regulation of transit 

providers receiving financial assistance from the Department. 
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l. Acc,ssible Service Options 
.. ~ ... 

The NPRM proposed three service options for recipients to satisfy 
their obligation to provide transportation for handicapped 
persons. 

Recipients could meet their regulatory obligation by providing 
service consistent with any one of the three options. 

(a) Make 50% of fixed-route bus service accessible. 

(b) Establish a demand-responsive paratransit or other type of 
specialized transportation service for handicapped persons. 

(c) Choose a mix of fixed-route accessibility and specialized 
transportation service. 

2. Service Criteria Reguirements 

The rule spelled out seven service criteria which were tailored to 
special service systems. The NPRM asked for comments on how these 
criteria would apply to accessible bus systems. 

(a) All persons unable, by reason of handicap, to use the 
recipient's regular bus service for the general public would 
be eligible for special service. 

(b) Service would have to be available to handicapped persons 
throughout the same general service area as the recipient's fixed-
route service for the general public. 

(c) Service would have to be available on the same days and 
during the same hours as the recipient's service to the general 
public. 

(d) The fare for a handicapped person using the specialized 
service would have to be comparable with, but not necessarily 
identical to, the fare for a member of the general public using 
the recipient's regular service. 

(e) There could not be trip purpose priorities or restrictions 
that do not apply to the general public's use of the recipient's 
regular service. 

(f) The waiting time between a request for and the provision of 
service would be "limited to a •reasonable time• to be specified 
by the recipient, after consultation with the local handicapped 
community through the public participation process. 

(g) Operators could not refuse service to eligible users and 
place them on waiting lists. 
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3. Cost Caps 

In order to avoid the imposft,iori ' of undue financial burdens 
on recipients, the NPRM proposed a •cost cap•. The Department 
proposed two alternative ways of calculating a cap: 7.1 percent 
of the recipient's average federal transit assistance or 3.0 
percent of the recipient's average total operati'ng budget, over · I 
the current and two preceding fiscal years. These caps determine 
the maximum amount a transit operator needs to spend in providing 
service for disabled persons. If a recipient cannot meet all 
criteria within the cost caps, it may, if it wishes, make trade-
offs among all aspects of service until costs fall to that level. 
In deciding service trade-offs, the recipient would be required 
to obtain the views of handicapped persons and their organizations 
through the local participation process. Trade-offs in eligi-
bility standards would nQ.t be allowed. 

C. Underlying Basis of the Regulation: Legislative and Judicial 
ReQuirements . 

This regulation implements both section 504 of the Rehabilitation 
Act and section 16 of the OMTA Act. The minimum service criteria 
represent the Department's response to legislative policy estab-
lished in section 317(c) of the Surface Transportation Assistance 
Act of 1982, which created section 16(d) of the OHTA Act. The 
limit on required expenditures, on the other hand, represents the 
Department's response to judicial construction of section 504, 
stating that the Department must not impose undue financial 
burdens on recipients. 

The legislative history of section 317(c) requires the Department 
to establish minimum criteria to ensure an adequate level of 
transportation service, to remedy •widespread deficiencies• in 
service for handicapped persons found by a General Accounting 
Office study of compliance with the 1981 interim final rule. The 
judicial construction of section 504 addresses the level of 
financial responsibility that the government can impose upon a 
state or public agency in regulating its activities. 

The concept of •undue hardship• is derived from but not well 
developed in the case law. The cost standard developed in the 
proposed regulation is, in effect, a surrogate for the approximate 
level above which expenditures by a recipient of federal transit 
subsidy would create an undue hardship. 

D. Preliminary Regulatory Impact Analysis 

In conjunction with the issuance of the Notice of Proposal 
Rulemaking, the Department published a Preliminary Regulatory 
Impact Analysis (PRIA) projecting the potential national costs 
of the proposed rule. The PRIA based its cost estimates for both 
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accessibie bus and paratransit alternatives on projections from 
the Department's 1979 acces~ibility rule, the CBO 1979 report on 
urban transportation alternatives for handicapped persons and 
transit industry data. The cost projections varied across a wid1 
range reflecting differences in the assumptions used in these 
studies about the size of the handicapped population potentially 
eligible for special services, and whether service criteria woul< 
be federally mandated or left to local decision. The PRIA con-
sistently converted all cost projections to 1981 constant dollar i 
and discounted them over thirty years. However, these estimates 
do not account for the decline in the value of the dollar which 
has occurred between 1981 and 1983. Also, estimates for the . 
accessible bus option assumed that 100 percent of the transit 
bus fleet would have to be equipped with wheelchair lifts. The 
Department subsequently adopted a 50 percent lift-bus option in 
the NPRM, and thus, the PRIA potentially overstated the maximum 
cost of regulatory compliance by 100 percent. 
In addition to the above estimates, the PRIA included a •special 
efforts" alternative modeled after the Department's 1981 Interim 
Rule requirements for accessible bus and special services. The 
costs for the •special efforts• alternative were based on the 
assumption that all recipients would spend amounts equivalent 
to the full value of the proposed cost caps (7.1 percent of 1981 
UMTA federal assistance and 3.0 percent of total transit industr~ 
operating costs) in providing services for handicapped persons. 
In fact, many recipients are likely to be able to provide service 
in compliance with the criteria for less than the cost caps. Th 
PRIA overstates costs for this reason, as well. 
A primary purpose in preparing this Final Regulatory Impact 
Analysis is to replace the PRIA cost estimates with estimates th 
reflect potential compliance costs, both nationally and locally, 
ba~ed on actual transit authority experiences, and to assess the 
actual cost burden which recipients will likely encounter in 
complying with the final rule. 
E. Derivation of the Proposed Cost Caps 

The 7.1 and 3.0 percent cost caps proposed in the NPRM were 
developed through a DOT case study analysis of the cost to pro-
vide a door-to-door user-side subsidy taxi program in Milwaukee , 
Wisconsin. This program met most of the proposed minimum servi c 
criteria, although eligibility for the service was somewhat mor e 
restrictive than the eligibility requirement proposed in the NPR 
(The eligibility policy in Milwaukee appears to conform to the 
final rule's requirements, however.) The program cost of the 
Milwaukee service (as modified to meet the NPRM service criter ia ) 
was equivalent to 3.0 percent of the Milwaukee County Transit 
Authority's average total operating budget and 7.1 percent of i t~ 
average federal assistance in FY 1981 fiscal year and the two 
preceding years. 
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The 7.1 ~nd 3.0 percent cost caps derived from the Milwaukee case 
were found to yield virtually identical amounts when applied to 
total nationwide transit operating expenses and total federal 
grant assistance in FY 1981. Therefore, it was assumed that other 
transit systems should be able to operate user-side subsidy ser-
vice at similar cost, which would meet both cost caps. The NPRM 
recognized Milwaukee's expenditures were not mandated by federal 
law or regulation. It seems reasonable to conclude that a transit 
agency does not choose to burden itself unduly. Consequently, 
limiting required expenditures to this level was assumed to 
prevent undue burdens. For purpose of seeking comment on the 
NPRM, the Department extrapolated Milwaukee's experience to a 
nationwide standard in full awareness that a single city was 
unlikely to be representative of the nation generally. For 
purposes of seeking comment, however, it was reasonable to use the 
7.1 and 3.0 levels as plausible levels of expenditure that would 
not involve undue burden on recipients. 

F. Docket Comments 

The Department published the NPRM in September 1983 and the period 
for comments to the docket closed December 7, 1983. The Depart-
mental received about 650 comments. The proposed minimum service 
criteria and cost caps were the subject of a substantial number of 
comments by handicapped persons and transit authorities as well as 
state and local transportation and social service agencies, MPOs, 
and other interested parties. Handicapped persons and organi-
zations representing them generally commented that the NPRM did 
not go far enough in specifying service criteria and that the 
criteria should not be subject to a cost cap. Most transit 
authorities argued the reverse, requesting flexibility at the 
local level to set appropriate service criteria, and recommending 
a lower limit on expenditures. Other parties' comments tended to 
be evenly split in support of handicapped and transit authority 
positions. The comments are described in greater detail in the 
preamble to the final rule. 

II. DEPARTMENTAL RESPONSE-FINAL EEGUL!TORY IMPACT ANALYSIS 

The docket comments raised numerous issues concerning the service 
criteria and the compliance costs projected in the Preliminary 
Regulatory Analysis for the various service approaches to transit 
service for handicapped persons. The Department believed it 
needed more information to make decisions on the final rule, in 
view of these comments. In order to update the cost projections 
of the PRIA and to address the issues raised in the docket sub-
missions, the Department conducted additional research to study 
the potential regulatory costs of various alternatives. To 
supplement the Milwaukee case study, the Department conducted 
detailed case studies of various transportation services for 
handicapped persons in seven cities across the country to 
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determine -if they could meet t~e ~ service criteria within the 7.1 or 3.0 percent cost levels. tn addition, the Department commissioned a consultant's study based on a computer model of 53 special service systems. 
At the local level, the model estimates the annual costs of operating specialized services and lift-bus systems meeting the service criteria, and assesses how local cost burdens would vary among urbanized areas of various sizes. At the national level, the model projects the overall nationwide compliance costs of the various service options, in terms of their present value over the next thirty years. 

The Preliminary Regulatory Impact Analysis required by Executive Order 12291 to support the NPRM satisfied some of the elements contained in the order. Notably, the preliminary analysis included an assessment of the potential regulatory impacts on transit user groups, public and private transportation providers, bus and other vehicle manufacturers, small businesses, and state and local governments. This material from the preliminary analysis is incorporated as part of this final regulatory impact analysis for purposes of satisfying Executive Order 12291 (see Appendix A) • 

III. REGULATORY OBJECTIVES 

The Department has four main objectives in establishing the new 504 regulation to implement the statutory provisions relating to urban mass transportation for handicapped persons. 
They are 

A. To comply with the statutes and court decisions governing public transit services for handicapped persons. 
B. To ensure that handicapped persons have access to public transportation services on a nondiscriminatory basis, and to improve the availability and quality of the accessible service to this market. 

c. To ensure that local communities have sufficient flexibility in providing transportation to handicapped persons so that they can minimize the associated cost and tailor the services to the needs of handicapped persons in their communities. 
D. To establish a reasonable level of service and set a predictable limit on the costs which transit authorities would have to incur to comply with the regulations, so as not to require burdensome alterations in recipients' services, or create undue hardships. 

I I 
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IV. TH~ PROBLEM 

Transit systems across the nation have responded to the Depart-
ment's 1981 interim final rule (IFR) by providing accessible bus 
systems or specialized transportation services. The IFR required 
recipients to certify that special efforts were being made in · 
their service areas to provide transportation for handicapped 
persons. Dissatisfaction with the service provided under the IFR 
was a primary reason for the passage of section 317(c). The spon-
sors of the amendment cited a General Accounting Off ice Study of 
compliance with the IFR which identified widespread deficiencies 
in the level of special services being provided to handicapped 
persons under the regulation. In order to assess the potential 
impacts of the new regulations on recipients' current service 
levels, the final regulatory analysis is designed to address four 
critical questions relating to the impacts of the section .504 

requirements: 

o To what extent can accessible-bus systems or special services 
that meet the minimum service and eligibility criteria be 
provided within either one or both of the proposed cost 
limits? 

o How does the limit on required expenditures relate to actual 
experience of transit authorities and their cost burden? 

o If special service that meets.the minimum service criteria 
cannot be provided at costs within the cost limits, what 
combination of service criteria could bring the cost in line 
with the cost limits? 

o How would the national costs and benefits of providing 
accessible bus service compare with the costs and benefits of 
providing specialized service, and how do these costs compare 
with the cost limits? 

V. PLAN OF THIS REPORT 

Chapter II describes the case study selection process, the study 
objectives and methodological approach, and summarizes the operat-
ing and cost characteristics of the seven selected case systems. 
This chapter also reviews each of the service criteria addressed 
in the regulation, assesses their individual cost implications in 
the case study systems, and discusses the key qualitative issues 
that the Department considered in making final decisions regarding 
the regulation of service quality and eligibility. 

Drawing upon the information developed in Chapter II, Chapter III 
estimates the level of service and cost for each case study system 
to meet the service criteria, and compares these costs to the 
expenditure levels generated by the proposed 7.l and 3.0 percent 
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cost limits. This Chapter also identifies the major service 
variables which appear to in.f luence costs. 

. - -. .... 
Chapter IV presents the results of the model analysis which 
estimate the compliance costs to transit authorities associated 
with the various regulatory options. The Chapter also examines 
modifications in ·the service criteria that would be needed in 
order to bring these costs into line with the alternative spending 
limits. Based on the results of Chapters III and IV, Chapter V 
compares the projected compliance costs and cost limits in the 

. case study systems to those in the model, and summarizes the cost 
impacts of the regulations on these systems. This chapter also 
assesses the impact of recent changes in federal transit .spending 
policies on the proposed 7.1 percent federal assistance cost 
limit. The Chapter then examines alternative cost limit concepts; 
it estimates their financial implications for transit authorities 
and discusses the advantages and disadvantages of alternative 
approaches to setting a cost limit. 

Chapter VI presents an economic analysis which estimates the 
nationwide compliance costs of meeting the service criteria 
under alternative service approaches, and compares the cost-
effectiveness of the various service options. 
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CHAPTER II 

CASE STUDY ANALYSIS: ME.THOOOLOGICAL APPROACH, PROGRAM 
CHARACTERISTICS AND COST IMPLICATIONS OF SERVICE CRITERIA 

The first section of this Chapter reviews the primary forms 
of specialized transportation services, and describes the methodo-
logical approach used to select and evaluate the seven case study 
systems. The second section of this Chapter presents the salient 
operating and cost ch~racteristics of each case system. The third 
section of this Chapter reviews the service criteria proposals of 
the NPRM; estimates their individual cost implications in ~he case 
study systems; and identifies key issues involved in meeting the 
service criteria requirements. 

I. GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF SPECIALIZED TRANSPORTATION SERVICES 
FOR HANDICAPPED PERSONS 

As explained in the Introduction, ~he Department has undertaken 
additional case studies of transportation services for handicapped 
persons to supplement the initial study of user-side subsidy taxi 
service in Milwaukee contained in the PRIA. The review of 
candidate systems involved a wide variety of accessible 
transportation services, which differ significantly in their 
methods of service delivery. To familiarize the reader with the 
various forms of special services, the following presents a brief 
synopsis of the two principal types of service represented in the 
case systems. 

A. Paratransit Service 

Over the past decade, transit authorities have become increasingly 
involved in the initiation of door-to-door paratransit services 
for elderly and handicapped individuals. Many paratransit systems 
are operated by transit authorities with their own fleet of vans 
and/or mini-buses. In some cases, the transit authority will 
contract out all or a portion of the service to local taxi opera-
tors or will coordinate or broker the service through existing 
for-prof it transportation carriers and non-prof it social service 
agencies. Most paratransit systems typically provide demand-
responsive dial-a-ride service and many systems also offer 
subscription service, which entitles users to standing reserv-
ations for recurring trips such as work or medical appointments. 

Existing paratransit service is often restricted to daytime hours, 
and rides are grouped to the maximum extent possible. Service 
provided during peak hour periods also may be restricted to 
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certain trip purposes. Service may be "area-wide" or "zonal" in 
nature. "Area-wide" systems. generally serve the same service area 
as the fixed-route system. "Zonal" systems generally subdivide 
their service area into neighborhood zones and users are limited 
to trips within their zone ·of · resi~ence. In some instances, 
transfers are permitted for inter-zonal travel. 

To accommodate persons with physical disabilities, paratransit 
systems usually have a proportion of their service vehicles 
equipped with wheelchair lifts. The cost-effectiveness of these 
services varies widely. Service operated by the transit authority 
with its own fleet of vehicles tends to have the highest cost per 
passenger. 

Systems which subdivide their service area into zones, and provide 
service only within those zones, realize improved cost-effective~ 
ness. Advance reservation requirements employed by most systems 
also help to reduce costs by maximizing the opportunity to group 
rides. 

B. User-Side Subsidy Taxi Service 

An alternative to publicly operated paratransit service for 
handicapped persons is for transit authorities to provide them 
with individual subsidies that enable them to purchase trans-
portation from private carriers at reduced fares. Under this 
approach, the users, rather than the providers, of transportation 
are subsidized; thus, the subsidy is referred to as a user-side 
subsidy. The essential feature of a user-side subsidy is that 
receipt of the subsidy is tied to use of the provider's service. 
The subsidizing agency does not spend any money for unused 
capacity or service. 

For most existing programs, the transit agency targets and 
certifies eligible participants, and brokers and coordinates 
service delivery with taxicab companies within the service area. 
In some instances, transit authorities also contract with other 
types of transportation carriers (such as those specializing in 
the transport of wheelchair or bed-bound patrons). In a few 
cases, authorities have contracted with third-party private firms 
to broker and coordinate setvice delivery with private carriers. 

User-side subsidy programs using commercial taxis or other 
vehicles generally provide a high level of service on an existing 
mode at a reduced cost. This method of subsidy generally involves 
providing eligible users with taxi tickets or vouchers at reduced 
prices. The taxi companies redeem the vouchers from the transit 
authority at face value. Users book their trips in the same way 
as regular taxi patrons and generally receive immediate response 
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service on all days of the week. Like paratransit services, user-
side subsidy programs have many variations in the types of trips · 
they serve; fare schedules and limits on the amount of individual 
subsidies also vary among exi~ting ·programs. Special provisions, 
however, are necessary in user-side subsidy programs to accom-
modate the handicapped persons who cannot use taxis. User-side 
subsidy programs can be highly cost-effective for transit systems, 
since taxi companies usually have the capacity to accommodate the 
additional trips of handicapped patrons without increasing their 
vehicle fleet or expanding their service hours. 

II. METHODOLOGICAL APPROACH 

The Department reviewed the program operating and cost 
characteristics of approximately 35 accessible transportation 
services for handicapped persons in operation in 1983, and 
selected seven programs for detailed case study analysis in 
Cleveland, Ohio; Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania; Seattle, Washington; 
Xansas City, Missouri: Akron, Ohio; Newport News/Hampton, 
Virginia: and Brockton, Massachusetts. The case study systems 
were selected to represent varied approaches to service.for 
handicapped persons which met most of the NPRM service criteria, 
and reflected a range of geographic locations and transit vehicle 
fleet sizes. The objectives of the analysis were (1) to determine 
whether existing service in these systems could meet all the 
service criteria at a program cost within one or both of the 
proposed cost limits, (2) to identify some service trade-offs, 
and their cost impacts which a system might chose to comply with 
the service criteria, (3) to determine how the cost {as modified 
to meet all service criteria) compared with the two proposed cost 
limits, and (4) if a system could not meet the service criteria 
for less than the cost limits, to determine the level to which the 
service or the cost limits would have to be adjusted. 

The service characteristics and eligibility requirements for each 
case system were compared to the service criteria of the NPRM. In 
most cases, eligibility on the special services was broader than 
the NPRM requirement, including all elderly persons over a speci-
fic age and some handicapped persons who could use fixed-route 
service. In many cases, service restrictions that would not be 
permitted by the service criteria were imposed. In order to 
estimate the service and costs necessary to meet the service and 
eligibility criteria, several service and cost adjustments were 
necessary for each case. A detailed description of the case 
studies including all assumptions and adjustments for each case 
can be found in Appendix B. The next section summarizes the 
operating and cost characteristics of the case study systems and 
describes the cost impacts associated with meeting each service 
criterion. 
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III. CASE STUDY SYSTEM OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS 

The case systems represent a variety of institutional settings, 
operating and contractual arrangements, and service levels as 
summarized in Tables l and 2. ·· ·'The. •ervice characteristics and 
program costs of each case study system are summarized below: 

Cleveland Communit Res onsive Transit S stem CRT 
County, Ohio (County population 1.5 mil ion, total 
serving general public -·over 1,000 vehicles) 

The Greater Cleveland Regional Transit Authority (GCRTA) operates 
three separate demand-responsive paratransit services for elderly 
and handicapped residents of Cuyahoga County. The services are 
targeted solely at individuals who are unaffiliated with social 
service agencies. 

The eligible user population targeted by the GCRTA for special 
service is broader than that defined by the federal eligibility 
requirement. Two of the three services, Community Response 
Transit (CRT) and Cross-County Medical have liberal eligibility 
policies including all elderly over age 65, and mobile and 
immobile handicapped persons. The third servic~, Extra-Lift, · 
limits eligibility to physically and mentally handicapped persons 
certified by a doctor as unable to use regular transit. 

Both the Medical and Extra-Lift services operate over the same 
456 square-mile county area served by the fixed-route system. 
However, special service trips are limited to medical, work and 
school purposes. Service is provided on weekdays only between · 
6:30 a.m. and 5:30 p.m. (compared to fixed~route service which 
operates seven days per week and 24 hours daily). Patrons of 
Extra-Lift book trips on a subscription basis and advance reserv-
ations are not required. Most medical trips require advance 
reservations the day before travel. 

The CRT system is the most heavily utilized of the three services. 
The 456 square mile service area is divided into 18 neighborhood 
zones and users can book trips for all purposes within these 
zones, but travel is not permitted across zones. CRT service 
operates on weekdays between 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. and Sunday 
from 8:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. Advance reservations are required on 
the day before travel. 

The GCRTA operates its own fleet of 70 minibuses (100\ lift-
equipped). In addition to the capital cost supporting the vehicle 
fleet, the GCRTA constructed a separate facility to house its 
paratransit operation. This has resulted in a high capital 
expense, which represents approximately one-third of Cleveland's 
total paratransit program cost. Minibus drivers are paid a lower 
rate than GCRTA union bus drivers and a portion of the CRT service 
is contr.acted out to a local taxi operator. 
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TABLE ·t 
SYS'IDI OIARAC'l'ERIS'l'ICS CP CME S'l.UDY At"CESSIBLE TRANSPORn\TION SER\TIQ!S 

~ & H 
E & R E&R Registrants Total Trips/Year System Type of Eligibility Ser:vice Area .Target 'n>tal as \ of Annual Per riscal Iearl Service Requirement (Miles and Coverage> ~mlation Registration Target PQp. Ridership Registrant 

Leveland Demand- Elderly 456 sq. miles 160,000 12,646 8 364,000 28.8 00' responsive over 65, 1.onal., Area-wide (1982) .paratransit all hand!- for medical trips 
ca~ only 

Leveland Subscription Certif led Area-wide tVA tVA tVA 20,000 tVA d:ra-Lift Service handicapped 456 sq. miles (1982) work/school 

Lttsburgh Demand General 727 sq. 
XESS response Public miles 
L983) paratransit Area-wide tVA tt/A tVA 233,620 tVA 
lttsburgh User-side O!rtif led Area-wide tVA 5,900 tVA 139,655 , 23.7 sumldy handicapped 

~atUe Lift-bus Disabled 2,128 sq. tVA tVA tVA 70,500 tt/A l983) miles 
53\ of routes 

!attle User-side Elderly over Area-wide 
~ sumidy and 65, and all 78,000 10,000 13 100,546 10.1 subsidized handicapped 

van service with low in-
come 

msas User-side Certified 314 sq. 58,397 20,000 37 280,739 14.0 Lty subsidy handicapped miles (includes 
lsaouri taxi/van Area-wide 3,357 
iare A service hand!-
ire (1983) capped) 
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TABLE 1 (Cl:>nt 1d) 
SERVICE OIARACl'ERIS'l'ICS <R MXESSIBLE 'l'RANSOORrATIClt SERVICES 

E & H 

E ' H E & H Registrants Total Trips/Year 

b)'st• Type of Eligibility Seivioe Area Target Total as ' of Annual Per 

IP!JM;nl JMr) 8e00oe BegpirBIQlt (Miles and C»ver49el 2>wJ.ation Registration Target IQp. Ridership Registrant 

Akron. Demand Elderly over 95.l sq. miles 54,000 15,000 28 267,199 17.8 

f:1:AT Response 65,62-64 on Area-wide 

(1983) psratransit limited in- (Akron ard 

and 15' cane and neighboring 
accessible oertif ied towns 
bus service handicapped 

Newport News/ Demam Certified 121.S sq. miles 6,125 2,500 41 15, 778 6.3 

n.p:.on response haniicapped Area-wide (Hand!- (Hand!-

Handi-Ride brokerage 
capped capped 

' (1983) para-
only) only) 

transit 

Brockton Demand Elderly Area-wide 18,000 3,000 17 196,754 65.6 

Dial-A-Bat response over 60, (Brockton 4,740 

(1983) para- certified and neigh- (Handi-

transit harvlicapped, boring capped 

pre-scOO<>l towns) only) 

children 
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TABLE 2 
CX>s1' CJIARAQ'ERlS'l'ICS CP C\SE BIUDY ACCESSIBLE TP.ANSPORl'ATIOO SERVICES 

BaOOicapped Average 
Fare or Base Advance Oper. . Cost per Total .Annual Year 
Average Transit Reservation Cost/ Vehicle Program Cost of 

S,ystem User cost Fare <Hours> Trip Hour Un Tlx>usanc1s Sl Data• 

Cleveland .25.1/ .BS.l/ 24 6.473/ 33.40 3900 1982 
Paratransit .40.4/ 1.00.4/ 28.00.4/ 

FY 
Pittsburgh 1.29 1.00 24 11.95 10.50 2793 1983 
Paratransit 

Seattle 
Metro .15 .so-. 751/ 12.115/ 854 1983 
Lift-hls 

User-Side 3.23 .S0-.75 24 6.46 254 
SUbsidy/ Contd- 24 4.00 110 
Rural Van but ion 
Services or Free 

Kansas 1.00 .60 24 3.SO 7.30 1079 FY 
City .706/ 7.405/ 1983 
User-Side 
Subsidy 

Akron .25 .so 24 6.4S 
Paratransit .80§/ 16.005/ 25.40 llSS 1983 

Hampton/N.N .151/ .so FY 
Paratransit 1.50.e/ .806/ 24 5.90 7.20 93 1983 

Brockton .501/ .so 24 1.821/ FY 
Paratransit 1.00.B/ 4.87.B/ 16.80 585 . 1983 

* Data for FY 1983 is based on transit fiscal year beginning July 1982 and erding June 1983 
l/ Off-peak fare1 21 Peak fare1 JI Zone fare; Al Area-wide fare; 51 Wheelchair trips only; Y Express -
fare1 1/ SUbscription trips; JV Dial.-a".""ride shared or exclusive trip. 
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The Cleveland system, one of the most heavily utilized of its kind 
in the _country, provided 384,000 trips in 1982 at a total program 
cost of approximately $3.9 million. The 1982 total program cost 
was below the proposed 7 .1 --percent cost limit, but exceeded the 
3.0 percent cost limit. 

Service Criteria Presently Met: The Cleveland system serves a 
much broader E & H population than required by the rule, and 
paratransit fares are _60 to 70 percent less than transit fares; 
The special service serves the same service area as the fixed-
route bus system. Other service criteria are not fully met. 

Pittsburgh ACCESS Paratransit System, Allegheny County, Penn-
sylvania (County population 1.5 million, total fleet size serving 
general public - over 1,000 vehicles) · 

The Port Authority of Allegheny Country (PAT) provides area-wide, 
door-to-door, demand-responsive paratransit service through a 
coordinated brokerage system. The paratransit service is available 
to the general public, and PAT provides a 88.75 percent user-side 
subsidy for persons who cannot pass a physical test to negotiate 
bus steps. Other handicapped subgroups, such as blind and 
mentally retarded persons, are not eligible for PAT subsidies 
unless they cannot negotiate bus steps. Under the rule, PAT might 
have to consider providing user-side subsidies for some of these 
persons if they are physically unable to use regular bus service. 

PAT contracts out the paratransit service to a private broker, 
ACCESS, which subcontracts service to profit and non-profit 
carriers operating a fleet of 130 vehicles. ACCESS operates seven 
days a week from 6 a.m. to midnight, which is equivalent to the 
days and hours of fixed-route service. The ACCESS system serves a 
large service area of over 700 square miles, which is comparable 
to the geographic coverage provided on the fixed-route system. 
Reservations are required one day in advance for guaranteed 
service. Two-hour advance reservations are taken subject to 
available capacity. 

ACCESS markets its service to social service agencies whose 
clients accounted for 34 percent of the 234,000 total ACCESS trip s 
in FY 1983. Approximately 50 percent of the total ACCESS cost is 
borne by the Port Authority for user-side subsidy payments. The 
remaining cost is subs idi zed by social service agencies and a 
special Pennsylvania State elderly fare program. In FY 1983, 
user-side subsidy patrons accounted for 60 percent of total ACCESS 
trips. The fare charge for user-side subsidy patrons averaged 
$1.29 and could be considered comparable to transit fares which 
range from $1.00 to $2.65, dependent on the length of the trip. 
The FY 1983 program cost of $2.8 million, was less than both the 
7.1 and 3.0 percent cost limit amounts. 
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Service Criteria Presently Met: ACCESS appears to meet all 
service criteria except the eligibility requirement. 

SHARE A FARE (SAF) User-sid.e S~-bsi'dy Taxi System, Kansas City, 
Missouri (SMSA population 446,000, total fleet size serving 
general public - 350 vehicles) 

The Kansas City, Missouri, Department of Transportation operates 
Share A Fare (SAF), a user-side subsidy program providing door-to-
door taxi and van services for E & H residents of Kansas City, 
Missouri. This is the central city in the Kansas City, Missouri/ 
Kansas City, Kansas, urbanized region which includes seven coun-
ties with a 1.3 million population. . 
Elderly persons over age 65 and some low-income persons are 
eligible for user-side subsidy service, and physically and 
mentally handicapped persons must be certified by a doctor as 
unable to use transit service unless they are affiliated with a 
social service agency. SAF serves a mix of social service agency 
and non-agency patrons. The DOT acts as broker coordinating 
service through seven prof it and non-prof it providers with a fleet 
of 475 vehicles. Approximately 10 percent of total vehicles are 
lift-equipped to accommodate wheelchair users unable to use taxis. 
The service operates seven days a week from 6 a.m. to 10 p.m., 
while fixed-route transit operates from roughly 4:00 a.m. to 
1:00 a.m. Reservations are required one day in advance, and most 

.trips are shared rides. The average fare charge for user-side 
subsidy patrons is $1.00, and could be considered comparable to 
the express taxi transit fare of 70 cents. 

The SAF service area of 314 square miles corresponds to the city 
limits of Kansas City Missouri, and is more than double the size 
of the fixed-route area served by the Kansas City Area Transit 
Authority. Medical and work trips are served by SAF throughout 
the seven-county Kansas City, Missouri-Kansas urbanized region. 
This coverage far exceeds the fixed-route service area, which 
covers Kansas City, Missouri, and portions of two counties and 
some independent townships outside Kansas City, Missouri. 

Program eligibility includes elderly and low-income persons who 
could use regular transit as well as a substantial number of 
handicapped persons who reside outside the area served by the 
fixed-route bus system in Kansas City, Missouri. These policies 
exceed the requirements of the rule. However, the SAF program 
would not satisfy the federal eligibility requirement since 
handicapped residents of the fixed-route service area outside of 
Kansas City, Missouri, are currently ineligible for special 
service. SAF had 20,000 registrants in FY 1983 and provided 
282,000 annual trips, at a total program cost of $1,079,000, 
which exceeded both the 7.1 and 3.0 percent cost limits. 
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Service Criteria Presently Met: The Kansas City user-side subsidy 

program appears to meet all service criteria except hours of 

operation ~nd the eligibility requirement. 

S ecial .citizens Area Trans ortation SCAT , Akron, Ohio 

(Estimate population in service area - 6 o,ooo, total leet size 

serving general public - 118 vehicles) 

The Akron METRO Transit Authority provides a mix of door-to-door 

paratransit service and fixed-route lift-bus service for E ' B 

residents of Akron and three adjoining towns. The SCAT para-

transit system serves elderly over age 65, persons age 62 to 64 on 

limited incomes, and physically and mentally handicapped persons 

certified by a doctor as unable to use fixed-route bus service. 

SCAT's eligibility policy exceeds the requirements of the rule. 

METRO operates SCAT with a combination of 15 vans (over one-half 

are lift equipped), and contracts with a taxi operator who 

provides almost one-half of SCAT's service. 

SCAT paratransit service operates Monday to Friday from 6:00 a.m. 

to 6:00 p.m.; on evenings and weekends, METRO operates 16 lift-

equipped buses which provide service on 50 percent of its bus 

routes. This service coverage is equivalent to the days and hours 

of fixed-route service. SCAT provides both demand-responsive 

dial-a-ride and subscription service, and 75 percent of taxi trips 

and 40 percent of van trips are exclusive ride. Reservations are 

required one day in advance, except for medical emergencies. SCAT 

provides unrestricted service to handicapped persons, but 

restricts elderly travel to neighborhood zones. The SCAT fare is 

SO percent less than the base transit fare.· SCAT has 15,000 

registrants, and served 156,000 total E & H trips in FY 1983 at a 

total program cost of approximately $1.l million, which exceeded 

both cost limits. 

Service Criteria Presently Met: The Akron combined paratransit/ 

lift-bus system appears to satisfy all of the service criteria and 

exceeds the eligibility requirement. 

HANOI-RIDE Paratransit System, Hampton/Newport News, Virginia 

(Service area population 270,000, total fleet size serving general 

public - 122 vehicles) 

The PENTRAN transit authority operates Bandi-Ride, a door-to-door, 

demand-responsive paratransit service for physically and mentally 

handicapped persons certified by a doctor as unable to use fixed-

route service. Over one-half of the users are elderly who qualify 

on the basis of phys i cal disabilities. Pentran operates Bandi-

Ride as part of a transportation brokerage program and owns ten 

·paratransit vehicles. Pentran supplements the special service 

through a taxi operator with 20 vehicles. 
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Handi-Ride serves the geographic area as the fixed-route bus 
system,_and all trip purposes are served. Handi-Ride operates 
from 6: 00 a.m. to 6: 00 p.m~ I· Monday through Saturday, three hours 
less than fixed-route service. The Handi-Ride fares of 75 cents 
for shared rides and $1.50 for exclusive rides are SO percent more 
than transit fares charged for regular and express bus service. 
Users must reserve trips a day in advance. In FY 1983, Handi-Ride 
had 2,625 registrants including escorts, and served 15,778 total 
trips at a total program cost of $93,000 which was below both of 
the proposed cost limits. 

Service Criteria currently Met: Handi-Ride appears to meet all 
service criteria requirements except hours of operation. 

DIAL-A-BAT Paratransit System, Brockton, Massachusetts (service 
area population 130,000, total size fleet serving general public -
66 vehicles) 

The Brockton Area Transit Authority operates DIAL-A-BAT, a door-
to-door, demand-responsive paratransit service for elderly persons 
over age 60 and certified physically and mentally handicapped 
residents of Brockton, and some social service agency clients in 
two adjacent towns. DIAL-A-BAT also extends eligibility to some 
handicapped persons who could use fixed-route bus service and to 
low income pre-school children, which exceeds the eligibility 
requirements of the rule. 

However, DIAL-A-BAT does not fully satisfy the federal eligibility 
requirement since handicapped residents in two adjacent towns, 
which are within the transit service area, are currently 
ineligible for service unless affiliated with participating social 
service agencies. Under the rule, some of these people would 
qualify as eligible for some form of accessible service. DIAL-A-
BAT is contracted out to a non-profit organization and operated 
with 26 vans owned by the transit authority. Private taxis 
provide back-up service as needed. The paratransit service area 
is significantly larger than the fixed-route area, and 15 ~ercent 
of total DIAL-A-BAT trips are to out-of-town destinations 
(primarily medical trips to Boston). The service is available 

Monday through Friday from 7 a.m. to 6 p.m. or five hours less 
than the fixed-route system. Saturday and evening service is 
available by appointment. · Neither the fixed-route system nor 
DIAL-A-BAT operates on Sunday. Most trips are by subscription 
service and do ·not require advance reservations. Dial-A-Ride 
trips must be scheduled one day in advance. Almost all trips 
are shared ride, and approximately 74% percent of total trips 
are made by social service agency clients. DIAL-A-BAT subsidizes 
both agency and non-agency patrons at different subsidy levels. 
Agencies pay their clients' fares. For non-agency patrons, the 
fare for subscription service is equivalent to the base transit 
fare of 50 cents. The Dial-A-Ride fare of $1.00 for exclusive or 
shared taxi trips could be considererd comparable to the base 
transit fare. DIAL-A-BAT had 3,000 registrants and provided 
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2. NPRM Proposal 

Section 27.77(c)(l) of the NPRM provided that "The service shall 
be available throughout the same service area as the recipient's 
service for the general public." The preamble explained that this 
meant that a handicapped person on the special service system 
should be able to get anywhere that a member of the general public 
could go on the regular mass transit system. The preamble also 
sought comment on how the final rule should treat service that 
extended beyond the urbanized area, such as long-distance commuter 
routes. 

3. Issues 

Almost all comments to the docket from handicapped groups on this 
subject agreed that the same geographical service area should be 
served by both the regular transit service and the special 
service. In addition, many of these commenters said that service 
on extended commuter routes should be available to handicapped 
persons. While a few transit authorities agreed with these posi-
tions, most contended that the definition of the service area and 
the decision about whether to provide service to handicapped 
persons on extended commuter routes should be left to local 
decision. 

There also was comment on how the service area should be defined. 
Suggestions included the urbanized area, the area in which popu-

· lation is counted for determining the Section 9 formula funds 
allocated to a recipient, and the jurisdictions taxed to support 
the transit authority's operations. 

4. Service Impacts 

Findings from the case studies illustrate the diversity and 
complexity of ways of meeting this service area criterion. All 
of the case study systems provide area-wide coverage over the 
same service area as the fixed-route bus system, although Cleve-
land restricts trip purposes in its service area. Two of the 
systems, Brockton and Kansas City, provide geographic coverage 
which exceeds the fixed-route coverage. Brockton's DIAL-A-BAT 
serves special service trips outside the fixed-route service area, 
primarily to Boston.·If Brockton chose to limit its service area 
to that of the fixed-route bus system, it could potentially reduce 
total handicapped trips by approximately 25 percent. 

In Kansas City, Missouri, the service situation is more complex. 
The special service area, which corresponds to the city limits of 
Kansas City proper, is more than double the size of the fixed-
route area. In addition, special service is provided for medical 
and work trips throughout the seven-county region of Kansas City, 
Missouri/Kansas City, Kansas, which far exceeds the coverage of 
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197,000 trips in FY 1983. The program cost of $585,000 exceeded 

both cost limits. 

Service Criteria Currently Met: _ T_h~ Brockton paratransit service 

satisfies all service criteria except days and hours of operation, 

and the eligibility requirement. 

IV. SERVICE CRITERIA: FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS AND QUALITATIVE 

ISSUES 

This section reviews the NPRM service criteria and eligibility 

requirements, describes the service and cost impacts in affected 

case study systems of meeting each service criterion, and dis-

cusses issues and options associated with the following service 

criteria: · 

o Service Area 
o Days and Hours of Service 
o Fares 
o Response Time 
o Trip Purpose 
o Waiting Lists 
o Eligibility Requirement 

A. Service Area Criterion 

1. Background 

Transit authorities serve a given geographical area. In some 

cases, the area that they serve is coextensive with the urbanized 

area; although other transit authorities may not provide service 

to all parts of the urbanized area. It is not uncommon for 

transit authorities to provide some service (e.g., commuter 

express routes) outside the regular service area served by the bus 

system. The special services provided for handicapped persons may 

be "area-wide" or "zonal" in nature. In "area-wide" systems, the 

special service generally covers the same geographic area as the 

fixed-route service. In "zone" systems, the service is restricted 

to designated service zones •nd transfers to fixed-route service 

are generally necessary for interzonal service. Many existing 

special services provide "area-wide" coverage that is roughly the 

same as the fixed rou t e, although most special services do not 

cover long-distance commuter routes. The productivity and cost of 

special transportation ser vices are significantly affected by the 

size of the service area. In general, the larger the service 

area, the lower the productivity is likely to be because average 

trip lengths will tend to be longer and the demand densities will 

tend to be lower. 
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the fixed-route area. If Kansas City chose to limit geographic coverage on the special service to that of the fixed-route bus system, it. could potentially reduce its service area by approximately one-half. 
s. Cost Impacts 

Both Brockton and Kansas City could reduce present service area coverage and still satisfy this criterion. If Kansas City reduced its special service area to that of the fixed-route system and eliminated special service trips in areas unserved by the fixed-route system, it could potentially reduce its present program cost by an estimated 50 percent (this assumes that the population of eligible users is equally distributed throughout the service area). If Brockton restricted special service coverage for . handicapped trips to the fixed-route service area, the Department estimates it could reduce its present program cost by ap-proximately 9 percent. In summary, it appears that all of the case study special service systems serve a geographic area equivalent to or larger than that of the fixed-route system and would not incur additional costs to comply with this service criterion. 

6. Options 

The main options for specifying this criterion include (1) retaining the requirement that special services serve the same area as the recipient's bus system, (2) allowing recipients · to determine the service area through local decision (no require-ment), or (3) defining the special service area as the urbanized area. Based on the docket responses, the largest group of commenters favored option (1), while most transit authorities favored option (2) arguing that option (1) would increase costs and result in more comprehensive service coverage for handicapped persons than for the general public. However, neither the docket comments nor the case study results provide any useful information on the economic impacts of meeting this criterion (but see Chapter IV for discussion of model results). 
Among the 35 special service systems examined in the course of selecting the case studies, the Department found that many systems restricted their service areas to zones or central urban areas. We do not know how severe the restrictions are in these cities. However, it appears that many of these systems would have to increase their geographic coverage in order to provide service throughout the fixed-route ·area and meet this criterion. 
Since handicapped commenters and transit authorities appeared divided on the service area issue, the option of allowing this requirement to be worked out at the local level could be expected 

I 

. 1 
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to create considerable confusion and disagreement. In addition~ of course, service to handicapped persons would be more limited than service to the general public. 
- ~ ... ·-

Option (3), defining the service area as the urbanized area, would be simpler for the general public to understand and refer to on maps than option (1), and it would be easier to certify. However, a comparison of the fixed-route service areas served by the case study systems and their urbanized areas indicated that the fixed-route areas in all cases are smaller than the urbanized areas. Therefore, all case systems would have to extend geographic 
~overage in order to meet this option. 

~. Days and Hours of Service Criterion 
l. Background 

One of the most frequent problems encountered in existing special service systems is that they operate only during restricted hours. For example, a city's bus ~ervice may operate from 6 a.m. to 1 a.m. every day while the special service may operate only from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. on Monday through Friday. A ''same days and hours" service criterion requires the special service to operate at any ±ime the regular transit service operates. · 
2~ NPRM Proposal 

Section 27.77(c)(2) of the NPRM requires that "The service shall be available on the same days and during the same hours as the recipient's service for the general public." 
3. Issues 

A majority of the handicapped commenters on this subject favored the NPRM proposal. A majority of the transit authority commenters opposed it, or thought that localities should have discretion concerning this service characteristic. Other commenters were evenly divided. Proponents of the provision argued that since the special service would be the only accessible service offered to handicapped persons, it was essential that it be available to handicapped persons at all times that public transit is available. Commenters opposing this criterion said that it would not be cost-effective to maintain the availability of special service during certain non-peak hours, such as late at night or on weekends. 
4. Cost Impacts 

Out of approxim~tely 35 special paratransit systems examined by the Department in the course of selecting case study systems, many were npt providing days and hours of service comparable to the 
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fixed-route service schedules. Only three of the case study 

systems--Pittsburgh, Akron, and Seattle, met this criterion • 

. 
Findings from the other four case studies indicate that the 

additional costs of meeting this criterion are not substantial. 

This is because a fairly small proportion of travel occurs in the 

late evening hours and on weekends when such restrictions tend to 

apply. The estimated impact of increasing the days and hours of 

special service to match those of the fixed-route bus sys~em would 

range from an approximate one to 11 percent increase in the 

current program costs of the Kansas City and Hampton systems. 

S. Service Impact 

Comments from some transit agencies contended that because.the 

travel patterns of handicapped users are sufficiently different 

from those of non-handicapped transit users, strict enforcement of 

this criterion would lead to inefficient allocation of available 

resources and possible deterioration of existing services for 

handicapped persons. A number of UMTA demonstrations involving 

special transportation services have collected data on project 

use by time-of-day and day-of-week as part of their evaluation 

process. Figure l compares the temporal travel patterns of 

transportation handicapped patrons in four UMTA demonstrations, 

representing a fairly broad range of user eligibility standards 

· and service provisions, to the national average daily ridership 

of transit users. 

Taken together, the four graphs in Figure l strongly suggest that 

the travel patterns of transportation handicapped individuals do 

not differ significantly from those of non-handicapped travelers, 

although the peaks for handicapped travel are higher in the 

morning, midday and afternoon than those of the general public. 

Most travelers in both groups travel between 5:30 a.m. and 

6:30 p.m., and trips after 11 p.m. generally account for less 

than one percent of total ridership in both groups. 

6. Options 

There is very little empirical support for the transit agency 

position that travel patterns of handicapped ~sers are different 

from the general public, and that strict enforcement of this 

criterion would lead to inefficient allocation of resources. 

Since the peaks for handicapped travel are higher throughout the 

day than the transit peaks of the general public, a trade-off in · 

service might involve restrictions on handicapped service at nigh t 

and on weekends. Since most transit authorities provide only 

limited s~rvice during these periods and restrict trips of the 

9eneral public to a core area, a trade-off similarly limiting 

special service could help reduce costs below the limit on 

required expenditures. 

• I 
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c. Fare Criterion 

1. Backs round 

'l'he NPRM required that special service fares should be comparable, 
although not necessarily identical, to normal transit fares and 
that any variance in fare should be relatively small and jus-
tifiable based on differences in service levels and the cost of 
the types of service provided. Because special service systems 
provide more individual service than regular mass transit with 
fewer economies of scale, it generally costs more to transport an 
individual on special services than on regular mass transit. At 
the same time, the users of special service are often low- or 
middle-income individuals, who are unlikely to use a service 
that is priced too expensively. Consequently, there are usually 
substantial pressures on public transit providers to keep the 

fares for their special services low. The result is that fare box 
revenues often account for a lower percentage of the cost for most 
publicly oriented special services than for regular mass transit. 
Nevertheless, special service fares are often higher than fares 
for regular transit service for trips of similar length. This is 
particularly true when taxis or other for-prof it private sector 
providers are used as the means of providing special services, 
even when the private service is subsidized. 

2. NPRM Proposal 

The fare for a handicapped person on the special service should be 
comparable to those for regular mass transit. 

3. Issues 

A large majority of the handicapped corrunents on this issue favored 
either a comparable fare requirement or a more stringent and well-
defined limit on special service fares. A few transit authorities 
and several other corrunenters also favored this position. Most 
transit authorities said that fare decisions should be left to 
local option. A substantial number of corrunenters also expressed 
confusion over the meaning of "comparable" fares and asked that 
the term be clarified. There were a variety of suggestions of what 
more definite requirements might be substituted, including a 
requirement that fares be no higher than regular transit fares; 
that fares could not be more than 15\, or SO\ or 100\ higher; and 
that recipients be permitted to recover the same percentage of 
operating costs from the fare box on special services as on 
regular mass transit. 

4. Comparison of Fare Levels in Case Study Systems 
I 

Results from the case study systems indicate substantial 
variability in fare levels and widely divergent fare structures 
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for both paratransit and regular bus services (see Table 3). In 
terms of fare levels, two of the seven systems--Cleveland and 
Akron--charge substantially lower fares for handicapped trans-
portation than those charged for regular bus service. The Cleveland paratransit service, which was free to users until 1982, 
charges 25¢ per off-peak neighborhood trip and 40¢ for area-wide, 
peak-hour service. These fares are 60 to 70 percent less than 
those paid by the general public for peak and off-peak transit 
service. Akron's paratransit fare of 25¢, which is SO to 70 percent below those charged for regular and express bus service, 
entitles handicapped users to door-to-door exclusive taxi or shared ride trips throughout the entire service area. For the remainder of case study systems, fares charged on the 
special services are generally higher than those charged for regular bus service. Among the case study systems, the highest 
paratransit fares are charged by Hampton/Newport News' Handi-Ride 
and Brockton's Dial-A-Bat systems. Handi-Ride's fares are SO . 
percent more than those charged for fixed-route bus service. However, Hampton's fares could be judged "comparable" depending on 
the types of services compared. For example, the Handi-Ride fare 
of 75¢ for door-to-door shared ride taxi or van service could be 
considered of greater value than the 50¢ base fare for regular bus 
service. Similarly, Handi-Ride's door-to-door exclusive ride taxi 
service priced at $1.50, or SO percent more than the express transit fare, could be judged superior in quality to an express 
bus trip. The Brockton Dial-A-Bat system charges a 50¢ fare for 
group rides on the subscription service, which is equivalent to 
the base transit fare. Brockton's dial-a-ride fare of $1.00 is 
double the base fare. However, the dial~a-ride fare could be 
considered "comparable" to the transit fare, since dial-a-ride 
provides door-to-door exclusive or shared taxi trips which could 
be judged superior in quality to regular bus trips. Some corrunents suggested that systems like Hampton and Brockton 
which charge higher special service fares are providing superior 
service, e.g., door-to-door convenience, no outdoor waiting times, 
increased safety from street crimes, compared to what the average 
bus rider receives on transit, and that differences in the two 
types of service are sufficient to justify the fare differentials. 
Other comments said, however, that other special service features 
(such as 24-hour advance reservations) pose inconvenience and 
hardship for handicapped persons, and thus, could offset to some 
extent this justification for higher fares. It is difficult to 
make exact comparisons between regular transit service with bus 
stops every half hour and door-to-door special service requiring 
up to 24-hour response times. However, regular bus service may 
require one or two transfers for users to reach destinations in a 
large service area. In comparison, the rule requires special services to provide handicapped users with door-to-door delivery 
to all destinations in the service area, which will result in reduced travel times and better geographic coverage than the 
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TABLE 3 

FARE STRUCTURES IN CASE STUDY SYSTEMS 

. (In 1983 dollars unless otherwise specified) 

System 

Cleveland CRT 
(1982) 

Pittsburgh 
ACCESS 

(FY 1983) 

I<ansas City 
Share A Fare 

(FY 1983) 

Akron SCAT 

Harnpton/N.N. 
Handi-Ride 
(FY 1983) 

Brockton 
Dial-A-Bat 
(FY 1983) 

Milwaukee 

1/ Off-peak fare 

2/ Peak fare 

Average 
Para transit 
Fare 

.251/ 
.401/ 

l.29 

1.00 

.25 

.75/1.50~/
 

.50/1.00~/
 

1.50 

~· ~· •. .. . 

Average 
Transit 
Fare 

.851/ 
1.0011 

1.00 

.60/.701,/ 

.S0/.801,/ 

.SO/l.001_/ 

.so 

.85 

3/ Base fare/express transit fare 

ii Subscription fare/dial-a-ride fare 

Para transit 
Fare as \ of 
Transit Fare 

29 
40 

129 

167/143 

50/31 

150/150 

100/200 

176 
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9eneral public receives on regular transit. Therefore, on 
balance, it appears that superior features such as convenience, 
flexibility, comfort, and timeliness justify reasonably higher 
fares on specialized transportation · services. 

5. Cost Impacts of Fare Reguirements 

No cost impacts were estimated for the case system which were 
assumed to be charging "comparable" fares up to two times the 
level of regular bus fares based on differences in service 
quality. (Note: Comparability, in most instances, was assumed on 
the basis of comparing special services fares for group rides to 
basic adult bus fares, and comparing fares for exclusive or shared 
ride taxi service to express bus fares.) 

However, if the case study systems had to consider adjusting their 
special service fares downward to a level equivalent to, or 
slightly higher than transit fares, the impact on current costs 
would be substantial. For the Brockton DIAL-A-BAT paratransit 
system, the estimated impact of reducing the special service fare 
for existing handicapped users to a level equal to the base 
transit fare would have the following effects: (1) total revenue 
on the special service would be reduced by approximately 70 
percent, (2) the cost recovery ratio of 52 percent would drop to 
about 15 percent. This would increase Brockton's net program cost 
supporting handicapped patrons by approximately 75 percent. 

If the remainder of the case study systems reduced their special 
service fares for handicapped users to levels equivalent to base 
transit fares, it is estimated that they would forego 40-60 
percent of current revenue, and their net program costs would 
increase by 13 to 17 percent. Although we have no experience to 
quantify the impact of fare reductions on gross operating costs, 
it is probable that lower fares would increase total trips, and 
thus some increase in gross costs could be expected as well. 

6. Summary of Findings 

The case study analysis indicates that (1) there are substantial 
differences between special service and regular transit fares from 
city to city: (2) there is considerable variability in the fare 
differentials, e.g., in two cities, the special service fares are 
only 30-40 percent of regular transit fares, while for the other 
five cities the special service fares are higher, reaching a level 
of two times the transit fares: (3) the fare differentials 
reflect, in the majority of instances, substantial variations in 
the level and quality of services being offered: and (4) the 
impact of charging special service fares equivalent to transit 
fares would increase both the gross and net operating costs of 
special services. 
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7. Qptions 

In establi~hing a fare criterion, the Department's main options 
were (1) keeping the general "comparability" standard: (2) estab-
lishing a maximum multiple of the -bus fare for a similar distance 
or similar time of day: (3) requiring that the special service 
fare be no higher than the regular bus fare: (4) local option (no 
requirement). 

Option (1) would retain the comparability standard which UMTA has 
used with respect to special services since 1976. The concept has 
never been precisely defined, but suggests that something other 
than identical fares are permitted. The preamble of the NPRM 
explained that the variance between the transit and special 
service fares should be relatively small, and be justifiable in 
terms of actual differences between the two types of services 
provided. 

Based on the docket responses, most handicapped commenters favored 
this option. Also, this long-established standard is familiar to 
transit operators and provides some general guidance to recipients 
which might help forestall disproportionately high fare differ-
entials without involving an arbitrary arithmetical formula. 
Retaining this standard would, in all likelihood, mean that the 
Department would have to certify comparability on a case-by-case 
basis to insure acceptable levels of ·fare differentials. 
Option (2) would establish a fare criterion based ·on specification 
of a maximum requirement for determining "comparable" fare levels. 
For example, a maximum requirement might permit a recipient to set 
the fare for typical paratransit service, i.e., group rides in 
vans or minibuses, at one and one-half times the level of the 
basic adult bus fare. The maximum fare for an exclusive or shared 
ride by taxi or other paratransit vehicle might be set at no more 
than two times the express bus fare or three times the basic adult 
bus fare, which represents the maximum levels charged in the case 
study paratransit systems. For accessible fixed-route bus 
service, the fare for a lift-bus patron should not exceed the 
basic adult bus fare . 

This alternative is likely to be too difficult to apply reasonably 
under the wide variety of local situations to which the rule must 
apply. It also could result in handicapped persons paying dispro-
portionately high fares for special services in some localities, 
and it would substantially increase the Department's adminis-
trative burden since fares would have to be certified on a case-
by-case basis. 

Option (3) would require that the special service fare be no 
higher than the regular transit fare. This approach is. simple 
to understand and administer and avoids problems involved in the 
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other options. However, this option would be objectionable to 
many transit operators as it would impair their ability to recover 
costs of special services. 

· · ~ 

The problem with requiring equivalent fares is that it does not 
account for superior features of paratransit, e.g., door-to-door 
convenience and broader service coverage than the general public 
receives on regular transit, no outdoor wait times, increased 
safety from street crimes, and ·reduced travel times. For example, 
an UMTA evaluation of alternative transportation services for E ' 
H in Dade County, Florida and Madison, Wisconsin, estimated that 
the average travel time on an accessible bus system would be over 
twice as long as the time required for trips on the existing door-
to-door special service. Recipients should be permitted to use 
such factors to justify reasonably higher fares on special 
services as comparable. 

Option (4)--local decision in establishing fares for special . 
services--was favored by a majority of transit systems. Allowing 
the fare requirement to be worked out at the local level could be 
expected to create considerable confusion and disagreement about 
appropriate fare levels, and could give rise to. potential court 
challenges or administrative rulings by the Department to settle 
the issue. More importantly, there would be no check on prohibi-
tively high fares which have been charged by some paratransit 
systems for trips not subsidized by social service organizations. 

D. Response Time Criterion 

1. Background 

This service criterion addresses the question of how much time 
should elapse between the user's phone call to schedule special 
service and the time the vehicle arrives. Existing specialized 
services vary widely in terms of the time a passenger must wait to 
be picked up after making a phone call for service. Spur-of-the-
moment decisions to shop or to visit friends become impossible, if 
requests must be made far in advance. While some surveys indicate 
that about 80 percent of handicapped persons find a 24-hour 
advance reservation to be satisfactory (because it is convenient 
to plan many trips ahead of time such as going to work, to school, 
or to the doctor), surveys also suggest that more use would be 
made of special transportation if short-notice services were 
available as well.[l] 

2. NPRM Proposal 

Response time must be limited to a reasonable time. 

Ill U.S. Department of Transportation, The Lift: Special Needs 
Transportation in Portland, Oregon, June 1978, pp. 142-144. 

I I I 

I I 
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3. Issues 

All handicapped commenters on the NPRM who addressed this issue 
favored a regulatory maximum response time requirement. A 
substantial majority of transit . industry commenters favored local 
option or no regulatory stipulation of a maximum response time. 
Other commenters were fairly evenly divided on the question. 
Twenty-four hours was the most frequently mentioned time for a 
regulatory maximum response time: ·some commenters said that the 
maximum time should be no less than 24 hours, while others said 
that the period should be ~o more than 24 hours. 

4. Service Impacts 

Response times vary widely among existing special services which 
require from 2 hours up to 48-hour bookings in advance of sched-
uled trip times. However, many systems also allow patrons to book 
their trips up to seven days in advance, and honor standing 
reservations for recurring trips such as for work or medical 
appointments. These practices limit the amount of capacity and 
the time slots available to those users who are required to call 
for service a few hours to a day ahead. Transit systems justify 
the need for advance reservations to allow them to develop the 
most efficient vehicle tours and constrain their cost, and to 
schedule lift-equipped vehicles in the most effective way to 
accommodate more wheelchair patrons. Most of the special services 
examined, and all of the case study systems, require users to book 
their trips up ~o 24 hours in advance for guaranteed reservations. 
One exception is Pittsburgh's ACCESS system which provides service 
on a two-hour advance notice basis, if capacity is available. 
However, because of this limitation, same day service on ACCESS 
accounts for only about 5 percent of the reservation requests. 

In the case study systems, the poli~y of 24-hour advance reserva-
tions is misleading, since in most instances users may book their 
trips up to 4:00 or 5:00 p.m. for service on the following day. 
This practice could be interpreted more appropriately as a prior 
day notice requirement, with a maximum waiting time of 24 hours. 
The most severe impact on waiting time occurs in systems currently 
operating service on weekdays only when users must book Monday 
trips on the preceding Friday. However, this impact would be 
diminished in most systems if special service hours were expanded 
to include weekend coverage to comply with the regulations. 

A point frequently overlooked in the response time issue is that 
many special services operate around their formal policy by 
satisfying individual service requests on an informal basis. This 
actually results in more responsive service than the reservation 
requirement suggests. For example, several of the case study 
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systems with advance notice requirements stated that they provide 
some inunediate response service, although they preferred to have 
their for~l policy stated as 24-hour response time. 

- · ~~·-

Practically all of the case systems indicated that they offer 
inunediate response to medical emergencies of a non-life-
threatening nature. At least one system provides, and fully 
subsidizes, trips to nutrition sites when social service agencies 
run short of funds. In discussions with local community handi-
capped groups in two case study cities, the special service 
providers were praised for responding immedia·tely to the special 
transportation needs of individual hardship cases. Also, it was 
found that many systems will waive both their eligibility and 
reservation requirements to quickly process trips for temporarily 
disabled persons. Most case study systems also appear flexible in 
trying to accommodate the travel needs of out-of-town users into 
their schedules, provided that these users can demonstrate some 
proof of entitlement to service in their hometowns. 
s. Cost Impacts of Eliminating Advance Response Times 

Requirement 

Advance reservations represent an effective way for providers 
to stretch their resources to cover an excess of demand over 
capacity. If special services have to provide shorter response 
times, those systems operating their own vehicle fleets would, 
in all likelihood, have to add capacity at increased costs. 
Estimates from. various case study systems of the cost impact of 
requiring them to serve trips on an inunediate response basis, 
rather than permitting response times within 24 hours, ranged from 
a 33 to SO percent increase in current program costs. It also is 
likely, although not easily quantifiable, that immediate response 
service would induce additional demand because a whole new set of 
trips (e.g., spontaneous shopping) would now be accommodated. 
6. Options 

The options for specifying this criterion include (l) allowing 
recipients to impose a reasonable response time requirement which 
would be determined through the local participation process, 
(2) stating a regulatory maximum waiting period which could be 
24 hours or less, or (3) no regulatory requirement. Based on 
the docket responses, most handicapped commenters favored option 
(2) a maximum advance notice requirement, (24 hours was the most 
frequently specified time) while a majority of transit systems 
favored option (1) local decision or option (3) no regulatory 
requirement. · 
Since the conunenters appear equally divided on this issue, the 
option of allowing a "reasonable" time requirement to be worked 
out at the local level could be expe~ted to create considerable 
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confusion, and give rise to potential court challenges or 
administrative rulings by the Department to settle the issue of 
what is a ~reasonable" wait time. The option of specifying no 
regulatory requirement could b~ expected to produce similar 
impacts, as well as to permit unreasonably long response times, 
in some instances. 

A twenty-four hour response time requirement appears most common 
among transit authorities with existing paratransit systems. This 
suggests that stating a regulatory maximum waiting period at 24 
hours would not be unduly burdensome or costly to transit authori-
ties, which have indicated that such notice allows ample time to 
group rides and reduce costs. Also, it should be acceptable to 
handicapped commenters who most frequently mentioned 24 hours as 
the preferred maximum response time. 

E. Trip Purpose Criterion . . 
l. Background 

Many existing special services serve handicapped peisons only for 
work, school, medical and shopping trips, and not for recreational 
or special activiti~s. Unlike eligibility restrictions or waiting 
lists, which limit service by restricting who may travel, trip 
purpose-based restrictibns limit the kinds of trips that eligible 
users may take. Alternatively, a system of priorities may be 
used, such that all demands for medical or work trips is met 
first, then shopping trips, then trips for social or recreational 
purposes. Sometimes demand for service in the first or second 
priority category is such that there is little or no capacity 
remaining for other trips. 

2. NPRM Proposal 

Use of the service shall not be restricted by priorities or 
conditions related to trip purpose. 

J. Issues 

A large majority of handicapped persons commenting on this subject 
favored the NPRM's proposal, although some handicapped commenters 
contended that subscription ·service (which entitles users to 
standing reservations for recurring trips such as to work) repre-
sents a form of trip prioritization and should be eliminated. A 
large majority of transit a~thorities who addressed the issue 
opposed the NPRM proposal or said it should be a matter for local 
decision. 

Transit authorities argued that such a criterion would force them 
to increase capacity and cost. In addition, they said this cri-
terion could disrupt existing programs (e.g., subscription service 
for work trips, regular runs from housing units for elderly or 
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handicapped persons to medical facilities). Moreover, they said, 
if persons could demand service for any purpose at any time, on a 
first-come? first-served basis, then a transit operator might have 
to provide a trip for a relati~ely ' Unimportant purpose (e.g., to 
go to a movie) before, or instead of, providing a trip for a 
relatively important purpose (e.g., to go to work). 

The commenters favoring the provision ·supported it on the grounds 
of equality of access to public transportation. They argued that 
persons who are able to use the regular mass transit system are 
able to use it at any time for any purpose. Persons who cannot 
use that system, by reason of handicap, should be able to use the 
substitute service provided for them at any time for any purpose. 
Handicapped commenters also objected to what they viewed as the . 
paternalistic notion of transit providers deciding for them which 
trips were more important than others. 

4. Service Impacts 

Among the case study systems, all but one satisfies existing 
demand for special services without imposing restrictions or 
prioritizations on trip purposes. The Cleveland paratransit 
system currently limits area-wide service to medical, work, and 
school trips, although all trip purposes are served within 
neighborhood zones. However, under the restructured area-wide 
service with which Cleveland proposes to satisfy this criterion, 
all trip purposes would be served on an area-wide basis. 

While most of the case study systems do not have formal policies 
for restricting or prioritizing trip purposes, a majority of these 
systems offer subscription service for trips to work, school, and 
regular runs foe social service agencies to medical facilities or 
other pre-planned group activities. Subscription service, which 
entitles users to standing reservations for recurring trips, was 
considered by some handicapped commenters to be a form of trip 
prioritization, since the service is typically made available for 
recurring trips of a certain kind (e.g., work trips). 

Most of the case study systems provide a mix of demand-response 
dial-a-ride and subscription service and are able to accommodate 
all trip requests within available capacity without prioritizing 
trips. Systems like Brockton's DIAL-A-BAT, which provide coor-
dinated paratransit service for social service agencies tend to 
have the highest rates of subscription trips. In Brockton, 
approximately 60 percent of total trips are by subscription. 
Virtually all of these trips are made by agency-affiliated clients 
traveling together in gr~ups of six or more, which substantially 

.reduces the cost per trip. If Brockton had to eliminate sub-
scription service (as some handicapped commenters proposed), the 
impact on its program could be interpreted as unduly burdensome 
and disruptive of existing operations. 
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Although none of the case systems set trip .priorities, some 
indicated that they have emergency plans for establishing trip 
priorities when all trip purposes cannot be worked into available 
time slots~ In general, these systems would allocate capacity 
during peak hours for medical, ·and .other essential trip purposes, 

- first, and patrons _requesting discretionary trips, e.g., s~opping 
--or recreation, woul1:J,,-be :-asked to shift -their t.rJ.ps to available __ 

time slots during off-peak periods. 

s. Cost Impacts 

Findings from the case study analysis may be insufficient to 
address the cost impacts of removing trip purpose restrictions, 
since all of the case systems appear to be able to accommodate 
the demands of existing users without restricting or prioritizing 
trip purposes. The Cleveland CRT, which is the only case system · 
employing trip purpose restrictions on handicapped travel, 
estimates it could restructure the special service to serve all 
trip purposes and destinations at an increased operating cost of 
$600,000. This would increase Clevelansd's current total program 
cost by approximately 15 percent. 

A majority of the 35 specialized transportation services examined 
in the process of selecting case study systems employ some form 
of trip restrictions or prioritize trips during peak periods. 
These systems would incur increased costs if they had to remove 
such restrictions and provide additional capacity to meet the 
demand for all types of trips during peak periods. In particular, 
if subscription service were to be eliminated, as ~ome handicapped 
commenters requested, the cost impact would be substantial because 
of the greater cost-effectiveness achieved on subscription versus 
demand-responsive service. 

We analyzed the impacts in the Brockton paratransit system of 
eliminating subscription service, which accounts for approximately 
60 percent of total trips. The subscription component of 
Brockton's service has an average total cost per handicapped trip 
of $2.30 compared to $5.20 for the demand-response dial-a-ride 
component. In 1983, estimated handicapped subscription trips 
totaled 41,046 at $2.30 average cost per trip. The additional 
cost to Brockton to shift 41,046 handicapped subscription trips to 
dial-a-ride would be at least $2.90 per trip, or about $120,000. 
This would increase Brockton's current total program cost by 
approximately 20 percent. This is a conservative estimate because 
it does not include increases in the cost per ~rip associated with 
the provision of additional capacity and additional staff to 
schedule and dispatch trip requests. If Brockton shifted all 
handicapped subscription trips to exclusive rides, it probably 
would have to significantly increase current capacity and employ 
new labor which might double the current program costs. 

. I 
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6. Qptions 

In establi~hing a criterion on this subject, the Department's main 
options are (1) retain the prohibition on trip purpose restric-
tions or priorities or (2) no requirement, which would leave the 
decision as to how best to allocate demand to localities. 

Option (1) has the advantage of prohibiting transit operator 
practices which severely limit the ways in which handicapped 
persons use public transportation. Based on the docket responses, 
most handicapped commenters cited such practices as particu.larly 
offensive, and favored retaining this criterion on the ground of 
equality of access to public transportation. 

Most transit authorities opposed option (1) arguing that it would 
increase capacity and costs, and disrupt useful existing programs, 
e.g., subscription service for work and other recurring trip 
purposes. However, none of the comments attempted to quantify the 
costs of this criterion. Results from the case studies indicate 
that Cleveland would have to increase its current paratransit 
costs by 15 percent in order to meet this criterion. It appears 
that many transit systems have some kind of restrictions or 
priorities on service. We do not know how severe the restrictions 
are in these systems, but it seems probable that many recipients 
would have to increase costs, and possibly capacity, to meet this 
criterion· if they could do so without exceeding the cost limit. 

If not, then recipients would be able to make trade-offs in trip 
purpose restrictions or priorities. For example, if demand 
exceeds capacity in peak-periods, a recipient might allocate 
capacity for essential trips first, and shift discretionary trips 
to available time slots in off-peak periods. 

The issue of whether subscription service is permissable under 
this criterion is of prime concern to the transit industry. 
Findings from the case studies and other UMTA studies indicate 
that subscription service is one of the most cost-effective forms 
of special service, and that allocating demand in this way is 
clearly advantageous in promoting the most efficient use of 
existing resources. 

Furthermore, while some handicapped commenters cited the disad-
vantage of subscription service as a form of trip prioritization, 
other commenters said that subscription service is advantageous 
to many handicapped persons since it helps avoid problems for 
workers, students and others who are dependent on the service 
as their only means of getting to jobs, schools and medical 
appointments. Also, . it is important to note that subscription 
service is potentially available to everyone who develops a need 
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for recurring trips. Handicapped persons who oppose such service 

now may find it advantageous in the future if they develop such 

needs. 

Option (2) would leave the decision .on restricting or prioritizing 

trips to recipients with the likely result that handicapped 

perst>ns=.in some cities would be denied service for certain types 

of t Pft)~~ wnrch handicapped in other cities could make. Moreover, 

this option would result in a lower quality of service for handi-

capped users compared to users of regular mass transit systems who 

are able to use the service at any time for any trip purpose. 

While the cost savings from operating restricted versus unre-

stricted systems are likely to be substantial, this option should 

be rejected on the ground that it will lead to inequities in the 

type and amount of service received by handicapped persons. 

F. Waiting List 

l. Background 
.. 

Some special service systems restrict use by requiring eligible 

persons to register and then "wait listing" some of the eligible 

individuals. For example, suppose there are 5000 eligible 

individuals and the ·transit authority's vehicles can provide 

service to only 4000. The transit authority could designate 4000 · 

individuals as active users (e.g., by a lottery or on a first-

come, first-served basis) and place the other 1000 on a waiting 

list. Persons on the waiting list could gain entry to the active 

user list as active users ceased to need the service, for whatever 

reason. 

2. NPRM Proposal 

Waiting lists of persons eligible to use the service cannot be 

established. All eligible users wishing to use the special 

systems must be permitted to do so. 

3. Issues 

A majority of all comments on this subject favored including the 

"no waiting lists" criterion. This included, not only most 

handicapped commenters, but also some transit authorities and 

other state and local agencies. A narrow majority of transit 

authorities commenting on this subject, plus a few handicapped 

commenters and some other state and local agencies, opposed 

including this criterion. They argued that this question should 

be decided locally. 

Some of these commenters said that if providers could not limit 

demand through waiting lists, then the quality and timeliness of 

service for the larger pool of users would suffer. 
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4. Service Impacts 

Very littl~ data are available on the actual size of waiting lists 
in special services, and there. Js ~ittle information on the number 
of systems maintaining such lists. 

Among the case study systems, only the Cleveland system reported a 
waiting list. Approximately 200 persons were wait listed for its 
Extra-Lift service, which provides area-wide work and school trips 
for certified handicapped persons unable to use regular transit. 
However, a recent telephone survey conducted by the transit 
authority revealed that only about 20 percent of the persons wait 
listed for Extra-Lift were actually ready to use the service when 
offered trips on Extra-Lift. 

S. Cost Impacts 

If Cleveland provided Extra-Lift service to 20 percent of wait 
listed applicants, or 40 persons, and if these persons are assumed 
to use wheelchairs and to make 0.07 trips per day[2] on 365 days 
per year, this would generate approximately 1,022 new trips on 
Extra-Lift. The GCRTA estimated a $28.00 cost per trip for Extra-
Lift in 1983. Therefore, 1,022 new trips at $28.00 per trip would 
increase Cleveland's program cost by approximately $29,000, which 
is less than one percent of its total program expense. 

6. Options 

In establishing a criterion on this subject, the Department's main 
options are (1) retaining the waiting list prohibition or (2) no 
requirement, which would leave the wait list issue to local 
option. 

Results from the case studies indicated that only one system has a 
waiting list and the cost impacts of eliminating this list would 
be negligible. 

From the impressions gained in the Department's studies, it 
appears that most special service systems prefer to limit demand 
by restricting or prioritizing trip purposes rather than restrict-
ing participation through waiting lists. 

Based on the docket comments and the case study findings, it 
appears that waiting lists are not a subject of major concern in 
this rulemaking. Since the eligibility and "provision of service'' 

[2] This is the average demand rate per day per severely disabled 
user estimated by the NCHRP program. Cost-Effectiveness of 
Transportation Services for Handicapped Persons, National 
Cooperative Research Program, NCHRP Reports 261 and 262, 
pages 16-17. 
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requirements make it clear that recipients must provide service to all eligible handicapped persons, this criterion may not be needed •. 

G. • . ·· 1-Eligibility Requirement -·; · ' · .. 

1. Background 

Although an estimated 29.3 million people in urbanized areas are elderly or handicapped, a smaller number--7.4 million people--are estimated to be "transportation handicapped"; that is, handicapped to some degree in the use of public transportation.[3] Moreover, of the 7.4 million transportation handicapped, only 1.4 million are "severely disabled" in the sense that they are actually unable to use buses and trains; the remaining 6 million can use transit, though with more difficulty than non-handicapped persons. 
Among the 1.4 million "severely disabled" population, about 20 percent use a wheelchair. The remainder include blind or deaf persons, those who use mechanical aids, or have other problems which prohibit them from, for example, negotiating steps, stooping, kneeling, waiting, or standing.[4] Based on the available evidence, many special service providers extend eligibility beyond wheelchair users to all "severely di~abled" or to· all "transportation handicapped" persons; others extend eligibility to able-bodied persons as well. Clearly, the broader the definition of eligible riders, the more capacity a provider needs to provide and the higher a provider's costs will be. Consequently, while providers have an incentive to narrow eligibility for the special service, most have not done so, perhaps to avoid political problems and legal challenges. Additionally, there is some empirical evidence that trip rates are higher among the less severely disabled, independent of their access to transportation. Thus, as eligibility is broadened, there may well be more people and higher trip rates per person. 

I3J Summary Report of Data from National Survey of Handicapped People, U.S. Department of Transportation, June 1978. 
[4] The survey did not include information on the incidences of mental retardation problems among the "severely disabled" group. However, as discussed later in this section, other national surveys have found a high prevalence of severe physical disabilities among mentally retarded persons. Thus, it appears that there is substantial overlap of severe physical and mental dysfunctions among the "severely disabled" group identified by the Department. 

' 
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2. NPRM Proposal 

Recipients.of federal transit aid are required to regard as eligible for special service all ~andicapped and elderly persons who, because of their handicap or age, are unable to use the recipient's service for the general public. 
3. Issues 

From interpretations gained from the case study systems, and from the comments received on the docket, the impression which emerges is one of considerable confusion regarding who is eligible for special services. The controversy over what the Department might do to clarify the eligibility requirement in the final rule has generally focused on the following issues discussed below: · (1) the definition of who is eligible; (2) the appropriateness of requiring special service for persons without identifiable mobility handicaps; (3) the costs of servicing various markets of eligible users; and (4) the appropriateness of using certification procedures or physical tests to identify eligible users entitled to special service provision. 

(a) Definition of Eligible Population 
Based on the docket responses, handicapped persons generally favored the NPRM proposal, although some wanted to extend eligibility to all elderly and handicapped persons. Transit authorities said either that eligibility should be restricted (e.g., to persons with mobility handicaps) or that transit authorities should have the discretion to restrict eligibility, arguing that they would otherwise have to expand capacity and expenditures substantially to serve a larger number of people with special service than with an accessible bus system. The transit industry position is a valid one, i.e., the NPRM proposal would require recipients' special services to serve a potentially large number of mentally retarded persons and others who presumably could not use the recipients' bus system even if it were fully accessible. By requiring recipients to serve a larger eligible population with special service than they would serve with accessible buses, the NPRM provision would, in all likelihood, make special service more expensive and, hence, less attractive. This would have the effect of "tilting" the rule, encouraging recipients to choose accessible bus systems rather than special services. 

In order to remedy this problem and give localities a more even-handed choice among service alternatives, the Department has decided to modify the eligibility requirement in the final ruie to provide that only those persons who are physically unable to use the recipient's bus system for the general public must be eligible to use the recipient's special ~ervice system. This change in the 
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regulations will produce substantial impacts on the various 
eligible user groups currently served on specialized 
tr~nsporta~ion services as described below. 

(1) Treatment of Non-Disabled ~Elderly Persons 

Many transit authorities presently provide specialized 
transportation service to non-disabled elderly persons, who 
qualify on the basis of age alone, and they regard OOT's previous 
rules on accessible service as encouraging this practice. 
However, the Department has taken the position that being elderly 
(i.e., over a certain age) does not, by itself, confer eligibility 
for the special service. The key consideration is whether or not 
an elderly person is physically incapable of using the recipient's 
bus service for the general public. The treatment of this group 
would be no different under the NPRM and the final rule. Even 
though the final rule does not require that non-disabled elderly 
persons be eligible for special services, some case systems 
indicated that they would probably continue to serve all elderly 
persons because it would be politically unacceptable to remove 
them. However, other case systems, whose special service program 
costs have increased dramatically in recent years, indicated they 
would consider eliminating able-bodied elderly persons from their 
special services, or restricting their use, if the final rule · 
provides clear justification for -their actions. 

(2) Eligible Population to be Served on Special Services 

The final rule requires recipients to regard as eligible for 
special services all persons whose disabilities, of whatever 
kind, prohibit their use of regular bus service. The Department's 
1978 survey identified 1.4 million persons who are "severely 
disabled" in the sense that their problems are so severe that 
their use of existing mass transit systems is impossible. 
However, the "severely disabled" respondents asserted that they 
would use an accessible bus system, if it were made available. 
This is the group targeted by the Department as potentially 
eligible under the final rule to receive special service. Among 
the "severely disabled" grou'p, it was estimated that: 

20.0\ use wheelchairs (all or most of the time) 
39.0\ use mechanical aids 
28.0\ are totally or legally blind 
23.5\ are totally deaf, and 
30.0\ experience some difficulty in movement or action, 
e.g., negotiating steps, stooping, walking, standing, which 
prohibits their use of fixed-route services. 

Note: Percentages do not add to 100 because of multiple 
dysfunctions with persons reporting in more than one 
category. 
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The incidence of mental retardation among the "severely disabled" 
group was not estimated by the Department. However, other 
national surveys have found a high prevalence of severe physical 
disabilities among mentally retar~ed persons including ambulation 
problems, large or small motor skill problems, functional or total 
deafness and total or legal blindness. The survey estimates range 
from 35 percent of the total population of mentally retarded who 
have at least one additional severe physical handicap[S] to 50 
percent of developmentally disabled persons (those with severe 
chronic disabilities attributable to a mental or physical impair-
ment or a combination of impairments who are likely to require 
life-long care).[6] Therefore, it appears that there is con-
siderable overlap of physical and mental dysfunctions among the 
"severely disabled" population targeted by the Department as 
potentially eligible for special service under the final rule. . 
However, this group does not include persons without identifiable 
physical mobility problems whose conditions also might qualify . 
them as eligible for special services, which are addressed in the 
next section. 

(3) · Persons Without Identifiable Physical Mobility Handicaps 

Transit authority conunents to the docket frequently mentioned the 
issue regarding the appropriateness of requiring special service 
for persons without specific, identifiable physical mobility 
handicaps whose conditions may not physically prohibit use of the 
regular bus system, (e.g., mental, visual, and hearing-impaired 
persons or the so-called "frail elderly). Such persons would not 
have to be served on special services under the rule, if they can 
use the bus system for the general public. Also at issue was the 
perceived inequity of requiring recipients to serve persons with 
these types of impairments on special services, when they would 
not have to be served under the Department's accessible bus 
option, which would benefit primarily wheelchair users. 

The most frequently requested restriction on eligibility was to 
limit special service to persons with physical mobility handicaps, 
excluding able-bodied persons with mental and visual impairments. 
Transit authorities argued that without such restrictions, they 

[S] Conroy, J.W., and Derr, K.E., "Survey and Analysis of the 
Habilitation and Rehabilitation Status of the Mentally 
Retarded with Associated Handicapping Conditions," Department 
of Health, Education and Welfare, Washington, O.C., 1971. 

[6] Bruninks, et al., "Client Oriented Service Indicators for 
the Administration on Developmental Disabilities to Evaluate 
the Targeting on Resources to Reduce Dependency and Provide 
Appropriate Care", University of Minnesota, October 1984. 
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would have to expand capacity and increase expenditures sub-
stantially. It is not clear from the docket comments whether 
inclusion of persons with these types of impairments would add 
significantly to the capacity . :r.~qu_.;i:ements and cost of special 
services since many persons with, for example, vision or hearing 
impairments can and do use the transit service for the general 
public. The transit industry supplied no data or analysis to 
support its position. 

Five of the six case studi special service systems cuirently 
extend eligibility for special service to persons with visual or 
mental impairments. However, only the Kansas City, Missouri user-
side subsidy program was able to supply data on the costs of 
serving these particular subgroups. In the Kansas City case 
study, it appears that about 20 percent of the total trips and 
total handicapped costs are accounted for by mentally retarded .. .. 
persons. Retarded and legally blind persons, together, account 
for about 40 percent of Kansas City's total handicapped costs. 
It is not clear how many of these users have other handicaps that 
independently would make them eligible for service under the rule 
based on their physical inability to use the regular bus system. 

Other systems involved in providing service to handicapped 
individuals with whom DOT staff have discussed the problem have 
the impression that people with mental and visual disabilities 
are likely to make up a large portion of the "severely disabled" 
ridership of their systems, but they do not have actual trip data 

.on the subject.· - Many mentally retarded and blind persons can be 
trained to use regular mass transit, and such training programs 
offer a means of reducing the dependence of such individuals on 
special service. 

(4) Treatment of Persons with Visual Impairments 

Nationally, persons with visual impairments account for 1,556,000 
or 21.0 percent of all "transportation handicapped" persons, of 
whom 391,500 or 5.3 percent are totally blind or suffer severe 
visual impairments which prohibit their use of fixed-route transit 
service. Those in this latter group are accounted for in the 
Department's estimate of the "severely disabled" population who 
would potentially qualify for special services under the final 
rule. The remainder of persons with visual impairments can use 
existing bus service, albeit with more difficulty than the general 
public, and would not be required to be served by special services 
under the rule. 

Many blind persons can be trained to use existing bus systems, and 
such training offers a means of reducing their dependence on 
special service. Mobility training programs to teach blind 
persons how to travel by themselves have been in existence for 
many years. Many national organizations such as the Easter Seals 
Society and local volunteer groups are experienced in providing 
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Jnobility training. Such programs obviate the need to provide specialized transportation services for people who can be successfully trained to use existing bus systems. 
- · ~ · ~ · · Under the final rule, recipients might fulfill their obligation to serve blind persons by providing them with mobility training or taking advantage of such training provided by others. Individuals who successfully complete training programs would not be required to be provided special service, since they would then be regarded as capable of using the existing bus service. 

~his would be consistent with the preamble which states that recipients could provide a combination of different types of accessible services designed to meet the needs of people with different sorts of handicaps. 
(5) Treatment of Persons with Mental Impairments The American Association on Mental Deficiency defines retardation as the expression of "significantly subaverage general intel-lectual functioning existing concurrently with deficits in adaptive behavior and manifested during the developmental period."[7] Nationally, persons afflicted with retardation comprise about 6 million individuals, -or about 3 percent of the total population of the United States. A study conducted by the President's Corrunittee on Mental Retardation of the transportation needs of the retarded established that the ability to travel independently is the factor that can most contribute to the enrichment of the life of the retarded.[8] The findings from this study suggested that approximately 5.4 million, or about 89 percent, of all retarded persons with mild or borderline retarda-tion should successfully respond to travel training in the use of public transportation. (Borderline or mildly retarded persons score in the 52-83 point range of I.Q. tests and are considered to be educable and capable of independence.) In addition, moderately retarded persons representing 6 percent of the total retarded population (with I.Q.s in the 36-51 point range) also appear to be good candidates for travel training.[9] Thus, the President's Corrunittee on Mental Retardation suggests that potentially 95 percent of all retarded individuals might be trained to travel independently on public transportation. Jane Starks, a researcher 

(7) 

[8] 

19] 

H. Grossman, ed., Manual on Terminology and Classification in Mental Retardation, American Association on Mental Deficiency, Washington, D.C. 1973. 
Transportation and the Mentally Retarded, President's Committee on Mental Retardation, Washington, D.C., June 1972. Ibid, p. 14. 
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who has authored numerous publications on mobility training for 
retarded persons, makes a somewhat lower estimate (i.e., about two 
million retarded persons in the u.s. are educable and capable of 
using transit independently)~tioJ. ·· - -~~ - -

Collectively, these findings suggest that many retarded indi-
viduals are potentially trainable to use public transit and that 
the applicability of mobility training is far more extensive than 
is known or practiced. 

As pointed out in the discussion on page II-34, findings from a 
national survey conducted by the Department of Health and Buman 
Services indicate that approximately 35 percent of the total 
population of retarded persons have at least one severe physical 
handicap that would independently qualify them for special 
service. Therefore, it appears that approximately 2,000,000 
retarded persons are already accounted for in the Department's 
estimate of the "severely disabled" population potentially 
eligible for special service under the final rule. The remainder 
of retarded persons --those without physical mobility handicaps --
have cognitive problems which prevent th~m from using regular · bus 
service, whether or not it is fully accessible. These persons 
would not be eligible for special services under the rule. 

Findings from several mobility training programs reported in a 
recent NCHRP report support the theory that retarded persons can 
be trained to travel independently by transit. The percentages of 
mentally retarded persons successfully trained to use regular 
transit in several existing programs ranged from 72 percent in 
Wayne County, Michigan to 99 percent in Los Angeles.[11] 

Based on the NCHRP findings, mobility training appears to be a 
highly cost-effective way to meet the transportation needs of 
retarded persons. A variety of travel-training programs sponsored 
by State and local governments, national organizations such as the 
Center for the Retarded and the Cerebral Palsy Foundation and 
local volunteer groups devoted to the retarded are able to supply 
teachers. Perhaps with training, more retarded persons will be 
able to use existing bus service. 

~ · 

[10] Telephone conversation between Jane Starks, University of 
Texas and Nancy Ebersole, Department of Transportation, 
January 1985. 

[ll] Cost Effectiveness of Transportation Services for Handicapped 
Persons, National Cooperative Highway Research Program, 
National Research Council, Washington, D.C., September 1983, 
page 61. 
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(b) Cost Issues 

Rey eligibility issues influencing the demand fo~, and cost of, 
special services include (l) high.percentages of non-disabled 
elderly users and their high trip rates and (2) the costs of 
achieving accessibility for the •severely disabled" population. 

Non-disabled elderly patrons account for one-half or more of the 
trips on many special seryices, and while their inclusion lowers 
the average cost per trip, the total volume of elderly trips 
increases the overall systems costs. For example, Akron's SCAT 
service provides almost 70 percent of its total trips to non-
disabled elderly persons. Pittsburgh, Kansas City, Missouri, 
and Brockton provide between 40-60 percent of their total revenue 
trips to non-disabled elderly patrons. 

The costs of carrying severely disabled persons--wheelchair users 
in particular--are usually the largest proportion of costs for 
accessibility because, in general, the problems these users 
encounter in using special service systems increase the time and 
cost of providing the service. For example, paratransit $ystems 
which have a significant percentage of their fleet equipped with 
lifts generally transport high volumes of wheelchair patrons. 
This limits the ability of the provider to group rides, increases 
the time involved to load and unload passengers, and therefore, 
affects the overall efficiency and cost of the operation. As a 
result, the cost per trip for wheelchair users is often higher 
than the per trip cost for non-wheelchair users. Akron's 
paratransit system, for example, provides non-wheelchair trips at 
an average cost per trip of $6.45, co~pared to wheelchair trips 
which average $16.00 per trip. The Brockton parat~ansit system 
charges social service agencies $3.75 per trip for non-wheelchair 
users and $7.00 per trip for wheelchair users. The Kansas City 
user-side subsidy program (with only 10 percent of fleet vehicles 
lift-equipped to serve wheelchair users who cannot use regular 
taxis) provides 96 percent of its total trips to non-wheelchair 
patrons at an average total cost of $3.50 per trip. The operating 
cost for Kansas City wheelchair patrons who take 4 percent of 
total trips averages $7.40 per trip. 

Collectively, the case studies illustrate a wide variance in 
program eligibility and great disparities in the current cost of 
providing special service ranging from an average operating cost 

~ · 
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of $3.35 per trip for Brockton's paratransit service to $28.00 per 1 

trip for Cleveland's area-wide paratransit service versus an 

average co~t per transit trip of approximately $0.95.(12] 

Of course, other factors includin~~he type of s~rvice, size 

of service area, nature of operator, operating hours, fare 

structures, etc., also affect these systems' costs. However, 

it is important to recognize that (l) eligibility is a prime 

determinant of special service cost, (2) that the cost per trip 

of serving severely disabled persons on special services is 

significantly ·higher than that of providing transit trips to 

the general public, and (3) some transit systems may have problem: 

accommodating all trips that handicapped persons want to make whe: 

the cost differentials are this great, without exceeding the limi 

on required expenditures. 

(c) Criteria for Certifying Eligible Users 

Many transit authorities have requested clarification as to 

whether certification procedures and/or physical tests could be 

used to identify eligible users entitled to special service unde r 

the federal eligibility requirement. Generally, they expressed 

concern that eligibility screening procedures could be interpret ~ 

by the handicapped community as unduly burdensome, demeaning, or 

invasive of their civil rights. Many also were concerned that 

such procedures, if required on a case-by-case basis, would crea 

an additional administrative burden and increase their costs. 

Most of the case study systems and many other special services 

examined presently use functional criteria to certify handicappe 

persons based on varying definitions of what constitutes 

eligibility for special service. For example, some systems lim j 

service to persons requiring the assistance of a wheelchair, 

mechanical apparatus, crutches, canes or escorts to be mobile. 

A majority of the case systems use broader eligibility criteria 

such as inability to negotiate steps; walk unassisted; wait or 

stand in a moving vehicle; inability to stand for 10 minutes 

unassisted; and inability to read, comprehend or hear (at leas t 

SO percent deaf) transit lit'erature or information. 

Although the final rule permits recipients to limit eligibili t} 

for special service to disabled persons who are physically unat 

to use the regular bus system, it does not allow localities t o 

restrict service to one or more types of handicapped persons 

[12] This estimate is based on Section 15 data of the total 

operating expenses and total ridership figures reported t 

UMTA transit recipients for Fiscal Year 1982 (beginning J 

1981 and ending June 1982). National Urban Mass Trans-

portation Statistics, 1982 Section 15 Annual Report, 

U.S. Department of Transportation, November 1983. 
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(e.9., wheelchair users) with other types of handicapped persons categorically excluded. The rule does not prescribe any particular . procedures that recipients must use to determine eligibility. However, localities"~could apply functional criteria, reflecting each person's ability to get on and off buses and to perform other physical tasks associated with the use of transit. 
4. Service Impacts of Meeting the Eligibility Requirement in Case Study Systems 

Current eligibility requirements in five of the six case study special service systems are broader than the federal requirement: including not only physically handicapped persons who would qualify as eligible under the final rule, but also non-disabled elderly, mentally retarded and other persons who are not physically disabled and, thus, would not be eligible for special service. The criteria for determining who is eligible varies from system to system. For example, the systems of Cleveland, Akron, Brockton, and Kansas City currently include able-bodied elderly persons and physically or mentally handicapped persons as eligible for special service. Brockton and Kansas City also include low-income persons as eligible for special service: however, neither system currently extends eligibility to all physically handicapped residents of the fixed-route service area who would be eligible for some form of accessible service under the rule. 
The two remaining case systems of Hampton and Pittsburgh, limit program eligibility to handicapped persons only. However, Hampton's eligibility policy includes not only physically handicapped persons unable to use regular bus service, but also mentally retarded persons, which exceeds the eligibility · requirement of the final rule. 
The paratransit service in Pittsburgh is available to the general public, although only those individuals who cannot pass a physical . test to board a bus are eligible for the Port Authority's user-side subsidy program. By screening the population in this way, Pittsburgh restricts eligibility to persons who roughly fit the federal eligibility requirement, i.e., disabled persons who physically cannot use existing bus service. This includes virtually all wheelchair users, persons requiring the assistance of mechanical apparatus or escorts to be mobile, and others with ambulatory problems severe enough that they cannot negotiate bus steps. However, other handicapped subgroups, such as the blind, are ineligible for the Port Authority subsidy unless they cannot ambulate. Some of these persons may need to be regarded as eligible for some form of accessible service under the final rule. 
If the Port Authority provides or sponsors travel training programs for blind persons to use existing bus service, those who successfully complete training would not be eligible for special 
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service. Alternatively, the Port Authority might elect to equip 

it's transit vehicles and facilities with accessible devices to 

aid blind persons in using the bus system. Otherwise, such 

persons would be entitled to receive the Port Authority's user-

side subsidy service under the ~ ~ule~ 

s. Cost Impacts of Limiting Eligibility in Case Study Systems 

Table 4 displays the current total costs of serving various 

eligible user groups in the seven case study systems~ and the . 

adjusted costs of serving only those handicapped users who would 

be eligible for special service under the rule. The costs cited 

are total annual costs. However, the case study systems were 

credited with all capital costs dating back to OOT's 1979 acces-

sibility rule, and although annualized, potentially overstate 

actual compliance costs under the final rule. 

In considering the relationship between costs and eligibility, i~ 

must be kept in mind that the types of service under discussion 

are different, e.g., paratransit versus user-side subsidy versus 

accessible bus, as these differences significantly influence the 

cost variances among the systems. However, by comparing the 

actual and adjusted program costs of serving various eligible user 

groups, it is possible to obtain a rough approximation of the cost 

impacts of meeting the eligibility requirement of the final rule. 

The first column in Table 4 represents the current annual costs of 

providing accessible services in the case study systems. The 

costs for all systems, except Pittsburgh, reflect service to 

broader populations of disabled and non-disabled users than would 

be required under the final rule. 

In order to estimate the impacts of the regulatory costs of 

serving only physically handicapped persons who would qualify for 

special service under the final rule, a series of adjustments was 

made reflecting both additions and subtractions in eligible users. 

First, the costs in the second column of the table have been 

adjusted to reflect the removal of trips by non-disabled elderly 

users and low-income persons who can use existing bus service. 

Next, the costs have been adjusted in Cleveland, Kansas City, 

Akron and Brockton to reflect the potential cost savings of . 

eliminating trips by mentally retarded users and others, who 

presumably are not physically unable to use the existing bus 

system. 

Ridership data in three of the four systems were insufficiently 

detailed to adjust for the trips of current users who would not 

qualify for special service under the final rule. Trip data for 

the Kansas City user-side subsidy service indicates that retarded 

patrons alone account for approximately 20 percent of total 

handicapped ridership. Ridership data from three UMTA user-side 
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subsidy demonstrations in Lawr~nce, Massachusetts; Kinston, North 
Carolina; and Montgomery, Alabama indicates an average trip use 
rate for mentally retarded patrons of 10 percent. 

-· ~~ ·· . 

Starks[lS], on the other hand, points out that mentally retarded 
persons constitute a significant percentage of the ridership on 
some specialized transportation systems. For example, mentally 
retarded users make 33 percent of the trips on systems in Houston 
and in a five-county area _ of southeastern Michigan, 30 percent of 
trips on systems serving Riverside and Pomona Valley, California 
and 25 percent of trips made on a system in Ft. Worth, Texas. 

If it is assumed that the cost of carrying mentally retarded 
patrons is the same as their use rates, and that the cost per trip 
is the same for retarded users as for all other handicapped users, 
then the potential cost savings from eliminating trips by retarded 
users would range from about 10-33 percent. For purposes of this 
analysis, it was assumed that the four case systems could reduce 
their current program costs by 20-25 percent, if they limited 
eligibility in accordance with the final rule. (It is important 
to note that Hampton's cost have not been adjusted to eliminate 
trips by mentally retarded patrons since Hampton's current 
ridership is already very low compared to other case systems.) 

In addition to adjusting the costs of current users, the cost 
adjustments in Pittsburgh, Kansas City and Brockton reflect the 
potential cost increases of serving additional handicapped 
residents of the fixed-route service area, who presently are not 
provided with special service, but would qualify for such service 
under the final rule. 

Based on the adjustments in column two of Table 4, six of the 
seven case systems could realize net reductions in their current 
program costs ranging from an approximate three percent reduction 
in Pittsburgh to about an 80 percent reduction in Akron, if they 
limited eligibility in accordance with the regulatory requirement. 
We are aware that these calculations assume that some persons 
currently served (e.g., non-disabled elderly) would no longer be 
served; while, in fact, providers might well choose to continue 
providing service to them. However, the figures do reflect 
reasonable estimates of the costs of the final rule's eligibility 
requirement, compared to present outlays. 

IlS] Starks, J.K., "Two Options for Travel Needs of Mentally 
~ Retarded: Implications for Productivity and Cost-

Effectiveness .11 Transportation Research Board Record eso, 
Washington, o.c. 1982, pp. 25-31. 
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System 
Cleveland 
(1982) 

Pittsburgh 
(1982-83) 

Seattle 

t<ansas City, 
Missouri 

Akron 

II-44 

TABLE 4 
COST IMPACTS OF LIMITING ELIGIBILITY 

TO HANDICAPPED USERS IN CASE STUDY SYSTEMS 
thousands of 1983 dollars, except where noted) ... _ ... 

-.;· ..... 

Adjusted Cost Percent Change 
Current to Meet Between Total 
Total Eligibility Current and 

Program Cost Reguirement Adjusted Cost 

3.900 2.100,!/ -46 

2.793 2.698i/ -3 

1.218 .9831/ -20 

1.079 .540!/ -so 
1.145 .242~/ -so 

Newport News/ 
Hampton, Va. 
(1982-83) .093 .093 

Brockton 
.( 1982-83) .585 .264.§./ -ss 
l/ This estimate excludes the cost supporting non-disabled elder-
ly, retarded and other mobile handicapped patrons who are assumed 
not to be physically incapable of using regular bus service. 
2/ This estimate reflects the cost supporting 100\ of trips by 
PAT's user-side subsidy patrons and about 50\ of non-PAT 
subsidized trips which would be eligible for the PAT subsidy, if 
State and social service agency subsidies did not exist. It also 
includes the potential cost of providing blind persons with user-
side subsidy service, although PAT might elect to t~ain these 
persons to use regular bus service. 
3/ This estimate reflects the annual cost of providing 53 percent 
Iif t-bus service and supplementary special services to disabled 
patrons. The costs of supplementary services supporting non-
disabled elderly users have been subtracted out. 
4/ This figure represents a combined regional system consisting of 
user-side subsidy service (within Kansas City, Missouri) and lift-
bus service (for the rest of the region) which the Kansas City · 
transit authority might provide to fully meet the final rule's 
eligibility requirement. 
5/ This estimate excludes the cost supporting non-disabled elderly 
ind retarded patrons who are assumed not to have physical disabil-
ities prohibiting use of regular bus service. 
6/ This estimate excludes the cost supporting non-disabled 
elderly, retarded and other patrons who are not physically 
incapable of using regular bus service. It also includes the 
increased cost of serving additional handicapped residents of the 
fixed-route area who would be eligible for service under the rule. 
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V. SUMMARY OF THE INCREMENTAL COSTS OF MEETING EACH SERVICE 
CRITERION IN THE CASE STUDY SYSTEMS 

The previous sections compared ·the- ··service criteria requirements 
to current levels of accessible service provided in the case 
cities, and assessed the cost impacts of adjusting service to meet 
each service criterion. In general, it was found that the case 
systems presently extend eligibility to a broader population of 
handicapped and elderly persons than is required under the final 
rule, and that these persons are receiving service which is as 
9ood as that provided the general public on regular transit (with 
respect to service area coverage, trip purposes, and sufficient 
capacity to serve present demand). 

However, all systems require prior day reservations up to 24 hours . 
for guaranteed service; most operate for shorter hours and fewer 
days than the fixed-route system; and most charge special service 
fares above those charged for regular transit service. 

Table 5 summarizes the cost impacts associated with meeting each 
criterion. A word .about the method of estimating these impacts 
may be useful. Current system operating costs and ridership were 
used to establish a cost per ride. The existing ridership base was 
then adjusted for each system to ~hat it would be if the system 
carried only the riders required by the eligibility standards of 
the final rule. The costs of meeting various requirements were 
then established by estimating the ridership change from this . 
adjusted base and applying the cost per ride. The cost impact of 
mandating immediate response service, rather than allowing an 
advance reservation requirement, was calculated on the basis of 
the existing ridership, as if no other changes were made. Table 
6 is based on the Table 5 numbers and shows the results in 
percentage terms. 

Since the case systems already provide levels of service which 
satisfy many of the criteria, at most, five, and sometimes only 
one, system(s) were affected per criterion. The estimates in 
Table 5 represent the potential impacts of fully meeting the 
service criteria requirements, except that no fare impacts were 
estimated for the case study systems which were assumed to be 
charging "comparable" fares. However, both the gross and net 
operating costs in most of these systems would increase if they 
are required to charge special service fares equivalent or only 
slightly higher than current bus fares~ 

The eligibility adjustments in most cases are based on transit 
authority estimates of, rather than actual data on, the number of 
eligible users who would have qualified for special service based 
en the NPRM requirement. However, since the case city transit 
systems appear to be fairly generous in granting eligibility to 
handicapped persons, these estimates may be somewhat high compared 
to what other transit systems would actually experience in meeting 
the eligibility requirement under the final rule. 
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The results from Tables 5 and 6 indicate that the cost impacts of 
removing service restrictions vary dramatically, particularly with 
shifts in eligibility and advance reservation requirements. For 
example, in the systems of Brockton, Cleveland, and Akron, the 
costs of paratransit with eligi'bility restricted to physically 
disabled users and with no advance reservations, i.e., immediate 
response service, are roughly equivalent to or less than the costs 
of the existing services with eligibility extending to all elderly 
and handicapped persons but with a 24-hour advance reservation 
requirement. In other words, the savings gained by advance 
reservation allow the serving of a larger ridership group, albeit 
with somewhat lower quality service. 

For the remainder of case systems, the elimination of advance 
reservations would represent the most costly service adjustment 
(albeit one not required by the rule), because most of the other· 
service criteria are already met by these systems. 

Drawing upon the information developed in this chapter, the next 
chapter estimates the total regulatory costs for the case study 
systems to comply with the final regulations, and compares these 
to the proposed cost limits. 
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TABLE S 
IN~AL msrs CF MEETIN3 EA<:li SERVICE 

CRITERION IN OSE srtlDY SYSI'EM.S[l6] 
(In Thousands of Dollars) 

case lansas Bmt¢on/ 
etstmn c.~~1ana ~ittsbi.u:gh tit:l Ak[QD &NJ;oct News at'2CktQD 

current capital 
and Operating 
02&2t 32QQ 2223 lQ:Z9 ll~S 93 

Increnental Cbst 
to: 

Limit Eligibility 
to Persons Phys-
ically Unable to 
Use Regular Bus 
Service -1800 -95 -539 -903 WA 

Adjust Days and 
Hours of 
Service to 
Fixed-P.oute 
Level 407 WA 10 N/A 10 

Adjust Service 
Area to Fixed-
~ute Area N/A N/A N/A N/A WA 

Serve All Trip 
Purposes 600 WA N/A WA N/A 

Eliminate Wait-
ing List 20 N/A N/A N/A WA 

Rsrove Advance 
P.eservation tl 7] 1280 * * 520 * 

(16] The increnental. costs are cumulative, and reflect the 
successive effects of meeting each service criterion on the 
current program cost of the affected systsn. 

117] All systems require advance reservations up to 24 b:>urs and 
would be affected if irrrrediate resp:>nse service would be 
required by this criterion~ however, estiirates were provided 
by only three systems. 

sas 

-321 

19 

-39 

WA 

WA 

293 
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TABLE 6 
PERCENTAGE IMPACT ON CASE STUDY 
SYSTEMS CURRENT PROGRAM COSTS OF 

MEETING EACH SERVICE CRITERION 

Change in Service Criterion 

Adjust Days and Hours of 
Service to Fixed-Route 
Level 

Adjust Service Area to 
Fixed-Route Area 

Serve All Trip Purposes 

Remove 24 Hour Advance 
Reservation (i.e. shorter 
response times)[l9] 

Eliminate Wait List 

Limit Eligibility to 
Persons Physically 
Incapable of Using 
Regular Bus Service 

.· _. ..... . ...... . 
Impact on 

Annual Costs 
in Case Systems[l8] 

( ' ) 
+l to +ll 

-7 

+15 

+33 to +SO 

+l 

-3 to -80 

Number of 
Systems 
Affected 

4 

1 

1 

3 

l 

s 

(18] These estimates reflect the percentage cost impact on current 
operating and capital expenses necessary to meet each 
individual service criterion. 

(19] All aystems would be affected by this criterion; bovever, 
estimates were provided by only three systems. 

11 
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CHAPTER III 
.· ... 

·· ~· .... ·-

COMPARISON OF TOTAL ANNUAL COSTS OF SPECIAL SERVICES AND LIFT-BOS 
SYSTEMS WITH PROJECTED COST LIMITS IN CASE STUDY SYSTEMS 

This first section of this Chapter presents the total annual 
costs for the seven case study systems as they are and adjusted 
to meet the final rule's service criteria, and compares these 
~osts to the projected cost limit amounts. The second section 
identifies major service and cost factors, which appear to explain 
why some case systems can meet the regulations at costs within . 
both spending limits while others cannot. The final section · 
examines alternative regulatory approaches which might enable more 
systems to meet the regulations. 

I. COMPARISON OF CURRENT ANP APJUSTED ANNUAL SERVICE COSTS AND 
PROJECTED COST LIMITS IN CASE STUPY SYSTEMS 

Table 7 summarizes .the total estimated regulatory costs for the 
seven case systems to operate their accessible services in full 
compliance with the final rule's service criteria and the maximum 
amounts which each system would be required to spend under the 
proposed 7. l and 3. O percent cost limits. · (A detailed list of 
explanatory notes accompanies Table 7.) 

Case study adjustments in Table 7· include both increases and 
decreases in service levels, since it seems reasonable to assume 
that systems which currently exceed some requirements but do not 
meet others would alter their services in both directions in order 
to keep their costs down. One of the interesting results of the 
case studies is that the current program expenditures of four 
cities (Cleveland, Kansas City, Akron, and Brockton) are higher 
than one or both of the proposed limits on required expenditures. 
The case study expenditures are not mandated by federal regu-
lation. It is difficult to argue that expenditures at the cost 
.limit levels proposed by the regulation would constitute •undue 
£inancial burdens• when a majority of the case systems already 
voluntarily exceed these levels. 

Comparison of the current total annual program costs to the 
adjusted costs indicates that six of the seven case study systems 
could realize cost reductions ranging from approximately three 
percent in Pittsburgh to 80 percent in Akron, if they tailored 
their accessible services to meet all service criteria require-
ments of the final rule. Only the system of Hampton would 
experience a slight increase in its present program costs. (Notes 
Bampton'a cost have not been adjusted to eliminate trips by 
retarded patrons, who would be ineligible for service under the 
rule. See previous discussion page II-43.) Comparison of the 
adjusted program costs and the projected cost limit amounts 
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'l'ABLE 7 
ANNUAL COSTS IN CASE STUDY SYSTEMS ADJUSTED TO MEET ALL SERVICE 

CRITERIA AND COMPARISON WITH PROJECTED COST LIMITS 

(In thousands of 1983 dollars, unless otherwise noted) 

'l'otal Adjusted 
7.1%/3.0% Current Service Total Estimated 

Cost Limits ·Program Criteria Program Population in 

City FY 1981-83 Cost Now Met Cost Service Area 

Cleveland 4296/3288 3900 all but 3119 1500 

(1982) 1,3 

Pittsburgh 7926/3691 2793 all but 2698 1500 

(1982- 6 
1983) 

Seattle 2137/3066 1218 all 854 l/ 1300 
1192 

Rans as 736/816 1079 all but 390 21 448 

City l,6 SSS ~ 1097 

(1982-
1983) 

Akron 296/250 1145 all 242 660 

Hampton/ 181/163 93 all but 103 270 

Newport 1 

News 
(1982-
1983) 

Brockton 142/146 585 all but 245 130 

(1982- 1,6 
1983) 

l/ The lower adjusted figure for Seattle represents the actual 

current costs to supply lift-bus service on 53 percent of 

routes. This level of service fully meets the requirements 

of the rule, therefore, the cost of supplementary special 

services have been subtracted out. The higher figure 

represents what Seattle's costs would be, if its lift 

equipment were purchased in today's market (See text for 

fuller discussion of the cost assumptions). 

2/ 'l'his figure represents the cost of the user-side subsidy 

program for Ransas City, Missouri handicapped residents within 

the city limits. 
3/ What it would hypothetically cost the Ransas City Area Transit 

Authority to provide a combined regional service consisting of 

user-side subsidy service (within Kansas City, Missouri) and 

lift-bus service (for the remainder of the region) which would 

fully conform to the service criteria. 
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Explanatory Notes - Table 7 

All costs are expressed in 1'83-,dollars, except where 

otherwise noted in the table. Transit fiscal year 1983 costs 

cover the period of July 1982 to June 1983. 

The 7.1 percent cost limit for each case system is based on 

an average of UMTA transit operating assistance and capital 

grants under Section 5, 9, 9A and 3 for the most current and 

two preceding federal fiscal years. (Federal fiscal year 

runs from October to September.) The 3.0 percent cost limit 

is based on total operating expenses averaged for the current 

and two preceding fiscal years. 

For purposes of the table, the service criteria are numbered 

as follows: (1) same days and hours: (2) same service area1 

(3) no restrictions or priorities based on trip purpose: 

(4) response time (within 24 hours)1 (5) special service 

fares comparable to regular transit fares: (6) eligibility 

(physically handicapped persons who cannot use regular bus 

service are eligible). 

Both the current and adjusted program costs include all 

capital purchases dating back to the Department's 1979 

accessibility rule: however, the capital expenditures 

are annualized based on appropriate capital cost recovery 

factors assumed in the individual case studies. 

The hypothetical cost estimates for SO percent lift-bus 

service in Seattle and 18 percent lift-equippage in Kansas 

City assume a lift installed on a standard bus costs $9,500 

and $15,000 per lift for an articulated bus1 an annual 

$910.00 maintenance/operating expense in Seattle, and $975.00 

in Xansas City; and an assumed spare ratio of 20 percent for 

the Seattle Metro system and 100 percent for the Kansas City 

system. 
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indicates that the costs of meeting the final rule's service 
criteria in six of the seven case systems fall below both the 7.1 
and 3.0 percent cost limit leYel.s. 

Collectively, the case study results suggest that the proposed 
approaches to limiting recipient's required expenditures 
are reasonably related to the provision of handicapped 
transportation meeting the final rule's service criteria. 
Moreover, all but one of the case study systems could realize 
reductions in their current program costs supporting elderly and 
handicapped travel by tailoring their services to comply with the 
rule. However, there is substantial variation among the case 
systems in the kind and amount of service they can provide within 
their cost limit levels. 

The next section examines cost and service variables in case study 
cities of similar size which appear to account for differences in 
their abilities to meet the regulations. 

II. COMPARISON OF LIFT-BUS ANP PARATBANSIT COSTS IN LARGE CASE 
· STUDY CITIES COYER ONE MILLION POPULATION> 

The cost of Seattle Metro's lift-bus service, which serves 53 
percent of routes, represents the least expensive approach among 
the large case study cities for complying with the regulations. 
However, it is important to recognize that it took Seattle Metro 
approximately five years to build up its fleet to 53 percent lift-
equippage, and lift prices have escalated considerably since 
Seattle began its initial lift purchases in 1978. In order to use 
Seattle Metro's program as a meaningful example from which to draw 
national conclusions about the potential regulatory costs of 
accessible bus service, it's annual lift-bus cost of $854,000 was 
inflated to illustrate what other transit authorities might have 
to spend hypothetically to implement a new lift-bus service in 
compliance with the final rule's service criteria. 

The $1.2 million cost shown in Table 7 under the Seattle case 
represents an estimate of the annual level of expenditure 
necessary to operate SO percent lift-bus service at 1983 prices. 
The cost of the hypothetical lift-bus system is well below the 
proposed cost limits, representing 3.9 percent of Seattle Metro's 
federal transit aid and 1.2 percent of its total operating budget. 
Based on these results, it is probable that most large transit 
systems can provide the lift-bus option and comply with the rule 
for less than the proposed cost limits. 

Comparison of the adjusted lift-bus cost in Seattle and the 
adjusted paratransit costs in Pittsburgh and Cleveland indicates 
that these systems would have to spend roughly 2.5 times Seattle's 
cost to operate their special services in full compliance with the 
final rule's service criteria. The adjusted cost of Cleveland's 
publicly operated paratransit service is approximately 15 percent 
greater than the cost of the privately operated paratransit 
brokerage.system in Pittsburgh. 
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Both th~ Pittsburgh and Cleveland systems serve counties with 
similar sized general popula.tion•, however, the eligible 
handicapped population in Cleveland is larger since its eligi-
bility requirement is more liberal than Pittsburgh's. Both 
systems require up to 24-hour advance reservations for guaranteed 
service, and days and hours of service are roughly comparable. 
Pittsburgh's service area is substantially larger than Cleve-
land's, and Pittsburgh serves fewer group rides. 

A major factor which appears to account for the cost difference 
in these two systems is public versus private service delivery. 
Pittsburgh brokers and operates its service through private profit 
and non-prof it providers at a flat rate per vehicle hour. This 
arrangement avoids the high direct capital cost associated with · 
Cleveland's ownership and operation of its vehicle fleet and con-
struction of a new facility to house the paratransit operation. 
Significantly, Cleveland's annual capital expense. accounts for 
approximately one-third of its total program costs. . 

This capital estimate, however, assumes that Cleveland would be 
credited with all vehicle purchases, plus land and construction 
payments for the paratransit facility dating to the DOT'S 1979 
transit accessibility rule. Under the final rule, these 
retroactive credits could not be taken. · If Cleveland claims only 
the capital expenses occurring after publication of the rule, it's 
actual program cost would probably be about 10-15 percent below 
the adjusted cost in Table 7, provided the final rule permits 
annualization of the capital expense. 

Eligibility appears to be another important variable accounting 
for the cost difference in these two systems. Based on the trip 
adjustments performed in the two cases, the Cleveland system 
(with a liberal eligibility policy including a wide range of 
handicapped subgroups) would provide approximately 15 percent more 
handicapped trips than the Pittsburgh system (with eligibility 
restricted to persons who are unable to negotiate steps or who are 
blind). The Cleveland system serves an undeterminable number of 
trips by patrons with V.A. and other disabilities, some of whom 
may be capable of using regular transit. Data were not available 
to accurately adjust ridership to reflect the removal of such 
trips. In addition, Cleveland estimates that 38 percent of its 
elderly users are handicapped and unable to use regular transit. 
This rate appears high compared to the DOT survey estimate which 
identified 21 percent of the nation's elderly population as 
•transportation handicapped• (i.e., experience varying degrees of 
difficulty in using regular transit).(!] For these reasons, 
Cleveland's ridership was not reduced by as great a proportion as 
was the case in other cities when adjustment was made for 
compliance with the eligibility criterion. 

[l] Summary Report of Data from National Suryey of Transportation 
Handicapped People, U.S. Department of Transportation, 
Washington, D.C., June 1978, page 17. 
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If Cleveland were to restrict program eligibility to physically 
disabled persons unable to. us~ regular bus service, and claimed 
only an annual capital expense held to purchases occurring after 
the rule, it probably could provide service for about 15 percent 
less than the adjusted cost shown in Table 7. 

Based on the case study results, it is probable that transit 
systems serving large cities could provide lift-bus or special 
services and fully comply with the service criteria at costs below 
the proposed cost limits. The estimated annual cost of equipping 
one-half of the bus fleet with lifts appears to be far less costly 
than the special service option for large cities to comply with 
the regulations. However, lift-bus service does not appear to be 
a particularly cost-effective way of meeting the transportation 
needs of large numbers of disabled persons. The incremental cost 
of making a bus fleet accessible is largely dependent on the ·. ·· 
demand for lift service. Therefore~ the cost of a lift-bus trip 
decreases as the number of lift boardings increases. To date, the 
Seattle Metro bus system has attained the highest lift use rate of 
any large lift-bus system, and provided 70,500 lift boardings in 
1983. Based on the adjusted cost of the Seattle service, the 
estimated cost per trip is $16.90. In comparison, the paratransit 
systems in Cleveland and Pittsburgh are more cost-effective (with 
costs per trip of $12.06 and $11.95), and serve roughly four times 
the nwnber of disabled trips as Seattle's lift-buses. This finding 
supports the .proposition that, in choosing a mode of service for 
disabled persons, providers may find that there is a trade-off 
between minimizing cost and maximizing cost-effectiveness. 

III. COST COMPARISON FOR COMBINED LIFT-BOS/SPECIAL SERYICE SYSTEMS 
IN MEDIUM-SIZED CASE CITIES CS00.000 TO ONE MILLION> 

The $555,000 cost estimate to provide a combined system of user-
side subsidy taxi service in Kansas City, Missouri, and lift-bus 
service (for the remainder .Df the region) is more than double the 
adjusted cost of the combined paratransit/lift-bus system operated 
by Akron Metro. Kansas City's adjusted cost is well below both 
cost limit amounts, while Akron's adjusted cost is closer to the 
cost limit levels. -

Kansas City: This program represents a unique service situation 
among the case study systems. The Kansas City, Missouri, Depart-
ment of Transportation, rather than the OMTA transit aid recipient 
(the Kansas City Area Transit Authority), brokers and operates a 
user-side subsidy service for elderly and physically and mentally 
handicapped residents of the city. Current patronage includes 
persons who could use regular bus service and others who reside in 
areas of the city unserved by transit, which exceeds the final 
rule's eligibility requirement. However, handicapped persons 
residing in the fixed-route service area outside Kansas City, 
Missouri, are not provided user-side subsidy service. Some of 
these persons are physically unable to use regular bus service and 
would be eligible for accessible service under the rule. 
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The Kansas City DOT contracts out the user-side subsidy se~vice to for-prof ft and non-prof it .car.rie.ts at a flat rate of $3.50 per trip; $7.40 for wheelchair patrons. The low cost of service is attributable to the use of existing carriers who provide their own insurance, the use of non-union drivers, and shared ride taxis. 
The Department's adjustments in the Kansas City user-side subsidy service consisted of eliminating ·trips by non-disabled · and retarded patrons who would not qualify for service under the rule, and increasing special service hours to match those of the fixed-route operation. Ideally, the costs of serving physically disabled patrons who reside outside the fixed-route service area should have been eliminated. This was not done, because there is no reliable information on the number of riders in this group. · However, based on the Department's adjustments, the Kansas City user-side subsidy program reasonably approximates a level of service necessary to meet all service criteria, except the eligibility requirement. 

. . The KCATA could claim the user-side service, although not the cost, to fulfill it's obligations under the final rule. However, in order to fully comply with the eligibility requirement, the KCATA would have to initiate some form of accessible service for eligible handicapped persons residing in the fixed-route service area outside of Kansas City, Missouri. A lift-bus operation probably represents the most cost-efficient means of serving these people. The KCATA estimated that it could serve these areas by equipping 18 percent of it's buses with lifts. This estimate includes a spare ratio of 100 percent which is quite high compared to spare levels maintained by Akron Metro and other authorities operating lift-buses. However, the KCATA considers the spare rate necessary to guard against unforeseen problems during program start-up and to provide 100 percent accessibility on bus routes with sparse service. 
The adjusted cost for the Kansas City case reasonably approximates a level of combined user-side subsidy/lift-bus service necessary to meet all service criteria of the final rule. If the KCATA held it's spare ratio to 20 percent (in line with other lift-bus properties), the actual cost of the Kansas City combined system would be about 7 percent less than the adjusted cost estimate in Table 7. 

Akron: The Akron Metro transit authority operates a combined paratransit/lift-bus system with a fleet of 20 paratransit vehicles, and 16 lift-equipped buses. Approximately one-half of the paratransit service is contracted out to taxis. Both paratransit and lift-bus service is available on weekdays, while lift-buses are used exclusively on evenings and weekends to provide 50 percent route coverage. The paratransit service is currently available to non-disabled elderly and physically and mentally disabled persons in Akron and three adjacent towns, which have a combined population of 660,000 persons. 
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Based on the Department's adjustments to eliminate trips by non-
disabled elderly and retarded .. pa~~9ns who would not be eligible 
for special service under the rule, Akron's combined system 
appears to meet all service criteria of the final rule. 

The adjusted program cost for Akron's combined system totals 
$242,000, with an average total cost of $5.90 per handicapped 
trip, compared to the adjusted cost of $555,000 for the Kansas 
City combined system, with an average total cost of $5.36 per 
handicapped trip. 

Comparison of the operating characteristics of the Kansas City and 
Akron special services indicates that both systems require prior 
day reservations up to 24 hours, and all trip purposes are served~ 
Kansas City's service area is substantially larger than Akron's, · 
and Kansas City provides more days and hours of service and groups 
more rides. Methods of service delivery also differ significantly 
in these two systems. Akron Metro owns and operates a fleet of 
paratransit vans and pays it's van drivers at transit union wage 
rates. Approximately one-half of Akron's service is contracted 
out to taxis. The Kansas City DOT contracts out the user-side 
subsidy service to private carriers at non-union wage rates. 

Public versus private service provision does not appear to be a 
major factor influencing the cost difference in these two systems. 
Akron's annual· capital expense for paratransit vehicle purchases 

· accounts for only one percent of its total cost, and the cost per 
trip for contracted taxi service is approximately 10 percent 
higher than the per trip cost of the transit-operated vans. How-
ever, over the long run, Akron could probably lower its overall 
costs by switching to a user-side subsidy taxi operation. 

A major reason for the cost difference in these two systems 
appears to be due to differences in the size of the population 
served. The estimated population in the Kansas City fixed-route 
service area is roughly 900~000 persons, or about one-third times 
greater than the estimated population of Akron's service area. 
Therefore, the eligible handicapped population in the Kansas City 
area also would be considerably larger than in Akron. Based on 
the adjusted handicapped ridership in the two systems, Kansas City 
would serve approximately two and one-half times the number of 
handicapped trips as Akron. Other variables which appear to 
explain Akron's lower cost include (l) a smaller service area 
which may result in lower passenger miles per passenger, (2) the 
lower number of total service hours supplied, and (3) the 
provision of roughly one-half of the total service hours by lift-
buses. 

Both the adjusted costs of Kansas City's and Akron's programs are 
less than the projected cost limit amounts, although Akron's cost 
is closer to the limits. A comparison of the 7.1 and 3.0 percent 
cost limit amounts calculated for other medium-sized transit 
systems identified in the FY 1982 Section 15 UMTA report indicated 
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that the _maximum expenditure levels required by the rule in most 
of these systems fall in betveen,.those calculated for Jtansas City 
and Akron. Based on' these findings, it appears probable that 
other medium-sized transit systems could comply with the final 
rule's service criteria by providing a combination of lift-bus and 
special service at costs within the proposed cost limits. 

IV. COST COMPARISON OF PABATBANSIT SYSTEMS IN SHALL CASE $TUPY 
CITIES (UNDER 250.000) 

The adjusted cost of the semi-publicly operated paratransit 
service in Brockton, Massachusetts, is approximately two and o~e
half times greater than the adjusted cost of the Hampton/Newport . 
News paratransit system, which contracts out the bulk of the 
service to private taxi operators. Hampton's adjusted cost is 
less than both cost limit amounts, while Brockton's cost exceeds 
both limits. 

Brockton: This is the smallest case system with an estimated 
population of 130,000 persons residing in the fixed-route service 
area, and a total transit fleet of 66 vehicles. The Brockton 
transit authority currently provides paratransit service for 
elderly persons, low-income school children, physically and 
mentally disabled residents of Brockton, and social service agency 
clients in two adjacent towns. Under the rule, Brockton could 
limit program eligibility to patrons who are physically incapable 
of using regular bus service. However, Brockton also would have 
to extend special service to all eligible handicapped residents of 
the neighboring towns, which are part of the fixed-route service 
area. 

The transit authority owns and maintains the paratransit fleet of 
27 vans, sets fares and establishes agreements with participating 
agencies, but contracts out the service delivery to a non-profit 
provider. Most of the paratransit drivers are paid non-union wage 
rates. The Brockton system currently meets all of the final 
rule's service criteria, except the eligibility and days and hours 
of service requirements. Also, Brockton serves trips outside the 
fixed-route area, ·which exceeds the requirements of the rule. 

Based on the Department's adjustments to ·(l) limit ridership on 
the special service to physically .disabled persons who fit the 
eligibility definition of the rule, (2) increase days and hours of 
service to match those of the fixed-route system, and (3) elimi-
nate out-of-town trips, the adjusted cost of Brockton's paratran-
sit system reasonably approximates a level of service necessary to 
fully meet the final rule's service criteria. The adjusted cost 
of tbe Brockton service exceeds both cost limit amounts. 

Hampton/Newport News: These cities have a combined population of 
270,000 served by the Pentran transit system with a total fleet 
of 122 transit vehicles. Pentran currently provides paratransit 
service to physically and mentally disabled residents of Hampton 
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and Newport News who cannot use regular transit. The transit 
authority brokers its paratransit service and owns 9 paratransit 
vehicles, but contracts o.ut . ~ substantial share of the service to 
a private taxi company operatln9··20 vehicles. Special service 
drivers are paid a low non-union wage and do not receive fringe 
benefits. 

Based on the Department's adjustments to increase special service 
hours to match those of the fixed-route bus system, the adjusted 
program cost in Hampton reasonably approximates a level of service 
necessary to meet the final rule's service criteria. (Note: It 
is important to reiterate that Hampton's cost have not been 
adjusted to eliminate trips by mentally retarded patrons since 
total current ridership is already very low compared to that in 
Brockton and other case systems). 

~he Hampton/Newport News area includes a total population of 
270,000 persons which is double the size of the population in 
Brockton's service area. Also, the estimated transit disabled 
population in Hampton is about SO percent greater than that in 
Brockton. Comparison of the operating characteristics in the two 
systems indicates that both Hampton and Brockton require prior day 
advance reservations up to 24 hours1 days and hours of service are 
similar; and both systems serve all trip purposes. Brockton's 
service area is smaller than Hampton's and Brockton groups more 
rides. 

Public versus private service delivery does not appear to be a 
major factor influencing the cost difference in these two systems. 
The Hampton system directly operates a portion of the paratransit 
service and pays it's van drivers non-union wage rates. A sub-
stantial share of Hampton's service is contracted out to a local 
taxicab company. Brockton owns it's paratransit vans, but con-
tracts out service delivery to a non-prof it provider which pays 
most drivers non-union wage rates. The annual capital expense for 
paratransit vehicle purchases in both Hampton and Brockton ac-
counts for roughly 10 percent of their total program costs. Based 
on the adjusted cost figures, the average total cost per handi-
capped trip in Hampton is $6.43 compared to $4.77 in Brockton. 

A shift from the semi-publicly operated paratransit service to 
user-side subsidy taxi service does not appear a viable option for 
reducing costs in Brockton. Currently, the transit authority pays 
an average subsidy per contract cab trip of $4.00 to $7.00, 
compared to the adjusted average cost of $4.77 per van trip. 

Program eligibility appears to be a major factor accounting for 
the cost difference in these two systems. Based on the trip 
adjustments performed in the two cases, the Brockton system (with 
a more liberal eligibility policy including a wider range of 
handicapped subgroups) would potentially provide more than three 
the number of handicapped trips served in Hampton. Therefore, the 
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higher cost in Brockton appears to be attributable to: (1) a 
liberal eligibility policy which ·results in more handicapped 
trips, and (2) the heavy concentration of State social programs in 
Brockton and the V.A. Hospital serving the area which generate 
higher demands for the special service. If Brockton reduced its . 
paratransit expenditure to the cost limit level, its service would 
be cut approximately in . half. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

Several points emerged from the analysis of the case study 
systems. These are: 

Restriction of eligibility to only the handicapped market 
required to be served by the final rule leads to substantial 
cost savings in special service systems. 

Use of private operators--taxi companies and non-profit 
providers--appears to hold a great potential for cost 
reduction and effectiveness, compared with transit agency 
operation of specialized services. 

The fact that the final rule permits special service systems 
to require prior day reservations, rather than provide imme-
diate response service, allows some systems to meet the 
service criteria under the cost limits who otherwise could 
not do so. 

The fact that the rule permits special service systems to 
offer subscription service allows substantial cost savings 
compared to what would otherwise be the case. 

For case systems serving large cities (population over 
1,000,000), accessible fixed-route bu~ service appears to 
offer the lowest-cost means of satisfying federal acces-
sibility requirements, although it is unlikely to offer sig-
nificant transportation benefits to most segments of the 
transportation handicapped community. 

Systems in small cities (population under 250,000) may have 
the greatest difficulty in satisfying federal accessibility 
requirements within the proposed cost limits. 
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CHAPTER IV 

MODEL ANALYSIS OF "TH~ PROJECTED ANNUAL COSTS 
AND COST LIMITS FOR SPECIALIZED TRANSPORTATION 

SERVICES AND ACCESSIBLE BUS SERVICE 
IN CITIES OF DIFFERENT SIZES 

This Chapter summarizes the results of a consultant's study 
commissioned by the Department to assess the potential costs of 
the final rule. The first section describes the salient features 
of the consultant's computer model and the study approach. The 
second section presents the projected incremental costs of ,meeting 
each service criterion for average-sized paratransit systems in · 
four population categories. The third section projects the total 
annual costs for ~ransit systems to operate special services and 
accessible bus systems in average-sized cities and examines the 
ability of these systems to meet the service criteria within the 
proposed cost limits. The c~mplete report of the consultant's 
study is available on request from the Department.[l] 

I. COST ESTIMATING METHODOLOGY . 

An econometric model, based on operating data from 53 paratransit 
systems in 48 cities surveyed by UMTA in 1979-80, was used to 

·estimate paratransit costs under alternative levels of service and 
service criteria. Technical details of the model are provided in 

·the consultant's report; its salient features are described below. 

The model estimates demand, cost per trip, and total annual cost. 
The analyst specifies details regarding fare levels; whether 
vehicles will be lift-equipped; whether eligibility will include 
all handicapped and elderly persons, or only "severely disabled" 
persons unable to use fixed-route service; whether a 24-hour 
advance reservation or immediate response service will be 
required; whether service will be restricted to a geographic area 
smaller or comparable to the area served by the regular transit 
system; and whether only limited destinations in the service area 
will be served--such as major employment centers and hospitals--or 
whether passengers may choose any destination. 

The model allows for variation in urban size, residential density, 
and vehicle utilization. Thus, it is suitable for analyzing the 
potential impacts of compliance with the final rule in different 
sized cities. The model also allows for variation in a number of 
the key service criteria. It does not account for all of them, 

Ill Lewis, David. Analysis of the De~artment of Transportation's 
Regulations Regarding Transportation of Disabled and Elderly 
Persons, James F. Hickling Management Consultants, Ltd., 
Ottawa, Ontario, Canada, September 1984. 
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however, and accounts only roughly for others. In particular, 
it does 1ot account for changes in cost due to variation in 
the numter. of days or hours of service, or changes in cost and 
capacity due to the imposition of waiting lists. Moreover, 
the model accounts for the impcfcts ' of trip purpose restrictions 
indirectly by using destination restrictions--such as "many-to-
few" systems that serve unlimited origins but limit service to 
only a few selected destinations like employment and shopping 
centers and hospitals--as a surrogate for trip purpose restric-
tions. The consultant's report should be referred to for full 
particulars. 

The eligibility adjustment performed in the model is based on 
the assumption that special service trips would be limited to 
"severely disabled" users (persons with disabilities sufficient to 
physically prevent them from using fixed-route transit service). 
For purposes of estimating the demand and cost impacts of meeting' · .. 
the eligibility requirement, the model separated the systems in 
the dataset into two user-type categories. Systems serving "heavy 
wheelchair" usage (25 percent or more of trips} were considered to 
be in the "severely disabled" user category. Systems serving all 
"transportation handicapped" persons were defined as those 
providing fewer than 25 percent of total trips to wheerchair 
users. 

Some of the systems in the "severely disabled" user category limit 
trips to wheelchair users only; others extend eligibility to 
physically and cmentally handicapped persons. Therefore, it is 
difficult to identify the extent to which various handicapped 
subgroups are accounted for in model trip projections, with the 
exception of wheelchair trips which represent 25 percent or more 
of total trips. 

The consultant asserted that the number of trips estimated by the 
model for the "severely disabled" is roughly representative of the 
level of service required for the 1.4 million "severely disabled" 
persons over 5 years of age identified in the Department's 
national survey as unable to use public transportation. These 
persons asserted that they would use fixed route transit service 
if it were fully accessible.[2] Among the "severely disabled" 
population, it was estimated that: 

[2] 

20.0\ use wheelchairs all or most of the time 

39.0\ use mechanical aids 

28.0\ are totally or legally blind 

National Survey of Transportation Handicapped Persons, 
U.S. Department of Transportation, Washington, D.C., 
June 1978. 
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23.5\ are totally deaf 

30.0\.experience some difficulty in movement or action, e.g., 
negotiating steps, stooptng,-~walking, standing, etc. 

NOTE: Percentages do not add to 100\ because there is 
overlap of multiple dysfunctions with persons reporting in 
more than one category. The incidence of mental retardation 
among the "severely disabled" group was not estimated by the 
Department, however, it is probable that there is substantial 
overlap of physical and mental dysfunctions among the 
"severely disabled" group. (See previous discussion on 
eligible user population in Chapter II.) 

II. METHODOLOGICAL APPROACH - PARATRANSIT ANALYSIS 

The approach used in the analysis consisted of estimating the 
operating-plus-capital costs of providing transit authority-
operated paratransit services in each of four population 
categories (see Table 8). The average city size in each 
population group is used for the analysis. The model analysis 
excludes the nation's six largest UMTA recipients: New York, 
Chicago, Los Angeles, Philadelphia, Boston, and San Francisco, 
since their relatively very large sizes would substantially 
distort the analysis for other cities. Their costs are included 
in the estimate of aggregate .national costs in Chapter VI. 

TABLE 8 
NUMBER OF U.S. URBANIZED AREAS AND THEIR AVERAGE 

POPULATION SIZE IN FOUR POPULATION CATEGORIES 

Population Category 
Less than 250,000 
250,000 - 500,000 
500,000 - l million 
l million or more 
(excluding New York, 
Los Angeles, Chicago, 
Philadelphia, Boston, 
San Francisco) 

Number of 
Urbanized Areas 

197 
35 
22 
19 

Source: U.S. Census of Population 

Average Popu-
lation Size 

118,086 
356,542 
692,732 

l,573,328 

In practice, of course, costs will vary among paratransit systems 
in identically sized cities depending upon local wage rates and 
many other factors. For analytic purposes, the hourly operating 
expense in all population groups is assumed to be $23.00 per 
vehicle-hour, the average of the 53 paratransit systems analyzed. 
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The hourly cost tends to reflect union-level wage rates. The 
productivity of typical transit-operated paratransit systems 
ranges from 2 to 3 passenger trips per vehicle hour. At $23 per 
vehicle-hour, the cost ranges from $7.67 to $11.SO per passenger 
trip. -" &· . 

The demand for user-side subsidy taxi services was assumed to 
be the same as that for paratransit services. For analytical 
purposes, the average total taxi cost per trip (including a fare 
of $4.67 and a 20 percent add-on for administrative expenses) was 
estimated at $5.60, based on data from various UMTA surveys.[3] 
Inclusion of a total fare in the $5.60 estimate potentially over-
states the costs of user-side subsidy services since few transit 
operators appear to subsidize 100 percent of user's fares. Data 
from a recent UMTA survey indicate that most user-side subsidy 
taxi programs subsidize 50 percent of the fare and users pay the 
remainder.[4] Therefore, costs predicted by the model may be on . 
the high side compared to what many transit systems would have to . .. 
spend to comply with the rule, dependent on the subsidy formula 
adopted. 

The 53-system UMTA dataset used to calibrate the model contains 
eight systems that operate multiple elements of service, serving 
different user groups, trip purposes or geographic areas. The 
model treated these elements as separate systems. Based on 
regression analysis, the model measured a decline in trips per 
capita with increasing city population. This may be a function of 
the fact that . larger cities with multiple systems are dividing a 
constani market among several providers. Consequently, the market 
share per provider is smaller than if there were only 2£! system. 
This effect was most pronounced in large cities where more multi-
ple systems would exist, and where small specialized systems, 
e.g., service clubs, might also be more prevalent. Also, lower 
trips per capita in large cities might stem from supply con-
straints, such as waiting lists and heavy congestion which were 
not measured in the UMTA survey. Costs predicted by the model 
are interpreted as yielding cost per system, as opposed to cost 
per city. If a large city has more than one paratransit system, 
then cost per city would be higher than indicated by the model. 

In .summary, it should be clearly understood that some of the cost 
assumptions in the model may underestimate the potential costs for 
special services to meet certain criteria under the rule, while 

[3] 

[ 4] 

According to the International Taxicab Association, the $5.60 
estimate may actually be about 15 percent higher than the 
national average taxi fare (interview with Alfred Lagasse , 
August 22, 1984). 

National User-Side Subsidy Inventory, Final Report, UMTA/TSC 
Project Evaluation Series, U.S. Department of Transportation, 
Washington, D.C., May 1982, pp. 19-21. 
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~ther assumptions could result in overestimates. For example, the 
model does not account for charges in the costs of meeting the 
days and hours of service requirement, or the additional costs 
which some large cities would encounter from operating more than 
one paratransit system. On the other hand, the cost projections 
for user-side subsidy taxi services may be higher than most 
recipients would encounter unless they subsidize 100 percent of 
the fares charged to eligible users. Therefore, while the model's 
results cannpt be taken as precise estim~tes, it does provide · 
useful information on the relative options in urbanized areas. 

~II. METHODOLOGICAL APPROACH - ACCESSIBLE BUS ANALYSIS . 
The final rule does not specify a percentage of accessible buses 
that a recipient must provide to meet the service criteria. The 
model analysis estimates the annual cost of purchasing and main-
taining lifts on SO percent of buses in a fleet, which was the 
level proposed in the NPRM. For comparative purposes, cost 
estimates also are made for 100 percent lift-equippage. While 
it is impossible to estimate the actual percentage of accessible 
buses that will result from the final rule, it seems probable 
that the cost estimates for SO percent lift-equippage represent 
a reasonable upper limit on what most recipients would have to 
spend to comply with the rule. 

~he capital cost of adding a lift to a regular transit coach was 
put at $10,000. The annual operating and maintenance costs were 
estimated at $800.00 annually; based on .$650.00 per lift for 
maintenance, and $150.00 per lift for instirarice, promotion and 
marketing costs.[S] Costs were estimated both on the basis of no 
fleet expansion, and on the basis of a 3.S percent fleet expansion 
to restore lost seats and provide more frequent maintenance. The 
fleet expansion assumption is generous since, according to the 
NCHRP study, few operators have had to expand seating capacity 
and it has not been necessary to increase maintenance because 
the frequency of lift use has been low. In any event, one would 
expect that, at most, the provision of space for wheelchairs would 
have a minimum impact on total (sitting and standing) capacity. 
For these reasons, the Department believes it is more reasonable 
to rely on the "no fleet expansion" figure in making projections 
concerning the costs of accessible bus systems. 

[S] These estimates are drawn from National Cooperative Highway 
Research Program report, Planning Transportation Services for 
Handicapped Persons--User 1s Guide, September 1983. The 
figures are tho~e recommended in the NCHRP report and reflect 
the lower--and, in our opinion, more realistic--end of the 
observed range (seep. 17, Tables 19 and 20, and p. 42 of 
NCHRP report). 
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IV. INCREMENTAL COST IMPACTS OF MEETING THE SERVICE CRITERIA FOR 
PARATRANSIT SYSTEMS 

Table 9 displays the model's estimated costs for transit systems 
in four city size groups to pro_vi~.e. . a very restricted "minimal" 
paratransit service--one in which eligibility is limited to 
severely disabled persons, trip destinations are restricted 
(surrogate for trip purpose restrictions), only part of the 
geographic area is served, a response time of 24 hours or more 
is required, and subscription service is required for recurring 
trips. The table then shows the estimated impacts of removing 
each restriction, not cumulatively, but rather the effects of 
lifting only one restriction at a time.[6] Table 10 shows the 
same results in percentage terms. It also shows the consultant's 
estimate of the effect of a reduction in the fares to the level of 
the regular transit fare. 

A. Response Time . .• 

Criterion: Response time must be 24 hours or less. 

Cost Impact - According to the model analysis, requiring immediate 
response service rather than permitting a 24-hour response time, 
could increase annual paratransit costs on average by nearly 70 
percent (over the base cost assumed for the "minimal" system), or 
by up to some $300,000 in a large transit system serving a city of 
over one million population. 

B. Geographic Range of Service 

Criterion: Service must be available to handicapped persons 
throughout the same general service area as that served by the 
regular transit system. 

Cost Impact - According to the model estimates in Table 10, para-
transit systems which restrict geographic coverage within the 
service area could increase annual costs on average by approxi-
mately 40 percent (over the base cost assumed for the "minimal" 
system) by expanding service ,to the entire service area. 

c. Trip Purpose 

Criterion: Restrictions or ~riorities based on trip purposes are 
prohibited. 

Cost Impact - The model accounts for the impacts of this criterion 
indirectly by using "many-to-few" systems (those which serve 

[6] Cumulative costs--that is, the total costs associated with 
alternative "packages" of service attributes--are given in 
the next section. 

I 
I 
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TABLE 9 
ANNUAL COSTS FOR AN AVERAGE-SIZED TRANSIT SYSTEM IN EACH 

CITY SIZE GROUP TO OPERATE A LOW-QUALITY, HIGHLY 
RESTRICTED PARATRANSIT .$ERV~CE: AND THE INCREMENTAL 

COSTS FOR SELECTED SERVICE IMPROVEMENTS 
(in thousands of 1983 dollars) 

Under 250,000- 500,000- Over 
Costs of 250,000 500,000 1,000,000 1,000,000 
Minimal S~stem{7] 159 245 317 491 
Incremental Cost to: 
Remove 24 Hour Reserva- +104 +166 +214 +334 
tion from Minimal System 

Remove Geographic Area +70 +108 +135 +212 
Restriction from Minimal 
System 

Remove Trip Destination +92 +124 +184 +290 
Restriction from 
Minimal System 

Extend.Eligibility to +80 +163 +198 +27 
all "Transportation 
Handicapped" Persons 

[7] The following service attributes are assumed for hypothetical 
minimal system: 

Eligibility is restricted to severely disabled persons. 
Subscription service is required for recurring journeys. 
Advance reservation of 24 hours or more is required. 
Trip destinations are restricted (surrogate for trip 
purpose restrictions). 
Geographic range of service is restricted. 

NOTES: Operating cost per vehicle is assumed to be $23.00. 
The annual costs shown in the Table include both 
operating expenses and the depreciated capital 
costs for vehicles. 
The incremental costs shown are not cumulative. 
"Severely disabled" means unableto use the regular 
route system. 
"Transportation handicapped" includes persons able 
to use the regular route system with difficulty. 
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TABLE 10 
INCREMENTAL COST IMPACTS FOR HIGHLY RESTRICTED PARATRANSIT 

SYSTEMS TO MEET THE SERVICE CRITERIA 
.·,. 

~·~· r. ,. 

CHANGE IN SERVICE LEVEL 

Remove 24 Hour Advance Reservation 

Remove Geographic Area Restriction 

Remove Trip Destination 
Restriction 

Extend Eligibility to all "Transpor-
tat ion Handicapped" Persons 

Reduce Fare to Level of Transit Fare 

PERCENTAGE IMPACTS 
ON ANNUAL COST 

(Average Across all 
City Sizes) 

Average 
Impact 

+68 

+43 

+57 

+61 

+38 

Range Based on 
One Standard 
Deviation [8] 

+35 to +109 

+26 to +63 

+31 to +98 

+31 to +98 

0 to +38 

Source: Estimates in Table 9. Estimate for fares derived in 
text. 

[8] One standard deviation above or below the mean includes 68 
percent of the observed cities in the range shown in ·the 
table. 
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unlimited or1g1ns but only a small number of destinations, such 
as employment and medical centers) as surrogates for restrictions 
on trip purposes. This treatment of the criterion is of limited 
utility, since systems which restrict or prioritize trip purposes 
typically are not restricted as to destinations within the service 
area (although it is likely that systems which restrict trip pur-
poses serve fewer total destinations than unrestricted systems). 
To the extent that "many-to-few" systems can be used to stand for 
systems that restrict trip purposes, the model results.in Tables 9 
and 10 indicate that the cost differences between restricted and 
unrestricted systems are quite significant. If a system serves 
all trip destinations, then the annual costs on average would be 
60 percent greater than if it imposed destination restrictions. 

D. Fares 

Criterion: Fares on the special service must be comparable to the 
fares for similar trips on the regular bus service. 

Cost Impact - Although it is difficult to predict the actual 
level of fare that would apply under a "comparable" fare 
criterion, some broad estimates of cost are possible. If, for 
example, the average-sized systems shown in Table 9 were charging 
$1.50 per trip and reduced this fare to 56 cents (the 1983 
nationwide average bus fare), they might be expected to see a 15 
to 38 percent increase in total trips (based upon a price 
elasticity range of 0.25 to 0.6(9]) and thus roughly the same 
percentage increases in gross operating costs. This would be the 
result, not of the final rule's "comparable fares" criterion, but 
of a requirement for equivalent fares. However, a fare of $1.50 
is probably as high as most specialized systems would charge, and 
these estimates can thus be regarded as maximum cost impacts. For 
systems already charging a low fare, this criterion would have 
no impact on cost. 

E. Eligibility 

Criterion: Recipients of federal transit aid who choose to comply 
by providing special service are required to provide such service 
for all handicapped persons who are physically unable to use the 
recipient's bus service for the general public. 

Cost Impact - It should be observed that the treatment of 
eligibility in the consultant's analysis is very different from 
the treatment given to this subject in the case study analysis. 
In the latter case, the effect of reducing the scope of eligi-
bility from the groups actually served by the case study systems 
to only the group required by the rule was considered. The 
consultant considered the effect of increasing eligibility for 

(9] See The Urban Institute report, Paratransit: 
Options for Urban Mobility, (undated). 

Neglected 
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special services from the "severely disabled" population of 
roughly 1.4 million persons (those who are incapable of using 
transit) to include an additional 6 million persons identified in 
the Department's survey as "tra~sportation handicapped" (persons 
whose disabilities make their use ~f transit more difficult but 
not impossible). The latter group, targeted by the model, is 
still somewhat more restricted than the groups actually served in 
the case study systems which frequently included able-bodied 
elderly and low-income persons as well as retarded persons. Thus, 
the findings from these two studies regarding the cost impacts of 
meeting the eligibility requirement under the rule are not 
comparable. In the case study analysis, the eligibility 
adjustment resulted in substantial cost reductions, while in the 
consultant's analysis, the eligibility adjustment results in 
substantial cost increases, averaging 61 percent. 

V. COMPARISON OF TOTAL ANNUAL PARATRANSIT COSTS, USER-SIDE 
SUBSIDY TAXI COSTS, AND ALTERNATIVE COST LIMITS IN DIFFERENT 
SIZED CITIES 

The previous section examined the cost implications for transit 
authority-operated paratransit systems of different sizes to meet 
each service criterion one at a time. This section combines the 
criteria in various ways in order to assess the total annual 
compliance costs associated with alternative levels of specialized 
paratransit service. The paratransit costs are estimated for 
systems of different sizes and compared with user-side subsidy 
(taxi) costs and the alternative cost limits to reveal the 
financial exposure associated with alternative regulatory 
approaches. 

Table 11 sets forth the model cost estimates for transit 
authority-operated paratransit and user-side subsidy taxi systems 
in average-sized cities in four population categories together 
with the projected cost limits for such systems. The range of 
costs estimated for five levels of paratransit and user-side 
subsidy service is based on different assumptions about restrict-
ing service criteria and whether the handicapped population 
eligible for special services would include all "transportation 
handicapped"--those persons whose physical conditions make it 
difficult for them to use transit--or only "severely disabled" 
persons whose physical disabilities prohibit use of regular 
transit. 
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TABLE 11 
cntPARISOO OF GRa;S ANtll\L <DSTS OF PARATRANSIT MD USER-smE StmmY SERVICES AND 

CDS!' LIMITS IN SYS1'EMS SERVIK; AVERAGE-SIZID CITIES 
(In th>usands of 1983 dollars) 

001' 
User- User• Mj!" 

oor Side Side User-
7.U 3.0\ Paratransit Paratransit Adjusted SUbsidy subsidy Side 

City Size O>st O>st Service Costs f ran Paratransit Service O>sts Subsidy 
Category Limit Limit Level Hodel O>sts Level Fran Model O>sts 

Less than 75 61 a 756 674 a 513 544 
250,000 b 462 412 b 170 180 
(197 cities1 c 277 247 c fJ7 92 
average pop. d 194 173 d 60 64 
118,000) e 120 107 

250-500,000 184 193 a 1,205 1,090 a 708 7SO H 
c:: 

(35 cities1 b 739 668 b 234 248 I 
~ 

average pop. c 435 393 c 120 127 ~ 

357,000) d 300 271 d 84 89 
e 194 175 

500,000- 506 506 a 1,570 1,420 a 859 910 
1 million b 958 866 b 285 302 
(22 cities1 c 570 515 c 146 155 
average pop. d 395 357 d 105 111 
693,000) e 250 226 . 
Oller 3,456 2,408 a 2,107 2,802 a 1,092 1,158 
1 million b 1,290 1,716 b 360 382 
(19 cities, c 764 1,016 c 185 196 
average p>p. d 535 712 d 130 138 
1,573,000) e . 335 446 

A list of detailed notes explaining the service level and mst asslll¢ions are foum on pages N-11 and 
IV-12. 
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Explanatory Notes for Table 11 

The cost estimates for cities of population of one million or 
more do not include data from New York, Los Angeles, Chicago, 
Philadelphia, San Francisco, JJnd Boston. 

The cost limit estimates are based on 7.1\ of all UMTA 1983 
transit assistance received, and 3.0\ of recipients' operat-
ing expenses for the year July 1981-June 1982. These data 
were compiled- from the UMTA Section 15 reporting"system for 
404 transit systems g~ouped by urban area size and reflect 
average cost limits across all systems in each population 
group. 

The paratransit costs may be interpreted as representing the 
cost per system in the average-sized city in each population. 
category, rather than the cost per city. All costs in column 
5 are based on a cost per vehicle hour of $23.00, the 
national average in the data set of 53 publicly operated 
paratransit systems. 

For user-side subsidy systems, the average total taxi cost 
per trip (including the user's portion of the fare) is $5.60, 
which is derived from DOT-sponsored studies of taxi fares in 
several cities, plus a 20 percent administrative cost add on. 

The DOT adjustments in columns 6 and 9 reflect the following 
factors: 

The paratransit costs from the model have been adjusted in 
column 6 to reflect various costs per vehicle hour rather 
than the $23.00 per hour average used in the model estimates. 
For cities over one million, the average cost per vehicle 
hour is $30.50. For the other three population categories, 
the hourly vehicle costs average between $20.50 and $20.80. 

User-side subsidy taxi costs have been adjusted in column 9, 
because the model based the user-side costs on paratransit 
data which include the ~rips of approximately 7 percent of 
wheelchair persons who cannot use taxis. The national 
average taxi cost is estimated as $5.60 per trip, while the 
average per trip cost by lift-equipped vans is estimated at 
$10.00. By taxi, 100,000 trips would cost $560,000, but 
7,000 of those trips need a lift-equipped van, increasing 
total cost by six percent to $591,000. Thus, the model's 
user-side subsidy taxi cost estimates have been increased 
by six percent to include supplementary lift service for 
wheelchair persons who cannot use taxis. 
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The service level letter codes a throu h e reflect the 
following operating characteristics o systems: 

Eligibility includes all ·~itr.ansportation handicapped" persons 
who are limited to some degree in their use of public trans-
portation. This group is estimated by DOT to number 7.4 
million persons nationwide. The system exceeds the 
eligibility requirement of the final rule. The system is 
assumed to meet all of the other service criteria, except 
that reasonable response time means same day service which 
exceeds the requirement of the final rule. 

Eligibility is restricted to "severely disabled" persons 
(i.e., those who cannot physically use regular transit . 
because of disabilities). The size of this group is 'esti-
mated at 1.4 million persons nationwide. Mentally retarded 
persons are not in this group unless they also suffer other 
handicaps that physically prevent them from using regular 
buses. The system is assumed to meet the eligibility 
requirement and all of the other service criteria, except 
that it assumes response time means same-day service, which 
exceeds the requirement of the final rule. 

Same as (b), but a 24-hour advance response time is per-
mitted, which fully meets the requirement of the final rule. 

Same as (c), but the system need not serve the same 
geographic area as the regular transit service. (This is 
roughly interpreted to mean that the special service could 
serve the central city but not the suburbs, or alternatively, 
service might be restricted to neighborhood zones.) 

Same as (d), but trip destinations would be restricted for 
paratransit systems. The cost impacts ~f such restrictions 
for user-side subsidy services were not calculated. (The 
consultant's data did not include direct information on trip 
purpose restrictions or priorities. The consultant's study 
uses destination restrictions--such as "many-to-few" systems 
that serve unlimited origins but deliver users only to 
selected destinations like employment centers, medical 
centers, universities, and major shopping areas--as a sur-
rogate for trip purpose restrictions. This treatment of the 
criterion may be of limited utility, since systems which 
restrict trip purposes do not necessarily restrict dispersion 
of destinations within the service area.) 

The (c) level of service is the closest approximation of that 
required by the final rule. 
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The average paratransit cost per vehicle hour of $23.00 assumed in 
the model estimates for all city size groups has been adjusted by 
DOT in column 6 of the table to reflect the fact that cost per . 
vehicle hour of paratransit services varies substantially with 
city size. Also, the model's user-side subsidy cost estimates 
have been increased by six pe~&en~ ·to include su~plementary lift 
van service for persons who cannot use taxis (see column 9 of the 
table). 

The estimates shown in Table 11 sugges~ that transit systems in 
cities over one million could meet all service criteria and the 
eligibility requirement at service level (c) by providing 
paratransit or user-side subsidy taxi services at costs that 
are well below the 7.1 and 3.0 percent cost limits. 

For systems serving cities of 500,000 to one million population, 
user-side subsidy service, which fully meets the service criteria 
and eligibility requirement at service level (c) could be provided 
at costs that are well below both cost limits. Publicly operated 
paratransit service could also be provided within both cost 
limits, if service is restricted to a smaller geographic area 
than that covered by the fixed-route system (service level (d)). 

For cities of 250,000 to 500,000, it appears .that transit systems 
could fully comply with the criteria at costs within both cost 
limits by offering user-side service at service level {c). Also, 
paratransit service meeting the criteria could probably be pro-
vided within the cost limit at service level (e) in cities of 
about 350,000 or more population. 

For small cities (250,000 or less), most transit systems probably 
could provide user-side subsidy service within both cost limits, 
if service areas are restricted (service level (d)). However, in 
order for small systems to provide publicly operated paratransit 
service, much longer response times, together with service area 
and trip purpose restrictions would be needed to bring costs under 
the cost limits. 

This information makes it clear that smaller systems would have 
the most difficulty in meeting th~ eligibility and service 
criteria requirements for special service at costs below the 
rule's limit on required expenditures. However, according to the 
model estimates, paratransit .meeting all 9f the service criteria 
could be provided in large urban areas (over one million persons) 
where approximately 44 percent of the nation's 7.4 million "trans-
portation handicapped" population reside. Assuming that "s~verely 
disabled" residents of large cities who cannot use regular transit 
are distributed in a s imi lar manner as all "transportation handi-
capped" residents, then approximately 44 percent of the eligible 
user population targeted by the Department as potentially entitled 
to speci.al services might be served by paratransit systems in 
large cities in full compliance with the service criteria while 
not exceeding the limits on required expenditures. Given the 
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relationships between city size, service, and cost, therefore, it 
is likely that the final rule would produce the most noticeable 
improvements in service in .lar9e cities. 

. ... ~ ,;· ..... 

The model estimates for user-side subsidy service present a some-
what different picture of the impacts on localities of responding 
to the final rule. Based on the model results, the potential 
costs of operating user-side subsidy service (at non-union costs) 
are substantially below the paratransit costs. Therefore, it 
appears that systems in all but the smallest urban areas (under 
200,000) should be able to provide user-side subsidy service which 
fully meets the service criteria within the cost limits. 

In terms of the eligible user population to be served, user-side 
subsidy service which fully complies with the rule could pot~n- · 
tially be supplied in urban areas of over 200,000 persons where 
approximately 65 percent of the nation's 7.4 million "transpor-
tation handicapped" population resides. Assuming that "severely 
disabled" residents are distributed similarly to the "transporta-
tion handicapped" population in these areas, then potentially 65 
percent of the eligible user population targeted to receive 
special services could be served by user-side subsidy systems 
meeting all service criteria while not exceeding the cost limits. 

VI. SOME FACTORS AFFECTING COST 

A. Type of Operation: Paratransit Versus User-Side Subsidy 

The conclusions presented above apply only to transit-operated 
paratransit systems whose costs, which ranged from $20.50 to 
$30.00 per vehicle-hour in 1983, tend to reflect union-level wage 
rates. Cost per trip ranged from $6.83 to $15.00 • . A number of 
transit systems, however, which operate their own paratransit 
vehicles, also contract out at least part of the service through 
user-side subsidy taxi operations. The average taxi cost per trip 
of $5.60 (including a total fare charge) estimated for user-side 
subsidy service is substantially less than the average paratransit 
cost per trip. If more transit systems opted to supply a com-
bination of publicly operated paratransit and user-side subsidy 
service, this should enable many, though not all, systems to meet 
the service criteria requirements within the cost limits. 

B. Treatment of Revenue from Fares 

The rule would "credit" recipients (for purposes of the cost 
limit) with the gross costs they incur to provide specialized 
paratransit services, regardless of the revenue they get back from 
fares. Some commenters suggested that transit systems be credited 
only with net costs (gross costs minus farebox revenue) and that 
doing so would help bring their financi~l exposure closer to the 
cost limits. 
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The consultant's analysis of the net cost of paratransit systems 
suggests that, even on a net cost basis, cities of less than about 
700,000 persons would have difficulty coming in under the cost 
limits.[10) 

.. ~ - ... 

For user-side subsidy programs, however, the treatment of gross 
program costs would vary among recipients, depend~nt on differ-
ences in the fare subsidy formulas and the subsidy mechanisms 
adopted. The costs of user-side subsidy programs presented in 
Table 11 assume that transit operators would subsidize 100 percent 
of the fares charged to eligible users. However, according to an 
UMTA survey of user-side subsidy programs, a majority of operators 
subsidize only SO percent of the total fare charge by providing 
users with scrip or tickets, which they redeem for rides. Users 
are responsible for paying the balance of their fares in cash. 
Under the rule, recipients are entitled to claim only the actual 
program expense supporting user-side subsidy operations. For most 
recipients, this would include the subsidy payment per trip (total " 
trip cost minus the user fare) plus an administrative expense. 
Therefore, the potential costs of user-side subsidy services would 
probably be about SO percent below those indicated in Table 11. 
Claiming only the actual program expense for user-side subsidy 
taxi service would enable virtually all transit systems to comply 
with the rule for less than the cost limits. · 

VII. COMPARISON OF THE COSTS OF SO PERCENT ACCESSIBLE BUS SERVICE 
AND COST LIMITS 

According to the cost projections in Table 12, the annual cost of 
adding lifts to one-half of the buses in a transit operator's 
fleet is less than both cost limits in all cities (assuming no 
fleet expansion). The capital cost of adding a wheelchair lift to 
an urban transit bus is estimated at $10,000; annual operating and 
maintenance costs are assumed to be $800.00 annually.[11] Some 

110] David Lewis report, Op. cit., supra. See estimates in 
Figure 3 of report. 

{11] The National Highway Cooperative Research Program Report, 
Planning Transportation Services for Handicapped Persons--
User 1 s Guide, September 1983. These estimates are drawn from 
the NCHRP report and reflect the lower end of the observed 
range, (seep. 17, Tables 19 and 20, and p. 41), which DOT 
believes to be the more realistic for projection purposes. 
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'I'Mt£ 12' GRlSS ANtlW. CDSTS POR 50t AND loot LIPl'-fX)UtPm> BOS ~Si'OO Ml> ron>NU.OON TO SPOCIAL SERVICE CDSl'S MEETIN; THE RJLE 
(In thousand9 of 1983 cbllars) 

001' 7.1• ' 3.0 Adjusted City Size O>st Cbst 50\ Bus 100\ Bus Paratransit category IJmit Limit Accessibilityl Acoessibllityl Cl:>sts4 

Lf!!Ra thmt 250,000 75 61 352 502 
(197 ·clties1 aver. 663 943 247 JXJPU].ation 118,000) 

250 - 500,000 
16o2 22g2 (35 cities1 average 184 193 

population 357,000) 3053 4363 393 
3062 4372 500,000 - 1 ndllion 506 506 

(22 citesr average 5943 0343 515 population 693,000) 

over 1 ndl.llon 3,456 2,408 95g2 1,3692 
(19 cities1 aver. l,83o3 2,6143 1,016 population 1,573,000) 

oor 
AdjUBted 
User-Side 
&lb. O>sts4 

93 

127 

155 

1'6 

1. The capital oost of a wheelchair lift for a standard transit coach le asaaned to be $10,000. 'ftl9 annual operating and maintenance met is based on $650 per lift for maintenance, and $150 per lift. for insurance, pronotion and marketing oosts. 
2. 'ftlea@ figures do not include fleet expansion. 
3. '1'he9e figures assme a 3.5 percent fleet expmsion1 1.5 percent expansion to ·restore lost aeata an1 2.0 percent for nore frequent neintenanoe of lifts. 
4. See notea to Table 11 for explanation of oost adjUBtments. 

H 
<: 
I ..... 

..J 
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cost figures shown in Table 12 also illustrate the impact of some 
fleet expansion to compensate for lost seats and added maintenance 
down-time.Jl2] 

It also appears that 50 percent accessible bus service would be 
less expensive for transit systems to operate than paratransit 
services meeting the service criteria in all cities, without fleet 
expansion to compensate for lost seats and added maintenance. 
However, while SO percent lift-bus service would cost less than 
user-side subsidy service in systems serving cities of under about 
250,000 population, user-side service would always cost less than 
lift-bus service in systems serving cities over 250,000. 

VIII. COSTS OF 100 PERCENT ACCESSIBLE BUS SERVICE 

Table 12 also displays the cost of equipping 100 percent of a 
transit system's buses with lifts. These costs, without fleet 
expansion, would generally fall beneath the 7.1 percent and 3.0 
percent cost limits. 

IX. ·CONCLUSIONS 

Based on the findings from the model analysis, two important 
points emerge. First, it is proportionately much easier for 
·transit systems in larger cities to provide special service 
meeting all service criteria of the final rule for less than the 
cost· limits than it is for systems serving small cities. Second, 
with respect to special services, th•re appears to be a clear cost 
incentive for virtually all transit systems to meet the criteria 
by providing user-side subsidy taxi service. However, this 
alternative may not be feasible in all localities for institu-
tional reasons, e.g., UMTA Section l3(c) labor requirements may 
pose a barrier to the use of user-side subsidies in some cities. 
In such cases, the accessible-bus option would provide an attrac-
tive cost alternative for meeting the regulations, although it is 
likely to provide substantially fewer trips to handicapped persons 
than user-side subsidy service, and thus represents a less cost-
effective approach to compliance. 

{12] Assumes 1.5 percent expansion to restore lost seats and 2.0 
percent for more frequent maintenance. Although some 
analysts argue for the inclusion of such costs, the NCHRP 
study found that because the frequency of lift use has been 
low in most lift-bus systems, there has been little impact on 
fleet expansion and the necessity of repairing lifts has been 
low also. Therefore, ~he 3.5 percent model estimate is 
generous since there is little evidence to support the 
supposition that these cost items deserve attention. The 
Department believes the "no fleet expansion" figures are more 
realistic estimates of accessible bus system costs. 

·' 
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CHAPTER V 

COMPARISON OF THE ANNUAL COSTS OF ACCESSIBLE BOS AND 
SPECIALIZED TRANSPORTATION SERVICES IN CASE STUDY 

SYSTEMS AND ESTIMATES FROM THE NATIONAL MODEL 

This Chapter compares the results of the case study analysis 
presented in Chapter III with the model analysis in Chapter IV. 
The first section of this chapter compares the incremental cost 
impacts of meeting each of the service criteria in the case study 
systems with the national average cost impacts estimated by the 
paratransit model. The second section compares the cost limits 
and the annual costs of operating accessible bus or specialized 
services in the case study systems and in transit systems serving 
average-sized cities nationwide to determine the total financial 
implications associated with the alternative service options. 
Section three examines modifications in the service criteria which 
might enable more systems to meet the regulations, and assesses 
the impacts of setting the 7.1 and 3.0 percent cost limits at 
alternative levels. 

~ .. COST IMPACTS OF MEETING THE INDIVIDUAL SERVICE CRITERIA 

'The Tesults of the case study and model analyses projecting the 
percentage cost effects of meeting the various service criteria 
are presented in Table 13.[1] .The case study estimates represent 
the percentage cost increases over current total program expenses 
of removing service restrictions one at a time. 

As noted in the previous chapter, the model estimates represent 
the national average impacts for a very restricted "minimal" para-
transi t system (one in which eligibility, geograph~c area and trip 
destinations are restricted and 24-hour advance reservations 
apply) to meet each service criterion separately. 

Comparison of the estimates from the case studies and those from 
the model analysis indicate significant differences in the cost 
impacts measured for the individual service criterion. The model 
estimates are consiste~tly higher than the impacts estimated in 
the various case study systems. Such variation is not surprising, 
since the model analysis is founded on an attempt to depict the 
potential impacts of the rule on a very restricted system in which 

11.1 This comparison does ~ot include the cost of meeting the days 
Bnd hours of service criterion, since the model analysis did 
not take account of this requirement. 

·' 
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most service criteria are not met. The case study systems already 
fully or partially meet many of the service requirements, and 
thus, the impacts measured in the cases would not be expected to 
be as great as in the model. The results are compared below. 

TABLE 13 
INCREMENTAL COST IMPACTS OF EACH SERVICE CRITERION 

FROM CASE STUDY RESULTS AND AS ESTIMATED BY THE MODEL !/ 

Percentage Impact on Annual Cost 
Change in 

Service Level 
Case Study Model 
Estimates ll Estimates· 3/ 

Remove 24 Hour Advance Reservation 

Remove Geographic Area Restriction 

Remove Trip Destination Restrictions 

Eliminate Subscription Service 

+33 to +SQ 

-7 

+15 !/ 
+30 to +50 

+35 to +109 

+26 to +63 .' 

+57 to +82 

+39 

l/ The following service attributes are assumed in the model for a 
hypothetical "minimal" system: 

• Eligibility restricted to severely disabled persons: 
• Advance reservation of 24 hours or more required: 
• Destinations and trip purposes restricted: 
• Geographic range of service restricted: 
• Subscription service required for recurring journeys. 

2/ The case study estimates reflect the range of percentage 
effects over current total program expenses of removing each 
service restriction separately. Since the case systems already 
provide levels of service which satisfy many of the criteria, at 
most, five, and sometimes only one, system(s) are affected per 

. criterion. 

3/ The cost impacts of removing service restrictions in the 
vminimal" system have been averaged across all city sizes, and 
reflect the range between one standard deviation below and above 
the mean average cost for all cities. 

4/ This estimate is based on only one case study system -
Cleveland. 

·' 
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A. Response Time 

Response times for the paratransit systems in the model's sample 
vary widely since reservations are required from 2 hours to one· 
week in advance of scheduled trip times. Based on the model 
results, paratransit systems which provide response times of 24 
hours or more could experience annual cost increases averaging 
nearly 70 percent (over the base cost assumed for the "minimal" 
system) if immediate response service were required. 

All of the case study systems require prior day reservations up 
to a maximum of 24 hours and could comply with the rule which 
requires response times within 24 hours of trip requests. 
However, in comparison to the model results, the case studies 
suggest that if immediate, rather than 24-hour, response time 
would be required, this could result in cost increases ranging 
from one-third to one-half times above current program costs. 

B. Geographic Area Coverage 

According to the model estimates, systems which operate in a 
restricted portion of the urbanized area could realize annual cost 
increases av~raging about 40 percent (over the base cost assumed 
for the "minimal" system) by expanding paratiansit service to the . 
entire urbanized area. The ·model simulates the average restric- . 
tion across a range of systems, each of which applies restrictions 
in a somewhat different manner. Thus, it is impossible to deter-
mine how severe the average restriction is, although the consult-
ant roughly interprets that restricted systems in his database are 
providing full service only to downtown areas or neighborhood 
zones.· These restrictions represent severe limitations on service 
compared to the area coverage provided in case study paratransit 
systems. 

Findings from the case studies indicated that all of the special 
service systems provide geographic area coverage equivalent to or 
exceeding the fixed-route area coverage, which satisfies the re-
quirement of the rule.· However, the case study system of Brockton 
could realize an approximate 7 percent reduction in its current 
program costs if it eliminated paratransit trips by_ handicapped 
patrons to points outside the fixed-route service area. 

c. Trip Purpose Requirement 

The difference between the case study and model estimates for 
removing trip purpose restrictions is due to the fact that the 
model accounts for the impacts of trip purpose restrictions 
indirectly by limiting destinations to such sites as bus terminals 
and hospitals. Therefore, the impacts measured by the model in 
Table 13 are only marginally useful in determining the effect of 
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this criterion, since systems which restrict trip purposes typi-
cally do not restrict destinations within the aervice area. 
Nevertheless, based on the model results, the removal of auch 
restrictions could increase annual costs by an average of nearly 
60 percent. 

The case study estimate of 15 percent for removal of trip purpose 
restrictions reflects the increase in Cleveland's current program 
cost of expanding service from work, school, and medical trips to 
all trip purposes. Since Cleveland already partially meets this 
criterion, the 15 percent estimate may be low compared to what 
other systems with more restrictive practices might encounter to 
expand service to all trip purposes. Therefore, the impacts 
estimated in the model and in Cleveland might represent the high 
and low end of the range of costs of meeting this criterion. 

The issue of subscription service (which entitles users to 
standing reservations for recurring trip purposes) was raised by . 
some handicapped groups who argued that it represents a form of .. 
trip prioritization and should be eliminated. 

Our analysis of subscription service operations in the various 
case studies indicates that all systems can meet existing demand 
for both subscription trips and demand-responsive dial-a-ride 
trips without . imposing trip priorities. Moreover, subscription 
service was found to be the most cost-effective form of service 
provided by case systems, and if its elimination would be 
required, this could increase current program costs by 30 to SO 
percent and cause substantial disruptions in existing forms of 
service. 

Based on the model estimate, the removal of subscription service 
could increase annual paratransit costs by approximately 40 per-
cent, which falls within the range of cost impacts calculated for 
the case study systems. It was for these reasons that we 
specified in the final rule that this criterion is not intended to 
prevent subscription service. 

D. Eligibility 

It is important to reiterate that the treatment of eligibility in 
the consultant's analysis is very different from the treatment 
given to this subject in the .. case study analysis. In the latter 
case, the effect of reducing the scope of eligibility from the 
groups actually served by the case study systems to only the group 
required by the rule (those with physical disabilities who cannot 
use the regular bus system) was considered. The consultant 
considered the effect of increasing eligibility for special serv-
ices from the "severely disabled" population of roughly 1.4 
million persons targeted to receive special services to include an 
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additional 6 million persons identified in the Department's survey 
as "transportation handicapped" (persons whose disabilities make 
their use of transit more difficult). The latter group, targeted 
by the model, is still somewhat more restricted than the groups 
actually served in the case study systems, which frequently 
included able-bodied elderly, low-income, and mentally retarded 
persons. Thus, the findings from these two studies regarding the 
cost impacts of meeting the eligi~ility requirement of the final 
rule are not comparable. In the case study analysis, the 
eligibility adjustment resulted in substantial cost reductions, 
while in the consultant's analysis, the eligibility adjustment 
results in substantial cost increases, averaging .61 percent. 

E. Summary 

Results from both analyses indicate that the cost impacts vary 
dramatically with shifts in eligibility standards and 24-hour 
advance reservation requirements. For example, in both the 
national model and in the case systems of Cleveland and Brockton, 
the projected costs of paratransit .with eligibility restricted to 
physically handicapped persons and with short response times are 
roughly equivalent to the costs of. extending eligibility to a 
broad population of eligible users and providing response times 
within 24 hours of trip requests. In other word~, the savings 
gained by permitting advance reservations allow the serving of a 
larger ridership group. Nationally, the combined costs of 
extended eligibility and reduced response times are roughly equal 
to the projected costs of meeting the other service criteria. 
The Department chose to lessen the costs of the final rule by 
allowing 24-hour response times and by limiting eligibility to 
persons physically unable to use regular transit. 

The differences in the cost impacts estimated in the two analyses 
illustrate the degree of uncertainty about the actual costs of 
meeting the service criteria. In view of that uncertainty, the 
costs of full service criteria compliance are considered to fall 
within the range of estimates derived from the two analyses, but 
an attempt to settle on figures within those ranges would simply 
be a guess. This is another reason why a cost limit is useful to 
prevent undue financial burdens on individual systems, the circum-
stances of which can be expected to yary widely. 

II. COMPARISON OF THE TOTAL ANNUAL COSTS AND COST LIMITS FOR 
SPECIAL SERVICES AND ACCESSIBLE BUS SYSTEMS IN CASE STUDY 
SYSTEMS AND AVERAGE SYSTEMS NATIONWIDE 

This section compares the adjusted costs of accessible services in 
the case study systems to the model estimates to determine whether 
observed differences in costs can be explained in light of differ-
ences in the analytical approaches. Table 14 displays the 
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adjusted model cost estimates of meeting the service criteria for 
accessible lift-bus, paratransit, and user-side subsidy service. 
The table also sets forth the cost estimates for the aeven case 
study systems, as well as the projected cost limits for both the 
model and case study systems. (Note that cost adjustments 
referred to in the table are explained in Chapters III and IV.) 

Inspection of the table reveals wide variation between the model 
estimates and fig~res from the case study systems. Such variation 
should not be surprising, since the model is founded .on an attempt 
to depict "average" systems. The case study figures come from 
transit authority estimates in real-world settings. 

It may be useful to briefly note some of the ways in which the 
case study systems diverge from the systems posited by the·model. 
For one thing, all the case study special service systems provide 
a higher level of service with respect to response time require- . 
ments than is presumed for the model. In case study systems, .. 
. response time of less than 24 hours is usually the case. The 
.model estimates are based on a more restricted service in which 
advance notice of 24 hours or more is allowed. Therefore, the 
cost impacts of providing shorter response times in the case 
systems would be lower than those estimated by the model. 

The case study systems also appear. to be more generous in their 
eligibility requirements than are the systems in model. Further, 
even where a case study city, e.g., Pittsburgh, has an eligibility 
standard that is nominally similar to the model's, the actual 
administration of such a standard is likely to be more lenient 
in practice than in theory. It is evident that especially for 
systems in large cities the model may have a tendency to under-
estimate the cost of paratransit services, due to forecasting too 
large a demand reduction associated with the imposition of advance 
reservations and eligibility restrictions. 

The wide variation in the model and case study cost estimates for 
50 percent lift-bus service in large cities reflects differences 
in the service assumptions used in these two studies. .The model 
costs are based on the assumption that only standard-sized buses 
would be equipped with lifts. The hypothetical cost estimate 
for SO percent lift-bus service in Seattle assumes a mixed fleet 
composition including articulated buses with a higher unit cost 
per lift. Also, the annual .maintenance/operating cost assumed in 
the model is $800.00 per bus, compared to $910.00 per bus in the 
Seattle case. Despite these variations, both the model and case 
study estimates reflect costs which are in lirte with those of ·the 
more successful lift-bus operations. 

The ~hole range of estimates generated from the model and . from the 
case study systems should be looked at as a reasonable range of 
the potential costs of complying with the 504 regulations. Col-
lectively it appears that systems in virtually all cities should 
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TABLE 14 
cnmuu~ CF PRaJWrED ANRJ1\L rosrs CF ACCESSIBLE TRANSPORI'ATIOO AL'l'EIM\TIVF.S 

FULLY MEm'Iro 'lllE RJLE IN CASE S'IU>Y AND KDEL SYS1'EMS 
(in toousands of 1983 cbllars) 

Urhmized Area O>st Limits case study 
~pulations Projected 50\ Lift- Paratransit User-Side case Cost Projected By ~l Bus Costs Cbsts SUbsidy O>sts studies Limits 

bv fotxlel~ 1...l.' .).()\ ~ {MQdellU_ (ft>dell u M1usted Costs 7.1, 3.0\ 

Less 'ttlan 245 
250,000 75 61 35 247 92 Brockton 142 146 

paratransit 
2550,000- 103 
500,000 184 163 160 393 1Z7 Hmrpton 180 163 

paratransit 
500,000 242 < Ole Million 506 506 306 515 155 Akron 296 250 I 

ptratransit/ ..... 
· lift-bus service 

OUer Ole 555 
Million 3,456 2,408 958 1,016 196 Kansas City 736 816 

user-side/ 
lift-bus service 

3,100 4,300 3,288 
Cleveland 

paratransit 

2,700 . 
Pittsburgh 7,900 3,700 

puatransit/ 
user-side 
subsidy 

1.200 
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be able to comply with the regulations for less than the proposed 
.cost limits by providing 50 percent lift-bus systems. User-side 

subsidy se~vice appears to represent an even more attractive cost 
option for most systems to comply with the rule at relatively low 
cost and high cost-effectiveness. 

Both the model and case study results project problems for systems 
in small cities to provide paratransit meeting the criteria at 
costs within the cost limits. In larger cities, the model pro-
jects paratransit costs which are well below both cost limits, 
while the case study results project paratransit costs closer to 
the limits. 

III. COMPARISON OF THE 7.1 AND 3.0 PERCENT COST LIMITS AND 
ALTERNATIVE COST LIMITS 

A. Background 
. . . . . 
. ·' 

~he NPRM proposed cost limits of 7.1 percent and 3.0 percent based 
on the Milwaukee user-side subsidy program that satisfied most of 
the service criteria. The assumption was that Milwaukee could run 
its system at 7.l percent of its federal subsidy and 3.0 percent 
of its operating budget without incurri~g any undue financial 
burdens. Since these standards yielded virtually identical 
amounts when applied to nationwide total transit grant assistance 
and total transit operating expenses, it was assumed that user-
side subsidy service could be instituted in most urban areas 
nationwide at similar program cost w~thin both cost limits. 

However, the NPRM recognized that Milwaukee's cost and, hence, the 
cost limits, might not be representative of those of other transit 
authorities since local responses to meeting the service criteria 
could be expected to vary from community to community. Indeed, 
this has proven to be the situation in the case study systems and 
in the model analysis of 53 paratransit systems. In both anal-
yses, the varied approaches to special service provision have been 
found to produce significant differences in total program costs, 
and mixed results regarding ~he abilities of various sized systems 
to meet the service criteria and cost limits. 

All of the conclusions thus far have hinged on meeting the 7.1 
and 3.0 percent cost limits, ·based on historical levels of federal 
transit aid and total operating expenses. However, levels of 
federal transit assistance have shifted significantly over the 
last few years. Beginning in FY 1983, UMTA replaced the section 5 
formula grant program with a new section 9 program which capped 
operating funds at FY 1982 levels, and increased bus capital. 
Both the section 9 allocation formula and the section 3 capital 
formula have been changed resulting in significant funding shifts 
among urbanized areas. The net effect of these changes has been a 
decline in federal transit aid in real terms. 
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B. Options 

Table 15 displays the impacts of setting the 7.l ~ercent spending 

limit given at FY 1984 levels of federal transit aid. It also 

shows the impacts of setting the cost limits off of alternative 
funding bases and percentage levels based on recommendations 
submitted to the docket. The advantages and disadvantages of each 

option are described below. 

Alternative 1: Retain 7.1 Percent Federal Assistance Cost Limit 

This approach would involve a rule structured like the NPRM; 
·all service criteria would have to be met to the extent possible 

within the proposed 7.l percent cost limit based on a thre~ year 

average of federal transit aid. Recipients would not have to 
spend more than the maximum expenditure generated by the cost 
limit, even if they could not meet all of the criteria. 

Comparison of the projected case system expenditure levels in 
columns three and four of Table 15 indicates that calculating the 

cost limit on the basis of 7.1 percent of FY 1984 federal transit 

aid would enable five of the seven case systems to meet the cri-

teria and cover their program costs, whereas six systems were able 

to do ·so based on a three year average of FY 1981-83 federal aid. 

The most significant change occurs in Cleveland, whose maximum 
expenditure level based on 7.l percent of FY 1984 federal aid 
would drop to about 80 percent of the amount estimated at his-

. torical levels. The decline in Cleveland's expenditure level is 

due to a substantial reduction in section 3 capital grants between 

FY 1981 and 1984. At current levels of federal aid, Cleveland 
could no longer .meet the paratransit service criteria within the 

7.1 percent cost limit. 

Alternative 2: Set Cost Limit to Match Paratransit Costs 

In order to generate sufficient revenues for all of the case study 

special service systems to meet the service criteria and cover 
their costs, a cost limit based on federal assistance would have 

to be set at approximately 13.5 percent. This estimate is low 

compared to the model analysis which estimated that a nationwide 

federal assistance cap would need to be set at approximately 19 

percent in order to cover the paratransit cost in all cities. If 

small systems like the case study system of Brockton (serving 
cities under 250,000) are excluded from meeting the service cri• 

teria, a cost limit of approximately 7.5 percent would probably be 

sufficient. However, setting the cost limit to cover paratransit 

costs is unrealistic, since most transit systems can meet the 
service criteria by providing lift-bus or user-side subsidy 
services for less than either cost limit. 
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Establish Alternative Federal Aid Cost Limits Based on NPRM 
Comments 

The cost limit proposals in the NPRM were the source of .a sub-
stantial number of comments to the docket. In general, handi-
capped commenters opposed any form of limit on expenditure levels, 
while most transit authorities found it equitable to relate the 
federal 504 requirement to the federal transit funds recipients 
received. A majority of transit authorities favored the annuali-
zation of section 3 capital funds, or the removal of section 3 
rail capital from the cost limit arguing (1) that their inclusion 
provides an unstable base for calculating the spending limit, and 
(2) that counting section 3 grants which support accessible rail 
projects would constitute double counting. Also, APTA recommended 
a 2.0 percent standard based on section 9 operating assistance 
only. The impacts of these alternative options are displayed in 
columns five through seven of Table 15 and discussed below. 

Alternative 3: Base 7.1 Percent Cost Limit on Section 9 
Apportionments and Annualize Section 3 Capital Funds 

The expenditure levels calculated for this alternative are shown 
in column five of Table 15. The annualization of Section 3 
capital funds produces changes in the spending levels of the large 
rail systems of Cleveland and Pittsburgh. The spending amount 
estimated for Cleveland would generate only about 90 percent of 
the revenue.necessary to meet the service criteria. The spending 
level calculated for Pittsburgh, while significantly reduced, 
would still be adequate to meet the service criteria and cover 
it's cost. 

Alternative 4: Base Cost Limit on 7.1 Percent of Section 9 
Apportionments and Section 3 Capital (excluding Rail Grants) 

Basing the cost limit on 7.1 percent of section 9 apportionments 
and section 3 bus capital would represent a less controversial and 
more stable base than including section 3 rail grants. Howevei, 
this adjustment also produces significant changes in the spending 
levels of the large rail systems of Cleveland and Pittsburgh. 
With rail capital excluded, neither system would be able to meet 
the criteria within the cost limits. A federal assistance cost 
limit would need to be set at about 10.5 percent, if rail capital 
funds are excluded from the base, in order to generate revenue 
equal to 7.1 percent of total transit aid in Cleveland. This 
alternative, of course, has no effect in non-rail cities. 

·' 
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Case 
Study 
System 

Cleveland 
(1982) 

Pittsburgh 

Seattle 
53% Lift-
Bus System 
(1983) 

Hypothetical. 
Lift-Bus 
system 
(1983) 

Ransas City 
Clm:>ined 

TABLE 15 
OM>AR!SOO CH 7 .1 m~'"Nl' FmERAL ASSISI'ANCE rosr LIMIT AT cmmmr 

AND HISIDRICAL EXPmDI'IURE LEVELS AND .ALTERNATIVE LIMITS* 
(in millions of d:>llars) 

Aitetnative Coat limits 
7.1% Sec. 'i.1, Sec. 

Adjusted 7.1% Sec. 1.1% See. 9&3 Rail Capital 9&3 Rail Capital 
Total Pro- 5, 9A & 3 9 & 3 Annualized Eliminated 
gram Cost (FY 1981-83) (FY 1984) (FY 19841** (FY 19841 

3.1 4.3 2.9 2.2 2.1 

2.7 7.9 0.0 3.1 2.4 

0.9 2.1 2.5 2.5 2.5 

1.2 2.1 2.5 2.5 2.5 

(In Thousands of Dollars) 

Regional System 555 736 667 724 724 
724 50% Lift-Bus 395 736 667 724 

Akron 
(1983) 242 296 312 301 301 

Hampton/N.N. 103 181 206 180 · 1eo 

Brockton 245 . 142 129 135 135 

2' of Sec. !J 

CFY 1984)_ 

.6 

.7 

.7 

.7 

188 
188 

088 

058 

036 

* Program rosts are for 1983 transit fiscal year beginning July 1982 and ending Jtme 1983, tml.ess 
otherwise noted. . '!be rost limit projections in Colunn 2 are based on a three year awrage of federal 
assistance1 those in Columns 3-6 are based on federal aid for the fiscal year covering <ktober 1983. to 
Septent>er 1984. 

** Rail cap!t~.is annualized at 10 percent disrount rate over 20 years, with a capital rost reoovery 

< 
I ..... ..... 
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Alternative 5: Base Cost Limit on 2.0 Percent of Section 9 Funds 

Setting th~ cost limit at 2.0 percent of OMTA section 9 apportion-
ments would represent the most congenial approach to the transit 
industry, based on the recommendation of the American Public 
Transit Association (APTA). However, this alternative produces 
spending levels which are inadequate for all case study systems 
to provide reasonable levels of service in compliance with the 
criteria. In order for the case cities to generate revenues 
sufficient to meet all service criteria, a cost limit would have 
had to be set at approximately 12 percent of section 9 apportion-
ments. The inadequacy of the 2.0 percent of the section 9 alter-
native is not surprising, since it appears to have been based 
simply on the nationwide minimum expenditure generated under the 
1981 interim final rule, which recommended expenditures well below 
the actual expenditures of many transit authorities. 

Base Cost Limit on Recipients' Total Operating Expenses 

Most handicapped commenters who expressed a preference on the cost 
limit approach favored a limit on total operating expenses. They 
believed that this would result in a more stable funding level 
than a limit based on federal appropriations, and considered it 
more equitable to relate expenditures for handicapped services as 
a percentage of the provider's overall expenses for the general 
public. · 

Most transit authorities considered it equi~able to relate the 
Section 504 requirement to federal transit assistance. However, 
many authorities' comments said they would accept a cost limit 
based on operating expenses if it yielded expenditure levels 
similar to those obtained under the federal assistance limit. 
A frequent transit authority comment on the operating expense 
cost limit was that the E & H program cost should be excluded from 
the base for purposes of estimating the annual expenditure level. 
APTA favored an operating expense limit set at a level roughly 
comparable to the 2.0 percent cost limit based on section 9 funds. 
Table 16 shows the impacts of retaining the 3.0 percent cost limit 
at current operating expense levels, and alternative bases for 
establishing the cost limit. · · 

Alternative 6: Retain 3.0 Percent Operating Expenses Cost Limit 
' . 
Calculating the expenditure level on the basis of 3.0 "percent of 
the case systems' 1983 total operating costs instead of historical 
levels does not appreciably change the abilities of the case 
systems to meet the service criteria. 
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TABLE 16 
<D1PAMS'm OP ALTERN.&tTIVE OPERATOO FX?ENSE <DST LIMITS* 

· (in millions of dollars) 

Adjusted 3.0% Total 3 • 0% IJ:bt:al 
3.0t Operatlf19 

Cbst Minus l.Ot Total 
Case . Total Operating · Operating Handicapped Operating 
Study Program Cbsts Cbsts Program Cbst Cbsts 
Ssstem 02sts [FY 1981-83) (FY 1983) (f'Y 1983) (FY 1983) 

Cl.evetam 3.1 3.3 3.2 3.1 1.1 
. (1982) 

Pittsburgh 2.7 3.7 4.1 4.0 1.4 

Seattle 
Lift/Bus 0.9 3.1 3.2 3.2 l.i 

Seattle 1.2 3.1 3.2 3.2 1.1 < 
Hypothetical ' .... 
IJ.ft/Bus Qlse w 

(1983) 
(In Th:>usands of n>llars) 

bnsas City 
Regional ~ 555 816 703 765 261 
bined 5'ystem 

Kansas City 395 816 783 765 261 
50% IJ.ft-Bus 

Akron 
(1983) 242 250 2<1 240 082 

Ramptor\I 103 163 162 160 054 
Newp>rt News 

Brockton 245 145 150 143 050 . 
-·· • Progrsn ex>sts are for fiscal year beginning July 1982 and ending June 1983· unless otherwise 

noted. '!be cost limit projections in ColU111l 2 are based on a three year average of total 
operating oosts1 all others are based on 1983 oosts only. 
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Alternative 7: 
Expenses Exe u 

This approach produces expenditure levels only slightly lower than 
those calculated for Alternative 6. In general, it makes little 
difference whether the case systems calculate their cost limit . 
levels off of 3.0 percent of the total operating costs or with the 
costs of handicapped services subtracted out. 

Alternative 8: Set Cost Limit at 1.0 Percent of Total Qperating 
Expenses 

This approach would satisfy APTA's proposal that if the cost limit 
is based on total operating expenses, it should be set at 4 level 
which would yield expenditures roughly comparable to those which 
would be generated by a federal assistance cap based on 2.0 per-· 
cent of section 9 apportionments. The revenues generated by a 
l.O percent cost limit in all but the largest systems are roughly 
comparable to the revenues produced by a 2.0 percent cost limit on 
section 9 assistance. However, a 1.0 percent limit would not 
generate sufficient funds to cover even the net program costs in 
most case systems. 

Alternative 9·: No Cost Limit 

This approach was favored by most handicapped commenters. If no 
cost limit is imposed, transit authorities might be expected to 
spend up to whatever it takes to meet the service criteria. This 
concept could be difficult to defend as imposing no undue finan-
cial burden. Interpretations of what constitutes acceptable 
service criteria and spending levels might be expected to vary 
from one locality to another with the possible result that both 
the service criteria and expenditure levels could be compromised 
drastically. In order to keep costs down, under · this approach, 
the Department would probably have had to scale down the service 
criteria considerably (e.g., tighter eligibility c~it~ria, no 
geographic area criterion). 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

The major reason for proposing a cost limit was to establish a 
predictable limit on the costs transit authorities would have to 
incur to comply with the rule. Both the idea of a limit (to keep 
regulatory costs to a reasonable level) and that of predictability 
·(to facilitate planning and budgeting) are important reasons for 
having a cost limit. 

According to the case study data, the 7.1 and J.O percent cost 
limits yield roughly equivalent expenditure amounts in all but 
the largest systems where the 3.0 percent cost limit produces 
the larger amount. Conversely, the annual cost limit levels 
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Based on the Preliminary Regulatory Impact Analysis published 
by the Department in May 1983, 7.1 percent =of FY 1981 federal 
assistance. funds and 3.0 percent of OMTA recipients' total 
operating budgets produced national maximum expenditure levels of 
$243 million and $245 million. In comparison, baaing a cost limit 
on 7.1 percent of FY 1983 federal aaaiatance and 3.0 percent of 
calendar year 1983 total transit operating expenses would result 
in maximum annual expenditure levels of •249 million[2) and $252 
million.[3] Thus, on a national basis, the cost limits appear to 
yield roughly equivalent e~penditure levels as well. 

(2) FY 1983 Federal program funds (Section 5, 9A and 3) of 
approximately $3.5 billion X 7.1\ • $249 million. Federal fiscal 
year covers October 1982 to September 1983. 

(3) 1983 total operating expenses reported by UMTA recipients 
~ under Section is reporting system of $8.4 billion X 3.0\ • $252 

million. Section 15 data cover the calendar year January-December 
1983. 
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CHAPTER VI 

NATIONAL LONG-TERM COSTS AND COST-EFFECTIVENESS OF THE REGULATORY OPTIONS 

In conjunction with its deliberations on this rulemaking, the Department has conducted two independent analyses to examine the potential national costs of implementing the proposed regulati9ns • . The first of these analyses was contained in the Preliminary Regulatory Impact Analysis (PRIA) which accompanied the NPRM. A second, more detailed study was initiated to address comments on the NPRM and update the PRIA projections of the nationwide cost · . burden resulting ~rom the implementation of alternative accessible services permitted under the rule. This second study was based on a mathematical model developed by a consultant; part of the study described in previous chapters. 
The Department's Transportation Systems Center (TSC) compared the estimates derived under the two analyses, and concluded that the consultant's study presents a more reasonable and accurate fore-cast of the likely national cost burden to be incurred under the final regulations. (Appendix C contains the detailed analysis provided by TSC.) 

This Chapter presents the cost projections from the consultant's ·study. These results replace the cost estimates contained in the PRIA, and reflect the Department's best estimate of the national costs associated with the final rule. The first section evaluates total cost for the various regulatory options; the second section estimates cost per trip as a measure of effectiveness and subjects the estimates to sensitivity analysis. 

I. NATIONAL COSTS 

This Section presents estimated national costs of paratransit and accessible bus systems in undiscounted 1983 dollars and in terms of their present value over the next 30 years (1983-2012)~ A discount rate of 10 percent per annum (in constant dollars) has been applied in calculating the present values. The 10 percent discount rate is that recommended by the Off ice of Management and Budget for federal investments. The estimates assume that para-transit systems would build up to full capacity over six years (six years is the assumed life of a paratransit van). Fixed-route bus costs are assumed to build up over 12 years for a 100 percent lift-equipped fleet--12 years is the average life of a bus; and over six years for 50 percent lift-equipped bus fleets. 
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TABLE 17 

NAT~ONAL ANNUAL COSTS OF PARATRANSIT AND ACCESSIBLE 
BUS SYSTEMS--STEADY STATE BUILD-UP 

(In Undiscounted 1983 Dollars) 

Paratransit (with eligibility 
restricted to "severely 
disabled" persons and 24-hour 
advance reservation) 

$106 million 
(after 6 year 
build-up) 

SO% Lift-Bus[l] $63 million 
(after 6 year 
build-up) 

100% Lift-Bus $90 million 
(after 12 year 
build-up) 

The national costs are displayed in Table 17 and Figure 2 for 
three options: 

Paratransit under two interpretations of "r~asonable" 
response time; 

SO percent lift-equipped bus fleet assuming a six-year 
build-up to full lift-equippage; and . 

SO percent lift-equipped bus fleet assuming a twelve-
year buil~-up to full lift-equippage. 

The costs are displayed for all cities including the six largest 
cities of New York, Los Angeles, Chicago, Philadelphia, San 
Francisco, and Boston, and are presented as though all recipients 
use either one approach or the other to comply with the rule. 
It is important to note, however, that the final rule does not 
specify a percentage of accessible buses that a recipient must 
provide to meet the service criteria under the rule. We believe 
that it is probable that the consultant's cost estimates for SO 
percent lift-equippage represent a reasonable upper range of 
recipients' aggregate maximum cost exposure under the final rule 
for the bus option. 

Figure 2 indicates that the estimated present value of total · 
paratransit costs over the next 30 years ranges from $1 billion 
to $1. 7 billion, depending upon the int·erpretation given to 

[ l ] SO% lift-bus alternative assumes 70\ of 100% lift-bus cost 
based on the a~sumption that a SO% lift-bus system captures 
70% of the trips generated by a 100% lift-bus system. 
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